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-PREF'ACE
The Principles and Recommendations for Population and Housing Censuses ,·rere
adopted by the United Nations Statistical COJllJ!lission at its t't-rentieth session in
February-t1arch 1979. They are intended as a guide to help countries in planninR
and carrying out population and housing censuses in the cominr, years. Similar
recommendations had been issued in the past serving the SaMe purposes in connexion
with the 1970 World Programmes of Population and Housing Censuses and the 1960 '''orld
Census Programmes. They include the Principles and Reco~~endations for the 1970
Population Censuses, 1/ the Principles and Recommendations for the 1910 Housing
Censuses, 2/ the Princi les and Recommendations for National Population Censuses, 11
and the General Principles for .!Llfousing Census.
The present recommendations have been developed over a period of years b~r a
process of consultation between the United Nations, the regional commissions and
individual countries. The Commission first considered revision of the
recommendations for the 1970 population censuses 1/ and the recommendations for the
1970 housing censuses 2/ at its eighteenth session, in 1974. At that time, the
Commission accepted the proposal that the regional commissions should take the lead
in developing recommendations for the 1980 census programme, particularly with
respect to the topics to be covered, while the Statistical Office would attemnt to
compile and analyse material on national census experience relating to the
organization, timing, staffing and costs of various census operations, with a vie~.,
to preparing appropriate guidelines and recommendations on these matters.
Furthermore, the Commission decided that there should be an interim report on the
subject at its nineteenth session, in 1976, and that it should receive final
consideration at its t't-rentieth session. Also, the Commission unanimously approved
a draft resolution entitled "1980 Horld Population and Housing Census Programme",
subse~uently adopted by the Economic and Social Council, with additional paragraphs,
as resolution 1947 (LVIII), in which the Council recommended, inter alia, "that
Member States undertake to carry out population and housing censuses during the
period 1975-1984 and that they take into account international recommendations
relating to populati6n and housing censuses ••• ".
At its nineteenth session, the Commission considered an interim report on the
census recommendations and requested the Secretary-General to circulate a part of
the report, amended to reflect the commission's views, for the consideration of
~iember States in planning their censuses.
Accordingly, the document entitled
"Interim report on the United Nations recommendations for the 1980 population and
housing censuses" (ST/ESA/STAT/91) was issued in June 1977 and given wide
circulation.

1/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 67.XVII.3.

2/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 67.XVII.4.
3/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 58.XVII.5.
4/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 58.XVII.8.
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Taking into account the interim views expressed by the Statistical Commission
at its nineteenth session and the views expressed by the Population Commission at
its nineteenth session, as ,,,ell as the views of the regional commissions and of the
Inter-American Statistical Institute expressed in connexion with the various
regional meetings on the census programme, the Statistical Office prepared a set of
draft recommendations, which were submitted to the Expert Group on Global
Recommendations for the 1980 Population and Housing Censuses, which met at United
Nations Headquarters from 16 to 24 January 1978.
After providing detailed comments and suggestions for revision, the Expert
Group concluded that it "considered that the draft recommendations for population
and housing censuses, amended in the light of its comments, were suitable for
submission to the Statistical Commission at its twentieth session. It also
considered that the draft recommendations, as so revised, were suitable for
circulation to countries, particularly developing countries, to assist them in
planning for their forthcoming population and housing censuses" (ESA/STAT/AC.6,
para.• 127).
The draft recommendations, considered by the Commission at its twentieth
session and circulated widely as document E/CN.3/515 and Add.1-3, were therefore a
second draft reflecting the comments of the Expert Group. In accordance with the
action taken by the commission at its twentieth session, the present pUblication is
based on that draft, modified as required, in accordance with its discussions and
conclusions.
The present recommendations differ from the recommendations adopted in
connexion with the 1970 \-Torld Population and Housing Census Programmes in four
major respects. First, the recommendations for both population and housing censuses
are contained in a single volume, as appropriate to a combined programme, rather
than being treated in two separate volumes as was the case in the previous decade.
Secondly, the recommendations omit in the title any reference to a specific
year. The decision to omit a reference to any specific year reflects the move away
from an emphasis on international simultaneity in census taking, as reflected in
decisions of the Statistical Commission at its eighteenth session. It also brings
the treatment of the population and housing census recommendations in line with that
of United Nations recommendations in most other fields of statistics, which remain
in force until the Statistical Commission considers that revisions are warranted.
Future revisions of these principles and recommendations will be issued as
revisions to the present publication (Rev.l etc.).
Thirdly, the chapters of the principles and recommendations dealing with the
operational aspects of the popUlation and housing censuses (Part One) have been
substantially revised and expanded to reflect recent technical and policy
developments related to census taking. In addition, a large number of revisions
have been introduced in an effort to make these portions of the recommendations
more directly oriented towards the needs and cir~umstances of developing countries.
Fourthly, with respect to census content, a number of basic decisions had to
be made in order to ensure that the global recommendations would complement and not
supersede those made at the regional level. An approach recommended by the Expert
Group has been followed in Parts Two and Three of this publication. The
recommendations distinguish among (~) topics recommended as priority topics by a
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majority of the regions, (b) topics that, while not falling in group (~), were
included by a majority of the regions "Then both priority and "other useful" topics
were taken into consideration and (c) topics that, while not falling into either of
the preceding groups, were mentioned in the recommendations of at least one region.
The lists of topics included in eroups (~) and (b) with definitions and
specifications provided for all topics thus shown are given in chapter V. ~e list
of topics included in group (£) is given in annex I to the present pUblication.
Despite these differences, there is considerable continuity between the present
recommendations and those adopted for the 1970 census prop,rammes, particularly with
respect to census content. Indeed, the Statistical Commission, at its nineteenth
session, noted that there ,.,as an emerging consensus that the recommendations on
census content adopted for the 1970 World Population and Housing Census Progr~es
and their regional variants remained largely valid for the 1980 Programme.
In adopting the present recommendations at its twentieth session, the
Statistical Commission "stressed that a. population and housing census should not be
viewed as an isolated statistical activity but rather should be conceived as an
element of an integrated statistical system that included household sample survey as
,.ell as statistics obtained from administrative sources".
This vie,,, has important and numerous implications for population and housing
censuses and for other statistical operations carried out by a country. The
implications for the census are discussed at several places in the present
publication (see particularly paras. 1.11-1.42 and 1.214-1.216). Since a
population and housing census often forms the starting point for '·Tork on ma.1or
national statistical development activities, such as the establishment of a
permanent national household survey capability (ST/ESA/STAT.92/Rev.l) or an
integrated statistical data base, 5/ it is important that the planning for these
censuses and other statistical undertakings be closely co-ordinated.
It should be stressed that a continuing co-ordinated programme of data
collection and compilation can best be served if the relationship among the
population census, the housing census and other statistical investigations is
considered when census planning is under way and if consistent concepts and
definitions throughout the integrated programme of data collection and compilation
are used. For this reason, the recommendations in this volume on educational
attainment and educational qualifications make use of categories of the
International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) issued by the United
Nations Educationa~Scientific and Cultural Org&nization (see chap. V, sect. C);
and the recommendations on occupation and industry classifications make use of the
latest revision available of the International Standard Classification of
Occupations (ISCO) issued by the International Labour Office, and of the
International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC)
issued by the United Nations (see chap. V. sect. C). Census authorities in each
country would wish to make use of the national version of each of these
classifications, where they exist, to ensure that the population and housinR census

5/ The
Demographic

)
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will contribute, to the maximum extent possible, to national statistical
development and integration. For a further discussion of various aspects of these
issues, see Studies in Integration of Demographic and Social Statistics, 6/
Improving Social Statistics in Developing Countries: Conceptual Framel,ork and
Methods 11 and volume I of the Handbook of Statistical Or~anization. 8/

2!
11

United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.XVII.4.
United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.XVII.12.
8/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.XVII.17.
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!!l~~usinL censuses.

I.

DEFINITIONS, ESSENTIAL FEATURES Arm USES OF
POPULATION AND HOUSn!(~ CF.Nf,USES

A.
1.

Definitions

Population census

1.1. A population c~nsus is the totRl process of col10ctinp" compiling, evaluating,
analysing and publishing or otherwis~ disseminatinp, demopraphic, economic Rnd
social data pertaining, at a spe-cific-d time, to all p:::'rsons in a countr;y or in
a well-delimited part of a country.

1.2. Population is basic to th~ production and distribution of material w~~lth.
In orde-r to plan for, and carry out, economic and social development,
administrative activity or scientific research it is necessary to have r~liable
and detailed data on the size, distribution and composition of population. The
population c~sus is a primary source of these basic bench-mark statistics,
covering not only the settl~d population but homeless persons ~nd nomadic proups
as well. Data from population census~s may be presented and analysed in terms
of statistics on persons, m~rried couples, families and households and for ~ wid0
variety of Feocraphical units ranging from the country as a .,hole to individual
small localities or city blocks.
2.

Housing census

1.3. A housin~ census is the total proc~ss of coll~ctinp" compilinp, evaluating,
analysing and ~blishing or otherwise diss~rninating statistical data pertainin~,
at a specified time, to all living quarters !I and occupants ther~of in a country
or in a well-delimited part of a country.
Th~ ce-nsus must provide inforJl'lation on the supply of housiTlP' units to("etht"r
with information on the structural charact~ristics and facilities that have a
bearing upon the maintenance of privacy and heftlth fI.nd the developm2nt of normal
family living conditions. Sufficient demographic, social and economic data
concerning the occupants must be collected to furnish a description of housing
conditions and also to provide basic data for ana.lysinp. the causes of housing
e.eficiencies and for the study of 'POssibiliti~s for remedial action. In this
conn~xion, data obtained as part of the population census, includin~ data on
homeless persons, are- often used in the presentation and analysis of the results
of the housing census.

1.4.

B.

Ess~ntial featur~s

1.5. The essential features of ~opulation ann housing c~nsus~s arc individual
C'Dl.DDl"ration, universality lrithin a dc-fined territory, siJll.ultaneity and defined
periodicity.

!I

For the definition of "living quarters i i , see para. 3.41.
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1.
1. 6.

Individual cnuweration

i;c2nsus" imrliL's that each individual and each livinr quarters arC' enumeratcc
and that thdr characteristics arc separately rE'corded. Only by this
procedure CAn the data On the' various characteristics be cross··classified.
Individual en~~ration does not preclude the uSe of sampling techniques for
obtaininf data on sPecifi2d charactcristics, provid~d that the sample d2si~n is
consistent "lith the size of th2 areas for Hhich th€' data arC' to be tabulated and
the deGree of detail in the cross-tabulRtions to be made.
A

sC'parat~ly

2.

Universality w'ithin

A.

defined territory

1.7.

The census should cover a precisely defined territory (e.g., the entire
country or a well-delimited part of it). The population census should include
every person present and/or residing within its scope, depending upor the type
of population count required. The housing census should include every livinp
quarters irrespective of type.

3.

Simultaneity

1.8. Each person and each living quarters should be enumerated as nearly as
possible in respect of the same well-·defined point of time and the data collected
should refer to a well-defined r~ference period. The ti~e-refer€'nce period need
not, hOl-lever, be identical for all of the datI:'. collected. For most of the G.ata,
it .Till be the day of the census; in some instances, it may be a period prior to
the census.

4.

Defined periodicity

1.9.

Censuses should be tak2n at regular intervals so that comparable information
is made available in a fixed sequence. A series of censuses makes it possible
to appraise th~ past, accurately describe the prescnt and estimate the future.
It is reconmended that a national census be taken at least every 10 years. Some
countries may find it necessary to carry out censuses more frequE'ntly because of
the rapidity of major changes in their population and/or its housing circumstances.
1.10. The census data of any country are of p.:reater valu~'" nationally, regionally
and internationally if they can be compared with the results of censuses of other
countries that were taken at Rpproximately the same time. Therefore, countries
may wish to undertake a census in the yeRrs ending in "0" or as near to those
years as possible. It is obvious, however, that leeal, administrative, financial
and other considerations often make it inadvisahle for a country to adhere to a
standard international pattern in the timing of its censuses. In fixing a census
date, therefore, such national factors should be given grC'ater weip,ht that the
desirability of international simultaneity.
C.

Uses in an integrated programme of data
collection and compilation

1.11. Population and housing censuses are a principal means of collectin(T. bRsic
population and housing statistics as part of an int~grated programme of data
collection and compilation aimed at providinp a comprehensive source of stRtistical
information for economic and social development planning, for administrative
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.--purposes, for assessin~ conditions in humnn
commercial and other uses.

s~ttlements,

for

r~scarch

anQ for

1.12. The value of either census is increased if the re~ults CRn be employed
top,ethzr with the results of other investigations, as in the use of the census
datR as a base or bench-marl~ for current statistics, and if it can furnish the
information needed for conducting other statistical investigations. It can, for
2xample, provide a statistical fraI!'E' for other cC'nsusE'S or sample surveys. The
population census is also imnortant in developing the population estimates n02dcd
to calculate vital rates from civil reeistration dRta (sec paras. 1.39-1.41 below).
In addition, these censuses are a major source of data us~d in official
compilations of social indicators, particularly on topics that usually chanp.2
slowly over time. 2/ The purposes of a continuing co-ordinated programme of data
collection and compilation can best be s~rved, thE'refore, if th2 relationship amon~
the population census, the housinr census and other statistical invE'stigations is
considered when census planning is under way and if provision is made for
facilitating the usc of the census and its r~sults in connexior. with such
investigations. Th~ use of consistent concepts and definitions throuphout an
integrat2d programme of data collection and compilation is essential if the
advantages of these relationships are to be fully realized.
1.13. A population and housing census also serves as the logical starting plAce
for work on the organization End construction of a computerized statistical data
base to serve continuing national and local needs for data in the intercensal
period. J!
1.

Uses of population censuses
(~)

Uses for policy-making, planning and administrative purpos2S

1.14. The fundamental purpose of the population census is to provide the facts
essential to governmental policy-making, planning and administration. Information
on the size, distribution and characteristics of a country's population is
essential to describe and assess its economic, social and demographic circumstances
and to develop sound policies and programmes aimed at fostering thE' ,v-elfare of a
country and its population. The population census, by providine comparable basic
statistics for a country as a whole and for each administrative unit and locality
therein, can make an important contribution to the over-all'planning process and
thz management of national affairs. Population census results are also used in
policy development and in management and evaluation for programmes in such fields
as education and literacy, employment and manpow'er, family planninp, housing,
maternal and child health, rural devdopment, transportation and highway planning,

2/ See, for exampl~, Social Indicators: Preliminary Guidelines and
Illustrative Series, Statistical Papers, S€'ries M, No. 63 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.78.XVII.8).
3/ For a fuller discussion of many of the technical and policy issues that
arise-in the construction and use of integrated statistical data bases, see
The Develo ment of Inte rated Data BaSeS for Social Economic ~nd Demo ra hic
Statistics, Statistical Papers, SeriE's F, No. 27 UnitE'd Nations publication,
Sales rJo. E. 79.XVII.14).
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urbanization and w~lfarc. Further and more sp~cific examples ar~ ~iven in
chapter VI of Part Two, alon~ with r~f0rcnc~s to appropriat~ manuals and guid~lin~s.
1.15. OnC' of tl'1.(' most basic of th~ administrative uses of census data is in thC'
demarcation of constituencic-s And th{~ allocation of reT)rC's.:ntation on p'overning
bodies. Detailed information or the peographical distribution of the population
is indispensabl~ for this purpos~. Certain aspects of th0 lepal or a~inistrative
status of t2rritorial divisions may also depend on th~ size of their populations.
(b)

Uses for r:search

purpos~s

1.16. In addition to servinp specific governmental nolicy purpos0s, the population
census provid~s indispensable data for the sci~ntific analysis and appraisal of
the composition, distribution and past and prosp~ctivc p,rowth of the ponulation.
The changing patterns of urban-rural concentration, the aevelopm~nt of urbaniz,,"'d
areas, th~ gzographical distribution of the population accordinp to such variables
as occupation and education, the ~volution of the S0X and a~e structure of the
population, and the mortality and natality differentials for various population
groups, as well as th~ economic and social characteristics of the population and
labour force, are questions of sci~ntific interest which are of importance both
to pure research and for solving practical problems of industrial and commercial
growth and management.

(£)

Us~s

for

busin~ss,

industry and labour

1.17. In addition to those given above, the census has many important uses for
individuals and institutions in business, industry and labour. Reliable estimates
of consumer demand for an ever-.:xpandin~ variety of p,oods and servic~s depend on
accurate information on the size of th~ population in subnational areas and its
distribution at lC'ast by age and sex, since thcs~ chara.cteristics heavily
influence the demand for housin~, furnishings, food, clothing, recreational
facilities, medical supplies and so forth. Furthermore, the local availability
of labour for the production and distribution of such commoditi~s and sr-rvices
may be importElnt in determinina. the 10cA.tion and organization of enterprises.
2.

Us~s

of housing censuses

<.~)

Uses for deVelopment of

bench-l!larl~

housing stEl.tistics

1.18. The Statistical Commission at its ninth session direct~d the attention of
national statistical services to "the need to d('velop from housing census<'s, the
sort of bench-marl: statistics in housinp: that could be supplemented by current
building and construction statistics and which would provide a continuous up-todate picture of th: housinp position needed for the consideration of housin~
programmes';. 4/ SincE' not a.ll the basic informa.tion required to assE'SS housing
needs or to formulate housine programmes can b~ obtain~d through a housinp, census,
additional data must be obtain~d through the population census, special housing
surveys and environmental surveys and from vital statistics, economic statistics
and so forth; but data obtained from th~ housinr. census ,rill constitute the basic

4/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twenty-second Session,
Supplement No.7 (E/2876), para. 117.
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framework Hithin ,,,hich th':) estimates will be mad-=-, indic2s
statistical inquiri~s planned.

(p)

comput~d

and further

Uses for the formulation of housinp: policy and proprammC's

1.19. Th? formulation of housing policy and progr~es r0pres~nts one of the
principal uses of housing c~nsus date. Housing policy is normally influenced by
social and economic as well as political considerations and the availability of
factu~l data concerninp the housinr situation provides obj,:)ctivc criteria, 'Thich
is important for policy makers to take into account.
1.20. In most countries, housing programmes comprise both governmental and private
activity. The data derived from a housing census are used by governmental
authorities for making an analysis or diagnosis of the housing situation. 5/
Housing conditions are analysed in quantitative and qualitative terms and data
from previous censuses ar~ used to indicate the changes in the housing situation
that have occurred during the intercensal p~riods; the housing deficit and future
housing requirements are estimated and compared with th~" rat.:-s of 0_vTelling
production being attained: the characteristics of the households in need of
housing are considered in relation to the availability and cost of housing. As
part of over-all development plans such an analysis is necessary for the formulation
of national housin~ programmes and for their execution. ~
1.21. The data that becomes available from the housing census ,rill also be
studied by commercial users. Those cnr,aped in the construction industry as well
as financing institutions and manufacturers of housing fixtures and equi~ment and
household appliances need to assess the possible demand for housing and to
visualize the scope of their activiti~s within the over-all programme.
3.

Relationship between the population census and the

housin~

census

1.22. An especially close association exists between population censuses and
housing censuses. The two censuses may comprise one statistical operation or
they may be two separate but w~ll co-ordinated activities, but they s~ould never
be considered completely independent of each other because essential elements of
each census are common to both. For example, an essential feature of a population
census is the identification of each occupied set of living quarters and of the
persons living therein, and an essential feature of a housing C2nsus is the
collection of information on the characteristics of each set of living quarters
in association with the ~umber and characteristics of its occupants.
1.23. In many countries, the nopulation and housing censuses are taken
concurrently, often with th~ usc of a single schedule. In this way, the information
on"population and living quarters can be more readily matched, processing is
facilitated and extensive analysis can be carried out. This also makes it ~ossible

5/ For some statistical indicators for measuring housing conditions, refcr~nce
may be Il\A.de to Statistical Indicators of Housing Conditions (United Nations
publication, Sales No. 62.1'VII.7) and to Social Indict'l_tors: Preliminary Guidelines
and Illustrative Series (United Nations publication, Sal~s No. E.78.XVII.8).

6/

Im rovin

and Methods

Social Statistics in Developing Countries: Conce tual
United Nations publication, Sale'S Ho. E.79.XVII.12 •
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Fram~'-1Ork

tc r~late to the housin~ census data the information on o2mopraphic and econo~ic
characteristics of eRch hous,. . hold mer.:tbC'r that is rout incly coll,'cted in the
population census: if thE' population census cannot provide this informAtion, it hRs
to b~ col12ct~d in th~ housing census.
1.24. The advantages of simultaneous inv0stir,ation may be offs~t to ~o~e ~xtent hy
the additional hurden on th~ respondent and th~ enumerator r~sulting fro~ the
increased amount of inform8tion that must be collected at one time. In countri~s
where this is likely to be a st"'rious problem, consideration lJ1i~ht he r;ivC'n to
collecting d8.ta for a limited number of topics on thE' basis of a complE'tc>
enumeration in the population and housinp c,. . nsus, with mor.:- complex data in both
fields being collect0d on a sample basis only, eith-:-r concurrC'ntly with or
immediately followin~ the full enuweration. Alternatively, consideration mip,ht
be given to carrying out th2 housinr, census as part of th2' advanc2'-listin{"
operations of the population census.
1.25. The relationship between the population and the housinp, census will affect
the means by which data on homel2'ss persons arC' obtained. In the case of
simultaneous censuses of population and housing, data on homelL'ss persons .Till
be obtained as part of the population census. 1{here th~ housing census is carried
out independently of the population census. it 'Till b~ n2ccssary to try to
2numerate them in the housing census.

4.

Relationship of population and housinp censuses to interc2nsal sample

inquiri~s

1.26. The rapidity of current changes in thL' sizE' nnd other charActeristics of
populations and the demand for additional detailed data on social, economic and
housing characteristics that are- not appropriate for collection in a full-sca.l.:>
census have brought about the need for continuinf, pro~rammes of interccnsal
household sample surveys to collect current and detailed information on many topics.
Sometimes such a sample inquiry may be the- only means available of obtainin~
be>l.ch-m8.rk housing data.
1.27. The population and housing census can provide th2' frame for scientific
samp10 design in connexion with such surveys (s~e paras. 1.213-1.216); at th~ sa~e
tim?, it provides bench-mark data for evaluating the r~asonablen('ss of th~ over-all
survey results as well as a base against which changes in the characteristics
investigated in both inquiries can be ~easured. To permit comparison of cr-nsus
and survey results, the definitions and classifications ~mployed should b0 as
nE'arly alike as possible consistent uith th~ aims of each investigation. Be-caus",
of th2 r~lative permanence of livin~ quarters, the lists availab10 from the housin~
census (with suitable updating) ruay also provide a conv~nient frame for carryinp out
inquiries dealing with topics other than population and housing.

5.

Relationship of population and/or housinp cenSUS2S to other tvnes of census0s
and other statistic~l investigations
(~)

Census of agriculture

l.28. Neither population nor housing censuses haVe flS close a rcl~.tionship to
agricultural censuses as they haV2 to each oth~r. As the result, hOlT('v<"r, of
increasing integration within progr~~s of data collection, the relationship
bC'twc,"n the population census and that of agriculture should no,", b~ closer than
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it 'tTas in the £last even though the two censuses use different units of enumeration.
This development did not necessarily imply an attempt to combine population and
agricultural censuses into a single field operation, which might in fact place a
very great burden on the field staff.
1.29. The unit of enumeration in agricultural censuses is the holding, which is the
techno-economic unit of agricultural production; the units of enumeration in
population censuses are the household and the individual within the household. In
a change from past recommendations for agricultural censuses, the Programme for the
1980 World Census of Agriculture 1/ no longer recommends the COllection of
information on the total number of persons living on agricultural holdings. Instead,
it points out that some of the data needed on agricultural population and employment
may better be obtained through population censuses and household sample surveys of
various kinds, and that "the agricultural census should provide the means to
collect information on 'agricultural population' and emp10yment which complements
data obtained through other inquiries". Accordingly, it recommends (a) the
collection of limited data on demographic characteristics and economic activity of
members of the holder's household, (b) the collection of information on the number
and sex of hired permanent agricultural workers for each holding and (c) an
indication of whether or not occasional agricultural workers are utilized on the
holding.
1.30. Hence, agricultural ~ensuses are no longer expected to provide data on all
persons employed in agricultural work nor on the "farm populations". Greater
reliance will be placed on derivation from the results of population censuses (and
household and other sample surveys) of information on persons engaged in the
agricultural industry and those engaged in an agricultural occupation. It should
be realized, however, that the population census, particularly if it investigates
only the principal economic activity of each person during a short time-reference
period, may not identify persons connected with agricultural activity only
incidentally during the period and will not identify persons who worked in
agriculture during some other period of the year only.
1.31. Countries may, therefore, wish to consider the possibility of adding to
their population census a question enabling them to identify persons who did
same work in connexion with agriculture over a longer time-reference period, even
though their principal or secondary activity during the shorter time-reference
period was non-agricultural. Because of the difference in the units of enumeration
between population and agricultural censuses, however, the population census
cannot be expected to provide the information needed to allocate the persons thus
identified to a particular holding. Further, countries may find it more appropriate
to investigate incidental agricultural work through sample surveys, which are more
suitable to detailed investigation that would overburden the population census.
1.32. As is emphasized also in the Programme for the 1980 World Census of
Agriculture, it is important that the relevant definitions used in agricultural
censuses and those used in population and housing censuses be compatible in order
that the results of the agricultural census and those of the population and/or
housing censuses can be used jointly, taking advantage of data-base capabilities.

1/ FAO Statistics Series, No.1, Rome, 1916 and Collecting Statistics on
Agricultural Population and Employment FAO Economic and Social Development
Paper No.1, Rome, 1918.
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1.33. Population and housing censuses can also be of use in the preparation of an
agricultural census. Information from a recent population and/or housing census
can be utilized for demarcation of enumeration areas, preparation of the frame for
the census and design of the sample if a complete agricultural enumeration is not
undertaken. In planning for a population and housing census, consideration may be
given to the possibility of collecting some agricultural information that would
facilitate the preparation of a subsequent agricultural census. For example, the
population and/or housing census may serve as a convenient means of identifying
agricultural holdings or at least holders for a subsequent census of agriculture.
The housing census also provides an opportunity to collect data concerning smallscale agricultural activity carried on where the area in question would not fall
within the definition of an agricultural holding. These data sometimes refer to
the keeping of poultry, bees and so forth.
1.34. If it is desired to collect information in an agricultural census on some
demographic or social characteristics of persons employed in agricultural work it
would be useful to employ the same definitions and classifications of such
characteristics as are used in the population census, in order to permit as high a
degree of comparability as possible between the results of the two censuses. In
some cases, the utilization of supplementary sample surveys in connexion with
either census may serve to provide the information desired on the relationship
between the characteristics of the population of holdings and the characteristics
of the holdings.
(b)

Census of establishments

1.35. Although the coll~ction of information on industrial and commercial
establishments is not a part of the population census, some of the information that
is collected regarding economic characteristics of individuals can be used for
preparing listings of the proprietcrs of such establishments and/or of the
establishments themselves. Experience shows that these listings can be used in
a subsequent census of establishments or for supplementing the registers of
establishments maintained by most countries and utilized in their establishment
censuses. Since most of the registers cover at least all establishments in which
more than a minimum of persons (e.g., 5 or 10) are employed, it is usually only
necessary to obtain information through the population census on smaller
establishments, particularly those operated by self-employed persons. But it is
essential that this information from the population census be available shortly
after the enumeration is carried out because this kind of information can become out
of date rather quickly.
1.36. The population census information needed for these purposes is the industry
and status (as employer, employee, own-account worker etc.) of economically active
persons, the name and address of their establishments (if any) and (for employers)
the number of employees. If all of this information appears on the census
questionnaire, the data for the small employers and own-account workers can be
extracted from the schedule or from the processing documents after the enumeration.
If only industry and status appear on the schedule, the remaining information may
be obtained from the desired group at the time of the population census
enumeration and entered on a separate schedule.
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(£)

Census of buildings

1.37.

Since, as part of the housin cens
'
concerning all buildings (both
,~
,us operatlon, it is necessary to inquire
ascertain whether they are occ r:s~ entlal ~d non-residential) in order to
UP1
buildings at the time of th h
: or not, lt may be convenient to record all
onl f
e Ouslng census even though dat
y or those in which housing units 0
th
"
a may be collected
comprehensive list thus obtal'ned 0 t,r 0 er Ilvlng quarters are located
The
b' ,
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th'
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•
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\U u.~ngs s~~~f~ca.nt

~Ot O\l~~e! l'Q,<\,\ll!1.es, su.ch as the censu.s of a.istribution, the school census etc.
(~)

System of current housing statistics

1.38. Current housing statistics refer to housing activity. They reflect the
number of dwellings constructed and certain related information such as value,
number of rooms, floor space etc. as well as the number of dwellings destroyed or
demolished. These data are usually obtained from a system of data collection based
on the administrative procedures that are required in connexion with the activity
in question. For example, construction statistics may be derived from permits
issued for the construction of dwellings, from records of dwelling starts or
completions, from certificates of occupancy. Statistics on dwellings destroyed may
be obtained from the records maintained for the levying of rates and the collection
of taxes. Compiled monthly o~ quarterly, current housing statistics reflect changes
in the housing inventory and, although they may serve other purposes, they are
also used to update the bench-mark data obtained from housing censuses.
(~)

Civil registration and vital statistics

1.39.

Population census data serve as denominators for the computation of vital
rates, especially rates specific for characteristics normally investigated only
at the time of the census. Conversely, census results, time-adjusted by vital and
migration statistics, can provide estimates of the future size, distribution and
other characteristics of the popula.tion of the total country and subnational areas.
Further, census data on fertility can provide a bench-mark check on the
reliability of current birth statistics. It is consequently desirable that
procedures for the collection of population census data, vital statistics and
migration statistics be closely co-ordinated with regard to coverage, concepts,
definitions, classifications and tabulations.
1.40. It may be noted that some countries have linked individual census returns
for infants under one year of age with birth registration reports for the year
preceding the census date as a means of checking on the completeness of one or
the other type of investigation. Linkage of death reports with census returns has
been used to compare the information on characteristics of the deceased as
reported in the two sources. While the many problems posed in the past by the
one-to-one matching of two types of records have not been entirely solved, they
have been mitigated by developments in computer technology. Before undertaking
either of the procedures. however, countries should consider carefully the
possible advantages of using household sample survey returns, rather than census
returns, in the operation. Moreover, such operations have to be carried out in
complete accord with national laws and policies governing the confidentiality of
information obtained in the census if public confidence in the census is to be
main taine d.
-10-

1.41. In the establishment of a vital registration system, census results cn the
geographical distribution of the population can be useful in the consideration of
appropriate locations fer registration offices.

6.

Relationship of the population census to continuous population registers

1.42. Population censuses have been used in some countries as the starting point
for the establishment of a continuous population register. Such an effort,
however, has little justification from a statistical viewpoint unless adequate
and tested facilities, including a comprehensive and complete civil registration
system for live births and deaths, are available for continuously updating the
population register. If a register is already in operation, results of subsequent
censuses can be compared with register data as a check on the accuracy of both.
As permitted by national laws and policies relating to the confidentiality of census
and other data, information from each source can be transferred to the other,
after investigation and resolution of discrepancies. ~

8/ Methodology and Evaluation of Population Registers and Similar Systems
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.69.XVII.15).
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II.

PLAl'TNHm> ORGAl'TIZATION AND .AD~fnTISTRATION OF
POPULATIOn AND HOUSIHG CEl'TSU8ES

1.43. The present chapter deals primarily with the op~rational aspects of
population and housing census~s and the very lengthy and detailed preparations that
must be Jl1ade to take such censuses successf1111y. Bf'cause of the tE'chnical and
administrative complexities involved, the principles of census management provided
below should be considered as a r~view of points to b~ taken into account in
planning and executing a popUlation and housing census rather than as a
comprehensive treatment of the subject.
1.44. A population and housing census (or a population census by itself) is
perhaps the single most extensive, complicated and expensive statistical op~ration
that a country undertakes, consisting of a complex series of interrelated steps.
Some of these steps may be massive in scale, for example, the printing of the
census questionnaires. Other steps must be carried out in a uniform manner in
all parts of the country, for example, t.he training of the supervisory staff. lmd
still other steps must incorporate both of these elements, for example, the actual
enumeration.
1.45. To ensure that the diverse operations occur in their proper sequence and in
a timely manner, the entire census and its various component steps must be planned
for carefully in advance. An apparently I!linor ovp.rsigbt in planning may lead to
serious defects in the census results and to costly inefficiencies in the census
operations. Careful planning is, therefore, critically important to a successful
census) not only in countries with comparatively little statistical experience
but also in countries with a well-developed system of statistics. Coupled with
the need for careful plannine is the need for appropriate organizational and
administrati ve arrangernents and procedures. Such arrangements ano procedures are
necessary to ensure that the extensive human and material resources that have
been mobilized for the census are effectively and efficiently used and to ensurE'
that the very tight tim.e schedules and massive loeistical requirements of the
census are met.
1.46. It must be stressed, however, that at each stage of census planning and
implementation the various administrative arranrements developed will need to be
guided by sound technical considerations. The quality and timeliness of the census
data will almost certainly suffer unless sufficient weight is given throughout
the census to a wide range of subject-matter and statistical requirements. It is
for this reason that the management of a large statistical operation, and E'specially
a population and housing census, cannot be considered as a routine administrative
assignment. 2./

9/ For a discussion of statistical management generally) seeThe Organization
of :r.Tational Statistical Services: A Revie'tv ~f Hajor ~EE~ (United Nations ----publication, Sales No. E.77.XVII.5) and Handbook of Statistical Organization
Volume I, Statistical Papers~ Series F, No. 2S-ctO be issued as a United Nations
publication) •
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1.47. Censuses do not all follow a uniform pattern but there are certain major
elements ~hat must be taken into account in all censuses. In general, census
operations can be divided into seven phases: (1) preparatory Hork, (2) enumeration.
(3) data processing, (4) evaluation of the results, (5) analysis of the results,
(6) dissemination of the results and (7) systematic recording of census experience.
It will be readily apparent that these phases are not entirely chronologically
separate or mutually exclusive. ~or example, som~ census results are usually
released before all data-processin~ activities are completed; the analysis ann
dissemination of census results overlap each other quite extensively! and thp
systematic recording of census experience should start at the beRinning of the
preparatory ,,,ork and continue through all the subsequent phases. Furthermore,
certain elements that are discussed below under ~iPreparatory work;;) such as the
budget and staff, may have to be amended according to circumstances that arise at
a later stage of operation. The elements of each of these seven phases are
discussed below in terms of their implications for sound census management.
1.48. When the hous1ng census and the population census are carried out to~ether
the planning, organization and administration of the two censuses should be
consid~red as separate aspects of a single, intepratcd fil"ld and processing
operation, that is, the separate t0chnical requirements of each census have to be
taken into account in planning and carrying out the combined operation. A combin~d
population and housinr census will be roore costly and compl~x than each c~nsus
consid~red by itself but it will b~ less expensive than carryine out both c~nsuses
independently. Moreover, thl" combined census will be capable of providinp: a
preatcr wealth of cross-tabulations than would both census~s carried out
ind~pendently.
Each country will haV0 to decide the trad~-offs involven in li~ht
of its own needs and circumstances (see also paras. 1.22-1.25). However, from the
perspective of over-all census planning and management the decision is not a
critical one. 1'lhether th~ census is a combined operation or a separate population
or housinF census, the basics of Cl"nsus planning, organization and administration
as described below remain unchanp-~d - except for the added cost and complexity of
the combined opl"ration.
A.

Preparat<?!L work

1.49. The preparatory work for the census is necessarily long in dura~ion and
involves many quite distinct activities. For purposes of presentation, these
preparatory activities are divided into III somevThat arbitrary elements: (a) lep;al
basis for a census (paras. 1.49 and 1.50), (b) budget and cost control (p~as.
1.52-+..56), (c) census calendar (paras. 1.57~1.6l), (d) administrative organization
(paras. 1.62-1.65), (~) communications act.ivities, including consultations lrith
users and census publicity (paras. 1.66..1.69), (f) cartographic (mapping) work
(paras. 1.70-1.81), (~) small-area identification (paras. 1.82-1.90), (h) living
quarters and household listing: (paras. 1. 91-1. 92) ,_ (i) tabulation programme
(paras. 1.93·-1.95), Cst.) questionnaire preparation (paras. 1.96-1.100), (!-) census
tests (paras. 1.101-1.103), (1) plan of enumeration (paras. 1.104-1.106),
(m) plans for data processing-(paras. 1.107-1.110) and (n) staff recruitment and
training (paras. 1.111-1.116).
1.

Legal basis for a census

1.50. Legal authority for the census is required for fixing primary administrative
responsibility, for obtaining the necessary funds, for determining the general
scop~ and timing of the census and for placing a legal obli~ation upon the public
to co-operate and to give truthful ans,,,ers and a legal oblie:ation upon the
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enumerator to record the responses faithfully. In addition, the confidentiality
of the individual information should be stronely €I.no. clearly establishp.d in t.he
census legislation and guaranteed by adequate sanctions so as to provide a basis
for the confident co-operation of the public. In countries which lack permanent
legal authority for the taking of periodic censuses, it is important to act early
to establish ad hoc legal authority or, preferably, legislation calling for a
system of periodic censuses.
1.51. The principle of conceptual and organizational flexibility should be
observed in drafting the census lerislation. Thus~ the inclusion of too ririd.
provisions regarding the type of data to be collected or the structure an~
relationships of the various parts of the census organization is undesirable.
Necessary details should, rather, be contained in the census regulations promulgated
by the census authorities. Moreover, provision will have to be wade, either in
the legislation or the regulations, for sanctioning the use of simplified
administrative procedures, including the appropriate delegations of authority for
the procurement of equipment and supplies and the recruitment of personnel durine,
the operational phase of the census.
2.

Budget and cost control

1.52. ~o universal system of census budgeting an~ cost control can be surgesten
since financial practices vary greatly among countries. However, a few r,enerally
accepted principles can be noted. Effective planning and control of the various
census operations is not possible without a very careful financial estimate of the
cost of each census operation, including all of its components, no matter how small.
1.53. Information on expenditures from the previous census, classified by census
phases starting with the expenditure for different elements of the preparatory
work and ending with expenditure for the dissemination of the census results,
provides an important basis for estimating the budget of thp. census. r'igures from
the previous census will, of course, have to be modified. in order to take into
account changes in '"age rates and the costs of equipment and supplies etc. ~ planned
changes in census content, methods and procedures and anticipated changes in the
population itself (for example, total size, percentage urban, and avera~e household
size), all of vThich may affect the cost structure of the census.
1.54. To provide the information needed to monitor the costs of the current census
and to have the information needed to plan for the next census, detailed and
precise data will be needed on the follo,dng: (a) number and. cost of census staff
classified by function and manner of payment: (bTtype of equipment and material
used for the census, manner of acquisition (i.e~, purchased or rental) and cost;
(c) surface measurement of office space used and cost of office space classified
by use and type of cost (i.e.~ for const.ruction or for rent): (~) type of s~rvices
used for census operations. The usefulness of the above information '-1Ould be
enhanced if it could be recorded by sources of funding, namely, the expenditure:
(a) from the official census budget; (b) from other funds of the census office
(e. g., from a regular annual budget not" specifically intended for census purposes,
or from general funds of the governmental agency or department of ,,,hich the census
office is a part)~(c) by other parts of the Government; (d) by non-governmental
organizations. This information is needed not only for fiscal planning and control
but also for examining the trade-offs in terms of costs and benefits amonr,
alternative ,"rays of carrying out various census operations.
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1.55. It is important that persons at the administrative and supprvisory levels
vho vill be responsible for the execution of each operation participate in
estimatinr: the budget items. Such an orp.:anization of the work presupposes detailed
advance planning and t1cost-consciousness'; on the part of those responsible for
a census.
1.56. The census plan as executed uill certainly change in a number of respects
after the makine of the original calculations. Consequently, a perfect
correspondence bet'Teen the estimates and the final costs is not to be expected.
Indeed, the development of the census buClrf't is usually an incremental process iI'l
,.,hich rough initial estimates are replaced by more detailed and precise statements
of resource requirements. Throughout the period of census-t~{in? and compilation
of census results, the budr,et viII have to be re··examined and performance compared
vith plans. With detailed information on expenditure, the governmental and census
authorities .rill be better able to control the development of census operations
within the census budget as well as to assess and control the effectiveness and
efficiency of these operations. This information is also very useful for studyine
possible improvements in census techniques and census methodology.

3.

Census calendar

1.57. An indispensable element in the planning of a census is a calendar or
time-table indicating the sequence and estimated duration of each of thp component
operations of the census. At the early stages of census planning, a provisional
calendar of selected key d.ates should be prepared as an over-all framework for thE"
census. The calendar should be revised and made more detailed as planninp.:
proceeds> Hith the aim of establishing final dates as soon as practicable.
1.58. Such calendars are essential, since they indicate thp dates on which each of
the numerous operations that makE" up a census are to be started and completed,
and they serve as a guidf' for measuring the progress of each staRe of the census
operation. Serious delays in work, or errors in time estimates, can be detected
by comparing the calendar target dates with the actual dates of each operation.
A census calendar is a very efficient instrument not only in the timing control of
each census operation but also in the control of the complex of all census
operations that are interdependent. Therefore, when modifications in the census
time-table are necessary, all related operations should be taken into consideration
in order to avoid disruptions in the whole census programme. Obviously, the
time schedule .rill differ for each national census depending upon the general
census plan and the resources that are available.
1. 59.

The census calendar usually ShOvTS the various operations grouped into three
broad sectors: (~) pre-enumeration, (b) enumeration and (£) post-enumeration. The
latter sector includes evaluation and analysis as well as processing and
dissemination. The basic date on which the census calendar and the scheduling
of all other operations hinges is the starting date for the general enumeration of
the population. For purposes of control, many operations which in fact overlap
are sho'Tn separately in the calendar. Census calendars sometimes take the form of
a chart or graph, in addition to a detailed check-list of operations.
1.60. In establishing the census calendar, it is necessary to consider the
relationship of the population and housing censuses to one another as well as to
ether statistical projects. Although a joint population and housinp.: census
operation is likely, for thf' period of its duration, to constitute the major
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statistical undertakinp: of the Government, care should be tal;:en that. it dof'S not
unduly interfere with the other regular statistical activities that may be going
on at the same time. A balanced statistical pro~amme shoulcl avoid too many
simultaneous, competing inquiries which might place too heavy a burden on the
statistical services and on the public, ,·rith a possible resultant loss of both
administrative efficiency and public co-operation.

1. 61.

It is often found useful to cl.ral-T up a comprehensive dia.r:ram that shows the
sequence, interrelationship and timing of all the various steps in the census
programme. This critical path analysis shows the consequences that a delay at a
p.;iven step ,.,ould cause to other steps in the programme. It can therefore be a
useful instrument against which the actual prorress of the census preparations can
be compared. Indeed, some countries have attempted to use such critical path
analyses not only as an aid to census planninr but also as a tool for the ongoing
management of their census operations. In these instances, it is essential to
establish procedures for revising the critical path analysis in response to actual
progress. It should be stressed, moreover, that the usefulness of such devices
depends on how soundly they are designed, applied and understood.

4.

Administrative organization

1.62. In planning the organization and administration of a census, it is important
to consider the role and relationship of the various executive and adviso~J orp:ans.
~Tational, subnational and local commissions and committees are frequently useful
in the planning and preparations of a census. Such bodies may be composed of
representatives of governmental agencies and of non-governmental users of the
census data, particularly those involved in policy-oriented analysis of census
results and analytical studies of the social, economic and demographic situation
of the country. It is, however, important that their advisory a.nd promotional
functions be clearly defined and that the final responsibility for planninc rest
with. the executive agency.
1.63. There are definite advantages in havin~ an office continuously responsible
for census ,.,ork as an integral part of the statistical system of a count~r. Such
an office assures continuity in census l-rork and is the principal centre for the
formulation of the programme and the initiation of preparatory work for the next.
census. Its permanency permits the develo~.ent of specialized and experienced
personnel and the maintenance of statistical and carto~aphic information essential
for planning the next census.

1.64. At the pre-enumeration stage, i:he census office will need to be expanded to
to~ the nucleus of the full census organization, which must be capable of directing
the tield organization during the preparatory work as well as during the enumeration.
In order to provide immediate supervision in each area, field offices at various
levels are needed for the later part of the preparatory work, including staff
recruitment and training, as well as for the enumeration period. Supervisory
personnel in such offices should be persons familiar with the particular area and
with the local laneuaee, who are able to deal with local problems. This does not
mean, however, that all supervisory positions must be filled by persons from the
area. As the need arises, personnel may be transferred from the central office or
from other areas.
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1.65.

Subsequent to the enumeration, the census organization is usually readjusted
to meet the needs involved in compiling, evaluatin~, analysinr, and publishin~ thp
results and to provide the continuity desirable for promotine; the continued usp
of census materials and the development of improved methods.

5.

Communications activities, including consultations with users and census
publicit;y

1.66.

A comprehensive programme of communications for a population and housing
census covers three distinct audiences: (1) major users of census data, (2) persons
and institutions participating in the census operations an~ (3) the general public.
Since the census is a national activity that is completely dependent upon the
whole-heart~d co-operation and assistance of the general public and many ~overnmental
and local organizations for its success~ the entire communications effort should be
developed as a co-ordinated activity in close conjunction with the other substantive
preparations for the census. These co~munications activities are valuable not only
for informing others about the census but also for providing census authorities
with early and continuing information about the reactions of the ~eneral public in
various parts of the country and of key persons, r,roups and institutions to census
plans and activities.

1.67.

Consultation with users of census data on topics, definitions and,
particularly, on planned tabulations and the development of the census data base
is an indispensable step to be taken early in the preparations for thf' census.
These consultations will assist the census authoritiE'-s in planning for a census
that, vTithin the resources available, will be as responsive as possible to user
needs in terms of the collection, processing, tabulation, storage and availability
of meaninBful data. Such conSUltations can also serve to foster a wider and more
informed understanding of and support for census plans and activities. The users
to be consulted should be from governmental departments, ministries) universities,
research institutions and various organizations (or individuals) representing the
economic, social, educational and cultural life of a country. ~t is oft.en more
useful to hold separate conSUltations '\-Tith different types of users uith common
interests such as administrators, policy makers, planners, demographers) researchers
etc. rather than to hold a simultaneous meeting of all data users. Such combined
meetings frequently prove frustrating to participants because there are SUbstantial
differences among users in their technical background and in their concern with
the details of census content and operations. Because of the importance of the
census in providing data for local planning and administration, it is also often
advisable to have consultations with users in provincial and local governments and
institutions in various parts of the country. Particularly in large countries or
ccuntries where the provincial or local governments have a comparatively hip,h
degree of autonomy, consultations with users at the subnational level is essential,
if the full potentiality of the census is to be achieved.

1.68.

In order to complete the preparatory work for t.he census and to carry out
the census enumeration itself, the census office will have to expand. its staff
substantially. In addition, numerous governmental and non-governmental organizations
outside the census office may be called upon to provide personnel, equipment,
supplies, space, transportation or communications facilities etc. to help in the
census work. As a result, large numbers of temporary personnel will have to be
trained (see paras. 1.111-1.116) and the contributions of a diverse group of
national and local organizations 'viII have to be mobilized. effectively. A
uell-p1annec1 comnunications programme can contribute to both efforts.
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1.69. Arran~ing the pUblicity for the census is another of the important tasks in
the census operation. This entails an educational campaien, the purpose of which
is to enlist the interest of the general public and its co-operation. Thl'> aims,
as a general rule, are not only to dissipate any anxiety regarding the purposes of
the census but also to explain the reasons for the various questions on the
questionnaire and to give some guidance as to the manner in which these questions
should be anSi·Tered. The publicity campaipn may also be an important tool for
increasing the completeness of cepsus coverage, particularly among hard-to-enumerate
groups. It is desirable that planning for the general publicity campaign start as
soon as the census is authorized. The campaign itself should be closely
synchronized w'ith other census activities and full-scale publicity should not
begin too far in advance of the date on 't-lhich enumeration is scheduled to start.
Plans for the pUblicity programme should be closely co-ordinated with those for
the census tests (see paras. 1.101-1.103). The programme will have to provide the
publicity needed to carry out the census tests. In addition, the pro~raw~le can
use these tests to study the impact of alternative publicity ma~erials and methods.
If either the cartographic or house-listing operations require extensive field-lTor1-:
and widespread contacts i'lith the public, it should be recognized tha.t personnel
involved in these activities often provide the public with its first impression of
the census. Training and pUblicity programmes should take this factor into account.
The general campaign should be directed to all sections of the country and all
segments of the population through the use of all available media of publicity.
The general campaign may be supplemented by a number of specialized campaigns aimed
at specific segments of the population.

6.

Cartographic (mapping) work

1.70. Adequate maps are needed in all stages of the population and housing census,
i.e., in planning the census, in data collection and in preparation and analysis
of census results.
1.71. ~he determination, for the purpose of the census, of the national and
internAl ~)oundaries of the territory and its detailed subdivision into enumeration
areas is one of the basic and most important ct"nsus operations and one 'toThich
generally tru{es a considerable part of the time and effort invested in the
pre-enumeration stage. The prevention of omissions and duplications in the
enumeration depends to a very large extent on the proper delimi+ation of the
enumeration areas; this delimitation, in turn, is dependent upon the accuracy of
the detailed maps available. Reasonably up-to-date maps are also needed to set up
enumerator assignments, estimate travel time and costs, establish field offices,
assign geographical codes, determine the best route of travel to and "rithin
enumeration areas, measure distances and enable the field staff to locate an
enumerator or to find a specific housing unit when a return trip is necessary. They
also serve as a mechanism for showing the progress of the field work. Hhen
presenting and analysing results) maps are used effectively to relate statistical
data to the geographical area to which the census results refer. This makes the
statistics easier to understand and makes them more readily usable by the general
public.
1. 72.

Hithout maps, field staff have to rely entirely on written or verbal
descriptions anG directions or on local knowledge of the area boundaries. Reliance
on verbal description or local knowled{r,e leads very often to confusion and error
because people tend to have mental images (or mental maps) of places and these
images may not coincide with the area as it really is. For the same kind of reason,
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til? supervisor 1 s mental map of an enUJl'l.eration EI.rea may differ markedly from that of

an enumerator. Because census maps provide a realistic picture of the area, t~ey
are essential to the data collection operations, althou~h they can usefully he
supplemented by other descriptive material.
1.73. lU1 available maps that are kno'tm to be accurat e should be scref'·ned and
utilized and neu maps prepared as required. Several different kinds of maps are
needed for census planning, such as' (a) national maps (maps of the entire country
on a relatively small scale) shouing major administ.rative divisions, major physical
features and the location of cities and to~ms; (b) planimetric or topographic maps
on a r81ative1y large scale: (.£) maps of major adinirlistrative divisions or regions
showing levels of subdivisions and location of places- (d) city and tmm maps,
which arF normally large-scale maps shovTine-: all roads and streets'· and (~) special
maps illustratinr, the distribution of physical features, population, transportation
and the lil::c. Not all of these types of maps may be available or up to da-l:e or
accurate. lTevertheless, "rhatever maps are available "Till be useful.
1.74. Fhen existine: maps and boundary information are not comp1;::te or som, ft>atures
are not shovm accurately> it is necessary to introduce revisions. Phen maps require
extensive r::vision or "Then poor quality line-work will not reproduce 't·rel1 J
redraftin:o: is necessary. lJher;:: detailed maps do not exist, it is necessary to
sketch or d.raft them (such "Fork can only be done in the field by tra.inE"d staff).
Aerial photography or satellite imagery may also be a useful source of information
in these situations. It is usually not possible to finance such expensive
undertakings uithin the census budeet. However, census authorities may find it
possible to use photographs or imagery obtained in connexion with various
non-statistical programmes.
1.75. ~o carry out all the mapping tasks required for accurate and useful
censuses (and other statistical activities), a formal ongoing mappine programme
should be established. Failure to implement this important effort during early
stages of the censuses can endanger the final results. It is necessary to start
cartographic "Fork sufficiently early to ensure that an adequatp supply of maps is
available three to four months before the census is scheduled to bpgin. Happing
tasks undertaken too late or with insufficient planning almost surely will result
in lack of maps or in maps that are inadequate for the enumeration of critical
areas. For population and housing censuses, the lead time should bp at least. two
or three years even with an ongoing mapping programme.

1.76. The be-st census maps "rill be of limited value unless the field staff
responsible for enumeration is trained to use them properly. Training may involve
direct instruction of the field supervisors by members of the geography staff, or
it may involve the preparation of instructions on map reading and use of maps for
inclusion in the manual for traininr, enumerators.
1.77. It 1-ril1 be most helpful if the concerned governmental authorities freeze the
boundaries of various administrative units at least six months in advance of the
census date so that no further jurisdictional changes are effected until the
enumeration is over. This helps considerably in delimitation of enumeration areas,
in minimizing chances of omission or duplication and in quick dissemination of
preliminary census results.
1. 78.

The time and expense involved in preparing and checking maps and in the
careful drawinc of enumeration areas are further justified by subseqUf~nt use of the
maps for non··census purposes and particularly as framps for post-censa1 sample
surveys.
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1. 79.

In addition to the ma.ps required for the census, a syste-matic cormlete and.
up-to--dat,. listing of localities is required. Such a list.ing is needed for the
codin,'S of place names and for determining to what extent. data for localities "rill
b<,- tabula.tel..'l.. In somf:- regions, the establishment of a definitive list of localities
is a aajor op.2rat.ion because of difficulties arisinr: froT" the frequent
frar;mentation" disappearance or combination of small localities, anc'_ from changes
in name., variations in spelline;:. the existence of more 1-han one name for the same
nlac~ or the use of identical names for different places.
j

1. ·'30. In countries in "Thich part.icular types of livinc; quarters predominate in
readily ic1entifiable areas, it may be useful during the preparatory worJ~ to consider
these areas in relation to the boundaries of the enumeration districts bein2:
established for the census. Fhere the areas are clearly delineated) as is often
the case, for example, with squatter areas, it may facilitate the preparation of
subsequent housing programmes or the carrying out of special studies if the
boundaries of the enumeration areas at the marr:in of these arf'as could bp draHn so
as to avoid as much as possible crea'dng enumeration areas t.hat incorporate livine;
Quarters of 1ridely di vere;ent types, such as conventional duellinc-s and improvised
hous ing unit. s .

'There is yddespread recognition that it is important for national statistical
ar'encies to develop a continuing cartographic capability to serve their specialized
ce.rtogra.phic needs. Such a capability can make a major contribution to the
population and housine; census and, through the census, +0 suhseque-nt prOl!raIlllnes of
household surveys. The availability of appropriate? reliable and up-·to-datc
cartorrapldc mat.erials is an importe.nt factor in the planning and control of field
"TOr): and in the processing of census results. In connexion with these phases of
census op,~rations ~ the importance must be kept in mind of close co··ordiml.~ ion
between ~ on the one hand, cartographic iTOrY. for the population and housi ng census
and, on t.hE other hand, that for the census of agriculture and other statistical
inquulcs. P_ continuing cartographic capability can also contributp to the analysis
and presentation of census rp.sults.

1.81.

7.

Small~area

identification

1.02. Tilo somewhat different methods are available to provide the census with a
fle:r.:iblc capability for p:enerating ta.bulations in terms of a w'ide variety of
~eographical aggregations, including those needed for the purposes of local planning
anu a~~inistration. The first method simply extends th~ traditional, hierarchical
system for coding all major and minor civil divisions to cover at the lmTE'st level
the enumeration area (EA), sometimes referred to as the enumeration district. The
second uethod ~ which at greater cost permits finer geof,raphical specificit.y~. is
usually based on some co-ordinate or grid system, such as latitude and lon~itude.
This mf.-r.hod is often referred to as a geocoding system.

1.83. Particularly in the absence of a comprehensive system of street names, numbers
or similar addresses, the first met hoc, , which uses the FA as the l'-ey unit for the
production of small-area data, is to be preferred. Proper administration and
control of a census requires that the EAs are well defined and their boun0_aries
identifiable on the Bround. As a rule, they are also traced on maps and they
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carry code numbers which can accompany the statistical information at data entry.
It is therefore possible to make available from the census data base, subject to
the constraints imposed by the need to protect the confidentiality of individual
,'responses (see paras. 1.162-1.163 belm'T), any recorded informat ion in relation to
. any given !".A or combination of EAs "rithout having to resort to any special
arrangements or having to incur very sUbstantial additional expenditures.

1.04. The fact that census data, ~'Thether published or unpublishf"CI., are available
'by EA gives them useful flexibility. Geographical divisions used by various
branches of the administration or by other data users (l.o not al,·rays coincide and
therefore require different rep:roupinp,s. On the oTher hand, vThen chan".es are
planned in administrative boundaries) t.abulat ion of census (lata by the planned
new entities is of course essent.ial.
'1.85. On the level of the basic areaunits,tabulation of population and housing
, chara.ct.eristics by EA, which may be sho"m on st.atistical maps, is a useful too::'
, tor analysis. Furthermore, correlation analysis of different characteristics can
,be carried ou.t using EAs as units when it is not feasible to study the relationship
. directly by cross-tabulating the individual data. Link9.~e of data from other
sources, hm-rever, is not often possible on the EA level becaus~ of the difficulty
'of arrancing such information by census FA. Comparison bet''1een successive
censuses is of course possible only to the extent that the rAs remain unchanr:ed.
1.86. On ~he next higher levels, the situation is somewhat different in urban and
rural areas. Large urban municipalities are usually divided into units (quarters)
wards, barrios etc.), 't'1hich may have 't'Tell-kno"rn and relatively permanent
administrative status. Data tabulated by such units are of great practical value
'tor all plannins and analysis. If such area units do not exist or if they are too
,large for fruitful analysis, other, intermediate units may be formed for
statistical purposes. These should be made as homogeneous as possible.
Possibilities for data linkage and for comparisons in time are clearly best for
area units that have administrative status. Purely statistical areas that lEl.ck
such status are the more useful the more widely they are recognized and the more
permanent they are kept from. census to census.
'1.87. At a ninimum, developing countries that are predominantly rural will certainly
wish to be able to identify the village, 't'Thich is usually the lr..OS+ importan-:' local
uni t in rural areas. In the past, however, the village has not uni forJl'l~y been
a higher level geographical unit than the EA so that while larger villages are
divided into several EAs, one EP. may also be identical with one village or be
composed of t"TO or more small villages. In the latter situation the rA codes
cannot be used to generate village statistics. It may therefore be advisable to
1Urlt each EA either to one village or to a portion of a village or to an area not
:included in any village, bearing in mind that an individual enumerator can ahTays
be given more than one EA to enumerate. There are other problems connected "ri t.h
identification and delimitation of villages, and these musT also be dealt with in
'planning the cartographic work. Due to the organic rolE" it plays in rural lifE" and
development efforts in many developinG countries, the village should not be
neglect.:>d in census plans or in census statistics.
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1.88. The statistical value of th~ villafe is further incr~ased by the possibility
often exis-I:ing for data linkagp wit.h othE'r sources. Particularly relevant is the
possibility of collecting, as is done in many countries) villaGe infor~ation of
most varying nature, such as location~ altitude, road connexions, cCIIJllunicAtions,
facilities of various Idnds or distances from such facilitif's, cultural or ethnic
characteristics of the population, major industrips, major crops etc. ThP village
as a unit is relatively stable but in the course of timE' nevT villages are created
and old ones may disappear or mergE'. A villap:e directory and its cartographic
base therefore require frequent updating.

1.39. Jllso in rural areas there may be need to create an intermediate statistical
level bf'tl-Teen villaGe and minor civil division if the former is e:enerally too small
and the latter too larre for local planning purposes. In such cas~s, thf'
intermediate units should be made as homogeneous as possible and changes in their
boundaries over time should be avoided. On the othpr hane, areas smaller than FA
or village may also be desired to be differentiated) particularly isolated
settlements.
1. 90. Countries may sometimes find it useful to have even greater flexi bili ty in
regrou!,ing census data into differ~nt e;eor.;raphical age'rer;ations than that provided
by a codinG system based on the LA. In these situations, the ".Ise of some system of
geocodin G may be considered (see para. 1.B2). The two approaches to ~eocoding
~hat arc of most si[nificance for c~nsus planning are (a) se~ent allocation and
(b) area allocation to grid squares. Hith segment allocation, co-ordinat es are
assignee' to nodal points (e.g., street intersections) to identify secment.s or block
faces. 'The grid system involves diviCl.ing the national territory into a uniform
grid of' squares using standard coo-ordinates t,o identify the squares. J\.mong thF'
advanta~es of geocoding, particularly if basE-d on the grid- squares approach, are
its permant>nce, clarity and uniformity" as well as the possibility it offers to
interlink st atistics from a "ride variety of sources. It must be stressed, howevpr,
that c;eocodinr: is more expf'nsive than traditional methods of arpa coding and the
technical prerequisites for it may not be present in many countries.

8.

Livinr: quarters and household

listin~

list of living quarters, structures containinr: Ii vine; quarters, or
households, available at the start of the census, is an aid in the control of the
enumeration particularly in the abSence of adequate and updated maps. Such a list
is also useful for estimating the number of enumerators and the numbpr of schedules
and other census materials needed in an area, for estimating the time required for
t.he enumeration and for compiling provisional results of the census. It is also
very useful for determinin~ the enumeration areas and for establishing necessary
lin1:s b,'t"Teen population and housing censuses vThen they are carried out sE'!larately.

1. 91.

f'_

1.92. Consideration should be giv~n to providine permanent identification to
streets and buildings, which can be used for successiv~ censuses and for other
purposes. ~ listing of living quarters, particularly in densely settled places,
cannot be made unless streets have names and buildings have unique numbers.
Individual apartments in multidwelline: buildinr:s need to be numbered or otherwise
unam::-:guously identified. Hhere these prerequisites do not. exist ~ numberinp:
immediately prior to the census fTould prove useful.
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9.

Tabulation programme

1.93. In most countries, the tabulation programme represents a compromise between
the informa-~ion that it would be ideally desirable to tabulate and t)le limits
imposed by practical circumstances. It is essential that the programme be outlined
sufficiently early so that the procedures and costs involved may be investigated
thoroughly before a final decision is reached. The testing of questionnaires
will help to indicate if it will be reasonably possible to gather the material
desired for tabulation. The type of questionnaire and the method of enumeration
may limit the kinds and amount of data it is possible to collect. Publication
time and costs, and the data processing resources available, Hill determine the
number and complexity of the tabulations that can be produced ,dthin a reasonable
time. The basic tabulation programme, covering all tables to appear in the
published census reports, should be firmly decided upon soon after the content of
the questionnaire is fixed in its final foI'l'Yl. This will permit prospective users
of the census data to make firm plans and the census data processing staff to
complete all systems analysis, programming and testing work in a timely manner.
1.94. It is important to plan the tabulation programme in such a way that final
results can be issued within a reasonable reriod of time a:rter the enumeration and
before the information has become out of date for current needs. It is desirable
that the details of the tables to be prepared and the or1er of their preparation
be decided early in the planning so that the processing of the data "ill not be
delayed.
1.95. Special tabulations may be requested at any time after the census
enumeration. Once the census data base has been produced by recording, editing
and correction of the raw data, tabulation software packages allow fast and
relatively inexpensive production of tables for selected subsets of the total data
base or for additional sets of categories.
10.

Questionnaire preparation

1. 96.

The tYDe of questionnaire, its format and the exact ,vording and arrangement
of the questions merit the most careful consideration, since the handicaps of a
poorly designed questionnaire cannot be overcome during or after enumeration.
Among the many factors that should be taken into account in designing the
~lestionnaire are the method of enumeration, the type of questionnaire, the data to
be collected, the most suitable form of the questions aml. their arrangement and the
processing techniques to be employed. TIany decisions regarding processing are
dependent on the final content, form and arrangement of the questionnaires.
1.97. The method of enumeration governs to some extent the type of questionnaire
(i.e., single individual, single household or single living-quarters, multiple
household or multiple living quarters, combined population and housing) ano the
scope of the questionnaire that can be used, as w'ell as the framing of the
questions and the amount of explanatory material that must accompany them.
Questions should be free from ambiguity and should not be offensive.

1.98. Special provisions ,dll have to be made if two or more languages are used
in the country. Several methods have been used to deal ,-lith this situation: a
single, multilingual questionnaire, or one version of the questionnaire for each
major language, or translations of the questionnaire in the various loc1guages
printed i'1 the enumerators' manual. The problem is more serious in the case of
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non-'~vritten languages.
Staff recruitment and training procedures (see
paras. 1.111--1.116 belm-r) 1fill also have to take language problems into account.
Information Ol! the distribution of languages in the country is iJ'!1portant for
soun(l census ?llanning and, if not available, will have to be collected at SO!"1e
stage of the census preparations.

1.0,9. If the housing census an~ the ,opulation census are to be carried out
simultaneously it "Till be necessary to consider 11hether a single questionnaire
should be utilized to collect information on both population and housinp;. If
separate questionnaires are used they shoul~ be adequately identified so as to
permit subsequent matching of the data for each set of living quarters with
data that refer to the occupants.
1.100. Questionnaire design should be consL~ered jointly ",ith the planning of the
tabulation programme. This is essential if the questionnaire is to be designed
to provide the information needed for the tabulations. It is also necessary
because the feasibility of the tabulation programme is, to same extent, conditioned
by the limitations imposed Qy the questionnaire. The final questionnaire must be
draft ed in time to alloH for proper t raining of census offic ials, for adequat e
publicity on its content and for any delays in printing.
11.

Census tests

1.101. The testing of various aspects of a census plan prior to the enumeration
is a very useful practice for all countries; it is essential for countries without
a Ions history of census-taking and for those in which fundamental changes in
census methods are being considered. Census te~ts can be designed for different
purposes and in different lTays. To yield full benefits, tests shoulc1. be employed
for all stages of the census, including enumeration, processing and evaluation
of result s. They can give important informat ion on the adeq',,-acy of the field
organization, the training prograI\1I!le, the processing plan anfl. other important
aspects of the census. They are particularly valuable to test for weaknesses
in the questionnaire or in the instructions or enumeration procedures that might
affect the quality of the data. They can be designed to provide information on
the relative efficacy of alternative methods of enumeration and on the average
time re~uired for enumerating a single household or a single set of living quarters,
,Thich information is useful in estimatinp: the staff and cost requirements. In
addition, they serve as practical training for the nuclear staff of supervisors
and other officials.
1.102. The kind of tests usually first carried out during census preparations are
questionnaire tests. Their purpose is to test the suitability of intended census
questions, of their formulation and of the instructions given, as well as the
suitability of the questionnaire design. They are also used for estimating the
ti~e requirements in enumeration.
It is practical to carry out questionnaire
tests on a small scale in several purposively selected places. Because they are
relatively inexpensive, repeated rounds of questionnaire tests may be made until a
satisfactory questionnaire has evolved.
1.103. A comprehensive test of all census procedures is often called a pilot
census. Essential features of a pilot census are that it covers one or more
sizable administrative divisions and that it encompasses the preparatory,
enumeration an:~ processing stages of a census, thus testing the adequacy of the
entire census plan and of the census organization. In order to best serve this
purpose, it should be undertaken in conditions as closely resembling the actual
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enumeration as possible. For this reason, it is often taken exactly one year
before the plfl.nnecl ceU~UG GO ee to cont"orm with the expected seasonal patterns of
climate ailCl activity. It is generally umrise to consider the pilot census a
source for deriving usable, sUbstantive data. Apart from the s&lpling proble~s
involved, such a use inevitably detracts from the central purpose of the pilot,
that is~ preparing for the main census.
12.

Plan of enumeration

The complete enuneration plan should be prepared ~,rell before the
enumera'don begins. This involves (a) the determination of the enumeration method
to be used and the basic procedures to be follo"Ted in the collection of the data
and the control of the enumeration, (b) the procedures for the control of the
quality of the data and (c) an estimation of the number of living quarters and
the probable size of the popUlation to be enumerated, so that the number of
questionnaires and other materials required for the enumeration and the number of
enumerators and supervisors needed can be properly ascertained.

1.104.

The universal enumeration of population and living quarters should be made
exclusively on a geographical basis, that is to say, the country should be divided
i
into census enumeration areas and each area should be small enough to be covered
. by one enumerator during the period of tirle allo,.,ed for the enumeration.
Other
sources of information, such as registers of population or registers of properties,
cannot normally be considered as adequate for the purpose of a census although
they could be used for checking the completeness of the enumeration or the accuracy
of the replies to certain questions.
1.105.

Special attention should be givell to the procedures to be follo,,,ed for the
enumeration of nomadic and semi-nomadic populations. These procedures should take
account of the specific difficulties in locating these population groups, which are
characterized by movement from place to place (see paras. 1.120-1.122 below).
Special arran["ements may also need to be made to enumerate homeless persons as 'Well
as the special categories listed in paragraph 2.47 belo,"T to the extent that these
categories are included 1-Tithin the scope of the census. Where their number
warrants, additional information may need to be sought that lTould indicate the
reason for homelessness.

1.106.

13.

Plans for data processing

Plans for data processing should be formulated as an integral part of the
over-all plan of the census and those responsible for the processing of the
census should be involved from the ince~tion of the planning process. Data
processing ,rill be required in connexion with the results of census tests,
compilation of preliminary results, preparation of advance tabulations, pre~ation
of general tabulations, evaluation of census results, analysis of census data,
arrangements for storage in and retrieval from a data base, identification and
correction of errors etc. Electronic data processing is ordinarily used for
recording and processing census data. Data processing has an impact on almost
all aspects of the census operation from the selection of topics and the design of
the questionnaire to the analysis of the final results. Therefore, data processing
requirements in terms of personnel, space, equipment and so:ft,'rare (computer
programmes) need to be looked at from the point of view of the census as a whole
and at an early stage in the planning.

1.107.
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1.108. The existing data processinr staff Hili certainly need
somewhat and nrobably need some up-e;rading in terms of s]~.illS,
neu computer hardl~are or softuare will be used in the census.
should be com,leted early enouf,h so that those benefiting from
play an €',ctive role in census planning arJ:a operations.

to be expandec'J
particularly if
Any needed training
the trainine can

1.109. Dec isions Hill need to be maoe concerninrs the locatior! of the various
data-processins; activiti,:s vi thin the country includi 19 the extent to Ylhich the
processing Horl: is decentralized. Acquisition of both equi~ment and supplies can
require lonG lead times; estima.tes of both data recording an. coml)uter processing
lTorluoads must be made early to enable timely procurement. Closely related to the
q~~estion of equipment is that of the provision of adequate space.
Not only is
census processing a space-intensive activity but also much of the equipment
involved recluires space that must meet co:rn'9aratively rigid standards in terms of
temperature, humidity, dust etc. In order to avoid possibly damaging costly
equipment it is imlJOrtant to obtain and prepare the needed space so that it is
availal)le prior to the arrival of the equil)ment.
1.110. In addition to considering the processing equipment to be used in the
census, decisions uill have to be made on the softHare to be used in editing and
tabulating the census data. Softvra:..-e for census editing and tabulation is expensive
to develop. It requires s~"illed systems analysts and programmers, Hho are
experienced vith census processing, ,',orIdng in close collaboration l'lith subjectHatter specialists and statisticians, and considerable time to plan, write and
fully test such programmes. For this reason, an increasing number of countries
are findinf, it advantageous to consider adapting one of the several portable
software packaa,es available for census editing or tabulation for their own use.
These pacl;:ages can reduce the systems analysis and programming tasks involved very
substantially, although at some price in terms of loss of flexibility. Each
country will vi sh to assess its softvlare re(1~uirements in light of its mm needs
and the current state of the art of portable softllare oriented towards census
editing and tabulation. If one or more externally developed softHare packages
are used, sufficient time Hill have to be allovled for trainintr staff in their use
and for making any needed adaptations to fit the paclu'lges to the processing
environment and requirements of the specific census.
14.

Staff recruitment and training

1.111. Early arrangements are necessary to secure the proper number and type of
personnel required for each of the various census operations. For reaSOllS of
efficiency and economy, it is important that the staff be selected on the basis
of competence. Consideration may also be given to the use of the same staff for
successive operat ions, thus reducinr: the turnover of personnel. Uhile the
preparatory and processing work generally calls for office employees possessing
or able to learn certain specialized skills (cartographers, coders, punchers etc.),
the enumeration stage usually demands a large number of persons capable of going
to their assiened urban or rural enumerations areas and of collectLlg the
information according to specific definitions and instructions. It is essential
that the enumerators and, to the extent possible, their immediate supervisors be
conversant with the lanGUages or dialects of the area in which they will Hork. It
is only prudent to recruit and train a sonew-hat larger field force than is
required for the enumeration it.self as a certain amo'!.mt of attrition is inevitable
both during the course of the training programme and between the completion of the
training and the start of the fie10. w'ork.
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Once the cartographic ~reparations are substantially completed and the
questionnaire has been sent for printing, perha~s the single most iHportant mc8.)1.S
t~1at the census authorities have for influencing the success of the census is the
training programme. The contribution that a veIl-planned and executed trainbr,
programme can make to the quality of the census results cannot, therefore, be
stressed too strongly. Such a trai'1ing proe;ramme I'lUSt of course focus on the
,·Tidely (l..isDersed and difficult-to~supervise field staff (i. e., the enumerators and
their immediate supervisors) but i t must also cover others (e.e;. 0 the hip;her-level
supervisors, editors, coders, computer operators).

1.112.

1.113.

The entire census training prograrrme should be designed to cover each
phase of the work and provide an efficient an.:. consistent means of effectively
starting large numbers of employees in their llork. The pror,;rarrme will need to
correspond closely to the needs of the various operations and, U~lere appropriate,
may include both theoretical and practical instruction, with e:""phasis on the
latter. In the case of the enumerators and their immediate supervisors, the
training is most effective if it includes several opportunities for the trainees
to participate in practice intervie1's and role-playing exercises. (In countries
in llhich multiple languages are used, the method and content of t~le enumerator
training programne 1'lill need to be suitably adjusted. FoY' example, provision will
have to be made for instructing enumerators in the correct formulation of the
census questions in the vernacular if the questionnaire is ~rinted in another
laneuage.) The training programme for editors, coders, operators of data-recordine;
equi~ent etc. should also provide opportunitics for the trainees to practise,
under the supervision of the trainers, the operations they are expected to
subsequently perform. The intermediate and higher-level technical staff may also
benefit from special training programmes. For them, the emphasis usually should
be on recent technical developments of relevance to the forthcomin~ census and on
the interrelationships among the various aspects of census plans and operations.

1.114. The organization and conduct of training courses s l lOuld be entrusted to
those having the necessary qualifications to carry out this task successfully,
taking into account not only their professional abilities but also their ability in
teaching. This means that staff in charge of training shoulCl. have certain
qualifications that will enable them to stimulate the interest of trainees and to
transfer the required knm.ledge. Otherw'ise "Tell-qualified technical personnel 1-rho
are unable to tranofer their knouledge to the trainees in a satisfactory manner are
unsuitable as instructors for group training activities. This must be taken into
consideration when selecting instructors and it is recommended that objective
criteria should be used. In practice, however, it is difficult to find the
necessary number of instructors who have both the professional and teaching
qualifications; for this reason, the instructors selected should themselves
undergo traininG in how to organize and conduct traini'1g courses.
1.115.

It is important that each training programme be made available in the form
of a manual (booklet) and distributed to t:'le census organizers and trainine;
instructors. This vTould be a valuable guide and Hould considerably help in the
efficient training of census staff. It would also contribute to uniformity of
training, llhich is an essential factor for a successful enumeration, taking into
account the great number of census instructors Hho "rill be engaged in training.
Simple audio-visual aids (for example, film strips, posters, tape recordings) can
also be used to help make the training more effective and uniform throughout the
country.
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1.116. It is very important to determine the time required to train staff for the
various aspects of the census. This depends on several factors: the type of
the function for which they are being trained, the level at which they will be
performing, the complexity of the census, the educational level of the trainees,
the number of instructors available and the funds available. Usually, all the
courses last from one week to a month. It is stron~ly recommended thRt the
training be carried out daily for a fixed period. The results are not as good if
training is provided for a few days per week; this draws out the length of the
course and previous work is often forgotten and has to be repeated. For this
reason, it is also best to avoid completing the training long before the start
of the actual work. However, any duration may be fixed for the course, provided
that the main principle is not overlooked, namely, that it should be long enough
to permit the assimilation of the syllabus.
B.
1.

Enumerat ion

Method of enumeration

1.117. There are two major methods of enumeration. In the canvasser (or
enumerator) method, information for each individual (in a popUlation census) and
information for each set of living quarters and the occupants thereof (in a
housing census) is collected and entered on the questionnaire by a census official
designated to perform this operation in a specified area. In the householder
method, the major responsibility for entering the information is given to a person
in the unit being enumerated - usually the head of the household - although the
questionnaire is usually distributed, collected and checked by a census official.
In some countries, postal distribution and/or return of the questionnaire is used
in conjunction with the householder method. This mail-out and mail-back procedure
can be used in full or combined with on-site checking by a census official.
1.118. ~ach method has its own advantages and limitations. The canvasser method
is the only method that can be used in largely illiterate populations or in other
population groups that may be unwilling or find it difficult to complete the
census forms themselves. On the other hand, in countries where literacy is
virtually universal and educational attainment is relatively high, the householder
method can often yield more reliable results at substantially lower costs,
particularly if a mail-out/mail-back procedure can be used. However, the postal
services can only be used to distribute the census forms when a comprehensive and
up-to-date list of addresses is available or can be prepared. Another
consideration is the emphasis to be placed in the census on obtaining responses,
whenever possible, directly from the person concerned. The householder method does
allow for, and the instructions may encourage~ conSUltations among the family
members when they complete the census form at no extra cost to the census
organization. In contrast, with the canvasser method it may be prohibitively
expensive even to encourage enumerators to go beyond the "first responsible adult:!
they encounter in each household. In light of these considerations it may
sometimes be desirable to rely on one method for enumerating most of the
population and to use another method in certain areas or for special groups of the
population. However, over-complex designs should be avoided.
1.119. The decision regarding the method of enumeration to be employed should be
taken at an early stage on the basis of thorough testing of the various
alternatives in terms of their costs, the quality of the data produced and their
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operational feasibility. Even where a method has been traditionally follovred o it
is well to reassess periodically its relative advantages in light of the current
census needs and changing techniques. An early decision is required because the
method of enumeration used affects the budget, the organizational structure, the
publicity plan. the traininc programme. the design of the questionnaire and to
some extent, the kind of data that can be collected.
1.120. To carry out successfully the enumeration of nomads, it is p8rticularly
necessary to pay full attention to the preparatory work in order to determine the
suitable enumeration methodology and enumeration techniques. It should be pointed
out that there is no absolute methodology for the enumeration of nomads and
conditions vary from country to country. The particular method suitable for a
country undertaking to enumerate nomads as part of the census should be determined
only after a detailed preliminary study and after field testing. Some of the
methods used to enumerate nomads and semi-nomads may be classified as follows:
(~) group-assembly approach, (b) tribal or hierarchical approach) {£} enumerationarea approach, (d) water-point approach and (~) camp approach. Sometimes a
combination of two or more methods may be used.
1.121. In the group-assembly approach the nomads are asked to assemble at certain
places of interview on some fixed dates. This method can be adopted only through
the a~inistrative and/or tribal authorities. The tribal or hierarchical approach
is a favourite method since the nomads usually follow what is dictated by the
tribal or hierarchical chief. The enumeration work can be carried out as a kind
of administrative census by contacting and collecting frOM the tribal chief,
sometimes from memory and sometimes from a register, all the needed information on
the followers. The other way is to contact the followers with the assistance of
the chief or a representative and to collect the necessary data from the household
directly. In this case, the unit of enumeration is not areal but tribal. The
enumeration-area approach presupposes creating conventional census enumeration
areas and then contacting each nomadic household that happens to be staying in the
enumeration area during the census. In the water-point approach a list of all
water-points available to the nomads during the period of enumeration is prepared.
Since during the rainy season numerous temporary water-points are created) a
meaningful list of water-points may be prepared only with reference to the dry
season. The enumerator is given the task of locating and visiting every nomadic
household that may be using a certain water-point. In the camp approach of
enumerating the nomads, a list of camps is prepared together with the approximate
location of each within the country, and enumerators are seritto each camp to visit
each household.
1.122. For more detailed information on the methods described above and for other
methods of enumerating nomads, reference may be made to the study presented to the
Conference of African Statisticians at its tenth session. 10/
2.

Timing and length of enumeration period

1.123. The choice of the time of year in which the census will be taken is of
great importance. The main consideration should be to select a period in which
the census is likely to be most successful and to yield most useful data. This
10/ Economic Commission for Africa, "Study on special teChniques for
enumerating nomads in African censuses and surveys;! (E/CN.14/CAS.IO/16).
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may depend on a n1rmber of factors. First of all, it is necessary to avoid seasons
in which it is difficult to reach all inhabited areas because of rains, flooding,
snow etc. or in which the work is particularly arduous, as in extremely hot weather.
Secondly, a time should be chosen when most people are staying at their usual places
of residence; this simplifies the census operations in both a de jure and a de facto
enumeration and in the case of a de facto enumeration it can make the results more
meaningful. Seasons of peak agricultural activity should be avoided because it
is difficult to interview persons who work late every day and may even stay nights
at their lands if these are far from home. Great traditional festivals, pilgrimages
and fasting periods are also unsuitable times for census work. Since in many
developing countries the bulk of the field staff is recruited among school teachers
and older students, the census may be feasible only during school holidays, thouch
the days of major festivals should be avoided.
1.124. In a country that includes areas of sharply contrastinr, seasonal patterns of
weather or activity or in which potential census personnel is in very short supply,
it may be necessary to enumerate different parts of the country at different times
or to enumerate the nomads or other special population groups at a different time
from the settled population. This, however, is generally not a very desirable
solution because the nomads cannot always be clearly differentiated and because of
the mobility of the settled inhabitants. It furthermore complicates the use of the
census data.
1.125. When a census has been taken and the census date has been found on the
whole satisfactory, the next census should be taken at the same time of the year,
unless there are strong reasons for changing this date. A regular census date
enhances the comparability of the data and facilitates analysis.
1.126. It is desirable to keep the enumeration period short in order to avoid
double counting and omissions, which can occur in spite of a single reference date.
On the other hand, the shorter the enumeration period, the more field staff has to
be recruited, trained and supervised. This increases the cost and may lower the
quality of the data. How these different considerations should be reconciled
depends on the size and nature of the country and on the resources at its disposal.
The length of school holidays is sometimes a restricting factor, although
Governments of several developing countries, recognizing the great national
importance of a census, have prolonged the school holidays in the census year in
order to allow teachers and students to work on the census as long as required.
1.127. In recent censuses, most developing countries have allowed about one week
to 10 days for the training of enumerators while the enumeration period has
generally varied from a few days to two weeks. Short periods are often feasible
in small countries while longer periods may be necessary in large countries with
poor communications.
1.128. A method designed to allow sufficient time for enumeration and yet make
the census simultaneous is to enumerate first the population over a longer period,
say a week or more, and then, in one single day to canvass all households again,
deleting and adding persons as needed to update the files. This procedure,
however, is not practicable in very sparsely settled areas.
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3.

Supervision

1.129. Adequate supervision of the enumeration is essential. Hhen the enumerat ion
lasts only a few days, it is recommended to control the quantity anr1. quality of tr<'
work accomplished after the first day of enumeration in order to facilitate th2
correction of inefficiencies and the maintenance of satisfactory progress durinl~:
the enumeration period. Hhere the enumeration extends over more than a few d:=ws)
periodic and systematic assessment should be organized.

4.

Use of sampling in the enumeration

1.130. Sampling may be employed in the enumeration for collecting information on
any topics which need not be tabulated for small areas. Questions designed to
apply only to a sample of the population or of the living quarters may be included
on the regular questionnaire or a special sample questionnaire may be used in
addition to a complete enumeration questionnaire. For a discussion of the use of
sampling in the enumeration, see paragraphs 1.167-1.216 below.

c.

Data processing

1.131. No matter how thorough and accurate the census enumeration is, the
usefulness, quality and timeliness of the census tabulations will suffer unless
the collected data are properly processed. An important element of a successful
processing operation is the close and continuing collaboration, at all levels.
between the data-processing staff, on the one hand, and the subject-matter and
the general statistical staff, on the other hand. At a minimum, the subjectmatter and the general statistical staff will need to become familiar with and
take a continuing interest in the processing plans and operations, while the
processing staff will need to become familiar with and take a continuing interest
in the substantive aspects of the census.
1.

Method of processing

1.132. The choice of an appropriate method of processing is determined by the
circumstances of each country. Rapid advances in electronic data processing, with
consequent advantages for speed and reliability in producinB detailed tabulation.
have made it the standard method of processing in almost all countries in spite
of the costs of purchasing or renting equipment, the problems of transportation
and servicing and the difficulties of securing an adequately trained staff of
operators, programmers and systems analysts.
1.133. In determining the type of equipment to be employed and the advisability
of a new complete or partial machine installation, or of additions to existing
equipment, consideration should be given to all the processing requirements of the
programme of data collection of which the population and housing census is but
one part. Only on this basis can a reasonable decision be arrived at. Decisions
on the type of data-recording equipment and computer equipment should be made at
least one year in advance of the scheduled date of enumeration in order to allow
appropriate questionnaire design and proper preparation of instructions to
enumerators, development of coding schemes, specification of data-handling controls
and procedures and recruitment and training of data-processing personnel. Rapid
processing of pre-test or pilot census data is particularly important for
identifying improvements needed in the census questionnaire, instructions to
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ClJwnerators or what other preparations may be needed. Therefore, arranc:ements for
appropriate equipment and software should be made well in advance of such
tests.

~sinG

1.134. In countries with little or no prior census experience or data-processing
equipment:; consideration is sometimes given to processing the census outside the
country. However, it should be stressed that within-country processing of the
census is far preferable to external processing for several technical and policy
reasons. Within-country processing provides direct access to the census documents
and an opportunity for the national data-processing and other census personnel to
become more familiar with all stages of the census. It is also more consistent
with most national policies relatine to census confidentiality and the fostering of
self-reliance. Moreover, population censuses in the past have often been the
occasion for countries to upgrade or expand the computing facilities used for
statistical data processing. Finally, it may be noted that the cost of computer
hardware is continuing to decline, making it possible for nearly all countries to
acquire at least a modest statistical processing capability. In any case, out-ofcountry processing should only be resorted to if all other alternatives are not
feasible, including the use of other within-country data processing facilities
outside the census or statistical office.
2.

Stages of processing

1.135. The stages of processing and the order in which they come differ somewhat
according to the processing method used but all methods have in common the
necessity of providing for editing of the original information for missing and
inconsistent data, transforming the information in the questionnaires into a
machine-readable form and tabulating the results.
3.

Specification of tabulations

1.136. Both as an aid to precision in specifying tabulations for the dataprocessing staff responsible for their production and as a device for ensuring
completeness of the tabulation plan and avoiding unwieldy or redundant tables, it
is advisable to prepare three types of specifications. The first identifies and
precisely defines each conceptual unit for which one or more tabulations may be
made: these are the intended tabulation units. The second covers, for each data
record type and the corresponding tabulation units, the identification, structure
and composition in terms of variables and their locations. The third describes,
for each variable used to categorize the tabulation units, all the category sets
used in the various tables (e.g.~ sinele.years of age; five-year age-groups),
identifies, for each such category set, the precise values or sets of values
comprising each individual category and specifies the consequent number of
categories in the set.
1.137. Using these definitions of tabulation units, record types, categorizing
variables and their category sets, a tabulation chart should be prepared for each
tabulation unit. The tabulation chart expresses the desired tabulations much more
concisely than the table pro forma, and thereby enables comprehensive specification
of the complete tabulation plan in relatively few pages.
1.138. Besides summarizing the tabulation plan, such a tabulation chart enables
the identification of potential problems in computer data processing or publication.
The precise specification of tabulation plans may also be used by the data-
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processing staff to design the computer tabulation programme and to determine the
appropriate files, subfiles and storage nedia for efficient processing.
1.139. The precise definitions of the tabulation units, variables c. record tynes
and category sets, together with the actual data files comprise the census data
base. Viewinc the census data base in this light, the importance of careful and
efficient edit and correction of basic data is easily seen. The tabulation chpr"t,
which clearly shows the category sets that will be combined in the planned
tabulations and thus the potential for contradictory or incompatible cross-·
categorizations, is of great help in identifyine the consistency tests to be
included in the edit rules. By showinG the size and numbers of tables that are
to be produced from each data file, the tabulation chart will also facilitat-= the
choice and use of whatever tabulation software packages are available for the
computer equipment to be used. Finally, it assists in the preparation of estimates
of programming and tabulation ti~e that will be needed for both staff and computer
equipment.

4.

Processing control

1.140. Careful planning and control are required to ensure an uninterrupted flow
of work through the various stages froI!l receipt of the census questionnaires throurth
the preparation of the data base and final tabulations. The plan should provide
for the computer edit to follow closely the cOdinc:/checkine;/recordin,o; of the
data so that errors can be detected while knowledge about them is fresh and
appropriate remedial actions can be truten.
1.141. Manual checking and correction of coding or transcription of data should
be planned and computer editine and correction programmes should be prepared and
tested well in advance of enumeration so that invalid or inconsistent data may be
identified as soon as possible after encodine and recording, thus allowinc sources
of error to be eliminated as quickly as possible. Due consideration should be
given to using edit software packages for identifying and correcting invalid and
inconsistent data since these packages allow relatively easy modification of edit
and correction rules to take account of actual data patterns. For a discussion of
a closely related issue, quality control in data processing, see paragraphs
below.

5.

Advance and final tabulations

1.142. Because of the urgent need for information on some census topics and the
length of time required for final tabulation of census results, consideration
should be given to the preparation of advance tabulations of selected topics.
These are usually based on summaries of the raw data and may be issued as
provisional results. Since the provisional and final results may differ (for
example, the ra"T summaries on which the provisional results were based may contain
sizable errors) it is important that users be warned about the possibility of
such differences. Final tabulations may be based on all of the returns or on a
sample. If some of the topics are collected on only a sample basis, proper weights
will have to be applied in the tabulation stage to produce valid national
estimates.
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D.

Evaluation of the results

1.143. Good census practice requires a careful consideration and evaluation of
the completeness and accuracy of the census results. There may be errors in
coverage and also in content~ that is, mistakes in the reporting or recording of
information concerning the characteristics of living quarters, households or
individuals. The purpose of such an evaluation effort is twofold: first~ to
provide users with some basic measures of the quality of the census data and hence
some indication of the confidence with which the census results can be used for
different purposes and. secondly, to provide the census authorities with the
informatior. needed to plan and carry out improved censuses and surveys in the
future. In addition to the general census evaluation programme discussed below,
individual users of census data often carry out quite detailed but more specialized
evaluation studies, generally of an analytical character.
1.144. The extent of either coverage or content errors can be estimated throueh
the analysis of the internal consistency of the data, by examination of the
reasonableness of the results and by comparison of the results (either at the
aggregate or the individual record level) with data collected in other
inquiries. 11/ A post-enumeration field check is also an essential part of the
process of evaluation, as are analytical comparisons with the results of previous
censuses and with other sources (see paras. 189-198 below). These methods of
evaluation may be supplemented by other methods that focus on specific census
operations (for example, quality control studies of the coding or punching work) or
that are more qualitative in nature (for example, studies based on tape-recorded
interviews).
1.145. The publication of census results should include an estimate of coverage
error, i.e., the amounts of over-enumeration and under-enumeration, together with
a full indication of the methods used for evaluating the completeness of the data.
Similarly. it is desirable to provide, so far as possible, an evaluation of the
quality of the information on each topic and of the effects of the editing
procedures adopted.
1.146. One of the important effects may result from the correction of inconsistent
data and the addition of data which are missing from the questionnaire but about
which reasonable assumptions can be mB.de. If information on sex is not recorded,
for example, an imputation, based on other entries on the questionnaire. can be
made. If age is not stated on the questionnaire a randomly selected age,
appropriate to the other characteristics of the individual, may be assigned.
Similarly, if information on piped water is not recorded for a housing unit, an
allocation based on other entries may be possible. If the housing unit is reported
as having a flush toilet, then it can be assumed that it also has piped water. The
range and quality of editing and imputation possible in a population and housing
census can be greatly enhanced by the use of computer edit programmes that permit
inter-record checks. If any imputation is made, the topics affected, the method
used and the number of cases should be clearly described in the census report.

11/ A number of references given in Parts Two and Three below in connexion
with the discussion of specifics to be included in the census discuss analytical
methods that can be used to evaluate the census results.
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1.147. Because evaluation studies, like data collection itself, can be expensive,
it is usually desirable to establish a set of evaluation priorities for each
census. These will be determined on the basis, inter alia~ of the major uses to
which the data will be put~ the method of enumeration employed and problems
encountered in previous censuses or anticipated in the present one. In addition
to the issues discussed above, subjects suitable for inclusion in a general
evaluation programme include, for example, the accuracy of age reporting, the
coverage of homeless persons or other special population groups, the impact of
proxy respondents on the labour force or fertility data or problems related to the
need to conduct the census in more than one language. Moreover) both the importance
and expense of a sound evaluation programme means that it should be included as a
component in the basic census plan.
1.143. The process of evaluation should not be permitted to delay the prompt
publication of the principal results of the census. Evaluations of the
completeness and accuracy of the data can be issued after the initial publication
of the results.
E.

Analysis of the results

1.149. In order to ensure the fullest possible utilization of census results by
national and local governmental authorities, by academic researchers and by
others, it is advisable to draw up a comprehensive and co-ordinated programme of
analytical stUdies, phased over a period of several years. This would help
allocate the resources in such a way that important planning needs are adequately
met, undue duplication of research effort is avoided and priorities are observed
as far as possible. In these studies, the data of the current census should not
only be examined by themselves but also as complemented by relevant data from
other sources and from earlier censuses in order to obtain a broader context,
improve the estimates and establish trends.
1.150. The analytical studies to be included in such a programme will vary
according to the needs and circumstances of the country. The programme may
include descriptive summaries of results, policy-oriented analyses of census
results and detailed analytical studies of one or more aspects of the demographic
and social situation of the country. Some of these studies may be undertaken by
the census organization itself, but others - particularly the more time-consuming
studies - can most effectively be carried out in co-operation with other research
organizations. In any case, it is desirable to invite specialists from other
governmental offices and experts outside of the Government to take part in drawine
up this programme of studies and it is natural that they would play an important
part in the execution of various parts of the analytical programme.
1.151. One important aspect to be considered in establishing a programme of
analysis is the possible use of census results in achieving the goals and
objectives of human settlements policies and strategies at the national and local
level and in applying available resources effectively towards the improvement of
human settlements conditions. For this purpose it will be necessary to analyse
population and housing census results within the framework of other information
available so as to achieve an integrated approach to the solutions of human
settlements problems.
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1.152. A permanent census office should be the repository of all census results;
it would thus be equipped with the information needed for comparative studies,
which will indicate long-term trends in the phenomena investigated.
1.153. Aside from studies that are part of the over-all census programme,
additional analyses by research organizations, universities or other experts on
their own initiative should be encouraged.
F.

Dissemination of the results

1.154. A census is not complete until the information collected is made available
to potential users in a form suited to their needs. The inforw.ation may be
included in published tables for general distribution, produced as tables in
unpublished form for limited distribution or stored in a data base and supplied on
request either on tapes or as computer print-outs.
1.

Publication of tabular results

1.155. It is important that plans be made and sufficient funds allocated to
ensure publication of the tabulations of widespread interest. The final tabulations
should be presented and explained in a way that will make them usable by as many
persons as possible. The data must be set forth by appropriate geographical and
administrative divisions and by important demographic variables o eValuations of
their accuracy and appraisals of their significance should be included in the census
publications. A sufficient number of maps should be provided in the census
publication to allow the identification of the geographical units for which
statistics are presented.
1.156. Not all of the processed material need be published. Tabulations required
by only a few users, such as certain government offices or specialized research
organizations, can be supplied in unpublished form. Some data may not be tabulated
until they are required at a later date. But it is important to underline that
data processing by computers provides the opportunity to produce a greater number
and a wider variety of tabulations than was the case with previous tabulation
procedures. The information stored in the census data base represents a rich source
of information, which allows fast and relatively inexpensive production of
additional tables as they are requested.
1.157. Where it is possible under the census law, consideration may be given to
producing transcriptions of the information from a representative sample of the
census questionnaires, for the use of qualified agencies and research institutes
engaged in special studies beyond the programme of the census organization. Care
must be taken, of course, to ensure that the information does not include such
details as name or local address, from which individuals could be identified.
1.158. Every effort should be made to publish the principal results of a
population census (such as those on age, sex and geographical distribution of the
population) and of a housing census (such as a geographical distribution of living
quarters, households, and population by type of living quarters) as soon as
possible after the date of the enumeration; otherwise, their usefulness and the
extent of their interest to the public will be diminished. Specific guidance, in
the form of illustrative tabulations, for population census topics will be found in
chapter VI of the present publication and for housing census topics in Part Three.
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1.159. Target dates for publication should be determined well in advance and
processing and reproduction programmes should be planned accordingly. In addition
to traditional methods of printing, there are various methods of reproduction
available (for example, the multi-lith or micro-fiche reproduction of computer
print-outs) that are rapid, economical and legible, and these should be
investigated.
2.

Small-area data

1.160. The increasing activity in economic and social planning and its attention
to subnational areas are placing new demands on statistical information in general
and on population and housing censuses in particular. There is increasing need
for tabulations not only by major and minor civil divisions and by other units of
analysis such as metropolitan areas but even, beyond these, by small local areas.
1.161. As it is hardly possible to foresee all demands for small-area data at the
time when census tabulation plans are made, steps should be taken to ensure that
at any later time required data can be retrieved at low cost and in short time
from a well-arranged data base. For a discussion of some of the issues involved
in the establishment of a small-area statistics programme in connexion with the
census, see paragraphs 1.82-1.90 above.
3.

Privacy and confidentiality

1.162. All the information stored in the census data base allows the production of
tables not only for very small areas (such as enumeration areas or villages) but
for all individual units in these areas. Therefore, when a census data base is
constructed, not only technical considerations must be taken into account but also
the maintenance of confidentiality and the protection of individual privacy, which
must be a primary consideration in designing the data-collection and data-processing
programme. The identifiable microdata of a confidential nature, such as name and
local address, from which individuals could be identified, should be eliminated
from the data base.
1.163. The same care must be taken if a transcription of information from original
questionnaires is needed (i.e., from a representative sample) for use of qualified
agencies and research institutes engaged in special studies beyond the regular
census programme. Such needs are considerably decreasing with almost universal
use of computer technology but when such procedure is possible under the census
law, individual privacy should be ensured and no exception should be authorized.

4.

Acceptance of results

1.164. In countries with no prior census experience and without a well-functioning
civil registration system, where population data are based on estimates, it is
important to inform the users, particularly the governmental authorities, that the
census results could differ from such estimates and to explain the reason for
these differences. In some cases, the Government may not at first accept the
census results, particularly in the case of the first scientific census in
countries having little or no experience with population and housing data
collection. Usually, these doubts about the census results focus narrowly on the
total population of the country, major subdivisions or population subgroups,
rather than on the bulk of the census data relating to characteristics of the
population or data for local areas. Thus it may be possible to take these doubts
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into account by modifying the census evaluation programme or by adding appropriate
qualifications in the text of the census reports or in tabular foot-notes. In
addition, the Government may proceed with the processing and dissemination of the
census as originally planned but decide to use population estimates for some
official purposes. In any case~ every effort should be made to process and
evaluate the full census and to make appropriate use of as many of the census
tabulations as possible.

1.165.

In this connexion, it is recommended that every country should prepare and,
if possible, publish a methodological and administrative report providing specimens
of the census questionnaires and forms, instructions for the enumeration and
detailed information on the cost of the census and on the implementation of the
census budget as well as information on the manner in which the census was planned;
organized and conducted, the important methodological and other problems
encountered at the various stages of the programme and points to be considered in
future censuses. This report will both assist the users of the census results in
appraising and interpreting the data and facilitate the proper planninG of future
data collection programmes, including population and housing censuses.
G.

Systematic recording and dissemination of census experience

1.166.

The cumulative experience of past censuses in a country is definitely of
great help in the preparation of a new census. Because of the lapse of time
between censuses and the likelihood of changes in upper-echelon personnel even in
a permanent census office, it is most useful to assemble complete records on the
methodology of each census, an evaluation of the techniques employed and detailed
records on costs and implementation of the census budget. These records should
be arranged in such a way that information on each aspect of the census operation
can be found easily (see para. 1.54 above for an indication of the information on
costs and other resources required).
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III.

USE OF SAHPLING IN POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUSES

1.167. Sampling should have a role in population and/or housin~ censuses both as
an integral part of the planning, execution, analysis and evaluation of the census
and throur,h the use of the census as a sampling frame for subsequent sample
inquiries.
1.168. The most significant aspects of the use of sampling in connexion with the
census are set forth below in three sections: features of acceptable sampling
operations, sampling as an integral part of the census and the census as a basis
for subsequent sample inquiries.
A.
1.

Features of acceptable sampling operations

Accuracy

1.169. The use of sampling in a census involves an awareness of the preclslon
desired in a sample estimate. The higher the precision, the larger and/or more
complex the sample and hence the more expensive. A distinction is to be made
between precision of a sample estimate, as measured by the sampling error (which
gives the difference between the estimates obtained from a sample and from a
complete enumeration under the same general conditions of the inquiry) and
accuracy, as measured by the difference between the true value (which is generally
unknown) and that obtained from an inquiry, whether on a sample or a complete
enumeration basis. For this reason, in the case of a sample inquiry, accuracy
includes both sampling errors and non-sampling errors.
1.170. For the successful execution of a scientifically designed sampling plan,
it is essential that strict selection procedures be followed. The procedures must
be such that a known positive probability of selection is assigned to every unit
in the population. These probabilities are needed for estimating population
values and for calculating the measures of precision of these estimates. Good
selection procedures require that deviations from prescribed standards or
instructions be minimized.
1.171. Although estimated results based on samples are subject to sampling errors
in addition to whatever errors may be present in data based on a complete
operation, the smaller scale of a sample operation may make it possible to employ
interviewers of higher calibre, to devise and pose questions of greater detail
and to minimize response errors.
1.172. Consideration should be given to the use of parallel samples, that is,
interpenetrating networks of samples, 12/ to supply controls at the point of
collection of the data and also ·estimates of the margin of uncertainty of the
sample estimates.
12/ See Recommendations for
Nations publication, Sales No.

aration
, sect.
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1.173. Recognition should be given to the importance of computing estimates of
sampling variances, at least for the major items of interest. Simplified methods,
in conformity with the sample design, such as methods based on the use of random
groups or on the summarization of basic date. for individual primary sampling units
could be used for this purpose. 13/
2.

Census resources

1.174. Effective planning of sample operations consists of meeting the
requirements of accuracy by making judicious use of whatever expert knowledge and
equipment are available in a particular country. It is obvious that sample plans
aimed at the same objective may vary from country to country, depending on the
quality and quantity of census resources. In planning a sample operation as part
of the census effort, it is important to bear in mind considerations of cost and
of competent direction.
1.175. The question of cost in sampling is of crucial significance. Numerous
factors govern the cost of sampling and it is essential that these be fully
weighed before a decision is made to associate a sample plan with a complete count.
One important factor, for instance, is the size and complexity of the sample,
which in turn is governed by the objectives of the survey and the procedures that
are regarded as most efficient. The cost of a sample operation can be substantially
lower if only a few geographical and cross-classification details are required.
1.176. Sample operations should be conducted under the direction of a competent
statistician who is conversant with both the theory of sampling and the practical
difficulties of carrying out surveys. The advice of such a statistician is
indispensable at all stages of the sample procedure, that is, from planning of the
sample to estimation of population values.
1.177. In order to ensure that the sample is selected strictly according to the
design and to avoid any possibility of bias in sample selection, it is strongly
recommended that the actual selection of the sample units should be carried out
either in the central office or in regional offices under the direct supervision
of a sampling statistician.

B.

Sampling as an integral part of the census

1.178. Depending on the types of problems ,to be tackled, a country may consider
applying sampling methods in one or more of the following phases of a population
census: tests of census procedures, enumeration of topics in addition to those
for which universal coverage is required, post-enumeration field checks, quality
control of data processing, advance tabulation of selected topics and final
processing and tabulation. Each phase is discussed below.

13/ "Report of the eighth session of the Conference of African Statisticians",
Addis-Xbaba, 21-30 November 1973 (E/CN.14/611), para. 226; M. H. Hansen,
W. N. Hurwitz, and W. G. Madow, Sample Survey Methods and Theory, vol. I, Theory
(New York, Wiley, 1953), pp. 439-440; R. K. Som, A Manual of SamplinB Techniques
(London, Heinemann, 1973), pp. 273 and 312.
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1.

Tests of census procedures

1.179. Planninp the various phases of a census often involves choosing among
several alternative procedures. Tests conducted on a sample basis provide the
best means of determining which alternative to use. The results of such tests
facilitate a ~ore desirable allocation of available census resources than is
possible otherwise and thus assist any country to undertake a census programme
adapted to its needs and capacities.
1.180. The nature and extent of census testing depend on the information that is
available from previous censuses or other sources. If~ for example~ prior housing
statistics are lacking in a country~ it will be difficult to assess in advance the
variability of the statistical material to be investigated and also the quality
of the interviewers. An intensive pilot survey will enable one to obtain an idea
of these factors. Again~ countries that expect to expand the scope of their
censuses rather substantially in relation to their previous censuses should first
determine the feasibility of the plan of expansion. This may warrant a broad
experimental approach to the entire census plan.
1.181. If no previous information is available concerning the variability of the
important characteristics to be investigated by s~pling in the census~ a pilot
survey can be used to obtain such an estimate. The precision of the results to
be obtained by subsequent sampling procedures can then be calculated in advance
and the probable limits of error of estimation can be stated for each figure to be
estimated. This important feature of sampling makes it possible to design the
sample in accordance with the precision required for the uses that are to be made
of the data or with the precision possible within the range of permissible costs.
When carrying out census tests~ random sampling need not always be employed.
Non-random~ or purposive, samples may be used where~ for testing the effectiveness
of a projected course of action~ it is not necessary to base the final decision on
any quantitative measures derived from data obtained by means of the test and
particularly where the biases introduced are not of very great significance for
the problems investigated. The tests of many procedures require duplication of
the coverage and procedures within a compact area. In such a case~ it is seldom
feasible to include a sufficient sample of such areas to obtain representative
coverage. The results for the area or areas actually covered must be projected to
the expected total on the basis of general knowledge of the representatives of
the areas. In such cases, purposive selection of one or a few areas is generally
preferable to a random selection. Purposive samples are also particularly useful
when it is necessary to test census questionnaires and methods in areas with
particularly difficult conditions. On the other hand, when quantitative measures
are needed for comparin~ efficiencies of different procedures (for instance~ in
examining the anticipated response errors arisin~ from different systems of
enumeration), random sampling must be used.
1.182.

2.

Enumeration of topics in addition to those for which
univ~rsal covera~~is required

1.183. The rapidly growing needs in a number of countries for extensive and
reliable demographic data have made samplinp methods a very desirable adjunct of
any complete census. Sampling is increasingly being used for broadening the scope
of the census by asking a number of questions of only a sample of the population
and/or of the housing units. Hodern experience in the use of sampling techniques
has confirmed that it is not necessary to gather all demographic and/or housing
information on a complete basis; the sampling approach makes it feasible to obtain
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required data of acceptable accuracy when factors of time and cost might make it
impracticable, or other considerations make it unnecessary, to obtain the data on
a complete-count basis.
1.184. It is important to bear in mind, however, that national legal requirements
may make it mandatory to collect certain information on a complete-count basis.
Legislation in many countries prescribes complete population enumerations at
particular times or makes certain political or administrative dispositions
dependent on particular results from a complete enumeration. For example, the
apportionment of seats in the legislature among the civil divisions of a country
often depends on the number of persons actually enumerated in each division. The
data needed for this and similar purposes cannot be collected by sampling.
1.185. Information that is collected for only a sample of the population and/or
housing units may be obtained by one of two different methods. Either the same
census interviewers may ask the questions or specially trained interviewers may be
engaged for enumerating the sample. The first method may be used where it is
fairly simple to obtain the information by conventional enumeration techniques;
the second method is used where ordinary enumeration methods are not expected to
elicit accurate answers to the questions and where the sample size can be kept
small. In general, the choice depends on the nature and manner of asking the
questions, which in turn are determined by considerations of cost and accuracy and
of the nature of the data to be collected. It depends also on the nature of the
staff available and on the facilities for training and supervision.
1.186. It is important to make certain that asking questions that are not asked
of all persons does not give rise to legal, administrative and even political
issues since census information is required under statute and usually under
penalty.
1.187. The field staff for a sample inquiry in connexion with a census is often
required to compile detailed information from the respondents and may have to make
subjective decisions to place a respondent's answer under the correct category.
For this reason, they are required to be of a high calibre, well trained and
preferable with prior experience and/or knowledge with regard to population and
housing statistics. Also, because housing censuses often take place in conjunction
with population censuses, the scope of the housing data to be collected may have to
be limited by the quality of the interviewers. In addition, serious biases have
been encountered in census results when census enumerators exercised their own
judgement as to which person, family or household was to be given the detailed
questionnaire (see para. 1.177 above).
1.188. The suitability of particular questions for a sample enumeration depends on
the precision with which results are needed for small areas, population groups and
groups of livinp quarters and on the enumeration costs involved. Account has also
to be taken of the desirability of having results of high precision on basic
topics for areas of various sizes, since such results can serve as bench-marks for
numerous subsequent inquiries.

3.

Post-enumeration field checks

1.189. As the scope of the modern census is ever-increasing with time, the problem
of obtaining census data of high quality is becoming both more important and more
difficult. In the present state of census practice, no procedure is yet available
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that can keep the census enumeration entirely free from errors. It is extremely
important, however, that departure from accuracy and completeness does not exceed
reasonable limits.

1.190. Census enumeration extends to every census unit in the population and
involves numerous questions; it cannot, therefore, be completely checked since,
in that case, the cost of re-enumeration would be prohibitive and the burden of
response imposed on the public excessive. An effective way of determining the
types and magnitudes of errors in the census enumeration is the re-enumeration
of samples of census units for certain questions.
1.191. Post-enumeration field checks serve two principal purposes. The one is to
inform users of the data about the accuracy attached to census figures and the
other is to aid census officials in the improvement of subsequent censuses. In
so far as the checks serve the latter purpose, the task of testing for subsequent
censuses is greatly eased.
1.192. As mentioned in paragraph 1.182 above, random sampling need be used only
when quantitative measures are required for appraising the census data (for
instance, in determining the amount of under- or over-enumeration) with the best
possible precision. Non-random or purposive samples may be used where quantitative
measures derived from the sample data are not of crucial importance for testing
the effectiveness of a certain census procedure. However, in choosing between a
random and a purposive sample, it is well to keep in view the requirements of
future demographic and/or housing inquiries, including the next census, since a
random sample, although it may be more expensive from the immediate viewpoint, may
well provide a scientific and continuing basis for planning future inquiries of a
related nature.
1.193. Special precautions should generally be taken in order to avoid errors in
the collection of information from the sample selected for the post-enumeration
field check. Some advantages of conducting the check as closely as possible to
the general census are that (a) there will have been a minimal movement of
population, (b) respondents will still have fresh in mind the information as of
the date of the census and (c) the public will be prepared to co-operate with the
new in~~iry because they will not have forgotten the publicity and other activities
connected with the census. However, it should be ensured that the general census
enumeration is completely over before the post-enumeration check starts and that
the field personnel for the check no longer have access to the questionnaires
completed during the general census. It may be useful to select the best of the
supervisors and enumerators from the general census to serve on the post-enumeration
field check; they should receive intensive training and should be remunerated on a
basis that allows them ample time to obtain valid replies. When necessary, their
work should be verified by cross-checks with other elements of information.
However, one disadvantage of holding the post-enumeration check just after the
general census using the same staff is that the fatigue from the census work may
not allow the staff to do the post-enumeration check properly. Another problem
arising from the same circumstances is that the independence of the post-enumeration
field check may be adversely affected.
1.194. To accomplish its purpose, a true post-enumeration field check, particularly
one instituted to check coverage errors, should meet three separate requirements,
which are: (1) it should constitute a separate count, independent of the original
enumeration; (2) it should be representative of the whole country and of all
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population groups; and (3) it should involve one-to-one matching and reconciliation
of records. To the extent that any of these requireMents are not met, the estimates
of error based on the post-enumeration field check are themselves subject to error.
1.195. The ultimate sampling units for re-enUMeration should be clearly defined
and should preferably be operationally convenient geographical areas, taken from a
comprehensive frame consisting of enumeration areas, preferably those used in the
original census.
1.196. Representativeness in respect of the whole geographical area and of all
population f,roups calls for the post-enumeration field check to be carried out in
a well-designed random cluster sample, large enough to give at least an eValuation
of the enumeration in the country as a whole and in its major civil divisions,
since determination of quantitative measures 0f under- and over-enumeration is one
of the important objectives of the procedure.
1.197. The one-to-one matching of census schedules to post-enumeration field
check schedules is the essence of the re-interview method of census evaluation.
Name-to-name matching is not an easy task in any country, especiallY in cultures
where names lack uniqueness. Even identification of the household may be difficult
in those parts of the world where street names and house numbers are practically
non-existent. Nevertheless, since the efficacy of the post-enumeration field
check as a remedial measure in census-takinp, rests on the identification of errors
and their correction, comparisons must be made on a one-to-one basis to the degree
possible.
1.198. In order to assess the content errors as well as to help in the matching
process for evaluation of coverage errors, an intensive ~uery with questions
additional to those asked during the general census may be made during the
post-enumeration check. Moreover, questions on supplemental topics not investigated
during the census may be included in the post-enumeration check as a means for
collecting additional data, provided the decision is taken after a proper
assessment of the feasibility of combining the two operations.

4.

Quality control of data processing

1.199. Sampling can be used effectively for measurinp, and controlling the quality
of census-processine operations. These include the editine of questionnaires, their
coding, the recording of data on punched cards (or tape production) and their
verification, some computations (rates etc.) and the tabulation of figures. Even
in a country of medium population size, these operations involve millions of
questionnaires and a far greater number of columns of figures and of perforations.
1.200. Under appropriate conditions, sample inspections and, in particular, quality
control techniques make it possible to control effectively and economically the
quality of census data processing and it is no longer necessary or expedient to
locate and correct substantially all processing errors by carrying out each
operation a second time by way of verification. This course results in a much
lower census cost than if the control had been performed on a complete basis.
Moreover, it is, in any case, not justified to increase the processing costs of a
census beyond a certain point for improving the accuracy of census results since
these will still be affected by defects in enumeration (e.g., incompleteness of
enumeration, response errors etc.) and other errors independent of processing.
When final tabulations are in view, attention has to be paid to the accuracy of
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1.201. For clerical processes such as coding, key punching etc. primary controls
should be on the work of individuals, since the difference among individuals is a
major component of variation in quality. The quality of work of an individual may
vary significantlY over time. Therefore, it is desirable to compute error rates
frequently. In addition, each person should undergo a qualif,ying period at the
beginning of the operation during which his or her work is verified intensively,
in some cases at the 100 per cent level.
1.202. Every effort should be made to keep operational features as simple as
possible. One person in each work unit should designate work to be verified; each
verifier should not be made responsible for the application of sampling
instructions. In general, a systematic pattern of selection with random starts is
preferable to a random one. Measures of quality must be adaptable to simple
record-keeping systems.
1.203. An inspection level of x per cent does not automaticallY ensure a cost
saving of 100 - ~ per cent. Cost estimates must take into account 100 per cent
inspection during the training period, fixed costs of handling inspection lots,
100 per cent inspection of rejected lots, costs of designing and selecting the
sample and extra record keeping.

5.
i

Advance tabulation of selected topics

1.204. A complete national census is a huge undertaking and several years may
elapse beyond the date to which the census refers before some of the tabulations
of the greatest economic and social interest are published. This lag may be
expected in countries that are large and that do not take censuses regularlY and
frequently, and also in the economically less developed countries where minimal
or no funds can be devoted to modern tabulation equipment. The danger is, however,
no less serious in countries where modern tabulation equipment is available in
large quantities, since most of the increased capacity of such equipment has to be
utilized to meet the heavy additional demands made by the modern census.
1.205. It is natural, therefore, that advance, provisional tabulations were in the
past most frequent application of sampling to census work and perhaps the first
one to be made in many countries. Although it is true that, in most countries,
interviewers prepare at the time of enumeration, summaries referring to the number
of living quarters, households and persons enumerated and some other basic facts,
there is nevertheless a definite need for earlY tabulation of some of the results
that cannot be derived from interviewers' preliminary reports. The need for
advance tabulation was evident even in a small country that takes censuses
regularly. It should be mentioned at this point that advance sample tabulations
can be used to the best advantage when they are obtained for fairly large areas
and for the country as a whole.
1.206. If onlY a sample of returns is processed and used for tabulation, the
advance estimates of the basic census results thus obtained would be of current
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validity. The population and the housing situation may be undergoing such rapid
changes that the processing of an advance sample may present a more up-to-date
picture than would a complete tabulation. An important consideration in selectin3
topics for the advance sample tabulation is their variability, since sampling
errors may tend to obscure changes that have occurred.
1.207. Securing advance tabulations through sampling has certain disadvantages.
The results tabulated for the sample units have to be integrated with those
tabulated for the non-sample units to give the final results. These operations
may increase the total tabulation time of the census and its cost beyond what they
would be without the special tabulation of advance results. Precautions are
necessary in order to minimize the delay that may be caused in the preparation of
the final results. To that end, the census plan should carefUlly co-ordinate the
special tabulation of advance results and the tabulation of final results.
Moreover, as mentioned in the next subsection, modern data processing equipment
and programmes available in most countries· renders the advantages in terms of
~peed of advanced tabulations prepared on a sample basis less clear-cut than in
tile past.
J..208. If sampling has been used as an integral part of a complete enumeration to
broaden the scope of the census by obtaining supplementary information, the same
sample of individuals~ households or other units will also provide a sample for
advance tabulations of the census proper. Such a sampling scheme, if it is devised
efficiently, with a view to securing additional census information by small
administrative units) may offer excellent opportunities of conveniently obtaining
ulvance tabulations by the same administrative units.
1.209. Even when no sampling has been used in the actual enumeration, the sample
design for advance tabulations may be comparatively simple because the complete
census returns provide the sampling frame and the domain or domains of study.
Advantage may also be taken of the efficiency of using small sample units
(e.g. households or small areas) since the smallest units are actually the easiest
to define in the census returns.

G.

Final processing and tabulation

1.210. The principal limitations of complete processing and tabulation of all the
information collected in a population census and/or a housing census are time and
money. Consequently, processing and tabulation programmes may provide for the
complete tabulation of those elements of information regarded as of sufficient
importance for small administrative areas, while certain other characteristics may
be processed and tabulated only on a sample basis. This procedure has been used
in the past by some countries in an effort to ensure the timely completion of
the census processing work. The arguments in favour of this approach are now less
compelling than in the past owing to the speed of the data processing equipment
currently available in most countries. However, savings might still be achieved
through the use of sampling in connexion with manual processing operations, such
a5 coding and data entry, particularly in large countries.
1.211. In considering the advisability of using sampling in connexion with the
final processing operations, the following considerations may also be taken into
account. There are certain population and housing characteristics about which
information is needed only by large areas and for the country as a whole.
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Sampling makes it possible to obtain detailed tabulations for large areas, with
reasonably small sampling errors and at a much reduced cost and in a shorter time
than that needed for tabulations on a complete basis. However, since one of the
purposes of a census is to serve local interests, the feasibility of sampling is
determined to some extent by the size of the smallest localities for which
separate tabulations are needed. In order to obtain data of acceptable precision
for these, it may be necessary to use high sampling fractions in view of the
great variability as well as of high intra-cluster correlations for certain
characteristics. There may be instances where even the use of high sampling
fractions fails to give results of acceptable precision in such cases it would
be inadvisable to use sampling methods.
1.212. Even greater savings in cost and time are achieved if cross-tabulations
are prepared on a sample basis than if simple tabulations are so prepared.
However, it should be borne in mind that sample tabulations imply some reduction
of geographical detail and of detailed cross-classifications. Moreover, it is
possible that such cross-tabulations may result in a number of cells that include
a small number of units and, therefore, have high sampline errors.

c.

The census as a basis for subsequent sample inquiries

1.213. A sampling frame may be a list of small areas, structures, households,
people or groups of households. The census can be such a frame. in fact, the
census can be the only frame for subsequent sampling in the many countries that
do not have good maps~ village lists, a register of population, a register of
households or lists of living quarters. Before a sample selection is undertaken~
it is necessary to ensure that the sampling frame is free from such defects as
inaccuracy, incompleteness, duplication, inadequacy and obsolescence. Each of
these five types of defects in a frame introduces defects of a different type in
the sample procedure. Emphasis should be laid at this point on the importance of
updating the frame to the date of the sample inquiry. Otherwise~ the inquiry
results would refer to the date at which the frame was last revised. It is
desirable to investigate carefully those parts of a population and/or a housing
census that are to be used as the sampling frame for a proposed sample survey,
since some defects are not at all apparent until a detailed examination has been
made. This objective may be accomplished by examining the relevant administrative
machinery of the census and the way in which the census information is kept up to
date; sometimes the investigation may entail a certain amount of field work.
1.214. Although this remedy is appropriate when the frame in question is a
population and/or housing census already enumerated and processed~ a much more
effective approach towards avoiding the above-mentioned defects would be to give
very careful consideration to the problem at the stage of planning the census. A
census can serve as a reasonably acceptable frame if, in addition to careful
planning, the various phases of the census are executed with proper care and if
the obstacles to successful execution are fully recognized.
1.215. Maps and prior census information concerning small areas are very
important for devising a good sample plan. Maps are particularly valuable if they
unambiguously indicate boundaries of very small areas and the number of living
quarters, households or inhabitants living within the boundaries. This prior
information need not necessarily be very accurate or up to date if it is used for
grouping or stratification.
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1.216. For many subsequent sample inquiries, the main census results may be
available for use as supplementary information by the national statistical office
and possibly by others, in accordance with national laws and policies relating to
the confidentiality of census data (see para. 1.50). The availability of
individual records or punch cards, the data on which they h&ve been checked, makes
it possible to select sample units from those that show characteristics relevant
to the sample inquiry. Stratification and ratio estimation can thus readily be
used, whereas they are difficult or impossible to employ when sampling is used as
an integral part of the census, such as in tabulating advance results.
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IV.

THE UNITS ~ PLACE AND TIME OF ENUMERATION
FOR POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUSES
A.

Units of enumeration

1.217. Since individual enumeration is an ~ssential feature of a population
census, the primary unit of enumeration for the population census is the person.
The household is the eeneral framework within which most individuals are identified
and it is also an additional unit of enumeration in its own right. Because it
is also a unit of enumeration for the housing census, the careful identification
of the household as a preliminary step to the enumeration can facilitate the
efficient collection of the data and the control of its completeness in both
censuses. In countries in which it is traditional to use the family as the
general framework within which individuals are identified, the family may be
SUbstituted for the household. In the majority of cases, the composition of the
family will coincide with that of the household.
1.218. In addition to persons identified within households; there are persons who
are not members of a household. The latter group constitutes the institutional
population, which is also investigated in population censuses.
1.219. For the housing census, the household is one of three units of enumeration:
the other two units are living quarters (i.e., housing units and collective living
quarters) and buildings. It is important to bear in mind that, in conceptual terms,
these three units are clearly distinguishable. There is not necessarily an
identity or exact correspondence among these concepts nor are the terms themselves
interchangeable. Several households may live together in one set of living
quarters and one household may occupy more than one set of living quarters.
Similarly, several sets of living quarters may together occupy one building and
one set of living quarters may occupy more than one building.
1.220. It is recognized that there may be difficulty in some countries in
maintaining independent concepts of rlhousehold tl and of "living quarters!'.
However, the advantages in terms of the usefulness of the data that result from
separate concepts outweigh the additional effort required in maintaining them.
1.221. In carrying out a census, it is essential that the units of enumeration be
clearly defined and that the definitions be included in manuals of instruction
for the enumeration and in census reports. In order to reduce the possiblity
of difficulties in applying the definitions recommended below, countries may
find it necessary to expand the definitions and to illustrate them in terms of
national conditions and circumstances. Post-enumeration field checks can
provide a useful means of determining to what extent the national definitions of
the units of enumeration have been applied in the field and the consequent
effect on the census results.
1.

Person
j

1.222. For census purposes, the "person ! is each individual falling within the
scope of the census. Although each person must be included in the count of
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the population, there will be some variation in regard to the persons for whom
information is collected on different topics. The variations usually depend on
the person's age, sex and/or relationship to the head or other reference member
of the household. Hhen it is recommended that information on a particular topic
be investigated for less than the total population, the group of persons for
which the topic should be investigated is indicated in the presentation of the
definition and specifications of the topic in chapter V, section C. In addition,
each tabulation presented in chapter VI, section C is accompanied by a description
of the popUlation to be included in the tabulation.
2.

Household L'Or famili!

1. 223.

The concept of "household;' is based on the arrangements mac!e by persons,
individually or in groups, for providing themselves with food or other essentials
for living. A household may be either (~) a one-person household, that is, a
person who makes provision for his or her own food or other essentials for living
without combining with any other person to form part of a multiperson household or
(£) a multiperson household, that is, a group of two or more persons living
together who make common provision for food or other essentials for living. The
persons in the group may pool their incomes and have a common budget to a greater
or lesser extent; they may be related or unrelated persons or a combination of
both.
1.224. The family that is sometimes used as a unit of enumeration in place of
the household consists of related persons living together and havin~ a common
budget.
1.225. For a more detailed discussion of the concepts of household and family,
see paragraphs 2.62-2.64 and 2.73-2.85. A more detailed discussion of the concept
of households is also presented in paragraph 3.112.
1.226. Households usually occupy the whole, part of or more than one housing
unit but they may also be found living in camps, boarding houses or hotels or as
administrative personnel in institutions, or they may be homeless. Households
consisting of extended families that make common provision for food or of
potentially separate households with a common head, reeulting from polygamous
unions, or households with vacation or other second homes may occupy more than
one housing unit.
1.227. Homeless households are defined as those households without a shelter that
would fall within the scope of living quarters as defined in paragraph 1.232 below.
They carry their few possessions with them, sleeping in the street, in doorways
or on piers or in any other space on a more or less random basis.
1.228. For certain topics investigated in housing censuses, the household may
serve more efficiently than living quarters as the unit of enumeration. For
example, tenure, if investigated in the census, should be collected with reference
to households rather than living quarters. Information about household
possessions that are not normally included as part of the equipment of living
quarters (radio and television receivers, for example) should be collected with
reference to households. Information on rent, an item of significance in relation
to both living quarters and households, would of necessity be collected in relation
to the household.
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3.

Institutional population

1.229. The institutional population comprises persons who are not members of
households. These include persons living in military installations, correctional
and penal institutions, dormitories of schools and universities, religious
institutions, hospitals and so forth.
1.230. Persons living in hotels or boarding houses do not belong in this category
but should be distinguished as members of one-person or multiperson households)
on the basis of the arrangements that they make for providing themselves with
the essentials for living. Personnel of institutions not living in dormitories
or similar accommodations should be treated in the same way.

4.

Livin~

guarters

1.231. The principal units of enumeration in a census of housing are living
quarters. Only by recognizing them as such can data be obtained that will provide
a meaningful description of the housing situation and a suitable basis for the
formulation of housing programmes.
1.232. Livinc quarters are structurally separate and independent places of abode.
They may (a) have been constructed, built, converted or arranged for human
habitation~ provided that they are not at the time of the census used wholly for
other purposes and that. in the case of mobile housing units, improvised housing
units and collective living quarters, they are occupied at the time of the census
or (b) although not intended for habitation, actually be in use as such at the
time-of the census. For a more detailed discussion of the definition of 'iliving
quarters;' and of the concepts of separateness and independence as used in the
definition, see paras. 3.41-3.43.

5.

Building

1.233. The building is regarded as an indirect but important unit of enumeration
for housing censuses since the information concerning the building (building type,
material of construction and certain other characteristics) is required to describe
properly the living quarters located within the building and for the formulation
of housing programmes. In a housing census, the questions on building
characteristics are normally framed in terms of the building in which the
living quarters being enumerated are located, and the information is recorded for
each of the housing units or other living quarterb located within it.
1.234. A building is any independent free-standing structure comprising one or
more rooms of other spaces, covered by a roof and usually enclosed within
external walls or dividing walls that extend from the foundations to the roof.
However, in tropical areas a building may consist of a roof with supports only,
that is, without constructed walls, in some cases, a roofless structure consisting
of a space enclosed by walls may be considered a ilbuilding fl • For a more detailed
discussion of the definition of building and related concepts, see paragraph 3.17.
1.235. In some countries, it may be appropriate to utilize the Ilcompound'; as a
unit of enumeration, either in addition to the building or as a sUbstitute for
it. In some areas of the world, living quarters are traditionally located within
compounds and the grouping of living quarters in this way may have certain
economic and social implications that it would be useful to study. In such
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cases it may be appropriate, during the census, to identify compounds and to
record information suitable for linking them to the living quarters located within
them.
B.

Place of enumeration

1.236. In a population census, information about each person can be collected and
entered on the census questionnaire either where he or she is (or was) present on
the day of the census or at his or her usual residence.
1.237. In compiling the census results by geographical areas, however, each
person can be included in either (a) the household (and hence the geographical
area) "here the person was present-on the day of the census or (b) the h~usehold
(and the geographical area) where he or she usually resides. This allocation is
not necessarily dependent upon the place at which information was collected for
the individual but it can be simplified by the proper choice of a place of
enumeration.
1.238. If a \;present-in-area i1 population distribution only is wanted, it is
logical to enumerate each person at the place where he or she is (or was) present
at the time of the census. If a distribution by usual residence only is required,
it is more satisfactory to collect the information about each person at the
person's place of usual residence. It should be noted. however, that it is not
always possible to collect information about each individual at his or her usual
residence, as for example. when an entire household is away from its usual
residence at the time of the census. Some provision must therefore be made for
collecting information about such persons at the place where they are found at
the time of the census.
1.239. Hith the growing interest in information on households and families and
on internal migration, it is becoming increasingly desirable to prepare tabulations
on the basis of usual residence rather than on the basis of place where present,
since the latter is often temporary and so is not useful for the investigation
of the above-mentioned topics. Also, although it is comparatively simpler to
enumerate each person where present on the day of the census and to use a
present-in-area population distribution, a usual-residence distribution is likely
to be more accurate than a present-in-area distribution, if the time required for
enumeration is so long as to permit considerable movement of persons during the
interval.
1.240. If it is desired also to obtain information on both the usually resident
population and the present-in-area population. then either each person present
in each household on the census day or each person present and each usual
resident temporarily absent can be enumerated at the appropriate household. A
clear distinction must then be made on the questionnaire, as applicable, among
(a) persons usually resident and present on the day of the census, (b) persons
usually resident but temporarily absent on the day of the census, and (£) persons
not usually resident but temporarily present on the day of the census.
1.241. Depending on the categories of persons enumerated at any given place,
information may then be collected on the usual residence (address) of those only
temporarily present and on the place (address) at which each temporarily absent
person can be found. This information can be used for allocating persons to the
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household and geographical area with which they are to be counted and for checking
to be certain that no person is counted twice (i.e., at both the usual residence
and the place where present). The procedures to be followed at the enumeration
and through the subsequent allocation of persons must, however, be very carefully
planned and strictly adhered to if the allocation is to be accurate.

1.242. With the exception of mobile housing units, living quarters and buildinrs
have a fixed location and the place where they are to be enumerated has not.
therefore, to be considered in taking a housing census. Information on
households, however, and the persons in households can be collected and entered
on the housing census questionnaire either where they are (or were) present on
the day of the census or at the usual residence. The procedure followed in the
housing census should be governed by that adopted in carrying out the population
census if the t~ro censuses are carried out simultaneously. If the housing census
is an independent operation, however, the procedure to be followed should be
carefully considered since it may have a significant effect on the validity of
the results of the housing census.
1.243. Where persons and households are allocated to the place of usual residence~
they should also be allocated to the living quarters that they usually occupy.
The living quarters that they are actually occupying at the tiMe of the census
should be counted as vacant if they are conventional dwellings or they should be
excluded from the census if they are of a type other than conventional
dwellings. 14/

1.244. Mobile housing units represent a special case as far as the place of
enumeration is concerned. They should be enumerated where they are found on
the day of the census; however, in accordance with the procedure adopted for the
allocation of the population, mobile housing units may also be allocated to the
area where the occupants usually reside provided that they are the usual livin~
quarters of the occupants in the area of usual residence. 'ihere they are not the
usual living quarters of the occupants in the area of usual residence. the
occupants would be allocated to their usual living quarters and the mobile
housing unit would be excluded from the census.

c.

Enumeration point of time

1.245. One of the essential features of population and housing censuses is the.t
each person and/or each set of living quarters must be enumerated as nearly as
possible in respect of the same well-defined point of time. This is usually
accomplished by fixing a census "moment;; at midnight at the beginning of the
census day if there is only a single census day.

1.246. For the population census, each person alive up to the census moment is
included on a census schedule and counted in the total population, even though
the process of completing the schedule does not take place until after the census
moment or even after the census day and the person may have died in the interim.
Infants born after the census moment are not to be entered on a schedule or

14/ By definition, all livine quarters except conventional dwellings are
required to be occupied in order to be included in the census.

included in the total population, even though they may be living when the other
persons in their household are enumerated.
1.247. For the housing census, each set of livine quarters that has reached an
established stage of completion and that is not scheduled for, or in the process
of, demolition should be included on a census schedule and counted as part of
the housin~ inventory even though the process of completing the schedule does
not take place until after the census moment or even after the census day and
the living quarters may have been scheduled for demolition in the interim.
Living quarters that have attained the prescribed state of completion after the
census moment are not to be entered on a schedule (unless special instructions
are issued for recording living quarters under construction) nor should they be
included in the total number of living quarters.
1.248. Where the amount of time required for enumeration in the census is
considered to be so long that the population is not likely to be able to supply
information as of a single moment in the past, it may be necessary to employ
different points of time in the enumeration, even to the extent of using the
night before the visit by the enumerator. If such a procedure is followed, it
should be clearly explained in the census report and the total duration of the
enumeration should be stated. For ease of reference and for the computation of
intercensal indices, it is useful to designate a single date in the enumeration
period as the official" 1census dateil. This date could be, for exe.mple, the day
by which half of the population had been enumerated.
D.

Time-reference period for data on the characteristics
of the population and of living guarters

1.249. The data collected about the characteristics of the population and of
living quarters should be pertinent to a well-defined reference period. The
time-reference period need not, however. be identical for all of the data
collected. For most of the data, it will be the census moment or the census day;
in some instances, however, it may be a brief period just prior to the census, as
in the case of economic characteristics and of rental, or a 10nBer period of time,
as in the case of fertility questions and information on the period of
construction of the building in which the living quarters are located.
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Part Two
Topics and tabulations for poEulation censuses

.. 55· .

v.

TOPICS TO BE INVESTIGATED IN POPULATION CENSUSES
A.

Factors determining the selection of topics

2.1. The topics to be covered on the questionnaire (that is, the subjects regarding
which information is to be collected for each individual) should be determined upon
balanced consideration of (~) the needs of the country (local as well as national)
to be served by the census data; (b) achievement of the maximum degree of
international comparability, both within regions and on a world-wide basis; (c) the
probable willingness and ability of respondents to give adequate information on the
topics; and (d) the total national resources available for the enumeration,
processing, tabulation, pUblication and establishment of a data base, which will
determine the over-all feasible scope of the census.
2.2. In making the selection of topics, due regard should be paid to the usefulness
of historical continuity in providing the opportunity for comparison of changes
over a period of time. Census takers should, however, avoid collecting information
that is no longer required simply because it was traditionally collected in the
past. It becomes necessary, therefore, to review periodically the topics
traditionally investigated and to re-evaluate the need for the series to which they
contribute.
1.

Priority of national needs

2.3. Prime importance should be given to the fact that population censuses should
be designed to meet national needs. Should any conflict exist among national
needs, regional recommendations and global recommendations, national needs should
take precedence, followed by the regional recommendations and finally the global
recommendations. The first consideration is that the census should ~rovide
information on the topics of greatest value to the country, with questions framed
in such a way as to elicit data of maximum use to that country. Experience has
shown that national needs will be best served if the census includes topics
generally recognized as of basic value and defined in accordance with regional and
global standards. Nevertheless, each country's decision should depend upon a
balanced appraisal of how urgently the data are needed and whether the information
could be obtained equally well or better from other sources. It is also recognized
that many countries will find it necessary to include topics of particular national
or local interest in addition to the topics included in the regional and global
recommendations.
2.

Importance of international comparability

2.4. The desirability of achieving regional and world-wide comparability should be
another major consideration in the selection and formulation of topics for the
census schedule. National and international objectives are usually compatible,
however, since international recommendations, being based on a broad study of
country experience and practice, are recommendations of definitions and methods
which have successfully met general national needs. Furthermore, the analysis of
census data for national purposes will often be facilitated if, by the use of
international recommendations, it is possible to compare the data with those of
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other countrieD on the basis of consistent concepts, definitions and
classifications.
2.5. If the particular circumstances within a country require departures from
international standards, every effort should be made to explain these departures
in the census pUblications and to indicate how the national presentation can be
adapted to the international standards.
3.

Suitability of topics

2.6. The topics investigated should be such that the respondents will be willing
and able to provide adequate information on them. Thus, it may be necessary to
avoid topics likely to arouse fear, local prejudice or superstition, and questions
too complicated and difficult for the average respondent to answer easily or for
the enumerator to deal with. The exact phrasing of each question that is needed
in order to obtain the most reliable response will of necessity depend on national
circumstances.

4.

Resources available

2.1. The selection of topics should be carefully considered in relation to the
total resources available for the census. An accurate and efficient collection of
data for a limited number of topics, followed by prompt tabulation and publication,
is more useful than the collection of data for an over-ambitious list of topics,
which cannot properly be investigated, tabulated or stored in the data base. In
balancing the need for data against resources available, the extent to which
questions can be pre-coded should be considered. This may be an important factor
in determining whether or not it is economically feasible to investigate certain
topics in the census.
B.

List of topics

2.8. The population topics given in list A (para. 2.15) and list B (para. 2.16)
below have emerged as a result of meetings convened by the regional commissions
and the Inter-American Statistical Institute to revise their reEpective regional
recommendations for population and housing censuses. Based on these meetings,
five sets of regional recommendations have been formulated for population and
housing censuses. List A contains the population topics that are included as
"priority topics" 15/ in the majority of the regional recommendations. List B
contains the population topics that, while not falling into list A, are included
by the majority of regions when both "priority" and "other useful" 16/ topics are
taken into consideration. List C, consisting of all population topics not falling
into either of the first two lists but mentioned in the recommendations of at least
one region, is ~iven in annex I to the present publication.

!2/ Priority topics are variously designated in the regional recommendations
as "recommended topics", "recommended topics of first priority" or "basic topics".
16/ "other useful" topics are those included without priority in the various
regional recommendations. It is felt that their investigation should ~enera11y be
considered only after it is determined that information on the priority topics will
be made available.
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2.9. Because of the considerable population census experience now available in
each of the regions, it is no longer considered necessary to distinr,uish between
"priority" topics and lIother useful" topics on a global basis. Rather, it is
recommended that each country take into consideration in the first place the topics
accorded priority in its region. Only after this should it consider the need and
the feasibility of also investigatine; what are considered to be !lother useful ll
topics in its region and, finally, the remaining topics included in lists A, Band
and C.
2.10. To assist countries in usine the present document and in determining their
own priorities, lists A and B are consolidated in paragraph 2.17, in which topics
given in list A are distinguished from those in list B. Further, a tabular
presentation of the "priority" and "other useful" topics in each set of regional
recommendations is set forth in annex II to the present publication.
2.11. Although the basis for the selection of topics for the present global
programme differs from the basis employed in the global recommendations for the
1970 censuses, it should be noted that the topics currently included differ only
slightly from those included in the 1970 recommendations. It may be concluded,
therefore, that experience during the 1970 census decade has demonstrated that
there is a core of topics on which there is considerable agreement among the
regions in regard both to their importance and to the feasibility of collecting
the data in a census. Those likely to present difficulties that require timeconsuming questioning can probably best be collected for a sample of the population.
The exceptions to the consensus occur, at the one extreme~ among the countries with
the most developed statistical systems, where adequate data on a number of the
topics listed are available from non-census sources; at the other extreme are the
countries in which data-collection opportunities are limited and it is felt that
advantage must be taken of the possibilities offered by the census to investigate
topics that might, under better circumstances~ be investigated more suitably by
other means.
2.12. The topics in lists A and B and in paragraph 2.17 are grouped under six
headings, as required: "Geographical and migration characteristics", "Household
characteristics", "Demographic and social characteristics", "Fertility and
mortality", IIEducational characteristics II and "Economic characteristics". The
headings are not entirely mutually exclusive; some of the topics, such as "marital
status", could avpear under more than one heading. In such cases, the topic
appears under the first heading to which it is relevant.
2.13. Within each heading, a distinction is made between topics that appear on the
questionnaire and derived topics. The former are those for which data are
collected by a specific question on the questionnaire. Although data for the
derived topics also come from information on the questionnaire, they do not
necessarily come from replies to a specific question. "Total population", for
example, is derived from a count of the persons entered on the questionnaires as
present or resident in each geographical unit. Such derived topics may, perhaps,
be more correctly considered as tabulation components, but they are listed as
topics in order to emphasize the fact that the questionnaire must in some way yield
this information.
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2.14. The paragra~h numbers in parentheses after each entry in ~~ragraphs 2.15-2.17
refer either to the paragraphs in which the group of topics as a whole is discussed
in section C below or to the paragraphs in which the definition and specifications
of individual topics are discussed.
2.15. The topics included in list A are shown below.
topics in the majority of regional recommendations.

They a-ppear as apriority"

List A
Topics that appear on
the questionnaire

Ded ved topics

Geographical and migration characteristics (paras. 2.19-2.61)
Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.25)
and/or
Place where present at time of census
(paras. 2.26-2.29)

Total population (paras. 2.44-2.50)

Place of birth (paras. 2.30-2.36)

Urban and rural (paras. 2.54-2.56)

Locality (paras. 2.51-2.53)

Duration of residence (paras. 2.37-2.39)
Place of previous residence (paras. 2.40-2.41)
Place of residence at a specified date in
the past (paras. 2.42-2.43)
Household lor family! characteriRtics (paras. 2.62-2.85)
Household /~r family!
composition 17/ (paras. 2.73-2.85)

Relationship to head or other reference
rr.ember of household /~r family! 17/
(paras. 2.65-2.72) - --

Demographic and social characteristics (paras. 2.86-2.118)
Sex (para. 2.87)
Age (paras. 2.88-2.96)
Marital status (paras. 2.97-2.104)
Citizenship (paras. 2.105-2.109)
Fertility and mortality (paras. 2.119-2.148)
Children born alive (paras. 2.124-2.127)
Children living (paras. 2.128-2.130)

17/ "Relationship to head or other reference member of familyli and "Family
composition" are appropriate to censuses in which the family (as defined in
para. 2.75) is used as a unit of investigation in place of the household. See
paras. 2.62 and 2.63 for the difference between the concept of household and
the concept of family as used in these topics.
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Topics that appear on
the questionnaire

Derived topics

Educational characteristics (paras. 2.149-2.179)
Educational attainment (paras. 2.151-2.163)
Literacy (paras. 2.164-2.167)
School attendance (paras. 2.168-2.171)
Economic characteristics (paras. 2.180-2.219)
Activity status (paras. 2.188-2.197)
Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201)
Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205)
Status in employment (paras. 2.206-2.208)
2.16. Topics included in list B are shown below. They are not included in list A
but included by the majority of regions when both "priority" and "other useful"
topics are taken into consideration. No "derived topics" are included in this list,
because all the topics appear on the questionnaire.
List B
Demographic and social characteristics (paras. 2.86-2.118)
Religion (paras. 2.110-2.112)
Language (paras. 2.113-2.116)
National and/or ethnic group (paras. 2.117-2.118)
Fertility and mortality (paras. 2.119-2.148)
Age at marriage (paras. 2.131-2.134)
Duration of marriage (paras. 2.135-2.138)
Live births within the 12 months

precedi~

the census (paras. 2.139-2.143)

Deaths of infants born within the 12 months preceding the census
(paras. 2.144-2.145)
Maternal orphanhood (paras. 2.146-2.148)
Educational characteristics (paras. 2.149-2.179)
Educational qualifications (paras. 2.172-2.179)
Economic characteristics (paras. 2.180-2.219)
Time worked (paras. 2. 209-2. 211)
Income (paras. 2.212-2.215)
Sector of employment (paras. 2.216-2.219)
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2.17. In the following consolidated list of all the topics shown in lists A and B
above, topics that appear in list A, Le. those that are "priority:~ tcnics in the
majority of regions, are preceded by an asterisk.
Topics that appear on
the questionnaire
1.
(~)

Derived topics

Geographical and migration characteristics (paras. 2.19-2.61)

(~)

"Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.251
and/or
"Place where present at time of census
(paras. 2.26-2.29)
*Place of birth (paras. 2.30-2.36)

(~)

*Duration of residence (paras. 2.37-2.39)

<:~)

*Total population
(paras. 2.44-2.50)

(h)

*Locality (paras. 2.51-2.53)

(i)

*Urban and rural
(paras. 2.54-2.61)

*Place of previous residence
(paras. 2.40-2.41)
*Place of residence at a specified date
in the past (paras. 2.42-2.43)
2.

Household lor family7 characteristics (paras. 2.62-2.85)

*Relationship to head or other
reference member of household
Lor family 17/ (paras. 2.65-2.72)
3.

Demographic and social characteristics (paras. 2.86-2.118)

(~)

*Sex (para. 2.87)

(~)

*Age (paras. 2.88-2.96)

(~)

*Marital status (paras. 2.91-2.104)

(~)

*Citizenship (paras. 2.105-2.109)

(~)

Religion (paras. 2.110-2.112)

(fJ

Language (paras. 2.113-2.116)

(~)

National and/or ethnic group (paras. 2.117-2.118)
4.

Fertility and mortality (paras. 2.119-2.148)

(~)

*Children born alive (paras. 2.124-2.127)

(~)

'~Children

(~)

Age at marriage (paras. 2.131-2.134)
Duration of marriage (paras. 2.135-2.138)

(~)

*Household lor fami111
composition 17/
(paras. 2.73-2.85)

living (paras. 2.128-2.130)

Live births within the 12 months
preceding the census (paras. 2.139-2.143)
Deaths of infants born within the 12 months
preceding the census (paras. 2.144-2.145)
Maternal orphanhood (paras. 2.146-2.148)
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Topics that appear on
the questionnaire
5.

Derived topics

Educational characteristics (paras. 2.149-2.179)

(~)

*Educational attainment (paras. 2.151-2.163)

(~)

*Literacy (paras. 2.164-2.167)

(£)

*Schoo1 attendance (paras. 2.168-2.171)

(~)

Educational qualifications (paras. 2.172-2.179)

6.

Economic characteristics (paras. 2.180-2.219)

(~)

*Activity status (paras. 2.188-2.197)

(~)

*Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201)

(£)

*Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205)

(d)

*Status in employment (paras. 2.206-2.208)

(~)

(1)

Time worked (paras. 2.209-2.211)
Income (paras. 2.212-2.215)

(~)

Sector of employment (paras. 2.216-2.2l9)

c.

Definitions and specifications of topics

2.18. This section contains the recommended definitions and specifications of the
topics included in lists A and B above, presented in the order in which they appear
in paragraph 2.17 above. It is important that census data be accompanied by the
defini tions used in carrying out the census. It is also important that any changes
in definitions that have been made since the previous census be indicated and, if
possible, accompanied by estimates of the effect of such changes on the relevant
data, in order to ensure that users will not confuse valid changes over a period
of time with increases or decreases resulting from changed definitions.
1.

Geographical and migration characteristics

2.19. It should be noted that "place of usual residence" and "place where present
at time of census" may be considered as alternative topics when countries have not
the resources to investigate both topics for general census purposes. Some
countries, however, will want to investigate both topics for general purposes.
The relationship between the two topics and their further relationship to the
place at which each person is enumerated is set forth in chapter IV.
2.20. It is recommended that countries investigating only "place where present at
time of census" for general purposes should also obtain information on "place of
usual residence" for all persons who do not usually reside at the household where
they were enumerated, to be used in connexion with the information on "place of
birth", "duration of residence", "place of previous residence" and/or "place of
residence at a specified date in the past" in determining internal migration
status. If, in the compilation of the population of geographical units, persons
are allocated to the place where they were present at the time of the census,
information on the four above-mentioned migration characteristics is irrelevant for
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persons who were only visi tine;, or transient in, the place at which they .'ere
present. Since such persons must, in any case, be identified in the questionn<1i :":'
as non-residents so that they will not erroneously be classified as recent
in-migrants, a question on their place of usual residence can be put easily and
will make it possible to include the entire population in the tabulation of
internal migration characteristics.
(~)

Place of usual residence

2.21. The place of usual residence is the geographical place where the enumerated
person usually resides. This may be the same as, or different from. the place
where he or she was present at the time of the census or his or her legal l'esidt:nc:e,
2.22. Although most persons will have no difficulty in stating their place of'
usual residence, some confusion is bound to arise in a number of special cases,
where persons may appear to have more than one usual residence. These cases might
include persons who maintain two or more residences, students living at a school
away from their parental home, members of the armed forces living at a military
installation but still maintaining private living quarters away from the
installation and persons who sleep away from their homes during the working week
but return home for several days at the end of each week. The treatment of all
such cases should be clearly set forth in the census instructions.
2.23. Problems may also arise with persons who have been at the place where they
are enumerated for some time but do not consider themselves to be residents of
this place because they intend to return to their previous residence at some future
time, and also with persons who have left the country temporarily but are expected
to return after some time. In such instances, clearly stated time-limits of
presence in, or absence from, a particular place must be set, in accordance with
the prevailing circumstances in the country, to determine whether or not the
person is usually resident there.
2.24. If each person is to be entered on the questionnaire only at his or her place
of usual residence, the topic need not be investigated separately for each person,
because the information will be available from the location information entered
for the questionnaire as a whole.
2.25. Information on the place of usual residence should be collected in enough
detail to enable tabulations to be made for the smallest geographical subdivisions
required by the tabulation plan and to meet the requirements of the data base.
(b)

Place where present at time of census

, 2.26. The place where present at the time of the census is, in theory, the
geographical place at which each person was on the day of the census, whether 0r
not this was his or her place of usual residence. In practice, the concept is
generally applied to the place where the person slept on the night preceding thEcensus day, because many persons appearing in the questionnaire are not physically
present at the place of enumeration during most of the day.
2.27. As mentioned in chapter IV, the concept is sometimes further extended to
apply to the night preceding the day of actual enumeration in cases where the
enumeration extends over a long period of time and persons are not likely to be
able to supply information as of a single moment in the past. Other departures
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rom the definition may be necessary to deal with individual cases, such as
)<:!rsons travelling during the entire night or day of the census and persons who
~;pent the night at work.
?28. If each person is to be entered on the questionnaire only at the place where
l,r she was present at the time of the census, the topic need not be investigated
separately for each person, because the information will be available from the
location information entered for the questionnaire as a whole.
;H::

2.29. Information on the place where each person was present should be collected
in enough detail to enable tabulations to be made for the smallest geographical
subdivisions required by the tabulation plan and to meet the requirement of the
data base.
(~)

Place of birth

2.30. The place of birth is, in the first instance, the country in which the person
was born. It should be noted that the country of birth is not necessarily related
to citizenship (see para. 2.105), which is a separate topic. For persons born in
the country where the census is taken (natives), the concept of place of birth
also includes the specified type of geographical unit of the country in which the
mother of the individual resided at the time of the person's birth. In some
countries, however, the place of birth of natives is defined as the geographical
unit in which the birth actually took place. Each country should explain which
definition it has used in the census.
2.31. The collection of information distinguishing between persons born in the
country where the census is taken (natives) and those born elsewhere (foreign
born) is necessary where any inquiry on place of birth is made. Even countries
where the proportion of foreign-born population is insignificant, which therefore
desire to compile information only on the place of birth of the native population,
must first separate the native from the foreign-born population. It is therefore
recommended that place of birth be asked of all persons. For respondents who
cannot name their country of birth, at least the continent should be ascertained.
Although enumeration is somewhat simpler if the question is only in terms of
native or foreign birth, collecting information on the country of birth ensures
more accurate returns although with some additional processing costs. It also
provides information on the origin of the immigrant stock of the country.
Countries ~~th SUbstantial numbers of immigrants ~ also wish to consider the
possibility of asking an additional question on date or year of immigration in
accordance with the recent recommendations on international migration
statistics. 18/
2.32. For purposes of international comparability, as well as for internal use, it
is preferable that information on the country of birth be available according to
national boundaries existing at the time of the census. To ensure such
comparability, however, it ~ be necessary to obtain information not only on the
country of birth but also on the major territorial division or even the specific
locality, so that the reported place of birth can be correctly allocated to
countries according to present boundaries. The necessity of such detailed
reporting should be carefully weighed considering (~) the probable number of
18/ Recommendations on Statistics of International Mi
pUblication, Sales No. E.79.XVII.l
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foreign-born persons from countries that have lost or gained territory and
cost of coding a large number of specific foreign locations.

(~)

1
the

2.33. Information on the place of birth of the native population is usually used
primarily for the investigation of internal migration. For those countries that
have been recently formed of parts of previously separate entities, however, it
may be of use in assessing the relative size of the population segments from each
of the previous entities, and their distribution throughout the country.
2.34. For the latter purpose, it is usually sufficient to collect information only
on the major civil division (state, province, department etc.) in which the place
of birth is located. If desired; more detailed information on the subdivision or
specific locality can be collected and used for accurate coding of the major
division or for presenting data for smaller areas.
2.35. For studies of internal migration, data on the place of birth of the native
population, particularly in terms of major civil divisions, are not adequate in
themselves. In order to pro~ide at least some measure of net internal migration
into large cities by the use of data on place of birth within the country, it
would be necessary to collect information for persons resident in each city,
distinguishing those who were born in that city, those born elsewhere in the same
major civil division and those born in another major civil division. Similar
information for persons in each intermediate or minor civil division could be
obtained by extending the question on place of bjrth within the country so that
data would be co:lected on intermediate or minor, as well as major, civil divisions.
It should be borne in mind, however, that the people of many developing countries,
where internal migration poses many serious problems, may not be able to provide
the details that would warrant any attempt to collect this type of information.
Even in the statistically advanced countries, confusion is bound to arise from
changes in the boundaries of minor civil divisions and from the possible tendency
of persons born near a large city to name that city as their birth-place.
2.36. It is recommended, therefore, that for the study of internal migration the
data on place of birth be supplemented by the collection of information on
duration of residence and place of previous residence or of information on
residence at a specified date in the past.
(d)

Duration of residence

2.37. The duration of residence is the interval of time up to the date of the
census, expressed in complete years, during which each person has lived in (a) the
locality which is his or her usual residence at the time of the census and (~) the
major or smaller civil division in which that locality is situated.
2.38. rata cn the duration of residence have only limited value in themselves
because they do not provide information on the place of origin of in-migrants.
Therefore, when the topic is investigated, the place of previous residence should
also be investigated if at all possible, so that the data can be cross-classified.
2.39. In collecting information on duration of residence, it should be made clear
that the concern is with length of residence in the major or smaller civil
division and the locality but not in the particular housing unit.
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(~)

Place of previous residence

2.40. The place of previous residence is the major or smaller civil division, or
the foreign country, in which the individual resided immediately prior to migrating
into his or her present civil division of usual residence.
2.41. Data on the place of previous residence have only limited value in themselves
because they do not provide information on the time of in-migration. There~'ore,
when the topic is investigated, the duration of residence should also be
investigated if at all possible, so that the data can be cross-classified.

(1)

Place of residence at a specified date in the past

2.42. The place of residence at a specified date in the past is the major or
smaller civil division, or the foreign country, in which the individual resided at
a specified date preceding the census. The reference date chosen should be the one
most useful for national purposes. In most cases, this has been deemed to be one
or five years preceding the census. The former reference date provides current
statistics of migration during a single year; the latter may be more appropriate
for collecting data for the analysis of international migration although perhaps
less suitable for the analysis of current internal migration. Also to be taken
into account in selecting the reference date should be the probable ability of
individuals to recall with accuracy their usual residence one or five years earlier
than the census date. For countries conducting quinquennial censuses, the five-year
date can be readily tied in, for most persons, with the time of the previous census.
In other cases, one-year recall may be more likely than five-year recall. Some
countries, however, may have to use a different time reference than either one or
five years preceding the census because both of these intervals may present recall
difficulties. National circumstances may make it necessary for the time reference
to be one that can be associated with the occurrence of an important event that
most people will remember.
2.43. No matter what previous date is used, provision must be made for the treatment
of infants and young children not yet born at that date. Tabulations of the data
should indicate the treatment of this group.
(~)

Total population

2.44. For census purposes, the total population of the country consists of all the
persons falling within the scope of the census. In the broadest sense, the total
may comprise either all usual residents of the country or all persons present in
the country at the time of the census. The total of all usual residents is
generally referred to as the de jure population and the total of all persons present
as the de facto population.
2.45. In practice, however, countries do not usually achieve either type of count,
because one or another group of the population is included or excluded, depending
on national circumstances, despite the fact that the general term used to describe
the total might imply the opposite treatment. It is recommended therefore that
each country describe in detail the figure accepted officially as the total,
rather than simply to label it as de jure or de facto.
2.46. The description should clearly show whether each of the groups listed below
was or was not counted in the total. If the group was enumerated, its magnitude
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should be ~iven; if it was not enumerated, an estimate of its size should be ~iven,
if possible. If any group is not represented at all in the population, this fact
should be stated and the magnitude of the group should be shown as "zero". This may
occur particularly with groups (~), (b), (d) and (~).

2.41. The groups to be considered are:
(!!:)

Nomads;

(b)

Persons living in areas to which access is difficult;

(c) Military, naval and diplomatic personnel and their families located
outside the country;
(d) Merchant se€.mc:n and fishermen resident in the country but at sea at the
time of the census (including those who have no place of residence other than their
quarters aboard ship);
(~)

Civilian residents temporarily in another country as seasonal workers;

(f)

Civilian residents who cross a frontier daily to work in another country;

(g) Civilian residents other than those in groups (£) , (~) and (f) who are
working in another country;
(h) Civilian residents other than those in groups (£)-(~) who are temporarily
absent from the country;
(i) Foreign military, naval and diplomatic personnel and their families
located in the country;
(~)

Civilian aliens temporarily in the country as seasonal workers;

(k)

Civilian aliens who cross a frontier daily to work in the country;

(1) Civilian aliens other than those in groups (i), (~) and (k) who are
working in the country;
(~)

Civilian aliens other than those in groups (i)-(l) who are temporarily in
the country;
(~)

Transients on ships in harbour at the time of the census.

In the case of ~roups (h) and (m), it is recommended that an indication be
given of the criteria used in determining that presence in, or absence from, the
country is temporary.

2.48.

2.49. In those countries where the total population figure has been corrected for
under-enumeration or over-enumeration, both the enumerated figure and the estimated
corrected population figure should be shown and described. The detailed
tabulations will of necessity be based only on the actual enumerated population.
2.50. The population of each geographical unit of the country, like the total
population of the country (see para. 2.44), may comprise either all usual residents
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of the unit (see para. 2.21) or all persons present in the unit at the time of the
census (see paras. 2.26 and 2.27).
(h)

Locality

2.51. For census purposes, a locality should be defined as a distinct population
cluster (also designated as inhabited place, populated centre, settlement etc.)
in which the inhabitants live in neighbouring living quarters and which has a name
or a locally recognized status. It thus includes fishing hamlets, mining c~~s,
ranches, farms, market towns, villages, towns, cities and many other population
clusters which meet the criteria specified above. Any departure from this definition
should be explained in the census report as an aid to the interpretation of the data.
2.52. Localities as defined above should not be confused with the smallest civil
divisions of a country. In some cases, the two may coincide. In others, however,
even the smallest civil division may contain two or more localities. On the other
hand, some large cities or towns may contain two or more civil divisions, which
should be considered as segments of a single locality rather than as separate
localities.
2.53. A large locality of a country (Le. a city or a town) is often part of an
urban agglomeration, which comprises the city or town proper and also the suburban
fringe or thickly settled territory lying outside, but adjacent to, its boundaries.
The urban agglomeration is, therefore, not identical with the locality but is an
additional geographic unit, which may include more than one locality. In some
cases, a single large urban agglomeration may comprise several cities or towns and
their suburban fringes. The components of such large agglomerations should be
specified in the census results.
( i)

Urban and rural

2.54. Because of national differences in the characteristics that distinguish urban
from rural areas, the distinction between urban and rural population is not yet
amenable to a single definition that would be applicable to all countries, nor even,
for the most part, to the countries within a region. Where there are no regional
recommendations on the matter, countries must establish their own definitions in
accordance with their own needs.
2.55. The traditional distinction between urban and rural areas within a country
has been based on the assumption that urban areas, no matter how they are cefined,
provide a different way of life and usually a higher level of living than is found
in rural areas. In many industrialized countries, this distinction has become
blurred and the principal difference in the circumstances of living between urban
and rural areas tends to be a matter of the degree of concentration of population.
Although the differences between urban and rural ways of life and levels of living
remain significant in developing countries, rapid urbanization in these countries
has created a great need for information related to different sizes of urban areas.
2.56. Hence, although the traditional urban-rural dichotomy is still needed, a
classification by size of locality can usefully supplement the dichotomy or even
replace it where the major concern is with characteristics related only to density
along the continuum from the most sparsely settled areas to the nost densely
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built-up localities. A basic classi~ication by
recommended ~or the ECE countries. 19/

~ive

size-cateeories has been

2.57. Density of settlement

m~ not, however, be a sufficient criterion in many
countries, particularly where there are large localities that are still
characterized by a truly rural w~ of life. Such countries will find it necessary
to use additional criteria in developing classifications that are more distinctive
than a simple urban-rural differentiation. Some of the additional criteria that
may be useful are the percentage of the economically active population employed
in agriculture, the general availability of electricity and/or piped water in
living quarters and the ease of access to medical care, schools and recreation
facilities. In some countries, where the facilities noted above are available in
same areas that are still rural in that agriculture is the predominant employment,
it might be advisable to adopt different criteria in different parts of the country.
Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the definition used does not become
too complicated for application to the census and comprehension by the users of
the census results.

2.58. Even in the industrialized countries, it may be considered appropriate to
distinguish between agricultural localities, market towns, industrial centres,
service centres and so forth, within size-categories of localities.

2.59. Even where size is not used as a criterion, the locality is the most
appropriate unit of classification for national purposes as well as for
international comparability. If it is not possible to use the locality, the
smallest administrative unit of the country should be used.
2.60. Some of the information required for classification m~ be provided by the
census results themselves, while other information may be obtained from external
sources. The use of in~ormation provided by the census (as, for example, the
size-class of the locality or the percentage of the population employed in
agriculture), whether alone or in conjunction with information from other sources,
means that the classification will not be available until the relevant c~nsus
results have been tabulated. If, however, the census plans call for the
investigation of a smaller number of topics in rural areas than in urban areas or
for a greater use of sampling in rural areas, the classification must be available
before the enumeration takes place. In these cases, reliance must be placed on
external sources of in~ormation, even if only to bring up to date any urban-rural
classification that was prepared at an earlier date.
2.61. The usefulness of housing census data (~or example, the availability of
electricity and/or piped water) collected simultaneously with, or not too long
before, the population census should be kept in mind. Images obtained by remote
sensing m~ be o~ use in the demarcation of boundaries of urban areas when density
of habitation is a criterion. For assembling information from more than one source,
the importance of a well-developed system of geo-coding should not be overlooked.

,
121 Economic Commission for Europe, Recommendations for the 1980 Censuses
! Population and Housinp, in the ECE Region, statistical Standards and studies,

, No. 31, paras. 33 and 34.
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2.

Household

lor

family! characteristics

In considering the topics related to household Lor famill/ characteristics,
it is important to be a'·rare of the differences between the concepts of "household",
and "family" as used herein. From the definitions of "household" (see paras. 2.73
and 2.74) and of "family" (see para. 2.75), it is clear that the household and the
family are different concepts that cannot be used together as units of enumeration
in the same census. Most countries use the household as the general framework
within which most individuals are identified but some countries use the family.

2.62.

2.63. The differences between the household and the family are that (a) a household
may consist of only one person but a family must contain at least two members, and
(~) the members of a multiperson household need not be related to each other, while
the members of a family must be related. Where the family is used as the unit of
enumeration, households cannot be identified. Where the household is the unit of
enumeration, however, families within the household can be identified.
2.64.

It should be noted, however, that the concept of the family nucleus is
appropriate regardless of whether the household or the family is used as the unit
of enumeration.
(~)

Relationship to head or other reference nember of household lor family7

2.65. In identifying the members of a household (as defined in paras. 2.73 and
2.74) or of a family (as defined in para. 2.75), it is traditional first to identify
the household or family head and then the remaining members of the household or
family according to their relationship to the head. The head of the household or
of the family is defined as that person in the household or the family who is
acknowledged as such by the other members. (Although it has been agreed that a
more desirable definition for purposes of dependency statistics would be the person
who bears the chief responsibility for the economic maintenance of the household or
family, it is not recommended that this definition be applied because of the
difficulty of collecting information needed to determine economic
responsibility.) W

2.66. The procedure set forth in paragraph 2.65 is based on the fact that most
households are family households (i.e., they consist entirely, except possibly
for domestic servants, of persons related by blood, marriage or adoption) and the
assumption that one person in the household, i.e., the head, has primary authority
and responsibility for household affairs and, in the majority of cases, is its
chief economic support. In applying the concept of head of the household, however,
special rules have always been needed for particular cases where household
authority and responsibility have clearly not been vested in one person, such as
in a household consisting of siblings without a parent or composed entirely of
unrelated persons. In such cases, a head has usually been designated according to
predetermined rules.

2.67.

In most countries of the world, this procedure is still appropriate but in
countries where spouses are considered equal in household authority and
responsibility and may share economic support of the household, the concept of
201 In the remaining paragraphs relating to this topic, the word "household"
is used to mean "household or family".
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head of household is no longer considered valid even for family households. In
order for the relationship among members of the household to be determined, the
latter countries may prefer (a) that the members of the household designate ~'c
among them as a reference member ~ith no implication of headship or (b) that
provision be made for designations of Joint headship where desired. These
possibilities have been taken into account in the regional census recommendations
for the European countries, which should be consulted for further details. 21/
2.68. Even in the many countries where the concept of head of household is still
relpvant, it is important to recognize that the procedures followed in applying
the concept have distorted the true picture, particularly in regard to female
heads of households. The most common assumption that can distort the facts is
that no woman can be in fact the head of any household that also contains an adult
male. In some cases, instructions to enumerators may explicitly state that a woman
can be entered as head only in the absence of any male above a specified age. In'
other cases, even where there are no such instructions, enumerators and even
respondents may simply take some such assumption for granted.

2.69. This common sex-based stereotype often reflects circumstances that may have
been true in the past but are no longer true, as the household and economic roles
of women are changing. The extent to which the situation has or has not changed
cannot be measured. however, unless the stereotype is avoided to the extent
.' possible by clear instructions to enumerators to ask who is the head of the
~. household and not to make any assumptions of their own. The procedure to follow
in identifying a head when the members of the household are unable to do so should
be equally clear and unambiguous and should avoid sex-based bias.

;
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~
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2.70. After identification of the head or other reference member of the household,
the remaining members of the household should be distinguished in relation to that
person, as appropriate, as: (a) spouse, (b) child, (c) spouse of child,
(~.> grandch(il)d or great-grandchild,
parent (or parent of spouse), (f) ()tht::;r
relative, ~ domestic employee or h other person not related to the head or
other reference member. Where this classification is considered too detailed for
successful collection of the information, categories (e) and (£) may be eliminated;
persons who would fall into either of these categories can then be identified, as
appropriate, as "other relative" or "person not related to the head or other
reference member".

«re)

t 2.71.

As an aid to the identification of conjugal family nuclei (as defined in
para. 2.80) within the household, it may be helpful if persons appear in the
questionnaire to the extent possible in the order of nuclear relationship. Thus,
the first person entered after the head or other reference person would be the
spouse of that person, followed by unmarried children and then by married children,
their spouses and children. For polygamous households, the order of entry could
be such that each wife and her unmarried children appear in succession.
2.72. For estimating fertility by the "own children" method (see para. 2.123), the
natural mother of each child under 15 years of age should be identified if she
appears in the same questionnaire as her child. The information is not relevant
for stepchildren, adopted children or foster children under permanent or temporary
care.
21/ Economic commission for Europe, Ope cit., para. 99.
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(~)

Household lor family! composition

2.73. As set forth in chapter IV, a household may either be (ala one-person
household, that is, a person who makes provision for his or
own ..tood or other
essentials for living without combining with any other person to."f():rm part of a
multiperson household or (b) a multiperson household, that is, .'.group 01' two
or more persons living together who make common provision fortood or other
essentials for living. The persons in the group may pool their incomes and have
a common budget to a greater or lesser extent; they may be relat.ed or unrelated
persons or a combination of both.

her

2.74.

Households usually occupy the whole, part of or more tll.bone housing unit
but they may also be found living in camps, in boarding houses o~botels or as
administrative personnel in institutions, or they may be homeless.

2.75. As defined in chapter IV, the family that is sometimes used as a unit of
enumeration in place of the household consists of a group ot,ltel.ted persons
living together and having a common budget.

2.76. Where the household is the unit of enumeration, the cqpcept 01' the family
within the household is also of interest. The family within '.~. household is
defined as those members of the household who are related, tq;;'.$peci1'ied degree,
through blood, adoption or marriage. The degree of relati~~ used in determining
the limits 01' the family in this sense is dependent upon the uses to which the data
are to be put and so cannot be established for world-wide use.
2.77. Although the family is identified from the answers to the question on
relationship to the head or other reference member of the household, household and
family are separate unique entities that are not interchan~able.

2.78. A family cannot comprise more than one household;

& household can, however,
consist of more than one family, of one or more families together with one or
more non-related persons or entirely of non-related persOlls., In practice, most
households are composed of a single family consisting of a ~ied couple without
children or of one or both parents and their unmarried children. It should not be
assumed, however, that this identity exists; census tabulations should, therefore,
clearly indicate whether they relate to households or to families within households.

2.79. Household and family com];-osition can be examined f'riom different points of
view but, for census purposes it is recommended that the primary aspect that should
be considered is the conjugal family nucleus. 22/
2.80. A family nucleus consists of one of the following types (each of which must
consist of persons living in the same household): (a) a~ied couple without
children, (b) a married couple with one or more never-married children, (c) a
father with-one or more never-married children or (d) a mother with one or more
never-married children. Couples living in consensual unions should be regarded
as married couples.
2.81.

In accordance with the above definition, a household consisting of a married

22/ The term "family nucleus" used in the remainder of the present
publication is to be taken as referring to the conjugal family nucleus.
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couple~ their two never-married children, one of their children who has been
divorced, and a married daughter and her husband would be considered to be composed
of two family nuclei, with the divorced child not a member of either.

2.82. It is obvious that the family nucleus, although it includes the most likely
compositions, does not take account of other relatives who may compose census
families of a different structure, such as unmarried brothers or sisters living
together without their parents, or an aunt living with an unmarried niece. It also
excludes a related person living with a family nucleus as defined above, for
example a widowed parent living with her married son and his family. It does not,
therefore, provide information on all families. Countries may, therefore, wish to
extend the investigation of families in accordance with their own interests, in
addition to their investigation of the family nucleus.
2.83. The family nucleus is identified from the answers to the question on
relationship to the head or other reference member of the household, supplemented
where necessary by information on name and marital status. The identification of
offspring and their mothers mentioned in ~aragraph 2.72 and the order in which
persons are entered on the questionnaire (see para. 2.71) may be of additional
assistance in this respect. The identification of family nuclei is likely to be
more complete in de jure than in de facto enumerations, because the latter do not
take account of temporarily absent household members who may constitute part of a
nucleus.
2.84. Households should be classified by type according to the number of family
nuclei they contain and the relationship, if any, between the family nuclei and
the other members of the household. The relationship should be through blood,
adoption or marriage to whatever degree is considered pertinent by the country
(see para. 2.76). The types to be distinguished should be:
(~)

One-person household;

(b) Nuclear household, defined as a household consisting entirely of a single
family-nucleus;

(£) Extended household, defined as a household consisting of either:
(i)

A single family nucleus and other persons related to the nucleus;

(ii)

Two or more family nuclei related to each other, without any other
persons;

(iii)

Two or more family nuclei related to each other plus other persons
related to at least one of the nuclei; or

(iv)
(d)

Two or more persons related to each other but none of whom comprises
a family nucleus;

Composite household, defined as a household consisting of either:
(i)

A single family nucleus plus other persons, some of wham are related
to the nucleus and some of whom are not;

(ii)

A single family nucleus plus other persons, none of whom is related
to the nucleus;
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(iii)

Two or more family nuclei related to each other plus other persons,
some of whom are related to at least one of the nuclei and some of
whom are not related to any of the nuclei;

(iv)

Two or more family nuclei related to each other plus other persons,
none of whom is related to any of the nuclei;

(.!)

Two or more family nuclei not related to each other, with or without
any other persons;

(vi)

Two or more persons related to each other but none of whom comprises
a family nucleus, plus other unrelated persons; or

(vii)

Non-related persons only.

2.85. In the census tabulations, all countries should distinguish at least between
one-person, nuclear, extended and composite households. Where feasible, the
subcategories shown in paragraph 2.84 above should also be distinguished but
countries may find it appropriate to modify the classification according to national
circumstances. For example, in countries where almost all households contain only
one family nucleus at most, the distinction between nuclear, extended and composite
households may be applied only to households containing one nucleus or no nucleus;
multinuclear households may be shown as an additional category without any further
classification by type. In countries where multinuclear households are
comparatively common, further breakdowns of extended and composite households,
distinguishing those with three, four or more family nuclei, may be helpful.
3.

Demographic and social characteristics

2.86. Of all the topics investigated in population censuses, "sex" and "age" are
more frequently cross-classified with other characteristics of the population than
are any other topics. Aside from the importance of the sex-aGe structure of the
population in itself, accurate information on the two topics is fundamental to the
great majority of the census tabulations. Possible difficulties in securing
accurate age data are often not recognized because the topic appears to be a simple
one. The difficulties are, therefore, stressed in paragraphs 2.89-2.93 below.
(~)

Sex

2.87. The sex (male or female) of every individual should be recorded on the
census questionnaire.

2.88. Age is the interval of time between the date of birth and the date of the
census, expressed in completed solar years. Every effort should be made to ascerta'
the precise age of each person, particularly of children under 15 years of age.

2.89.

Information on age may be secured either by obtaining the date (year, month
and day) of birth or by asking directly for age at the person's last birthday.

2.90. The first method yields more precise information and should be used whenever
circumstances permit. If the exact day and even month of birth are not known,
an indication of the season of the year can be substituted. The question on date
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of birth is appropriate wherever people know their birth dates, whether in
accordance with the solar calendar or a lunar claendar and whether years are
numbered or are identified in traditional folk-culture by names in a regular cycle.
It is extremely important, however, that there should be a clear understanding
between the enumerator and the respondent about which calendar system the date of
birth is based on. If there is a possibility that some respondents will reply
with reference to a different calendar system than will other respondents,
provision must be made to note on the questionnaire the calendar system that has
been used. It is not advisable for the enumerator to attempt to convert the
date from one system to another. The needed conversion can best be carried out as
part of the computer editing work.
2.91. The direct question on age is likely to yield less accurate responses for a
number of reasons. Even if all responses are based on the same method of reckoning
age, there is the possibility of misunderstanding on the part of the respondent as
to whether the age wanted is that at the last birthday, the next birthday or the
nearest birthday. In addition, rounding to the nearest age ending in zero or five,
estimates not identified as such and deliberate misstatements can occur with
comparative ease. Difficulties may arise in the reporting or in the recording of the
information for children under one year of age, which may be given erroneously as
"one year of age" rather than "0 years of age". These difficulties may be
mitigated by collecting information on the date of birth of all children reported as
"one year of age", while only the direct age question is used for the remainder of
the popUlation. Another possible approach question is to obtain age in completed
months for children under one year. This method, however, can give rise to another
type of recording error, that is, the SUbstitution of "years" for "months", so that,
for example, a three-month-old child is entered on the questionnaire as being three
years of age.
2.92. An additional complication may occur with the use of the direct question if
more than one method of calculating age is in use in the country. In some countries,
certain segments of the population may use an old traditional method whereby persons
are considered to be one year old at the time of birth and everyone advances one
year in age at the same fixed date of each year. Other segments of the population
in the same countries may use the Western method, in which a person is not regarded
as one year old until 12 months after the date of birth and advances one year in age
every succeeding 12 months. If there is a possibility of different methods of age
calculation being used by respondents, provision must be made to make certain that
the method used in each case is clear in the questionnaire and the conversion is left
to the editing stage.
2.93. In spite of its drawbacks, the direct question on age is the only one to use
when people cannot give even a birth year. For persons for whom information on age
is not available or appears to be unreliable, an estimated age may have to be entered.
This may occur with isolated cases in societies where knowledge of age is widespread
or it may occur in general in cultures where there is little awareness of individual
age and no interest in it. In the latter circumstances, criteria for making
estimates should be provided in the instructions for the enumerators.
2.94. One of the teChniques that has been used as an aid to the enumerators is to
provide them with calendars of historical events of nati~nal or local significance
to be used either in probing questions or to identify the earliest event the
respondent recalls. Another technique is to pre-identify locally recognized age
cohorts in the population and then to ask about membership in the cohort.
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Enumerators may also ask if the person in question was born before or after other
persons whose ages have been roughly determined. Further, use can be made of age
norms for VTeaning, talking, marriage and so forth. vlhatever techniques are used,
enumerators should be impressed with the importance of securing age data that are
as accurate as possible within the amount of time that they can devote to the
topic. 23/
2.95. In view of the possible difficulties in the collection of age data, census
tests should be used, as appropriate, to determine the difference in results with
the use of a question on age as compared .lith a question on date of birth, what
calendar and/or method of age reckoning most people use, and in what parts of the
country age will have to be estimated for the majority of the population and what
techniques to use as an aid to estimation. Testing of the calendar and/or method
of age reckoning that most people use is particularly important where an offiein1
change fram one to another calendar and/or method of reckoning has taken place
recently enough so that it may not yet be in popular use among some or all of the
populat ion.
2.96. Enumerators who are likely to be called upon to estimate aee in a substantial
number of cases should be given training in the applicable teChniques as part of
their general training.
(.£.)

Marital status

2.97. Marital status is the personal status of each individual in relation to the
marriage laws or customs of the country. The categories of marital status to be
identified are at 1eaot: (a) single, i.e. never married, (b) married, (c) widowed
and not remarried, (d) divorced and not remarried and (~) married but separated.
2.98. In some countries, category (b) may require a subcategory of persons who are
contractually married but not yet living as man and wife. In all coUntries,
category (e) should comprise both legally and de facto separated, which may be
shown as separate subcategories if desired. Regardless of the fact that couples
who are separated may still be considered to be married (because they are not free
to remarry) neither of the subcategories of (~) should be included in category (b).
2.99. In some countries it will be necessary to take into account customary unions
(which are legal and binding under customary law) and extra-legal unions, the
latter often known as de facto (consensual) unions.
2.100. The treatment of persons whose only or latest marriage has been annulled
is dependent upon the relative size of this group in the country. Where the group
is SUbstantial in size, it should comprise an additional category if its size is
insignificant, the individual should be classified according to their marital status
before the annulled marriage took place.
2.101. So~e countries have experienced difficulties in distinguishing (a) between
formal marriages and de facto unions and (b) between persons legally separated
and those legally divorced. If either of these circumstances necessitates a
of the investigation of age, see
A Summa
of Ex erience (New York,
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dC!>I;1.L"Lure from the re":vllllUcnded classification of marital status, the composition
('If each cl;1tC'gory shown in the tabulations should bE' clearly stated.
2.102. If it is desired to havE' complete information on marital status, then
thi s ; nt"onJll:lLiull should be collected and tabulated for persons of all ages,
in"cl;llJt::cti ve of the national minimun legal age, or the customary age, for
marri~ge because the population may include persons who have been married in
other countries with different minimum marriage ages; in most countries, also,
there are likely to be persons who have been permitted to marry below the legal
minimum age because of special circumstances. In order to permit international
comparisons of data on marital status, however, any tabulations of marital
status not cross-classified by detailed age should at least distinguish between
pprsons under 15 years of age and those 15 years of age and over.
2.103. The collection of additional information related to customs in particular
countries (such as concubinage, polygamous or polyandrous marital status,
inherited widows, etc.) may be useful to meet national needs. For example, some
countries may wish to collect data on the number of spouses of each married
person. Modifications of the tabulations to takE' account of such information
should be made within the f~~ of the basic classification in order to
maintain international comparability in so far as possible.
2.104. The marital status categories dE'scribed above do not provide complete
information on the range of de facto unions of varying degrees of stability,
which may be common in some countries; nor do they adequately describe the
prevalence of formal marriage combined with relatively stable de facto union
outside the ~riage. Information on these relationships is very useful in
studies of fertility but it is not possiblE' to provide an international
recommendation on this matter because of the different circumstances prevailing
among countries. It is suggE'sted, however, that countries that wish to
investigate these relationships should consider the possibility of collecting
separate data for each person on form~l marital unions, on de facto unions and on
the duration of each type of union (see para. 2.132).
(~)

Citizenship

2.105. Citizenship is the legal nationality of each person. A citizen is a
legal national of the country of the census; an alien is a non-national of the
country. It should be noted that citizenship is not necessarily related to
place of birth (see para. 2.30), which is a separate topic.
2.106. Data on citizenship should be collected so as to permit the classification
of the population into (~) citizE'ns, including all citizens by birth or
naturalization whether by declaration, option, marriage or other means and
(£) aliens. Information on the country of citizenship of aliens should be
collected if aliens are believed to constitute a significant proportion of the
total population.
2.107. Enumeration and processing instructions should indicate the disposition
that should be made of stateless persons, persons with dual nationality, persons
in process of naturalization and any other ambigous citizenship groups. The
..treatment of these groups should be described in the census reports.
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2.108. For countries where the population includes a significant proportion of
naturalized citizens, additional information distinguishing citizens by birth
and citizens by naturalization may be desirable. Additional questions on previous
nationality or method of naturalization are useful if very detailed information
on this subject is required.
2.109. The reliability of reported citizenship may be doubtful in the case of
persons whose citizenship has recently changed as a result of territorial changes,
or among the population of some newly independent countries where the concept of
citizenship has only recently become important. As an aid to the analysis of
the results, tabulations based on citizenship should be accompanied by notations
indicative of the likelihood of these or similar causes of misstatement.
(~)

Religion

2 .llO. For census purposes, religion may be defined as either (~) religious or
spiritual belief or preference, regardless of whether or not this belief is
represented by an organized group, or (b) affiliation with an organized group
having specific religious or spiritual tenets. Each country that investigates
rdigion in its ct:nsus should use the definition roost appropriate to its needs
and should set forth, in the census publication, the definition that has been
used.
:~ .111.
The amount of detail collected on this topic is dependent upon the
requirements of thE' country. It may, for example, be sufficient to inquire only
atout tht" religion of each persor.; on the other hand, respondents may be asked
to spE'city, if relevant, the particular sect to which they adhere within a
r'eligion.

2.112. For the benefit of users of the data who may not be familiar with all of
the religions or sects within the country, as well as for purposes of
international comparability, the classifications of the data should show each
cect as a subcategory of the religion of which it forms a part. A brief
statE'ment of the tenets of religions or sects that are not likely to be known
beyond the country or region is also helpful.

(0
2 .113.
namely:

Language
'~'hE're

are three types of language data that can be collected in censuses,

(a) Mother tongue, defined as the language usually spoken in the
individual's home in his or her early childhood;
(~) Usual language, defined as the language currently spoken, or most
often spoken, by the individual in his or her present home;

(£) Ability to speak one or more designated languages.
2.114. Each of thE'se types of information serves a very different analytical
purpose. Each country should decide which, if any, of these types of information
is ap-f,licable to its own needs. International comparability of tabulations is
not a major factor in det(>rmining the form of the data to be collected on this
topic.
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2.115. In compiling data on the usual language or on the mother tongue, it is
desirable to show each language that is numerically important in the country and not
merely the dominant language.
2.116. Information on language should be collected for all persons. In the
tabulated results, the criterion for determining language for children not yet able
to speak should be clearly indicated.
(~)

National and/or ethnic group

2.117. The national and/or ethnic groups of the population about which information
is needed in different countries are dependent upon national circumstances. Some
of the bases on which ethnic groups are identified are: ethnic nationality (i.e.,
country or area of origin as distinct from citizenship or country of legal
nationality), race, colour, language"religion, customs of dress or eating, tribe
or various combinations of these characteristics. In addition, some of the terms
used, such as "race li , ,jorigin" or "tribe", have a number of different connotations.
The definitions and criteria applied by each country investigating ethnic
characteristics of the population must, therefore, be determined by the groups that
it desires to identif,y. By the nature of the subject, these groups will vary
widely from country to country; thus, no internationally relevant criteria can be
recommended.
2.118. Because of the interpretative difficulties that may occur, it is important
that, where such an investigation is undertaken, the basic criteria used should be
clearly explained in the census report so that the meaning of the classification
will be readily apparent.

4.

Fertility and mortality

2.119. The investigation of fertility and mortality in population censuses is
particularly important in countries lacking a timely and reliable system of vital
statistics because of the opportunity the data provide for estimating vital rates
that would not otherwise be available. Some of the topics, however ("children born
il
alive
II children living" and 1iage at marriage
)
are equally appropriate to all
countries because they provide data that are not easily available, regardless of
the quality of current registration.
iV

,

2.120. Except for "maternal orphanhood", the population for which data should be
collected for each of the topics included in this section consists of women
15 years of age and over or of particular subcategories of this group of women. In
some countries, it may be appropriate to reduce the lower age limit by several
years in the investigation of lilive births within the 12 months preceding the
census'l and "deaths of infants born within the 12 months preceding the census li
(see para. 2.142). It is strongly recommended that every effort be made to collect
all information (with the exception of that on maternal orphanhood) directly from
the women concerned because each woman is much more likely to recall the details
of her experiences and the mortality of her offspring than is any other member of
the household.
2.121. For the collection of reliable data, some of the topics may require a series
of probing questions that are more suitable for use in sample surveys than in
censuses because they are time-consuming. The topics are included here, however.
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because the census may offer the only opportunity to investigate the phenomena or
at least to investigate them on a regular basis. If any of the topics require
questioning that would unduly extend the time required for enumeration, the data
should be collected for only a sample of the women concerned. It is important that
the sample be selected in such a way that all the information is collected from the
same women or from a subsample of those wcmen so that the data can be crossclassified in tabulations as appropriate and used together for analytical
purposes. 24/
2.122. Tabulations based directly on responses to questions on these topics will
often give a misleading picture of fertility and mortality levels and patterns
because of the various types of errors to which reporting on the topics is subject.
For this reason, it is frequently necessary to use one or more procedures for
preparing derived fertility or mortality estimates from the data. The limitations
of the data collected and of the estimates based on them should be made clear in the
census reports. Because some of the estimation procedures are only suitable for
use in certain circumstances and because some of the methodology is still at a
developmental stage, it is important that census planners consult sources of
detailed information on the methodology of COllection and use of the data, including
the limitations of the related estimation procedures. Several sources of
information relevant to fertility and mortality data in general are cited here. 25/
Some of the same sources and other sources are indicated for individual topics.
2.123. In addition to the fertility-related topics included below, a further factor,
sometimes useful for fertility estimation, that can be obtained in connexion with
the information on ilrelationship to head or other reference member of the
household" (see para. 2.70) or on "children living" (see paras. 2.128-2.130) is the
identification of the natural mother of each child under 15 years of age when the
natural mother appears on the same questionnaire as the child. It is used for
estimating fertility by the Hown children" method. 26/ In essence, information

24/ For the use of sampling in the enumeration, see chap. III.
25/ Laboratories for Population Statistics, A Basic
Questionnaire:
Data COllection and Analysis in Sample Surveys, Manual 7 Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, The University of North Carolina, 1978) (with summaries in French and
Spanish); Manuals on Methods of Estimatin Po ulation Manual IV, Methods of
Estimating Basic Demogra hic Measures from Incomplete Data United Nations
publication, Sales No. 7.XIII.2; William Brass, Methods for Estimating Fertility
and Mortality from Limited and Defective Data (Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
International Program of Laboratories for Population Statistics, 1975); and Institut
national d'€tudes d€mographiques and others, Sources et analyse des donnees
d€mographiques; application a l'Afrique d'expression frangaise et ~ Madagascar,
premiere partie, Sources des donn€es, deuxieme partie, Ajustement de donnees
imparfaites (Paris, 1973).
26/ For methodological details, see Lee-Jay Cho, liThe own-children
approach to fertility estimation: an elaboration", International Population
Conference, (International Union for the Scientific Study of Population, Liege,
1973), Vol. II, pp. 263-279 (with a summary in French).
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on the child's age and the mother's age are used to estimate a series of annual
fertility rates for years prior to the census. The reliability of the estimates
produced depends, among other things, on the proportion of mothers enumerated on
the same questionnaire as their o~m children, the accuracy of age reporting for
both mothers and their children and the accuracy of available estimates of
mortality for "Tomen and children.
(~)

Children born alive 27/

2.124. Information on number of children born alive (lifetime fertility) should
include all children born alive (i.e., excluding foetal deaths) during the lifetime
of the woman concerned up to the census date. The number recorded should comprise
all live-born children, whether born in or out of marriage, whether born of the
present or prior marriages or de facto unions and regardless of ~Thether they are
living or dead at the time of the census or where they may be living.
2.125. Data on the total number of live-born children should preferably be
collected for all women 15 years of age and over, regardless of marital status. If
it is not feasible to obtain the information for single ~Tomen, it should be
collected at least for all women 15 years of age and over who are or have been
married (including consensually married). The group should therefore also include
all widowed, divorced and separated women. In either case, the group of women for
whom the data have been collected should be clearly described in the census report
so as to avoid ambiguity in the analysis of the results.

2.126. For the most complete reporting, it is sometimes desirable to obtain the
data in connexion with the collection of information on "children living" (see
para. 2.128) and to derive the information on both topics by asking separately for
(~) children born alive and 1iviug in the household, (b) children born alive and
living elsewhere and (c) children born alive but now dead. If resources permit,
the three questions are sometimes asked separately for children of each sex in
order to improve the reliability of the data reported and their suitability for
subsequent analysis. HOlTever, there is some variation among countries in the gains
,in quality achieved in such detailed investigation. In deciding on the degree of
tdetail to be recorded, therefore, countries should be guided by their own prior
!census or survey experience, their current data priorities and the resources
[available for the census.

t2.127.

The identification of the natural mother of each child under 15 years of
age in the same household, to be used in the "own-children" method of estimating
fertility (see para. 2.123) may be assisted by asking each woman who reports one or
more of her children as being born alive and living in the household to identify
these children in the questionnaire.

27/ For methodological details on

~he

uses of the data, see Manuals on Hethods

,of Estimating Population. Manual IV. Methods of Estimating Basic Demographic

Measures from Incomplete Data (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.67 •XIII. 2) •
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(b)

Children living 28/

2.128. Information on number of children living should include all the children
born to the woman concerned (whether they were born in or out of marriage or
de facto unions or whether born of the present or prior marriages), who are still
living at the census date, regardless of their age. The number recorded should
comprise those children living with her and those living elsewhere, no matter
where the latter may reside.
2.129. Data on the total number of living children should be collected for the
same group of w'omen for whom data on total number of live-born children are
secured. Preferably, therefore, the group should consist of all women 15 years of
age and over, regardless of marital status. If it is not feasible to obtain the
information for single women, it should be collected at least for all women
15 years of age and over who are or have ever been married (including
consensually married). The group should therefore also include all widowed,
divorced and separated women.
2.130. If the information on live-born children is collect~d for only a sample of
women, the data on children living should be obtained for the same sample.
Possible methods for assuring the most complete reporting of the data are
described in paragraph 2.126.
(.£)

Age at marriage

2.131. Age at marriage is the age of the woman, in completed years, at the time
when the marriage took place. 1ihere it is considered appropriate, de facto unions
should be included among marriages.
2.132. In bome countries, age at marriage per se is not always of interest in
connexion with the study of fertility. For example, where contractual marriages
take place at an early age, information on the age of the woman when the spouses
actually began to live together is of more significance than age at marriage and
Should be substituted for the latter. Also, countries in which fertility is
investigated in relation to union status 29/ rather than marital status should
obtain the information in relation to union status rather than marital status.
28/ For methodological details on the uses of the data together with data on
live-born children, see Hilliam Brass, Ope cit.; Griffith Feeney, "Estimating
infant mortality rates from child survivorship data by age of mother", Asian and
Pacific Census Newsletter, vol. 3, No.2 (november 1976), pp. 12-16;
Jeremiah M. Sullivan, "Models for the estimation of the probability of dying
between birth and exact ages of early childhOOd", Population Studies, vol. XXVI,
No.1 (March 1972), pp. 79-97; and T. James Trussell, "A re-estimation of the
multiplying factors for the Brass technique for determining childhood survivorship
rates", Population Studies, vol. XXIX, No.1 (March 1975), pp. 97-108.
29/ "Union status", as investigated in the countries of the Caribbean
commonwealth, is a topic distinct from "marital status". It refers to the
situation of ,wmen in respect of the man w'ith whom they are or ,,,ere living or
having a relationship on a visiting basis. "Union status", therefore, is not the
equivalent of de facto union although de facto unions are taken into account in the
classification of women by union status.
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2.133. Information on age at marriar,e can be secured either by asking directly
for the aGe or by obtaining the date of marriage and calculating age at the
processing stage. If "duration of marriage" (see para. 2.135) is also
investigated, the direct question on ar,e may be combined with a direct question on
the duration of the marriage or on the age at marriap,e, and the duration of the
marriage may be derived from a question on date of marriage combined with a
question (if relevant) on date of the dissolution of the marriage.
2.134. For census purposes, the inquiry into age at marriage should relate only
to "omen in their first marriage and to widowed, divorced and separated women "rho
have had only one marriage. This is because the data are used for tabulations of
women by age at marriage and/or duration of marriage cross-classified by the
number of children born alive. Such tabulations for women who have had more than
one marriage are impracticable in a census because of the number of additional
questions that would have to be asked to determine the exact age at each marriage,
the exact duration of each marriage and the number of children born alive in each
marriage. It should be noted, however, that restriction of the investigation to
women who have had only one marriage necessitates an additional question to be
asked of all ever-married women, i.e. whether they have been married more than
once. If information on children born alive is collected for only a sample of
women, data on age at marriage should be obtained for the women within that
sample lTho have had only one marriage.
(£.)

Duration of marriage

2.135. Duration of marriage is the interval between the date of marriage and the
date of either the census or the dissolution of marriage prior to the census,
expressed in completed vears. l-There it is considered anpropriate, de facto
unions should be included among marriages.
2.136. The circumstances related to contractual marriage and union status
described in paragraph 2.132 should also be taken into account in the
investigation of duration of marriage.
2.137. Information on duration of marriage can be secured either by asking
directly for the number of years of married life or by obtaining the date of
marriage and (if relevant) of the dissolution of marriage and calculating duration
at the processing stage. If "age at marriage" is also investigated, the direct
question on the duration of marriage Dlay be combined with a direct question on age
at marriage, or the age at marriage and the duration of marriage may be derived
from a question on date of marriage combined ui th the question (if relevant) of
the date of dissolution of the marriage.
2.138. For census purposes, the inquiry into duration of marriage should relate
only to women in their first marriage and to widowed, divorced and separated women
,.,ho have had only one marriage (see para. 2.134). If the inquiry into age at
marriage is made for only a sample of uomen, the inquiry into duration of marriare
should be addressed to the same sample.
(:!,)

Live births ,vithin the 12 months preceding the census

2.139. "Live births within the 12 months preceding the census" (current fertility)
refers to the total number of children born alive to the woman concerned during
the 12 months immediately preceding the census.
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~~.l~().

Because of errors and omissions commonly encountered in the reporting of
live births within a 12-month retrospective period:t this topic by itself cannot
r'enerallv be relied on to generate accurate estiI'lates of current fertility.
Improved estiDates can, under certain circuI'lstances, be made lYIT usinr: the topic
in conjunction uith one or more other topics. 30/
'J'he topic, therefore, is JI10re
suitable for investipation in a sample survey than in a census but it may hElve to
be introduced into the census if there are no opportunities for collection in e.
separate survey.
2.141. The information nhoulcl.. be collected for alI the marital-status categories
of women for ~,rhom data on children born alive (see l)ara. 2.125) rtre collected. If
the data on total fertility are secured for only a sample of women, the information
on current fertility should be collected for the same sample, with the exception
of women above the reproductive a~es. Even if total fertility is investigated for
all ,",omen in the relevant marital-status categories, serious consideration should
he ~iven to rentricting the investigation of current fertility to a sample of
t~1ose vromen only.
2.142. In countries in which current births to mothers at ages below 15 years are
statistically sicnificant, the age limit for the investigation of current fertility
may be 10lTered to include mothers at appropriate younger ages. If this nrocedure
is followed, any subsequent analysis that uses both current and lifetime-fertility
data must take account of the fact that the data on current fertility include a
number of mothers and births not included in the lifetime-fertility data.
2.143. The information on births during the 12-month period may be collected
either by asking directly for the total number of live births during the period or
by aslcinp: for the month and year of birth of the last child born to the vTOman.
There is some feeling that omissions of births reported are reduced. by aslr.ine: the
date of birth of the last child born alive, because an anSller must be r;iven for
every vToman reported as having at least one live birth during her lifetime. It
should be noted, hm-rever, that information on the date of birth of the last child
born alive does not yield data on the total number of children born alive during
the 12-month period; it shous only the number of women who had at least one liveborn child. during the period.

(f)

Dee.ths of infants born

~.rithin

the 12 months nrecedinp.: the census

2.144. "Deaths of infants born within the 12 months preceding the census" refers
to the number of deaths that occurred emone; the live births Hithin the 12 months
precedinr the census (see para. 2.139) reported for the woman concerned. Hence,
the topic should be investirated only if live births vrithin the period are also
investigated.
2.145. The information needs to be collected only for ,"TOmen for Hhom at least
one live birth during the reference period vras reported.
30/ For a discussion of some of the problems of using the topic by itself to
Pleasure current fertility, see l!illiem Seltzer, Ope cit., pp. 19-29. For
methodological details on the uses of the data together with data on "children
born alive", see Manuals on Hethods of Est imat in€j Ponulat ion, Hanual IV ••• and
VTilliam Drass, OPe cit.
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(,K)

Haternal orphanhood 31/

2.146. Maternal orphanhood is the determination of the. survival at the time of the
census of the natural mother of the person enumerated, regardless of uhether or not
the mother is enumerated in the same household. It therefore requires a direct
question on whether or not the natural mother is living, to be put to all persons
for ,·,hom neither the information on relationship to the head or other reference
member of the household (see para. 2.72) nor the identification of the natural
mother living in the same household (see para. 2.127) has demonstrated that the
natural mother is still alive.
2.147. The estimation of adult female mortality based on the proportion of
persons, by age, whose mothers are dead is still undergoing refineMent to improve
the reliability of the estimates. As pointed out by the Economic Commission for
Africa, there are a number of d~fficulties to be overcome. In same cases, a person
may not know who his or her natural mother is or was. If there is more than one
surviving child, the answer given may overrepresent one mother unless the effort
is made to determine, and secure information from, the oldest surviving child
only. 32/
2.148. Some disagreement still exists in regard to the age-group of the
population for which the topic should be investigated. At this time, therefore,
each country should decide for itself whether the data should be collected for all
persons up to e.t least 44 years of age, only for persons aged 15-44 years or only
for children under 15 years of age.
5.

Educational characteristics

2.149. The recommendations on "educational attainment" (see para. 2.151) and
"educational qualifications" (see para. 2.172) make use of categories of the
International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) issued by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). 33/
2.150. As explained by UNESCO, it is not expected "that those countries now usin~
a comprehensive national classification of education will replace it with ISCED for
national compilations. On the contrary, the special requirements of countries for
nationally based classifications are understood and the value of national
classifications will be enhanced when, being designed to achieve comparability
with ISCED, they can be used to provide internationally comparable data in
addition to statistics reflecting particular national patterns of education. Hany
31/ For methodological details on the uses of the data, see J. G. C. Blacker,
"The estimates of adult mortality in Africa from data on orphanhood", Population
Studies, vol. XXXI, No.1 (r1arch 1977), pp. 107-128; and Kenneth H. Hill and
T. James Trussel, "Further developments in indirect mortality estimation",
Population Studies, vol. XXXI, No.2 (July 1977), pp. 313-334.
32/ "Study on methods and problems of the 1970 round of censuses"
(E/CN:I4/CAS.lO/15), para. 207.
III UNESCO document COM/ST/ISCED (Uarch 1976). (An abridged edition, ,-lith
the same title, has been issued as UNESCO document ED/BIE/CONFINTED.35/REF.8,
(July 1975».
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countries, however, have not yet developed comprehensive national classifications
of education and they may choose to adopt ISCED as it stands or modified to suit
national conditions." 34/
(~)

Educational attainment

2.151. Educational attainment refers primarily to the highest grade completed
within the most advanced level attended in the educational system of the country
where the education was received but it should also take into account any adult
education measurable in levels and grades, or their equivalent, even if it was
provided outside of the regular school and university system. For international
purposes, a "grade" is a stage of instruction usually covered in the course of a
school year.
2.152. Information on educational attainment should preferably be collected for
all persons at or beyond the usual age for entrance into the regular school system
but some countries may find it advisable to restrict the investigation to persons
15 years of age and over because thev do not consider the educational attainment
of younger persons in their populations to be meaningful.
2.153. The information should allow the
identified, in accordance with ISCED:

followin~

levels of education to be

(~)
Education at the first level (ISCED category 1), which usually begins
betHeen ages 5 and 7 and lasts for about 5 years;

(£)
be~ins

Education at the second level, first stage (ISCED category 2), llhich
at about age 10-12 and lasts for about 3 years;

(~)
Education at the second level, second stage (ISCED category 3), which
begins at about age 13-15 and lasts for about 4 years;

(~) Education at the third level (ISCED categories 5, 6 and 7), ,.,hich begins
at about age 17-19 and lasts for at least 3 or 4 ;rears or longer, depending upon
the stage (see para. 2.159).

Persons with no schooling should also be identified.
2.154. ISCED is essentially a dictionary of educational programmes. Each
programme has a code number, a short title and a definition. Definitions are
provided to assist users of the ISCED system in interpreting the titles, which are
inevitably somewhat cryptic. The code number for each programme of study consists
of five digits. The first digit indicates the level of the programme, the second
and third digits indicate the field of study and the fourth and fifth digits
distinguish specific programmes within each field.
2.155. Because ISCED embraces education both ,.rithin and outside the regular
school and university system, its descriptions of education at each level cannot be

34/

~.,

para. 1.
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summarized easily. The UNESCO pUblication (see para. 2.149), should therefore be
consulted, particularly in regard to adult education at the first level and. at the
first stage of the second level.
2.156. In addition to the levels listed in paragraph 2.153, ISCED provides for
broad separate indications and subdivisions within levels. The collection of the
relevant additional information in a census may be unfeasible in many countries at
this time. The categories are presented here for the assistance of countries that
may be able to use them and as a guide to other countries in examining the
possibilities of adjusting their national classification systems to provide
compatibility with ISCED.
2.151. Hithin the first and second levels (ISCED categories 1-3), a separate
indication is called for of special education for the blind, the deaf, the
physically handicapped, the mentally handicapped, the socially maladjusted, those
with readin~/writing disabilities or those with speech difficulties.
2.158.
are:

The subdivisions of education at the second level (ISCED categories 2 and 3)

(a) General education, ~"hich stresses the theoretical, philosophic,
scientific or mathematical aspects of the subjects covered, with little emphasis on
technical subjects dealing ,.,ith practical skills (ISCED codes 201 and 301);
(b)

Teacher training (ISCED codes 214 and 314);

(£) Other education at the second level (ISCED codes 224, 234, 250, 252, 262,
266, 210, 218, 289, 318, 326, 334, 350, 352, 354, 362, 366, 310, 318 and 389).
2.159. The subdivisions of education at the third level (ISCED categories 5,
6 and 1) are:
(~)
Education at the third level first sta~e of the t
leads to an
award not equivalent to a first university de~ree !SCED categoI"lJ 5 ;

(b) Education at the third level
· first university deeree or eguivalent

first sta

(c) Education at the third level second st
· postgraduate university degree or equivalent

e that leads to a
type that leads to a
1) •

2.160. Because enumerators and respondents may have difficulty in grasping some of
. the !SCED terminology, census questions on educational attainment should, whenevel'
• possible, be put in such a way' as to -permit pre-coded responses.
2.161. Necessary deviations from the international definitions and classifications
that result from particular characteristics of the national educational system
should be explained in connexion with the tabulations. If for national purposes,
it is necessary to publish the results entirely in terms of the designations used
tor the schools within a country, it is recommended that, in order to facilitate
, international comparison, the published data be accompanied by a general description
of the educational system of the country.
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2.162. Countries in which the educational system is undergoin~ important structural
changes at the time of the census or has recently been changed may find it more
suitable to collect information on the number of years of schooling completed,
rather than on the level and grade of school completed, because the former
information provides more comparable data for the entire population.
2.163. Some countries may prefer to inquire about ~rades attended rather than
those completed for persons attending school at the time of the census. Conversion
to completed grades should then be made at the processing stage.
(E.)

Literacy

2.164. Literacy is the ability both to read and to write. Data on literacy should
be collected so as to distinguish betw'een persons who are literate and those "Tho
are illiterate. A person is literate who can, "rith understanding, both read and
write a short, simple statement on his or her everyday life. A person is
illiterate ,-rho cannot, "rith understanding, both read and write a short, simple
statement on his or her everyday life. 35/ Hence, a person capable of reading and
writing only figures and his or her own name should be considered. illiterate, as
should a person who can read but not write and one who can read and write only a
ritual phrase 1·1hich has been memorized.
2.165.

The language or languages in which a person can read and write is not a
factor in determining literacy and need not ordinarily be considered in the
questionnaire. In multilingual countries, however, this information may be
essential for the determination of educational policy and WOuld, therefore, be a
useful additional subject of inquiry.

2.166.

It is preferable that data on literacy be collected for all persons 10 years
of age and over. 36/ In many developing countries, hmTever, persons between
10 and 14 years of age may be about to become literate through regular schooling;
the literacy rate for this age group may be misleading in an international
comparison of total literacy. At the very least, therefore, data on literacy
should be collected for all persons 15 years of age and over. Hhere countries
collect the data for younger persons, the tabulations on literacy should at least
distinguish between persons under 15 years of age and those 15 years of age and
over in order to permit international comparison of the data.

2.167. Because of the possible reluctance of some illiterate persons to admit to
their illiteracy and the difficulties of applying a test of literacy during a
census investigation, the data collected may not be highly accurate. If it is
considered likely that this deficiency is significant, the possibility should be
stated in the census publications. A more specific indication of the reliability
of the census results on literacy can be obtained by the use of a literacy test
as part of a post-enumeration eValuation survey.
35/ United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
"Recommendations concerning the International Standardization of Educational
Statistics", adopted by the General Conference at its tenth session, Paris,
3 December 1958, p. 4.
36/ Ibid.
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(~)

School attendance

2.168. School attendance is defined as attendance at any reeular accredited
educational institution, public or private, for systematic instruction at any level
of education at the time of the census or, if the census is taken during the
vacation period at the end of the school year, during the last school year.
Instruction in particular skills, vThich is not part of the recop;nize<l educational
structure of the country (e.g. in-service training courses in factories), is not
considered "school attendance" for census purposes.
2.169. For cross-classification of data on school attendance with data on
educational attainment (or on level and grade currently attended), the educational
levels set forth in paragraph 2.153 can be supplemented by ISCED category 0,
"education preceding the first level".
2.170. Information on school attendance should be collected for all persons
bet"reen the usual age for entrance into the first level of school and 24 years of
age inclusive.
If it is considered likely that a significant number of older
persons are attending school, the information may also be collected for persons
over 24 years of age.
2.171. Some countries may also wish to investigate attendance at facilities
providing adult education measurable in levels and grades but outside of the
regular school and university system.

(£)

Educational qualifications

2.172. Educational qualifications are the qualifications (i.e. degrees, diplomas,
certificates etc.) that an individual has acquired, ,.hether by full-time study,
part-time study or private study; l1hether conferred in the home country or abroad;
and whether conferred by educational authorities, special examining bodies or
professional bodies. The acquisition of an educational qualification, therefore,
implies the successful completion of a course of study.
2.173. Information on qualifications received should be collected primarily for
persons having completed a course of study at the third level of education (ISCED
levels 5, 6 or 7 (see para. 2.153» regardless of the age of the person. Such
information should include the title of the highest degree, diploma or certificate
received, w·ith an indication of the field of study if the title does not make this
clear.
2.174. Because of the diversity in degrees and the like among different countries,
it has so far not been possible to recommend a single classification of
qualifications for world-wide use. If, however, an international classification is
adopted by UNESCO, it should be used by each country investigating the topic.
2.175. In order to facilitate international comparison of the data, the national
classification of fields of study should accord with the classification of broad
subject fields at each stage of the third level of education (3-digit code) in
ISCED. lIse of the 3-digit ISCED code will provide not only the information on the
field of study but also on the stage of the third level of education at the
completion of which the degree, diploma or certificate was awarded. The broad
subject fields and their ISCED codes are:
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General (601)
Teacher

trainin~

(514)

Education science and teacher training (614, 114)
Fine and applied arts (518, 618, 118)
Humanities (522, 622, 122)
Religion and theology (526, 626, 126)
Social and behavioural sciences (530, 630, 130)
Commercial and business administration (534)
Business administration and related proerammes (634, 134)
Law and jurisprudence (538, 638, 138)
Natural science (542, 642, 142)
Hathematical and computer science (546, 646, 146)
11edical diagnostic and treatment (550, 650)
Hedical science (150)
Trade, craft and industrial (552)
Engineering (654, 154)
Architecture and

to~m

planninr, (558, 658, 758)

Agriculture, forestry and fishing (562, 662, 762)
Home economics (domestic science) (566, 666, 766)
Transport and communications (570)
Service trades (518)
Mass communication and documentation (584, 684, 784)
Other fields (589, 689, 789)

2.116.

The programmes constituting each of the levels listed in pare~raph 2.115
can be found in the classification of "levels, fielCl.s and programmes" in ISCED.

2.171. In connexion with the tabulation of the data, each country should explain
the sir,nificance of qualifications which might not be readily apparent to the
users of the data and should also explain the treatment of persons qualified at
the same rank in more than one field.
2.178. Some countries may wish, in addition, to investigate qualifications of
persons having completed the second stage of the second level of education
(ISCED level 3). The broad subject fields and their ISCED codes are:
General (301)
Teacher trainine (314)
Fine and applied arts (318)
Religion and theology (326)
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Commercial and business (334)
Health-related auxiliary (350)
Trade, craft and industrial (352)
Engineering (354)
Agriculture, forestry and fishing (362)
Home economics (domestic science) (366)
Transport and communications (370)
Service trades (378)
Other fields (389)
2.179. It should be noted, however, that the results of the investi~ation of
qualifications at the completion of the second level may be difficult to interpret
because they will include data for a certain proportion of younger persons who
have not completed their formal education. The results "Tould, therefore, have to
be analysed in conjunction with whatever national figures are available on the
proportion of graduates of the second level likel~r to £,:0 on to the third level.

6.

Economic characteristics

2.180. For the most part, the topics relating to economic characteristics of the
population referred to below concentrate on the economically active population,
as defined in paragraph 2.191, but they also include some information on persons
who are not economically active and on the total income of householcls.
2.181. With the exception of data on income and a few other exceptions that are
pointed out in the discussion of the individual topics, the time-reference period
for census data on economic characteristics should be the same for all of the
topics. The adoption of a specific time reference for census data on economic
characteristics is fundamental to the concept of the economically active
population. There is, hOl-leVer, no consensus on 1-Thether the time-reference period
should be a brief one (not longer than one wee~ immediately preceding the census)
or longer (ranging from the month immediately preceding the census to as much as
the l2-month period immediately preceding the census, or the calendar year
preceding the census). The use of both a brief and a lon~er period, for different
purposes, is also a possibility.
2.182. The period of not more than one week yields precise information on current
activity that is particularly usefUl as an input to a system of inte~rated data on
employment, unemployment and other labour-force connected information obtained on
a current basis apart from the census. Current economic characteristics are also
simpler to investigate than "usual" characteristics because the brief timereference period avoids many of the complications that can occur "Then the long
period is used.
2.183. The brief period may not, however, be appropriate for situations where the
predominant employment is of a seasonal nature and persons are likely to engage in
more than one occupation durinr, the course of a year or to be unemployed at
particular times of the year. This situation ray occur in predominantly
agricultural economies but may also be found in industrial economies.
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2.184. The particular advantage of a lon~er reference period is that it can
provide information on the economic activity of most consequence to each
individual over the longer period and also the opportunity of collecting
information not relevant to a brief time-reference period, for example on an
occupation that is follovred at a different time of year from the occupation
reported for the one-vreek period. The lon?;er reference period is needed, for
instance, 1·rhen asking if persons reporting a non-agricultural activity during the
shorter period did some work in connexion 1(ith agriculture during the longer
period (see chap. I). It is also useful in determining the intensity of activity
over a longer period (see para. 2.211) and in the investigation of household
income (see para. 2.212).
2.185. One of the greatest drawbacks of the "usual" activity approach is the
difficulty of determinine; activity status, occupation and. industry over a period
of as long as an entire year. Since economic activity always trutes precedence
over non-economic acti vi ty (see para. 2.195), problems arise Hi th the
classification of the activity status of persons who are economically active for
only part of the year, particularly if it is for a brief part of the year, with
consequent difficulties in determining the size of the labour force over the entire
time-reference period. A similar situation arises in determining the number of
unemployed persons over the entire time-reference period and the principal "usual"
occupation and/or industry of persons who engage in more than one occupation or
work in different industries during the reference period. Although all of these
problems also arise in connexion with the brief time-reference period, the
proportion of persons involved and the possible complications are likely to be
much greater with the use of the longer reference period; hence it is also more
difficult to set precise criteria for enumerators to follow.
2.186. In vie,( of the advantages and disadvantages of both the "current" and the
"usual" activity approach, countries will have to d.ecide for themselves which
approach is more appropriate to their needs or whether both conce~ts should be
used if feasible. In arriving at a decision, each country should take into
account the relevant regional recommendations. Regardless of which approach is
used, a specific time-reference period (either one week or longer, as
appropriate) should be established and clearly stated in the instructions and in
connexion with the relevant tabulations.
2.187. The minimum age-limit adopted for the census questions on economic
activity should be set in accordance with the conditions in each country, hut
never higher than 15 years. Countries that have a large proportion of their
labour force engaged in agriculture, a type of activity in which, normally, many
children participate, will need to select a 10vler minimum age than will highly
industrialized countries, where employment of young children is rare. In order
to permit international comparisons of data on the economically active
population, however, any tabulations of economic characteristics not crossclassified by detailed age should at least distinguish between persons under
15 years of age and those 15 years of age and over.
(~)

Activity status

2.188. Activity status is the relationship of each person to economic activity
during a specified period of time. Information should be collected for each
person at or above the minimum ap,e for which economic characteristics are to be
tabulated on vThether or not the person is economically active.
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2.189. Particular attention should be given to groups that may be especially
difficult to classify. Among these are persons seeking work for the first time
and persons receiving pensions consequent upon retirement from one job who are,
at the same time, '·Torking at another job. The first group should be separately
identified in the relevant tabulations. The second eroup should be classified as
economically active in accordance with the principle that participation in an
economic activity takes precedence over any non-economic activity (see
para. 2.195).
2.190. Even more serious than these problems is the difficulty often faced in
identifying economically active women. The stereotype that women are usually
confined to home-making duties can result in a serious loss of data on women's
economic activity in many countries ,.,here such activity is becominr; increasingly
sicnificant. Unless enumerators are explicitly instructed to ask about the
possible economic activity of the women in the household exactly as they do for
men, they may tend automatically to enter women as home-makers, particularly if
the women are married, without asking whether they participate in any other
activity ~ This tendency seems to be most pronounced in rural areas yThere most men
are engaged in agriculture and the contribution of their wives and daughters as
unpaid family workers in agriculture is easily overlooked, but it can also occur
in urban areas where modern labour-force conditions are changing the traditional
economic role of women. Great care should be taken, therefore, to impress upon
enumerators the importance of investigating the economic activity of women.
(i)

Economically active population

2.191.

The economically active population comprises all persons of either sex 'l'Tho
furnish the supply of labour for the production of economic goods and services
during the time-reference period chosen for the investigation. It includes both
persons in the civilian labour force and those serving in the armed forces. In
compilations of the data, a separate category of ''members of the armed forces"
may be maintained so that the category can be deducted from the total labour force
whenever desirable. The civilian labour force comprises both persons employed
and those unemployed during the time-reference period. These tyro groups should
be distinguished in accordance with the following criteria:

2.192. Employed. The employed comprise all persons, including unpaid family
workers, who worked during the time-reference period established for data on
economic characteristics or who had a job in which they had already worked but
from which they were temporarily absent because of illness or injury, industrial
dispute, vacation or other leave of absence, absence' "Tithout leave or
disorganization of work for reasons such as bad .,eather or mechanical
breakdown. 37/
2.193.

Unemployed. The unemployed consist of all persons who, during the
reference period, were not working but who were seeking work for payor profit,
including those who never worked before. Also included are persons who, durin~
the reference period, were not seeking work because of temporary illness, because
they had made ~rrangements to start a neVT job subsequent to the reference neriod

37/ See The International Standardisation of Labour Statistics (Geneva,
International Labour Office, 1959), pp. 44-45.
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or because they ",ere on temporary or indefinite lay-off without pay. 38/ l,There
employment opportunities are very limited, the unemployed should also include
persons l-lho Here not '-lorking and were available for work, but were not actively
seeking it because they believed that no jobs were open. The recorded data on the
unemployed should distinguish persons who had never worked before, i.e. those
seeking work for the first time. Particular care should be taken not to overlook
women seeking ",ork for the first time.
2.194. Each country should mrute its own determination of the minimum requirement
for the amount of time Horked during the reference period to detennine whether
persons (except unpaid family "orkers, for which see para. 2.206) are to be
classified as employed or as unemployed.
2.195. In classifying the population by activity status, participation in an
economic activity should always take precedence over participation in a
non-economic activity; hence employed and unemployed persons should be excluded
from the not economically active population, even though they may also be, for
example, students or home-makers.

(ii) Not economically active population
2.196. The not economically active
categories:

po~u1ation

comprises the following functional

Home-makers: persons of either sex, not economically active, who are
engaged in household duties in their own home; for example, housewives and other
relatives responsible for the care of the home and children. (Domestic employees
working for pay, however, are classi fied as economically active);
Students: persons of either sex, not economically active, who attend any
regular educational institution, public or private, for systematic instruction at
any level of education;
Income recipients: persons of either sex, not economically active, who
receive income frOm property or other investment royalties or pensions frcm
former activities;
Others: persons of either sex, not economically active, who are receiving
public aid or private support, and all other persons not falling into any of the
above categories, such as children not attending school.
2.197. Since some individuals may be classifiable in more than one category of
the not economically active population (e.g. a person may be a student and a
home-maker at the same time), the enumeration instructions should indicate the
order of preference for recording persons in one or another of the categories.
Consideration might also be given to presenting the categories on the census
questionnaire in the preferred order because persons tend to answer with the
first category that applies to them.
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(b)

Occupation

2.198. Occupation refers to the kine of work done during the time-reference
period established for data on economic characteristics by the person employed (0Y
the kind of work done previously, if unemployed), irrespective of the industry or
the status in employment in which the person should be classified.
2.199. For purposes of international comparisons, it is recommended that
countries compile their data in accordance "rith the latest revision available at
the time of the census of the International Standard Classification of
Occupations (ISCO) issued by the International Labour Office. At the time the
present recommendations "rere prepared, the latest revision of ISCO ,.,as in
1968. 39/ If it is not possible to compile the data exactly in accordance with
ISCO, provision should be made for the categories of the classification employed
to be convertible to ISCO, or at least to its minor (t,m-digit) groups. If the
national data are not classified in accordance with ISCO, an explanation of the
differences should be given in the census publications.
2.200. For persons reporting more than one occupation during the time-reference
period, criteria will have to be established for determining which is the main
occupation. The decision can, for eX8Jl'!ple, be based on the occupation on which
most time was spent during the period or it can be based on the most remunerative
occupation during the period. In some cases, however, respondents may insist on
one of their occupations being considered as the main one on the basis of their
own subjective criteria. To avoid this possibility, it may be advisable not to
ask directly for the main occupation but to inquire instead about the amount of
time spent on each occupation or which one was most remunerative.
2.201. If it is thought that many persons in a ~6untry have more than one
occupation during the time-reference period, information on the secondary
occupation may also be collected.

(.s)

Industry

2.202. Industry refers to the activity of the establishment in ,.,hich an
economically active person worked during the time-reference period established for
data on economic characteristics or last worked, if unemployed.
2.203. For purposes of international comparability, it is recommended that
countries compile their data in accordance with the most recent revision of the
International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC)
available at the time of the census. At the time the present recommendations were
prepared, the latest revision of ISIC was in 1968. 40/ If it is not ~ossible to

39/ International Labour Office, International Standard Classification of
Occupations. Revised Edition 1968 (Geneva, 1969).
40/ International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic
Activities, Statistical Papers, Series M, No. 4/Rev.2 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.68.XVII.8) and Indexes to the International Standard Industrial
Classification of All Economic Activities, Statistical Papers, Series ~1,
No. 4/Rev.2!Add.l (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.7l.XVII.8).
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compile the data exactly in accordance 't-rith ISle, provlslon should be made for
the cateGories of the classification employed to be convertible to ISle or at
least to its major (three-digit) groups. If the national data are not classified
in accordance uith ISle, an explanation of the differences should be given in the
census pUblications.
2.204. For perscns reporting more than one industry during the time-reference
period, the industry in which the person's main occupation was perfo~ed should be
considered to be the main industry. If, however, the main occupation was
performed in more than one industry, criteria for determining which is the main
industry will have to be established in the same 't-Tay as for detemining the main
occupation (see para. 2.200).
2.205. If data on secondary occupation are collected (see para. 2.201),
information on industry in regard to the secondary occupation may also be
collected.
(d)

Status in employment

2.206. Status in employment refers to the status of an economically active
individual (see para. 2.191) with respect to his or her employment, that is,
whether he or she is (or was, if unemployed) an employer, own-account worker,
employee, unpaid family worker or a member of a producers' co-operative, as
defined belm.,.
(~)
Employer: a person who operates his or her own economic enterprise or
engages independently in a profession or trade, and hires one or more employees.
Some countries may ,·Fish to distinguish among employers according to the number of
persons they employ.

(b) (ftm-account worker: a person who operates his or her own economic
enterprise or engages independently in a profession or trade, and hires no
employees.

(£.) Employee: a person "Tho works for a public or private employer and
receives remuneration in wages, salary, commission, tips, piece-rates or p~y in
kind.
(d) Unpaid family worker: usually a person who works a specified minimum
amount of time (at least one third of the normal ,rorking hours) t without pay, in
an economic enterprise operated by a related person living in the same household.
Where it is customary for young persons, in particular, to work without pay in an
economic enterprise operated by a related person who does not live in the same
household, the requirement of "living in the same household" may be eliminated.
If there are a significant number of unpaid family workers in enterprises of which
the operators are members of a producers' co-operative who are classified in
category (~), these unpaid family workers should be classified in a separate
subgroup.
(~)
Member of producers' co-operative: a person who is an active member of
a producers' co-operative, regardless of the industry in which it is established.
Hhere this group is not numerically important, it may be excluded from the
classification and members of producers' co-operatives should be classified under
other headings, as appropriate.
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(!) Persons not classifiable by status: experienced vorkers \-'hose status is
unkno1ffl or inadequately described and unemploye0 persons not previously employed.
2.207. A category of "unpaid apprentices" may be needed in some countries. This
category should not, hmrever, include apprentices 1.ho receive pay in kind, or
meals and sleeping quarters, who should be classified as "employees".
2.208. If data on secondary occupation are collected (see para. 2.201),
information on status in employment in regard to the secondary occupation may also
be collected.
<.~)

Time worked

2.209. Time worl:ed is the total time worked by persons reported as employed
during the time-reference period used in the investi~ation of economic
characteristics. If the reference period is the ueek preceding the census, time
worked should be reported in hours. If the reference period is up to the 12 months
precedin~ the census, time worked should be reported in days or months, as
appropriate. Even ",here a one-week reference period is used in the investigation
of economic characteristics, a supplementary question on time worked durinf, the
longer period can be useful.
2.210. If the reference period is one vreek, the amount of time worked should be
related to each occupation reported for the person concerned. If, therefore,
secondary occupation is investirc;ated, time .lorked at the principal occupation anc'l
time worked at a secondary occupation should be indicated separately.
2.211. If a longer reference period is used, it may not be possible to relate
time worked to a particular occupation for persons 1·,ho have had several
occupations over the period. The longer period is useful, hm.ever, for
determining intensity of activity in general.

(0

Income

2.212. For census purposes, income should be defined as (a) monthly income in
cash from the occup~tion of economically active persons and (b) the total annual
cash income of households regardless of source. Some countries may consider a
wider definition of income to include non-cash income as well. The use of
non-cash income in the census in some concept will, hovrever, present many practical
problems of implementation in a population census, including the burden of work,
response errors and in general, the quality of information collected. The wider
definition is generally found to be more suitable for use in a sample survey.
2.213. As thus defined, the information collected can provide an input into
statistics on the distribution of income, consumption and accumUlation of
households 41/ in addition to the immediate census purposes it serves.

41/ See Provisional Guidelines on Statistics of the Distribution of Income
Consumption and Accumulation of Households (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.77.XVII.ll).
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2.214. The occupational income of employed persons should include "rages and
salaries of employees, income of members from producers' co-operatives, and
entrepreneurial income of employers anel O'tm-account workers operating
unincorporated enterprises.
2.215. In addition to the occupational income of its economically active members,
the total cash income of the household should include, for example, interest,
dividends, rent, social security benefits, pensions and life insurance annuity
benefits of all its members. The concepts involved in determining cash income are
not simple to grasp and respondents may be unable or unwilling to provide exact
information. For example, occupational income should include social security,
pension fund contributions and direct taxes withheld from employees' salaries but
some persons will undoubtedly not include these amounts in reporting their
salaries. Significant items of total household income may also be excluded or
misstated. Despite any instructions given to enumerators, therefore, the data
collected can be expected to be approximate at best. As an aid to the
interpretation of the results, tabulations of the data should be accompanied by a
description of the items of income assumed to be included and, if possible, an
estimate of the accuracy of the figures.
(a)

Sector of employment

2.216. Sector of employment refers to the sector of the economy in which an
economically active person works. For census purposes, the basic distinction to
be made should be between the public sector and the private sector. Because there
is not yet any interregional consensus on the subcategories of sectors to be
identified, countries should consult the appropriate regional recommendations for
further guidance.
2.217. In the absence of regional standards on the topic, countries may "dsh to
take account of some of the sectors and subsectors defined in table 5.1 of
A System of National Accounts. 42/ Depending upon the structure of the national
economy, some countries may 'l-rishto subdivide the public sector into, for example,
(a) general government and (b) publically ovrned and controlled enterprises. The
p;ivate sector may, for example, be subdivided into (a) privately ovrned and/or
controlled enterprises and (b) household and unincorporated enterprises.
Co-operative enterprises may-be separately identified.
2.218. If the distinction to be made is simply between employment in the public
sector and employment in the private sector, the information need be collected
usually for persons classified as "employees" in the classification by "status in
employment" (see para. 2.206), because the sector of employment for persons in
any of the other status categories must of necessity be the private one. For the
investigation of employment in the subcategories given as examples in
paragraph 2.217, or for particular categories recommended by any region, it may
be necessary to obtain the information for persons classified in one or more of
the other categories of "status in employment".

42/ United Nations publication, Sales no. E.69.XVII.3.
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2.219. The extent to which most persons in a country are likely to be able to
supply accurate information, particularly when ~etailed subsectors are involved,
should be taken into account in planning any investigation of the topic in the
census. Suitable testing prior to the census would be appropriate to determine
whether or not the topic should be investigated. If the topic is include~ in the
census, further investigation in a post-enumeration evaluation study would be
helpful in determining the reliability of the results.
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VI.

TABULATIONS TO BE PREPARED IN POPULATION CENSUSES
A.

Scope and objective of tabulations

2.220. The census tabulations set forth in the present chapter are intended to
provide, in published form, the most important census information needed as a basis
for programmes of economic and social development and to be used for r~s~arch
purposes. They do not in any way represent all of the tabulations that any given
country may publish and certainly not all of th~ tabulations that may eventually be
prepared for special purposes. The tabulations do not take into account th~ form in
which information may be entered into a data base, which may be more detailed than
that required for the census tabulations.
2.221. It is anticipated that most countries will publish more tabulations than are
included here. With the almost univ~rsal us~ of modern computer equipment for the
processing of census data, the time r~quired for processing has been greatly reduced
in comparison with older forms of processing and the processing cost of each
tabulation and the relative cost of processing additional tabulations represent a
much smaller fraction of the total census cost than in the past. As a result,
collection restrictions, in terms of cost and of accuracy of the data that can be
collected, and publication time and costs have a greater relative 10Teight in
determining the number and complexity of the tabulations that can be produced and
published.
2.222. The census tabulations outlined in this section employ the topics set forth
in paragraph 2.17, that is, the topics included in the majority of regional
recommendations as either "priority" or "other useful" (see paras. 2.15 and 2.16).
They also reflect, as far as possible, the relevant tabulations included in the
various regional recommendations. As would be expected, however, there is less
consensus among the regions on tabulations than on topics. Hence, the tabulations
in the present chapter are basic tabulations intended to offer guidance to countries
in preparing their own tabulation programmes. To this end, each country should take
into account not only the appropriate regional recommendations and its national
needs but also the possiblity of collecting reliabl~ data on the topics involved.
2.223. Countries' needs and resources will also affect the degree of detail that
they will wish to show in the classifications used in their tabulations. Alternative
classifications of differing degre~s of detail have therefore been indicated for
some of thE' tabulations. The less detailed classification is identified as "basic"
and the more detailed as "optional". In all of the tabulations, subtotals have been
indicated wherever possible. The subtotals can also be used as minimum categories.
2.224. When sampling has be~n used in the census, attribute and geographical
classifications used in the tabulations must be particularly carefully considered
because detailed cross-classifications for small geographical areas may not always
be significant and can, in fact, be misleading.
2.225. Of the 56 tabulations included, 17 are identified "for early release".
These are the tabulations for which the need is usually most urgent. It should be
noted, however, that the sequence in 10Thich the tabulations are produced depends also
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on the over-all system of data processing that is emplqyed and the way in which
each tabulation fits into the system. It may not be economical under all
circumstances to produce some of the tabulations marked "for early release" before
others not so indicated. These considerations will require co-ordination with
systems analysts responsible for planning the production of the tabulations.
2.226. Accompanying each tabulation is a statement of the principal uses of the
data supplied by it and an illustrative sketch outline of the tabulation, showing
one way of providing for the required attribute classifications. Where alternative
classifications have been indicated for any topic included in the tabulation, the
basic classification (see para. 2.223) has been sho~m in the sketch. The sketches
are illustrations only; they are not intended as models of completed tables. The
purpose here is to present a view of the subject-matter elements desired as endproducts. In the national presentation of results, various elements may be combined
as parts of a single table, according to the needs of each country, so long as the
indicated categories and cross-classifications are made available.
2.227. The specifications for each tabulation include, inter alia, a geographical
classification. This is intended to be a guide to the types of civil division of
each country for which the information provided by the tabulation is generally
needed. The full classification is (a) total country, (b) each major civil
division, (c) each minor civil division, (d) each principal locality. ft~
appropriate-urban and rural distinction for (a), (b) and (c) is also indicated (see
paras. 2.54-2.61). However, in order to avoid producing tabulations which are
overly voluminous or which contain a large number of empty cells, some countries
may find it necessary to emplqy a more restricted geographic classification than
that suggested in the illustrations.
2.228. Countries will undoubtedly wish to prepare at least some of the tabulations
for additional areas, such as smaller civil divisions than are indicated, or other
areas of economic or social significance. Another type of area for which tabulation
is useful is the small subdivisions of principal localities known as "census tracts"
(in English), which some countries have delineated for purposes of analysis of the
census results. Data for very small areas, such as blocks, or even block faces,
may be stored in the data base although not published in the regular census volumes.
The areas for which it is feasible to show information will be affected by whether
sampling was used either in the collection of the information or in the tabulation
stage.
2.229. Tabulations for the subnational areas specified may be prepared on the basis
of the resident population of each area or on the basis of the population present
in each area at the time of the census. Tabulations relating to the resident
population are generally more useful, since they are appropriate to the
apportionment of representation in legislative bodies, the measurement of internal
migration, the computation of measures of fertility and mortality by place of
residence and the planning and administration of such services as schools and
housing, which have relevance only to the resident population. Tabulations on the
basis of the population present in the area at the time of the census are useful
where this population is considerably larger than the resident population, thus
raising the demand for products and services above the level that would be required
by the resident population alone.
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B.

List of tabulations

2.230. In the following list of tabulations by title and in the detailed
specifications and thp illustrations presented in section C below, the tabulations
are grouped under six headings analogous to those used in the presentation of topics
in chapter V. The groupings are not mutually pxclusive, b.ecause each tabulation
contains one or more cross-classifications. In all cases, the grouping has been
done on the basis of what is considered to be the "principal" topic included in the
tabulation. Closely related tabulations appearing under other headings are
indicated in the short text introducing each group in section C.
Tabulation
number
Title
(An asterisk preceding the number of the tabulation indicates that it is
a tabulation for early release, as explained in paragraph 2.225)
Group I.
*Plo

Tabulations dealing with geographical
and migration characteristics

*P2.

Total population and population of major and minor civil divisions, by
urban/rural distribution and sex
Population in localities by size-class of locality and sex

*P3.
p4.

Population of principal localities and of their urban agglomerations, by sex
Native and foreign-born population by age and sex

P5.

Native population by major civil division of birth, age and sex

p6.

Foreign-born population by country of birth, age and sex

P7.

Population by duration of residence in locality and major civil division,
age and sex

*p8.

P9.

Population ••• years of age and over by place of usual residence, place of
residence at a specified date in the past, age and sex
Population by place of usual residence, duration of residence, place of
previous residence and sex
Group .11.

Tabulations dealing with household characteristics

·P10. Population in households by relationship to head or other reference member
of household, marital status and sex, and number of. institutional population
Pll. Heads or other reference members of households by age and sex, and other
household members by age and relationship to head or other reference member
P12. Heads or other reference members of households ••• years of age and over by
activity status, status in employment and sex, and other household members
••• years of age and over by relationship to head or other reference member
and activity status
*P13. Households, population in households and number of family nuclei, by size
of household
*P14. Households and population in households by size and type of household
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P15. Hultiperson households and population in such households, by type and size
of household
P16. Hultiperson households with one or morp family nuclei and population in such
households, by type of housphold and family nucleus and by size of household
P17. Households and population in households by sizp of household and number of
economically active members
P18. Households and population in households by size of household and number of
members under ••• years of age
Group III.

Tabulations dealing with dpmographic and
social characteristics

*P19. Population by single years of age and sex
*P20. Population by marital status, age and sex
P2l. Population by country of citizenship, age and sex
P22. Population by religion, age and sex
P23. Population by language (mother tongue, usual language or ability to speak
one or more languages), age and sex
P24. Population by national and/or ethnic group, age and sex
Group IV.

Tabulations dealing with fertility and mortality

*P2~.

Female population 15 years of age and over by age and number of children
born alive

*P2~.

Female population 15 ypars of age and over by age and number of children
living

~

P27. Bothers 15 years of age and over with at least one child under 15 years of
age living in the same household, by age of mother and by age of children
P28. Female population 15 years of age and over by age, number of children born
alive and educational attainment
P2 aV Female population 15 ypars of age and over, in their first marriage or
<JT married only once, by age at marriage, duration of marriage and number
of children born alive

P3~Female

population ~ •• to 49 years of age by age, number of live births
within the 12 months preceding the census, and deaths among these live
births

P~ Population by maternal orphanhood and age

Group V.

Tabulations dealing with educational characteristics

*P32. Population ••• years of age and over not attending school, by educational
attainment, age and sex
P33. Population ••• to 24 years of age attending school, by educational
attainmf"nt, age and sex
P34. Population 10 years of age and over by literacy, age and sex
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*P35. Population ••• to 24 years of age by school attendance, single years of age
and sex
P36. Population that has successfully completed a course of study at the third
level of education, by educational qualifications, age and sex
Group VI.

Tabulations dealing

~rith

economic characteristics

*P37. Population ••• years of age and over by activity status, marital status,
age and sex
*P38. Economically active population by occupation, age and sex
*P39. Economically active population by industry, age and sex
*p40. Economically active population by status in employment, age and sex
p4l. Economically active population by status in employment, industry and sex
P42. Economically active population by status in employment, occupation and sex
p43. Economically active population by industry, occupation and sex
p44. Economically active population by occupation, educational attainment,
age and sex
p45. Economically active population by industry, educational attainment, age
and sex
p46. Economically active population by occupation, place of usual residence,
duration of residence, age and sex
p47. Economically active population by educational attainment, place of usual
residence, duration of residence, age and sex
p48. Economically active female population by occupation, marital status and age
p49. Economically acti va female population by status in employment, marital
status and age
P50. Population not economically active by functional categories, age and sex
P51. Employed population by hours worked during the week, age and sex
P52. Economically active population by months worked during the year, age and sex
P53. Employed population or total economically active population by time worked,
occupation and sex
P54. Employed population or total economically active population by time worked,
industry and sex
P55. Economically active population by monthly income, occupation and sex
P5G. Households and population in households by annual income and size of household
C.

Specifications for each tabulation

2.231. Each of the tabulations listed above is described in this section. The
population to be included, the geographical classification and the attribute
classifications are specified in each case. The paragraph reference numbers
following each attribute classification correspond to the paragraphs in chapter V,
where the respective topics are discusspd. Under "Use of the tabulation", the
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principal uses of the data supplied by the tabulation are set forth.
followed by an illustrative sketch outline of the tabulation.
Group I.

This is

Tabulations dE"aling 1-1ith gE'op,raphical and
migration characteristics

2.232. The tabulations in this group deal with the nine geographical &ld migration
topics: "total population II, "locality", Ilurban and rural", "placE" of usual
residence", "place where present at time of census", "place of birth", "duration
of residence ll , "place of previous residence" and "place of residence at a specified
date in the past". The group contains nine tabulations (PI-P9), of which four are
for early release. It should be noted, however, that tabulation P9, although not
included among the four, is for alternative early release in the event that
tabulation p8 is not prE'pared.
2.233. Tabulations PI-P3 present the fundamental geographical distributions of the
population. In tabulations P4-P9, dealing with migration characteristics, the
geographical factor is essential for measuring the phenomenon.
2.234. A geographical classification is also included in all of the tabulations in
groups II-IV (see para. 2.227). "Place of usual residence" and "duration of
res i dence" appear also in tabulat ions p46 and p47 (group VI), where they are crossclassified by the occupation and the educational attainment, respectively, of the
economically active population.
2.235. For more detailed descriptions of the uses of the data in the tabulations
dealing with geographic and migration characteristics than those given in connexion
with each tabulation, see the following publications: General Principles for
National Programmes of Population Pro,lections as Aids to Development Planning; 43/
Manuals on Methods of Estimatinf Population, Manual I, Methods of Estimating Total
Population for Current Dates, 4 / and Manual VI, Methods of ~JfeasurinR Internal
Migration; 45/ and National Pr~rammes of Analysis of Population Census Data as an
Aid to Planning and Policy-Making. 46/
PI.

Total population and population of major and minor
civil divisions b urban/rural distribution and sex
(for early release

Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division. Distinguish between urban
and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii) (see paras. 2.54-2.61).

(£.)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

43/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 65.XIII.2.
44/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 1952.XIII.5.
45/ UnitE'd Nations publication, Sales No. E. 70. XIII. 3.
46/ United Nations publication , Sales No. 64.XIII.4.
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Use of the tabulation
The determination, by means of the census, of the total population and
its distribution among major and minor territorial divisions is frequently
a legal requirement, because the results are used to determine the
apportionment of representation in legislative bodies and for many
administrative purposes.
The data are also needed for studies of the internal distribution of
population in relation to economic and social facilities and to studies of
internal migration and other factors affecting the trends of population
distribution. The results of such studies are relevant to policy with regard
to the location of economic development projects and to the balance of economic
and social development among diffprent parts of thp. country. They also provide
the base data for projections of the future regional and urban/rural
distribution of the population, which may indicate the need for policy
measures relevant to population redistribution.
In addition, the information is required for the computation of vital
statistics rates on the subnational level and the study of urban/rural
differentials in such rates. The results of such studies, together with
studies of morbidity, are useful for implementing policy regardinr the
location of health facilities. The vital statistics rates are also used in
projections of the future population of civil divisions.
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1
Illustration Pl.

i

Total population and population of major
and minor civil divisions, by urban/rural
distribution and sex (for early release)

I
I

I

Geographical division
and urban/rural
distribution

Sex
Both sexes

TOTAL
Urban
Rural
Major civil division A

~

Urban
Rural
Hinor civil division a l fA/
Urban
Rural
Minor civil division a 2
Urban

~

Rural
(etc. )
Major civil division B

~/

• •

Urban
Rural
Minor civil division bl
Urban

~

Rural
Minor ci viI division b 2
Urban

~

• • • •

Rural
(etc. )
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Male

Female

...

Illustration Pl (continued)

Geographical division
and urban/rural
distribution

Sex
Both sexes

Male

Female

·····
············
Rural
············
Minor civil division zl ~
···
Urban
············
Rural
············
Minor civil division z2 5Y
···
Urban
············
Rural
············

Hajor civil division Z a/
Urban

(etc.)

!I
P2.

Name of major or minor division.

Population in localities by size-class of locality and sex (for early release)

Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(ii) each major civil division

(!) total country;

(b) Size-class of locality (paras. 2.51-2.53): 500,000 or more inhabitants;
100,000-499,999 inhabitants; 50,000-99,999 inhabitants; 20,000-49,999 inhabitants;
10,000·-19,999 inhabitants; 5,000-9,999 inhabitants; 2,000-4,999 inhabitants;
1,000-1,999 inhabitants; 500..999 inhabitants; 200-499 inhabitants; less than
200 inhabitants; and, separately, the number of localities of each size-class

(£)

Population not in localities (paras. 2.51-2.53):

(d)

Sex (para. 2.87):

total number

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides information on national patterns of concentration
or dispersion of population, which will afford a reasonable degree of
international comparability, provided that the unit of classification is the
locality as defined in paragraph 2.51. Using data from successive censuses,
it is possible to assess the rate of change, over given periods, in the
numbers of localities in each size-class and the proportion of the popUlation
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in each size-class of locality.

Projections of future patterns of population
concentration, on the basis of past trends, are needed for determining policy
in rega~_ to the distribution of population.
In those countries "'There the distinction between urban and rural
population can be based on size of locality these data provide the basis for
the urban/rural classification and also for the calculation of rates of
urbemization.
The recommended classification of localities by size-class provides breaks
in the size-class categories at 2,000, 10,000 and 20,000 inhabitants, "rhich are
used by some countries in distiIlu"Uishing betl'Teen urban and rural localities.

Illustration P2.

Geographical division
and size-class
of locality

Population in localities by size-class of
locality and sex (for early release)

!I

Number
of
localities

Sex
Both sexes

Male

Female

..........·····
All localities . . . .
·····
500,000 or more inhabitants
·
100,000-499,999 inhabitants
·
50,000-99,999 inhabitants
··
inhabitants

TOTAL

20,000-49,999

10,000-19,999 inhabitants
5,000-9,999 inhabitants

··
··
···

···
···
500-999 inhabitants
·····
200-499 inhabitants
·····
Less than 200 inhabitants ·
·
Population not in localities
··
2,000-4,999 inhabitants

1,000-1,999 inhabitants

a/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; {ii} each major
civil-division (see paras. 2.227-2.228).
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P3.

Po lation of
for early

al localities and of their urban a

lomerations

b

sex

?opulation included: population of localities above a specified size and of the
urban agglomeration of each such locality
Classifications:
(~)

Geographical division:

total country

(b) Principal localities and their urban agslomerations (paras. 2.51-2.53):
each specified city or town, the urban agglomeration of each specified city or town
(when an urban agglomeration comprises more than one specified city or town, each
specified city or town should be clearly distinguished)
(£)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; femiUe

Use of the tabulation
Information on the population size of the principal cities or towns and
of the urban agglomerations of which these cities or towns are a part is
needed for the study of the growth of the largest clusters of population
within a country. The results of such study are useful in planning the local
services (such as utilities, roads, schools, hospitals etc.) that are
required in proportion to population size.
The use of figures for urban agglomerations, in addition to those for
the city proper, gives a more adequate indication of the size of the
concentration of population, which often extends beyond the legal borders
of the city. These figures may, in fact, reveal the need to redraw the city
boundaries.
For the most effective use of the data, however, figures are needed
both for the city proper and for the urban agglomeration, because cities
usually have some form of local government that does not extend over the
surrounding densely settled fringe. Responsibility for the determination
of policy and subsequent action may, therefore, have to be shared by several
minor administrative divisions, each of which requires information on the
population within its own borders.
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Illustration P3.

Population of principal localities and of
their urban agglomerations, by sex (for
early release)

Sex
Both sexes
City
proper

Locality
City or town A !I
City or town B !I
City or town C!/
City or town DfJ:./

·

Male

Urban
agglomeration

City
proper

Urban
agglomeration

I

Female
City
proper

Urban
agglomeration

··
··
··
··

·

·

City or town Z!I
~

p4.

··

Name of city or town.

Native and foreign-born population by age and sex

Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish
between urban and rural for (i) and ( ii)

(£) Place of birth (paras. 2.30-2.36):

native; foreign-born

(£) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 1 year; 1-4; 5-9; 10-14; 15-19; 20-24;
25-29; 30-34; 35-39: 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55-59; 60-64; 65-69; 70-74; 75 and over;
not stated
(~)

Se.!. (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
These data are the basis for assessing the net contribution of immigration
to the age and sex structure of the population. In countries where immigration
has occurred on a large scale, it is very useful to tabulate the data on
sex-age structure separately for the native and the foreign-born population.
Thus the effects of immigration on the growth and structure of the population
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can be examined and estimates of future mortality and fertility can be
improved by taking into account the nativity differentials. The provision of
the category of infants under one year of age is useful for studying
relative under-enumeration of foreign-born and native infants.
Illustration p4.

Native and foreign-born population by age and sex

Geographical division, a/
sex and age (in years)

Total

Native

Foreign-born

Not stated

Both sexes

··········
·········
1-4 .
··········
5-9 . ·
·········
10-14
··········
15-19
··········
20-24
····· ·····
25-29 ·
·········
30-34
···· ······
35-39
··········
40-44
··········
45-49
··· ·······
50-54 ·
· ········
55-59
··········
60-64
· ·········
65-69 ·
·········
70-74 ·
···· ·····
75 and over · ·
·····

ALL AGES

Under 1

Not stated

······· ·

Male
-

(as for "Both sexes li )

Female
(as for "Both sexes")
a/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil-division; (iii) each principal locality:- Distinguish between urban and rural
for (~) and (ii) (see paras. 2.227-2.228).
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P5.

Native population by major civil division of birth, age and sex

Population included:

all persons born in the country

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division (distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and
(ii}) (paras. 2.54-2.6l)
(b) Major civil division of birth (paras. 2.30-2.36): each major civil
division of the country; not stated

(£) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96):

under one year; 1-4; 5-9; 10-14; 15-19; 20-24;
25-29; 30-34; 35-39; 40-44; 45-49; 50-54; 55-59; 60-64; 65-69; 70-74; 75 and over;
not stated
(~)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation is useful for internal migration studies because it
provides indications of the magnitude of migration into, and out of, each
major part of the country as well as of the ultimate origins of the migrants.
Because, however, it identifies only major territorial divisions and does not
show either duration of residence or prior place of residence, it fails to
provide much of the detailed information on internal migration which countries
need. Likewise, it does not supply information on migration to large cities,
which is the most important kind of internal migration in many countries.
Finally, it overlooks the fact that many foreign-born persons become internal
migrants after their initial residence in the country. In spite of these
important drawbacks, however, the data serve a useful purpose in countries
where no other information on internal migration is available and their
compilation is, accordingly, recommended for such countries.
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Illustration P5.

Native population by major civil division of
birth, age and sex
Age (in years)

I

All
ages

Under
1
1-4

5-9

10-14

15-19

....

70-74

75 and
over

Not
stated

Both sexes
TOTAL •.

... .. ·.

Major civil
di vision A E.!

•••

Major civil
division B

I

~

~

-'I='"

W. · .
Major civil
division C bl . . .

·
·

·

Major civil
division Z
Not stated

·.
.....
bl .

Male
(as for "Both sexes")
Female
(as for ;'Both sexeE")

al This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division.
Distinguish between urban and rural. for (i) and (ii). See paras:-2.227-2.228.
bl

Name of major civil division.

P6.

Foreign-born population by country of birth, age and sex

~opulation

included:

foreign-born population

Classifications:
(!.) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(ii) each major civil division

(i) total COlUltry;

(b) Country of birth (paras. 2.30-2.36): each continent (Africa; America,
North; America, South; Asia; Europe; Oceania), each CO\U1try within the continent
that is the birthplace of a significant number of foreign-born persons; all other
countries (combined) in each continent; cOlUltry not sta~pd: continent not stated
(c)

~fe (paras.

45-54;-55(d)

2.88-2.96): lUlder 5 years; 5-14; 15-24; 25-34; 35-44;
; 65-74; 75 and over; not stated

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Data on country of birth are useful in the identification of ethnic
groups among immigrants although they do not in tnemselves give any indication
of the degree of assimilation which may have taken place among these groups.
They also provide the bases for estimating the volume of net migration from
specified countries. The data also threw light on likely problems of cultural
assimilation, which are related to the age, sex and country of birth of the
in:migrants.
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IUuatration 1'6 •. Ponip-'borD population ~ COUDtl'J' ot birth. ap &Del aex

Age (in 7ftJ'S)

Geographical tinaion.
continent and countl'J'
ot birth. and aex

!I
AU

UD4er

apa

5

5-l~

15-2~

25-3~

35..1t~

...

65-1~

15 and
OftI'

Bot

atated

Both aexea

.·.·.·..

TOTAL •

·.·....
CountZT W · . .
CountZT W · . .
·
·
·
CountZT W · . .

Atrica

A

B

Z

All other countriea
CoUDtZT DOt atated

·..
AlDerica. South
·..
aboft)
Asia . . . · . . .
above) ·
·..·...
aboft)
Oceania •••
·..
above) ·
-'-rica. Borth
(as above)
(&8

(as

Europe
(as
(&8

CoDtiDent Dot atated
~

(aa tor "Both aexea")

!!!!!!!.
(&8 tor "Both sexea")

!I

Thia tabulation ~ be 00IIPile4 tor (1) total. coatl7' (11) each -.101' cinl dinaion (a..

paras. 2.221-2.228).

W ....

. -

ot coUDtl7.
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P1.

Population BY duration of residence in locality and major civil division,
age and sex

Population included:

total population

PJ_assj.fic!,-tions:
(a)

Geographical division (paras. 2.221-2.228):

(i) total country;
Distinguish

(g) e;:'ch ma'~"or civil divfision; (iii) each principal locality.
between urban and rural for (i) and (ii)

(b) Duration of residence in locality (paras. 2.31-2.39): since birth;
not since birth - resident for: less than 1 year, 1-4 years, 5-9 years, 10 or more
years, number of years not stated; not stated whether resident in locality since
birth (for additional categories needed if the tabulation is prepared on the
basis of the population present in each area at the time of the census, see the
illustration)

(c)

Duration of residence in major civil division (paras. 2.31-2.39); as

for (bT

(d) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 1 year; 1-4; 5-9; 10-14; 15-19; 20-24;
25-34, 35-4~;- 45-54; 55-64; 65 and over; not stated
(.!)

Sex (para. 2.81):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides information on net migration levels. It also
shows the direction of in-migration in terms of major civil divisions of the
country and the most important localities. Such data are useful for preparing
estimates of the future population of specific areas of the country. These
estimates are needed both for planning in areas of anticipated growth and for
the determination of policy on internal migration and possible measures that
can be employed to affect its trend.
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IlluatntioD " .

Geosraphical dbiaion. !I
.ex aod duration ot NaieJeDce

All
apa

Popalation lIT duration ot N.i4eDce iD localit7
u4 -.101' ciril. diYbion . . . . u4 .ex

UDder

1

1 .....

5-9

...

20-211

Both .e• •

TOTAL •

. ... . ....··

... .. ·..
·.
Resident 1D localit7

Reaident '!11
aeaident 1D ....,01' c1ril.
41rla1on s1Dce ldrth

since birth • • • • • •
Bot reaidaot 1D
localitY' since ldrth

Residaot iD localit7
less thao 1

,..&1'

·

·.

Reai4eDt in 10calit7
1-4 years • • • • • •

....
·.
Duration of residence
in 10calit7
stated . . . . . . .
Resident in locali t7

5-9;years ••

Resident in localitY'
10 01' .ore ,ear.
DOt

lot stated whether
resideDt 1D 10calit7
.ince birth • • • • • •
lot reaidaot in .301'
cirll dirlsion .ince
birth • • • • • •
Resident 1D _301'
cirll dirl.ion le••
than 1 7e&1' • • • •
Resident 1D ....,01'
civil dirlsiOD 1 .....

·..

·

years • • • • • • ••

Reaident 1D localit7
le.s thu 1

,..&1'

·

· ..

Reai4eDt in localit7
1;.47eara ••
Duration ot,
reai4eDce in
localit7 DOt stated
Re.ielnt iD -.101'
c1rll dirl.ion
5-9 ,.ears • • • • • •
Raident in localit:r
le.. thu 1 JWar •
Resident iD localit7
1-4 7BarB • • • • •
Reaielntinlocalit7
5-9,.ears •• • • •
Duration ot
Nai4eDce iD
localit7 DOt .tated

.
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Ace

(iD~)

25-511

...

65 _d
55-611

0'N'l'

Jrot

nate«

IU.vatioD PT (CODtiD~)

Qeosraphical dhhloa. !I
ax aDd. d1II"atioD ot redclllDce

.

.

....
U1

UD_
1

1-11

5-4

...

20-211

Aae UD

,e&ra)

25-511

...

55~

65 &Del
oftr

Bo9·!!!·
'l'O'lAL (coDtiD_d)
. .ident (coat!il~)

.. .

Ree1deDt 18 a,3or ciri1
diri.ion 10 or mre ,....
RniclllDt 18 localit7
1 ... thaD 1 Jeu' • • •

·.. .. .
·.. .. .

Re81deDt 18 loC&11t7
1-11 ,e&ra

ae81cleDt 1D loceUt7
5-9,.are

R.. icleDt 1D loCaliv
10 or .:noe 7HZ'II • • •
DllratiOD ot N81dcce
1D 1ocal1t7 DOt .tatecl
Duration ot re.Uence 1D
a,3or ciftl diri.iOD DOt
.tated . . . . . • . • •
Residellt 1D localiq
1... thaD 1 -r-.r • •

•

·. . . ..
·. . ...

ReeicleDt 1D locaUt7
l..lt ,.are

Ruidellt 1D looaliq
5-9 ,-ear.

l>uratiOD ot "81eleDce
in locali t7 belt stated
lot .tated wbether
rellident 1D -.1or c1ftl
di rilliOD .1Dce birth • •
R.. ideDt 1D localit7
le.. thaD 1 ,.ar • • •
Re.ieleDt 1D localiq
1-lt,.are • • • • • •
Re.ident 1D local.it7
5-9 year.
Reei4eDt 1D localiV
10 or mzoe ,e&ra • • •
Dllration ot re.idence
18 localiq DOt IItIM6
TnuieDt or ri.itor lJI. •
lot stated vbftbel'
realdeDt. trullie. or
ri.itor lJI • • • • • •

·. ... .

..

~

(u tor "Both . . . .")
~

(u tor "Both . . . . ")
fl.} Thi. t&bal.atiOD 87 be OOQiled tor (1) total aouatr7; (11) a,3or chil dirision; (iii) uch
princfpal locaUt7. Diat1qdab bftWeD 1II'bU _4 rurel tor (1).d (.!!). See paru. 2.2214.228.
lJI Tbi. catelOl7 ill DMCIa4 0Dl7 it the tab1llation ill prepared on the bub ot the population
preHllt in each &rea at the tu. ot the ce•• ; it ill DOt Nqu1re4 it the tabulatioD ill bued on the
re.ideat population ot each ...... ( ... pua. 2.20).
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p8.

Population ••• years of age and over by place of usual residence, place of
residence at a specified date in the past z age and sex (for early release)

Population included:

population ••• years of age and over

Classifications:
(a)

Geographical division:

total country

(b) Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.25):
division of the country

each major or other civil

(£) Place of residence at a specified date in the past (paras. 2.42-2.43):
each major or other civil division of the country; foreign country; not stated
(for persons who have alw~s resided in the same civil division, the place of
previous residence will be the same as the place of usual residence)
(d) Afe (paras. 2.88-2.96): 1-4 years; 5-9; 10-14; 15-19; 20-24; 25-34;
35·,44 ;45-5 ; 55-64; 65 and over; not stated
(!.)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides information on the sources and direction of
migration between civil divisions during a specified period and on the age
composition of the migrants. Data from a series of censuses make it possible
to assess changes in the phenomena measures for comparable lengths of time.
It is therefore useful for preparing estimates of the future population of
civil divisions, which are needed for the purposes stated in the use of
tabulation P7.
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Illuatrat10D P6.

FopalatioD ••• !I 711&1'. ot ... _4 OWl' bJ' pl• • ot unal ....idac••
place ot .... i4eDce at a 8pecifi.4 elate iD til. pan. &&'It &Del HZ
(far ev17 zoel.... )
Pbc. ot ...ddace at a QeCifi.4 elate iD til. p&8t

OeoSNPdcal clirldoD. ~
place ot 118-.1 zoedcJeDce.
... (in ;rear.) _d ••x

Population

... II

711&1'.
aa4

ot ...
O"fer

MaJor or otller ....,1or or other
chU 4hbion chU cli.,b1oD
Afl/
Bfl/

.....

MaJor or other
chU cli.,biOD fonip
COUDV7
Zfl/

Both . . . .

·..·. ·.
MaJor or other chU
cli"fiaiOD A 21 • · . . .
AsI.
••• · . . · .
5-9. · . · . · . .
10-.1.4 •
··..·.
15-19 •• · . . . .
20-24 · . · . . . .
25-34 • · . . · . .
35-t.4 • · . · . . .
45-54 • · . · . · .
55-64 · . · . . · .
65.&Del
·..
lot .tated
··..

TO'.rAL • • •

1~

CTfV •

....,1or or other ci"fi1
di"fidOD B flI (u far
"MaJor or other ci"fi1
di"fidon A")

·....

·
·
·

IIaJOr or otller ci.,u
di"fi.iOD Z fl/ (u fbr
"MaJor or otller ci.,u
di"fi.ion A")

·.·..

!!!!!.
(u fbr "Botll . . . . ")

l!!!!!!.
(u fbr "Botll •••• ")

.J '!'he lover ... 1iait 4epeDc!a OD tile specifi.d elate iD tile past adopt.d b.r th. CO\IDtrT. '!'he ...
clu.rtlcatiOD iD thi. illuatration 18 app!'Opriat. vben tile specifi.d elate in tile past 18 ODe ~ prior
to the enu.eratiOD.
~

Total co1lllt1'7.
211- ot _Jor or other ci"fi1 di"fi.ion.
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Jrot
atate4

P9.

Po ulation b
lace of usual residence
previous residence and sex ~

Population included:

duration of residence

lace of

total population

Classifications:
(a)

Geographical division:

total COtmtry

(b) Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.25):
division of the COtmtry

each major or other civil

(~)

Duration of residence in the major or other civil division (paras. 2.372.39): since birth; not since birth - resident for: less than 1 year; 1-4 years;
5-9 years; 10 or more years: number of years not stated; not stated whether
resident in major or other civil division since birth (for additional categories
needed if the tabulation is prepared on the basis of the population present in each
area at the time of the census, see illustration 7 above)
(~) Place of previous residence (paras. 2.40-2.41): each major or other
civil division of the COtmtry; foreign cotmtry; not stated
(~)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides information on the sources and direction of
migration between civil divisions. It is, therefore, useful for preparing
estimates of the future population of civil divisions, which are needed for
the purposes stated in the use of tabulation P7.
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nl1l8tratioD P9.

Fopulatioa 1IIr pl.. . ot uaual re.ic1lllaoe. dlaratiOll ot ...iA1aDoe.
pl.. . ot Pl'8ft01l8 ... u.ce . . au !I
Pl.. . ot pnft01l8 re.i.....

Geoll'apilical 4iriaiOD. "!I
place ot 11811&1 re.ia-Dce.
411Z'atiOD ot red4eDce _4 ..z

Total
populatiOD

....,01' OJ' otb_
ciril 41ri.ioa
A!I

IIa,1oI' OJ'

ot_

ciftl 41'ff..ioD

IV

.....

*JOJ'

OJ'

otta_

oiril 41ridOll

I!!

rorei..

oo-t.17

lot
ataM4

Both . . . .

'1'O'.rAL

. .... ......

......

or other ciril
41 riaiOD A V
Reri4eDt aiace bUtb • •
lot red4eDt aiace ld.rtb
R..i4eDt 10.. tbaD
17Hl'
Red_Dt l..1t ,.ar.

....,OJ'

......· .
·.
·.

Re.i4eDt 5-9 Tear.
R..ia-Dt 10 OJ' .ore
7Hl'a • • • • • • •
DuratiOD ot re.ia.ace
DOt .tated
Whether reda.at .iDee
birth DOt atate4
Ma,1or OJ' other ciril
41ri.loa I V (u tor
"Ma,10J' or other ciril
41ridoD A")

·.

.. ....
.. ·.

.......

·
·
·oth_ c:lril

Major OJ'
41oft.loD Z V (u tor
"Major OJ' otbft' c:lril
41ri.loa A")

.. . . . ..

I

~

(u tor "Both . . . .")

I

,

I

r_lo

j

(u tor "Both H •• ")

,.!(
put

'l'hia 18 a tab1ll.atiOD "tor e.IT releaae" ¥beD iDtolll&tioD OD "place ot re.:la.Dce at a .peoU'ie4 date iD tIa.
ia DOt collected _4 tabW.atiOD 8 18 theretore DOt aftilable.

"!I

11
1'i

~ ,I

Total coUDtJ'T.

!I . . . ot -.10J'

,I
!I

OJ'

!]

other ciril 41ft.iOD.
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Group II.

Tabulations dealing with household characteristics

2.236.

The tabulations in this RrouP deal primarily with the two household_topics:
to head_or other reference member of the household lor f81l1ililf" and
"household Lor f81l1ilyj composition". The group contains nine tabulations (rlOP18), of which three are for early release.
"relationshi~

2.237. The tabulations take into account the characteristics of the head or other
reference member of the household, characteristics of the remaining household
members and the interreolationships among all members of the household. Tabulations
P10-P12 are concerned with the individual characteristics of members of the
household and their relationship to the head; tabulations P13-P10 are concerned
with the interrelationship among all members of the household.
2.238. In addition to the household topics , "marital status:t of household members
is included in tabulation P10. "Activity status" a.nd "status in employment" are
included in tabulation P12, the former in relation to each member of the household
and the latter in relation to heads or other reference members. In tabulation P17
the number of economically active members of the household is cross-classified with
size of household.
2.239. The household is also an important component of tabulation P56 (group VI),
in which size of household is cross-classified by annual household income.
2.240. For more detailed descriptions of the uses of the data in the tabulations
dealing with household characteristics than those given in connexion with each
individual tabulation, see the following publications: General Princi'Ples for
National Programmes of Population Pro,lections as Aids to Development Plannins; 471
Manuals on Methods of Estimatin~ Po ulation, Manual VII, Methods of Pro,lecting
Households and F81l1ilies;
anC\ National Pro ammes of An
sis of Po lation
Census Data as an Aid to Planning and Policy-Making.
P10. Population in households, by relationship to head or other reference·
member of household, marital status and sex, and number of institutional
population (for early rel~eae)
Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each princi'Pal
locality. DistinBUish between urban and rural for (i), (Ii) and (iii).
{b} Relationship to head or other reference member of household (paras. 2.652.72): head or other reference member; spouse; child; spouse of child; grandchild
or great-grandchild; parent or parent of spouse; other relative; domestic employee;
other person not related to the head or other reference member; not stated

W
W
J!2J

United Nations publication, Sales No. 65.XIII.2.
United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.XIII.2.
United Nations publication, Sales No. 64. XIII. 4.
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....
(~J

Institutional nopulaticm. (tlee !·arl'.s. 1.229-1.230):

(c1) !,farital status (paras. 2.97-2.104):
st:I'8,rated.; not stated

-Sex

(nara. 2.o7):

-

total number

single; married; 'tddo\led; divorced;

Male; fer,tale

Use of the tabulation
'l'he householtl. is a basic socio-economic unit in all cour;{tries and is
often central to the study of social ane:, economic development. 'l'his
tabulation provides material for the study of the distribution of individuals
within households, which can serve to indicate the EOst typical relationships
artlOne mem,bers of households and also the proportion of persons living in
households u'ith an atypical relationship among tbeir members. Comp:u-ison of
these data with similar data. from an earlier census can provide infoI'J'llation
on chanBin~ patterns of household co~position and of some of the
characteristics of rq,erobers of the household, which is useful in the
preparation of pro,jections of the number of households.
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Illuetzoatioa

no.

PopUlaUoa iD hcNaebolcJa. bJ nlatiODebip to bea4 01' otber ref..-ce
. . . . of bouaebol4. Mrital .tatua 8D4 . .z. 8D4 alllber of
iD.titv:tioaal popul&tiOD
(fbI' "17 NlH8.)

Geosnpbical tirieioa. !I
Nlatiouhip to bH4 01'

other retaNace _ _I' of
househol4 aa4 l a

llU'ital .tat_
'l'o1;al

SiDcl.

1IIIrri.4

Vi40w4

Diwrce4

Separate4

lot etate4

1'OTAL POPULATIOI

Male
r.ale

All bouaebolcJa
Mal.
'-:1e
BMCl 01' other nfereace
_8ber )/

*1e
'-1e
&poUle
*1e
~e

ChU4
If&ltI

Peale
Spouee of cJdl4
Mal.
'-1.
Oraadchil4 01'
IN&t-cnD4CbU4
Male
'-1e
.....t 01' pa:reat
of .po.e
lII1e

,....

o.JaII' NlaUw

1111.
Peal.

no-n1c

e.pl07*l

IIal.e

Peale

....

Other per_ DOt
n1&te4 to the bn4
01' otbu' ntereace

IIal.e

hale
lot; .tate4
IIal.e

hJal,e

IDItitutioaal populatioa
1111•

....,..

lot Itate4 whether 01' DOt
Urill8 iD a bo1lHbol4
Male

,-:I.e

.J T!dI tablIlatioa . . be COIIII1le4 far (U total oo-v,. (11) eub ...,. chU tirieioa. <!i!) eecb aiDOI' cbil
tiri.foa. (b) IIICb priacipallocaUt7. DinIiaaui.b ~ v1Iiii _4 I'IIft1 fbI' (1). (U) aa4 Clll). Bee puaa. 2.2212.228.

W IIIclutiac perlODl liri... IlODe

(oae-penoD bouebo14.).
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P11.

Heads or other reference members of households by age and sex, and other
household members by age and relationship to head or other reference
member

Po})u1ation included:

0.11 members of households

C1assi"fications:
(~) Geor;raphica1 division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
hlajor civil division; (iii) e~ch minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distin~uish between urb~and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii)

Relationship to head or other reference me~ber of household
head or other reference member; spouse; child; spouse of child;
c~andchild or great-grandchild; parent or parent of spouse; other relative; person
not related to head or other reference meMber; not stated
(b)

(paras~ 2.65-2.72):

(f-) A~e of head or other reference member of household (pe.ras. 2.88-2.96):
under 25 years; 25-1l4; 45-G4; 65 and over; not stated

(d) efe of other household meMbers (paras. 2.88-2.96):
15-24; -25-4; I!. 5-64; 65 a.nd over; not stated
(~)

~ (para. 2.(7):

under 15 years;

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Data on the age of the herul or other reference member of the household
and of other household members, classified by their relationship to the head
or other reference member, proviQen adQitional infonuation for the purposes
stated in tIle use of tabulation P10 and for the study of the prevalence of
rnultir,eneration households.
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_ .lStration PII.

. .'.ds or ot.her reference members of housellol4a !I by &&e and Selt, and other lIousehold
mt::li,bers by age and relationship to head or other refereDce member
RelatioDship of other household

Geographical division, gj age and
s.elt C!f.head or .. other refereDce
mellber and &&e of other housellold

Head
or other
reference
_ber

members

Total

Spouse

Child

Spouse of
child

~s

Grandchild
or greatsrandchild

to head or other reference IIIeIIlber
Parent or
parent of
spouse

Person
not
relative related
Other

lfot
stated

lIOth sexes
.AI.L AGI:S • • • • • • • • • • • •

..... · ..

25 ~s • • • • • • • •
Aet ofotber bouHhol4

UDder

. . .... ..
15411 · . . . . . . . .
25-" · . . . . . . . . .
115-611 · . . . . . . . . .
65 aa4 oftr . . . . . . .
80t . . .
25-" ,.... . . . . . . . . .
~

15 • • • • • • • • •

4 ••••••••

Ap of other bouebol4

_lien (u ~

"Ua4er
25 ,..n")
115-611 ,....
qe or otMr lIo_ebol4

.........

~

. . . . . (u !'or "UadIar

25 ,...•• )
65 ~ UI4 OWl"
A8t
of otber bouaellol4
___a (u t'or "Dlc1B'

... ...

25 ,.....)

Aet

DDt .tated • • • • • • • •

.

Ace or

crtbel' bouaebol4
_lien (u t'or "UDder

25,.... .. )

!Ie
(u t'or "Ibth ...... )

...

!E:!.
(u t'or "Bath . . . . . )

...

!I IDclutiDc peraoaa

11ft... aloae (oae-1JeJ'llCll lIo_ebol4a).
be COIIPile4 tor (1) total COUDtI"7i. (ll) eech -"or ciftl 41ft.ioa; (UL) nch aiaor ciftl tift.ion;
Diatinpin bftweBD _baD aa4 nnl t'or '-l1.(JU and (W). See lIU'U. 2.2214.228.

'til 'lbia tabulatioa ~
priDcrJl&llocalit7.

~~---------

U!)

eech

r
P12. Heads or other reference members of households ••• years of aRe
and over by activity status~ status in employment and sex, and
other household members ••• years of a~ennd over, by
relationship to head or other reference member and activity
status
Population included.: all menbers of households at or above the miniJ"lUDl aee
3.doptecl for enUllleratinc the economically active populo.tion
Classifications:
.
division (paras. 2.227-2.228): ( i) total c(' untry; ( ;......;) eaC!l
major civil clivision; (iii) each minor civil divison; (i;-) each principfI,l locality.
Distin[l;uish betl!een urb;:;;-ancl rural for (i), (li) and (iii )
(~)

Geo~raphical

(b) Activity status of head or other reference Ilember of the household
(paras. 2.lf18-2.l97): economically active; (i) employed; (ii) uneMployed~
differentiating persons seeking lofOrI>: for the first time; not economically active~
distinguishin."; betlveen homemaker~ student, income recipient, other; not stated
(c)
ent of head or other reference member of the household
(paras-:- 2.20 )-2 .200: employer; Olm-account lForker; emplo'ree; unpaid frunily vTOrker;
lllenber of ~?roducers' co-operative; not classifiable by st::>..tus
(d)

Relationshi

to
head
other relative (including
spouse); other person not
(paras~ 2.05-2.72:

head or other reference member of the household
or other reference menber; spouse; child; spouse of Child;
grandchild or great-e:randchild end parent or parent of
related to head or other reference mffinber; not stated

(~) Activit, status of members
reference menber of household paras. 2.1 8-2.197:
i
economically active~ not economically active, not stated (ii)
cle.ssification: economically active, of l.,hich (1) employed~ (2) unem;ployed,
differentiatin~ persons seekinG work for the first time; not economically active;
not stated

Use of the tabulation
'I'his tabulation provides information on the economic structure within
households. FrOtl the data on the activity status of members of the
household, it is possible to derive the proportion of economically active
members compared with all members lTho are old enour.;h to be economically
active. The information on the activity status and sto.tus in employment of
household heads or other reference members is of use not only in itself,
part icularly in the lilany cases lThere the head or other reference nember
provides the chief economic sUP:i.)o't't for the household, but also in examination
of the possible correlation between either or both of these characteristics
and the activity status of other household members. 1~e cross-classification
by relationship to the head or other reference jjl.ember perr.ri.ts identification
of the possible correlation betl'Teen e.ctivity status and. relationship to the
head or other reference Hember.
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P13.

Households population in households and number of famil
of household for early release)

Populat ion included:

nuclei

b

size

all l!lembers of households

Claasifications:
(~)

Geo~~ra hical division (paras. 2.227-2.223):

Ci)

total country; (ii) each
Bajor civil division; iii) eac11 minor civil d.ivision; (iv) each principal locality.
Distin.,:;uish l>etueen UrbMo,:..1d rural for (i) ~ (ii) and. (iii)
(b) Size of household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 1 person; 2 ;.>ersons; 3 persons;
1; .)ersons; ') persons; 6 persons; 7 ,ersons; 0 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or
more; not st<'..ted; and separately ~ J.:;lle number of householcls of each size and the
ag{;re'./1te population by size of household

Ol"

(£.) iTunber of ramil v nuclei (-:nrJ.s. 2.79-2.83): none; one; t1m; three; four
l"1ore; not stated; and, separatelif ~ the a~e;rec:ate nl.l'ilber of frunily nuclei

Use of the tabluation
InforTl'.ation on the l1Ulnber and size of households and c'ml1c,cs in the rate
of household fornation is needeQ by the planners for, anll suppliers of, many
goocls and. services, for ~·r:1ich the demand is relD.ted to house;10l1s rather than
to indi vic1uals. Ar<;encies denlin~; ui th housinz problems are in need of these
dat;::. for the deteri,-..ination of current and projected. rates of household.
forr1.ation~ on the basis of 1"hich the number <lad size of ne'" housing units
required can be est irn.at ec1.
The householl' is the basic unit in many sanple surveys. This tabul~.tion can
provide inforr.1B.tion need.ec1.. to plan ne1' sample surveys, and to desic:n the sample that
lTill be used as Hell as comparative data for estimating the accuracy of some of the
survey results.
Infor'ilation on household. structure in terus of number of family nuclei in the
household is needed for studies of households for!'1.ation, proJections of numbers
of household.s and estima.tes of potential housing need.s.
Information fron a series of censuses is very useful for the study of the
disinte[.';ration of the households consisting of severa.l family nuclei in countries
uhere this pattern of living is chanGine:.
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Illustration P13. Households, population in households and number
of family nuc1ei b,y size of househo1d
(for early release)

Households with indicated
number of family nuclei

Total
Geographical division a/ House- Popuand size of household holds lation
ALL HOUSEHOLDS •

0

1

2

3

4 or t Not
more stated

Number of
family
nuc1ei

····

lIouseholds consisting
of:
1 person •
•
2 persons
3 persons •
4 persons
5 persons •
6 persons
7 persons
•
8 persons
9 persons
10 persons or more.
Not stated

· ····
······
·····
······
·····
······
·· ···
······
······
··
······

a/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
Civil-diVision; (iii) each minor civil divisi;n; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between-urban and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii) (s ee
paras. 2.227-2.228).
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P14. Households and population in households by size and type of household
(tor early release)
Population included:

all members of households

Classifications:

(!) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (0, (Ii) and (iii)
(paras. 2.54-2.61).
.
(b) Size of household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 1 person; 2 persons; 3 persons;
4 persons; 5 persons; 6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or
more; not stated; and, separately, the number of households of each size and the
aggregate population b,y size of household.

(£) Type of household (paras. 2.84-2.85): one-person household; nuclear
household; extended household; composite household; unknown; and, separately, the
number of households of each tyee and the aggregate population by type of
household.
Use of the tabulation
Tabulations P14 and P15 provide details on household composition, taking
into account not only the number of family nuclei, but also household members
who are not part of a family nucleus. Further, they set forth the
relationship, if any, between the family nuclei in multinuclear households and
between any nuclei and other members of the household. They give a more
complete indication of household structure than does tabulation P13, which
focuses primarily on the number of nuclei. Hence, they are useful for in-depth
examination of the demographic and social structure of households, which is
essential for the formulation of measures designed to improve family living
conditions as well as for the uses mentioned in connexion with tabulation P13.
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Wustration Pl".

Bouebol.dII aDd populatioa 111 bDuaebaldll br 81M aa4 t7Pe ot bouebDlcl

(tor ....17 rel.... )
Total

'l'Jpe

OD.
Geoll'apbical diviaioa
IIIld aiM ot bouaehol.d

!I

lIuclear

ot household

btellcJed

ec.poaite

lJDJalovn

penon

Houaeholdll

Fopula-

tion

houaeboldll

&D• •boldll

Fopala-

tion

&DlIMholdll

Fopul.a-

1Ioue-

tioa

boldll

Fopula-

tion

&Dusebolda

ALL BDUSBIIOLDS • • • •

Bous.holds col18iating

ot:
1 p8r80D • • • • •

2

pel'tlOl18

3

perSOI18

" per8Ol18

t..

~
I

5

perSOI18

6

perSOI18

1

per8Ol18

8

per80118

9

peraOI18

·...
·...
·...
·...
·...
·...
·...
·...

10 perSOI18

or .,re . . . . . .
Kot atated

·...
-

._---

-

.. -

!I Thi8 tabulation BIIQ' be cOlllPil.d tor U,) total count17; (jj,) each -."or civil division; (ill) each minor civil division; (jy) each
principal locality. Diatin!P1iah between urban and rural tor (.1). (.11) and (iii.>. See paras. 2.221-2.228.

4W

$j,

.J

Fopula-

tion

p

P15.

households and
of hOUSE:hold

Multi~erson

Population included:

~opulation

in such households. by type end size

all members of multiperson households

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total countr,r;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish lirban and rural for (i), (ii) andliii).

(b) Type of household (paras. 2.84-2.85): nuclear household; extended
household consisting of (i) one family nucleus and related persons, (ii) two or more
related family nuclei without any other persons, (iii) two or more related family
nuclei and related persons, (i v) related persons without any family nucleus;
composite household consisting-of (i) one family nucleus, related and non-related
persons, (ii) one family nucleus and non-related persons, (iii) two or more related
family nuclei, related and non-related persons, ( i v) two orliiOre related family
nuclei and non-related persons, (v) two or more nOn-related family nuclei with or
without any other persons, (vi) related persons without any nuclei and non-related
persons, (vii) non-related persons; unknown.

---

(c) Size of household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 2 persons; 3 persons; 4 persons;
5 persons; 6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or more; not
stated; and, separately, the number of households of each size and the aggregate
population by size of household.
Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P14.
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,
IllustratioD P15.

MultipersOD bouseholds III1d populatiOD iD sucb bouaeholds. b7 t7Pe
III1d si ze of bousehold

Total.

Households III1d populatiOD iD bouseholds consisting of:
Popula-

Geograpbical. dirlsioD
t7Pe of household

Y

Multiperson
bouseholds

and

tion iD
aultipersOD
bousebolds

2 persona

Housebolds

P0pula-

tion

3

vertJODB

Bousebolds

Popula-

tiOD

10 persona
or mre

Bouseholds

Popula-

tiOD

lot stated
Households

Popula-

tiOD

'IO'l'AL • • • • • • • • • •

lfuclear household • • • • •
Extended bousehold •• • •
One fEly Ducleus and
related persona • • • • •
Two or mre related

family Duclei wi tbout
otber persona • •

vrr

Two or IIOre related

family Duclei and
related persons • •
Related persona wi tbout
IID7 family Duclei • • •

~

r-

eo.poaite housebold • • • •
One family Ducleus.
related and DOD-related
persons • • • • • • • • •

One fllllily Ducleus and
DOD-related persona • • •
Two or IIOre related

f_11,. Duclei. related
and DOD-related persona •
Two or

!lOre related
fami17 Duclei and
DOD-related persona

Two or IIOre Don-related

family Duclei. wi tb or
witbout vrr otber perSODS
Related persona witbout
vrr Duclei and
DOD-related persons
NOD-related persons
Unknown • • •

.,

..
...

I

al This tabulation may be co~iled for (i) total country; (ii) each m,'or civil division; (iii) each minor civil division: (iv) each principal
locality. Distin!',Uish between urban and rural for (!). (g) and\iii). Ree Paras. 2.227-?228.--

....
P16. Multiperson households with one or more family nuclei and population in
such households. by type of household and family nucleus end by size of
household
Population inc!Eded:

all members of multiperson households

C~assifications:

(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (ii) and (ill).
(~) Type of household and of·family nucleus (paras. 2.79-2.85): nuclear
household consisting of (i) married couple without children, with 1 child,
2 children, 3 children, 4 children, 5 children, 6 or more children, (ii) father
with 1 child, 2 children, 3 children, 4 children, 5 children, 6 or more children,
(iii) mother .·rith 1 child, 2 children, 3 child.ren, 4 children, 5 children, 6 or
more children; extended household with only one family nucleus, distinguishing
between types (i), (ii) and (iii) as for nuclear household; extended household with
two or more family nUClei distinguishing between types (i), (ii) and (iii) as for
nuclear household; composite household with only one family nucleus distinguishing
between types (i), (ii) and (iii) as for nuclear household; composite household
with two or more family nuclei distinguishing between types (i), (ii) and (iii) as
for nuclear household; unknown.

(£) Size of household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 2 persons; 3 persons; 4 persons;
5 persons; 6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or more; not
stated; and, separately, the number of households of each size and the aggregate
~opulation by size of household.
Also indicated separately are the number of
family nuclei and the number of members of family nuclei of each type.
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation extends the infonnation on family nuclei made available
in tabulations P14 and P15 by presenting data on the structure of the
nuclei themselves according to the type and size of the household. The
distinction between nuclei consisting of couples without children, couples
with children and only one parent with children is useful for determining
the economic and social provisions that may be needed for families with only
one parent in the household and for couples living without children. The
extent to which nuclei of each type and size live in households of different
types yields indications of prevailing arrangements for the provision of
living quarters for each type of family nucleus and the need for measures to
alleviate these arrangements.
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Illustration Pl6.

Multil)el"8OD households with one or IIOre tlllllily nuclei and population in such households.
by type ot household and tlllllily nucleus and by size ot household
Households and population in households coneietinc ot:

Total

Popula-

Geographical division,
type ot household and
type ot tlllllily nucleus

!I

Multiperson
households

tion in
JaUltiparson
households

Imber
2 persons

Households

~pula-

tion

10 persons
or IIIOre

3 persons
Households

~pula-

tion

.....

Households

Population

ot
Bot stated
Households

Imber

Population

_bers

ot

ot

tlllllily
nuclei

family
nuclei

luclear household • • •

...

Married couple
with:
Bo children • • • •
1 child" (up to 6
or more children)
Total • • • • • • •

Father with child!
children:
1 child (up to 6
or more
children) • • • •
Total • • • • • • •

....I

~
I

M;)ther with child!
children: (as tor
"Father with child!
children")

....

Extended household
with only one
tamily nucleus
(as tor "Nuclear
household") • • • • •
Extended household
with two or more
tamily nuclei (as
tor "Nuclear
household") . . • . .
Caaposite household
with only one
fUIily nucleus (as
:ft)r ''Nuclear
household")

....

Composite household
vith two or more
tudly nuclei (as
tor "Iuclear
household") • • • • •
l1DImovn • • • • • • • •

!I This tabulation 'M!T be coapiled tor (i) total countIT; (11) each _30r civil dhbion; (m) each IIiDor ci'ril division;
locality. lliatin8\lish between urban and rural:ft)r (1). (ill and\iii). See paras. 2.22T~.228.

(n>

each principal

1""'""""'-~-."~~,".~-.~-"-. -,

•
P17. Households and population in households by size of household and number of
economically active members
Population included:

all members of households

Classifications:
<.~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) ~ (ii) and (iii ).

(b)

Size of household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 1 person; 2 persons; 3 persons;
6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or
more; not stated; and, separately, the number of households of each size and the
aggregate population by size of household.

4 persons; 5 persons;

(£) Number of economically active members (paras. 2.191-2.195): none,
1 member; 2 members; 3 members; 4 members; 5 or more members; not stated.
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation supplements the information on the economically active
members of households presented in tabulation ?12 by providing the data for
determining the ratio between economically active and not economically active
members according to household size. The usefulness of the data can be
increased if they are combined with the data on household income in
tabulation P56 to derive information on the relationship between household
inco~e and the proportion of household members who are economically active.
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P10. Households and population in households by size ot household and number ot
members under ••• years ot a~e
Population included:

all menbers ot households

Classitications:
(!.) GeograPhical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (i L lIi) and (iii).

(b) Size ot household (paras. 2.73-2.75): 1 person; 2 persons; 3 persons;
4 persons; 5 persons; 6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 persons or
more; not stated; and, separately, the num.ber ot households ot each size and the
aggregate population by size ot household.

(.£) Number ot members under...
e (the minimum age adopted tor
enumerat ing the econanically active population
para. 2.187): none; 1 member;
2 members; 3 members; 4 members; 5 or more members; not stated.
Use ot the tabulation
This tabulation supplements tabulation P17 by showing the number ot
household members below the age at which economic activity usually begins.
With this intormation, the ratio ot active household members to non-active
members in the working ages and the ratio ot active members to those below
working age can be separately computed according to household size. Data on
the number ot children below working age, by size ot household, are also
useful in planning tor meeting household needs and tor household weltare
measures.
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Group III.

Tabulations dealing with demographic and
social characteristics

2.241. The tabulations in this group deal with the seven demographic and social
topics: " sex li, "age ll , Hmarital status!", ';citizenship!l, ;:religion", "language I: and
I;national and/or ethnic group!;. The group contains six tabulations (pi9-P24), of
\-Thich two are for early release.
2.242. "Sex!; and "age!: are cross-classified by each other and each of the other
topics covered in the group. The five other topics appear in only a single
tabulation each within the group.
2.243. Because they are fundamental to the great majority of census tabulations,
"sex li and I: age " are also cross-classified by almost all topics in the tabulations
in groups I, II and IV-VI. "Marital status" is included in tabulation PIO
(group II), in which it is cross-classified by relationship to the head or other
reference member of the household, and in tabulations P37, p48 and P49 (group VI).
In the latter group, it is cross-classified by activity status for each sex and
with occupation and status in employment for economically active females. Although
"national and/or ethnic group" appears in only one tabulation in the present
recommendations, it should be noted that some countries have expressed an interest
in cross-classifying the topic by a wide range of other population and household
characteristics.
2.244. For more detailed descriptions of the uses of the data in the tabulations
dealing with demographic and social characteristics than those given in co nne xi on
with each individual tabulation, see the following publications: General Principles
for National Progr_ammes PJ:_~~Eulation Projections as Aids to pevelopment
Plannine;", 2Q/ ~1anuals_...Q!!. Hethods of Estimating Popul~tion, Manual II, Methods o_f
Am2raisal of Quality of ~~ic Data _for PC?.E.!!lati0ll.._Estimaj;el!. 2JJ and Manual III,
Methods for Population Projections by Sex and Age, 2£1 and Nationa~ Programmes of
Analysi~Population Census Data"~n Aid to Planning and Pol~~-Making. 21/
P19. Population by

singl~

?opulation included:

years of age and sex (for early release)

total population

Classifications:
(a) GeOgraphical_division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality
(distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii». (If it is considered
inadvisable to present the single-year classification for any particular
geographic division, at least the age categories "under 1::, "1-4" and the five-year
age groups should be shown for that division.)

50 / United Nations publication, Sales No. 65 •XIII. 2.
.2/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 1956.XIII.2 •
21../ United Nations publication, Sales No. 1956.XIII.3.
53/ United Nations publication, Sales No. 64.XIII.4.
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(~) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 1 year; 1 year; 2 years; 3 years; 4 years;
5 years; oyears; 7 years; ••• single years to 99; 100 years and over; not stated
(distinguish between subtotals: 1-4 years, five-year age groups 5-9, 10-14, •••
80-84, and 85 and over)

(c)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Information on the detailed age and sex structure of the population is
needed for actuarial analysis of the probability of survival and of related
life-table fUnctions. It is also essential for the evaluation of the accuracy
of census age data for the population. From this tabulation, it is possible
to reconstitute any selected age grouping (e.g., the school-age population
and the population of voting age or groups used in the calculation of food
requirements) without interpolating from fIve --year age groupS.
The five-year age groups are essential for many pul'}Joses, including the
analysis of the factors of population change, the preparation of current
population estimates and of projections, the calculation of age-specific
vital rates, analysis of the factors of labour supply and the study of
problems of dependency. The grouped age classification is recommended
because it is appropriate to cross-classification by other variables. The
tabulation provides a convenient summary of the total, urban and rural
population by the various geographic areas according to the age groups used
in most of the other recommended tabulations. The tabulation should present
"raw" Lunadjusted/ rather than graduated Ladjustei! age data.
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Illustration P19.

Geographical division
and age (in years)

Population by single years of age and sex
(for early release)

!I

Sex
Both
sexes

··············
Under 1 ·
··· ·········
1
···············
2
···············
3
···············
4
···············
1-4
···············
5 · · · · · · · · ·
· ·····
6
···············
7
········ ·· · ··· ·
8
···············
9
···············
5-9 ·
········· ·····
·

Male

Female

ALL AGES

·
·
99 · · · ·
· ··········
100 and over
···········
Not stated
············

!I This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total
civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv)
Distinguish between-urban and rural for (i), (ii) and
2.228.
-

-

country; (ll> each major
each principal locality.
(iii). See paras. 2.227-

P20. Population by marital status, age and sex (for early release)
Population included:

total T)opulation

Classifications:
(a)

Geographical division (!>aras. 2.227-2.228):

(i) total country;
Distinguish betlTeen

(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality.

urban and rural for (i) and (ii) (paras. 2.54-2.61).
(b) Marital status (paras. 2.97-2.104): single; married: widowed; divorced;
separated; not stated (Persons whose only, or latest marriage, has been annulled
may be classified in a se~arate category or classified accordin~ to their marital
status before the annulled marriage took place.)
(~) A,~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15 years; 16 years; ••• single
years up to 29; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years;
55-59 years; 60-64 years; 65-69 years; 70-74 years; 75 years and over; not stated.

(d)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female.

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation supplies material for the stud,y of age at marriage, in
the absence of marriage statistics, and frequency of celibacy, widowhood and
divorce and of the effect of these factors on population growth throuph
their influence on fertility. A simple measure of this influence is the
comparison of the ratio of children in the population to all women of childbearing age and the ratio of children to those women who have ever been
married. For this type of analysis, information on de facto, rather than
legal, marital st atus is most useful.
Information on the legal marital status of the population as a whole
and by sex and age groups is the basis for the computation of a number of
crude and age-sex-specific vital statistics rates, including legitimate and
illegitimate birth-rates, marriage rates specific for previous marital
status, divorce rates based on the married population and mortality rates
specific for marital status. The data are also required for the preparation
of nuptiali ty tables.
A refinement of this tabulation, showing heads or other reference
members of households by marital status, age and sex, can be used together
with the present tabulation to obtain age-sex marital status-specific rates
for the head or other reference member. Al)p1ication of these rates to the
projected population by age, sex and marital status provides projected
numbers of households.
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I1lustration P20.

Population by marital status, age and sex
(for early release)

Age (in years)

Geographical division, at
sex and marital status

All
ages

Under
15

15

16

...

29

30-34

...

Not
stated

75 and
over

10-14

Eoth sexes
'ro'r.AL • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Single

........... .

!.farried • • • • • • • • • • • •
Widowed • • • • • • • • • • . •

t.
1

~

... .... ....
Separated • • • • • • • • • • •
Not stated . . . . . . . . . .
Divorced

Male
(as for "Both sexes II)
(as for

Female
''BOth sexes")

I

II

!

I

I

I

a/ 1his tabulation ~ be canpiled for (1) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii )-each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rurai for (i) and (ii). See paras.
2.221-2.228.
-

t~:c=~=-

.

i

P2l. Population by country of citizenship, age and sex
Population included:

total po'Pulation

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(ii) each major civil division
(~)

Citizenship (paras. 2.105-2.109):

(!) total country;

citizen; alien; not stated

(~) Country of citizenship of aliens (paras. 2.105-2.109): each continent
(Africa; America, North; America, South; Asia; Europe; Oceania); each country
(within continent) which is the \:ountry of citizenshi'P of a significant number of
aliens; all other countries combined in each continent; country not stated;
continent not stated

(~) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-24 years; 25 -44 years;
45-64 years; 65 years and over; not stated (The age group which includes the age
limi t for voting m~ usefully be subdivided to show persons who have attained
voting age.)
(~)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The most important use of these data is in connexion with the stud,y
problems relating to the legal status and civil rights of immigrants and
non-ci ti zen groups. In countries, where all native persons are citizens
birth and naturalization is not unduly di fticul t, the data can be of use
the study of the rate of assimilation of the foreign-born population.

of
other
by
in

The tabulation also provides information on the national allegiance of
population groups within countries and for the world and its regions.
Although the data are less efticacious than information on birthplace and
language as possible indicators of ethnic composition, they may provide some
indications for particular population groups.
In conjunction with the country-of-birth statistics, they can be used
to determine comparative rates of naturalization among foreign-born 'Persons.
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Illustration P2l.

Population by country' ot citizenship,
age and sex

Age (in years) b/
Geographical division, a/
continent and country'
ot citizenship and sex

65 and

Under

All

15

ages

15-24 25-44 45-64

Not
stated

over

Both sexes

. .··········• ·
Citizens •
•
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
Aliens
·······• • ···

TOTAL

Ot which:

• · · · • · · ·
·
·
·
Country A c/.
•
·
·
COlmtry' B c/. · · · ·
•
•
•
•
·· · ·
··
COlm try Z c/.
· · • ·• ·· ·· ·•
All other cOlmtries
COlmtry' not stated
····
America, l'forth
···• • • •
(as above)
America, South
·····• •
(as above)
Asia
· ·(as· ·above)
·······•
Europe
·(as· ·above)
····• • ·•
Oceania •
···• ····
· •above)
(as
Continent not stated
·• • ·
Not stated
· Male
····• ·• ·•

Africa

(as tor "Both, sexes II )
Female
(as tor "Both sexes II )

I
I

!

;

t

I

I
!

a/ '!his tabulation ~ be compiled tor (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil-division (see paras. 2.227-2.228).
b/ '!he age group which includes the age limit tor voting may usetully be
subdivided to show persons who have attained voting age.
c/ Name ot country'.
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P22. Population by religion, age and sex
Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
major civil division

(i,) total country; (ii) each

(£) Religion (paras. 2.110-2.112): each religion (and sect, if desired) of
significance in the country; all others; no religion; not stated
(£.) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 5 years; 5-14 years; 15-24 years;
25-34 years; 35-44 years; 45-54 years; 55-64 years; 65-74 years; 75 years and·over;
not stated
(~)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides the basic information for a quantitative
assessment of the relative size and age-sex distribution of the different
religious groups in the country. For countries where there are significant
differences in economic and social characteristics among persons of different
religions, the data are useful for further investigation of the
interrelationship between these characteristics and religious belief or
affiliation.
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Illustration P22.

Population by religion, age and sex

Age (in years)

Geographical division,
sex and religion

!I

All
ages

...

Under

5

5-14 15-24

75 and

Not
stated

over

65-74

Both sexes

...··• ··• •
lEach religion (and sect,

TOTAL •

if desired) of
significance in the
co unt ry:]" • • • • •
All others •
No religion
Not stated

•

· ·•
·····
··• ·• ·•
·• ·• • • •

Male
(as for "Both sexes")

I

Female
(as for "Both sexes")
,

I I

I

j

!
,

al ~is tabulation III8iY be compiled tor (!.) total country; (ii) each major
civil-division (see paras. 2.227-2.228).
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P23.
?

Population included:

(mother ton e
age ann sex

usual language or abili t

to speak

total population

Classifications:
(!..) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality

(b) Language (paras. 2.113-2.116): each language or combination of languages
for which separate information is required; all others; not stated
(c) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 5 years; 5-14 years; 15-24 yea.rs;
25-34 years; 35-44 years; 45-54 years; 55-64 years; 65-74 years; 75 years and
over; not stated
(~)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Data on mother tongue are useful as an index to national and/or ethnic
groups, which are often reflected in the mother tongue of individuals long
after those persons have assimilated other customs of the majority of the
country's population.
Data on usual language provide a measure of the linguistic homogeneity
or differences in the population. When combined with data on place of birth,
they are particularly useful in the study of rates of assimilation of the
foreign-born population, which can indicate the possible need for measures
to encourage such assimilation.
Information on ability to speak one or more designated languages is
needed in connexion with problems of communicating with and educating
linguistic minorities. Such data are especially important in countries
where more than one official language is recognized and decisions must be
taken about the language to be used in schools, in official communications
etc.
Tabulation of persons Wlable to speak the official language of the
country, according to their usual language, is particularly useful in
connexion with planning for teaching the official language of the country
to linguistic minorities.
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Illustration P23.

Population by language (mother tongue, usual
language or ability to speak one or more
languages), age and sex

Age (in years)

Geographical division, al
sex and language

Under

All
ages

5-14 15-24

5

...

15 and
65-14

Not
stated

over

Both sexes

.• .·····•
lEach language or

TOTAL •

•

combination ot languages
tor which separate
intormation is
requiredl •
•
All others •
•
Not stated

····· ·
·· ···
·······

Male
(as tor "Both sexes")
Female
(as tor "Both sexes")
:

I

I

I
I

al '!his tabulation mB¥ be compiled tor (i) total country; (ii) each major
Civil-division; (iii) each principallocality-(see paras. 2.221.27228).
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P24. Population by national and/or ethnic group, age and sex
Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(!.) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(!!.) each major civil division

(!.) total country;

(b) Ifational and/or ethnic group (paras. 2 .li7-2.118) : each group for
which separate information is required, all others, not stated
(c) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 5 years; 5-14 years; 15-24 years;
25-34 years; 35-44 years; 45-54 years; 55-64 years; 65-74 years; 75 years and over;
not stated
(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
For countries that are not ethnically hOJOOBeneous, this tabulation
provideS the basic infon.ation for a quanti tati ve assessment of the relative
size and age-sex distribution of the different national and/or ethnic groups.
These data are the base for further investigation of other characteristics
of each group, which is needed in order to determine the variables connected
with ethnic affiliation and to formulate policies designed to alleviate the
social and economic handicaps affecting some of the groups.
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lllustration P24.

Population by national and/or ethnic
groU'D, age and sex

Age (in years)
"

Geographical division, a/
sex and ethnic group

All
ages

Under

5

5-14 15-24

...

75 and I Hot
65-74

over

stated

Both sexes
'roTAL •

...·······

/Each national and/or
ethnic group for which
separate information
is required7 • • • •
All others
Not stated

·• ·
·· ·· ·
······•
•

Male
(as for "Both sexes")
Female
(as for "Both sexes II )
I

,

I

,

I

a/ '!his tabulation ~ be compiled for (!.) total country; (ii) each major
ci vil-di vision (see paras. 2.227-2.228).
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Group IV.

Tabulations dealing with tertili ty and mortality

2.245 ~e tabulations in this group deal primarily with the seven fertility and
mortality topics: "children bom alive", "children living", "age at marriage",
"duration ot marriase", "live births within the 12 months preceding the census",
"deaths ot intants born within the 12 months preceding the census" and "maternal
orphanhood". '!he group contains seven tabulations (P25-P31), ot which two are for
early release.
2.246 Tabulations P25-P29 reter to the temale population 15 years of age and
over, tabulation P30 reters to a more limited age group ot the female population
and tabulation P31 reters to the total population. '!he topic "educational
attainment II is included in tabulation P28, where it is cross-classitied by age ot
women and number ot chUdren born alive.
2.247 For more detai~ed descriptions ot the uses ot the data in the tabulations
dealing with tertility and mortality than those given in connexion with each
indi vidual tabulation, see the citations in toot-notes 25-28 and 30-32.
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P25. Female 0 ulation 15 ears of.!!B..e and over by age and number of children
~rn alive fer early release)
?cpulation included: female population 15 years of age and over. (If the
population included is restricted to ever-married females, this fact should be
clearly stated _)
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.221-2.228):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and
(ii)

(b) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): 15-19 years; 20-24 years; 25-29 years;
30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years; 55-59 years;
60-64 years; 65-69 years; 10-14 years; 15 years and over; not stated
(c) Number of children born alive (paras. 2.124-2.126): none; 1 child;
2 children; 3 children; 4 children; 5 chiidren; 6 children; 1 children; 8 children;
9 children; 10 or mre children; and, separately, thE" aggregate number of children
born alive to women in each age category.
Use of the tabulation
Although census data on fertility cannot serve as a substitute for
reliable birth-registration statistics, they are particularly valuable for
countries where birth-registration statistics are lacking or deficient,
because they can be used to estimate current age-specific fertility rates and
the crude incidence of births in the total population. In addition, they are
useful as a supplement to satisfactory rE"gl.stration data, because they
provide a summary of the fertility experience of thp female population.
The principal measures of fertility that can be derived froM this
tabulation are (~) the gross fertility ratio (average number of children born
alive to women of child-bearinp.: age and over), (b) the average number of
children born alive to women who have reached the end of the child-bearing
period (i.e q 50 years and over), (c) the proportion of women who have had
no children by the end of their reproductive life, (d) the average number of
children born per wonan who has already borne at least one child and
(~) cumulative average gross fertility ratios by age groups.
The data also provide the base for the computation of birth-rates
specific for parity. The use of information from a series of censuses makes
it possible to identify cohorts of women ann to study their reproductive
patterns as they advance from one age group to another.
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Illustration P25.

Female population 15 years of age and over by ap,e and
nwnber of children born alive y
(for early release)

Geographical division b/
and age (in years) -

Total
females

.d ~dicat'j

Foule population th
number of children bom alive

I
.

I

o

I

I

1

I

2

"j-Number of
10 or - Not
children
••••• -more
stated' -born alive

I

TOTAl:. 15 AND OVER •

...
.. ...
.....
25-29 •
30-34 •
...
35-39 • • •

15-19 ••
20-24 •

40-44 ••
45-49 •
50-54 •

....

55-59 • • •
60-64

.......
10-14 • • • . . . . .
65-69 •

15 and over.
Not stated

- Y If the population included is restricted to ever-u.rried females, this
fact should be clearly stated.
EI This tabulation may be compiled tor (1) total country; (11) each major
civil divis~on. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and{i!.). See
paras. 2.221-2.228.
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populatio~ears
~dren living (for early

P26. Female

of age and over by age and
release)

num~er

of

Population included: female population 15 years of age and over. (If the
population included is restricted to ever-married females, this fact should be
clearly stated.)
£!!!.,sifications;

ell)

(.!.) ~aphical division (paras. 2 ..227-2.228): (1) total country;
each major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (1) and (ii)

(p) &!! (paras. 2.88-2.96): 15-19 years; 20-24 years; 25-29 years;
30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years; 55-59 years;
60-64 years; 65-69 years; 70-74 years; 75 years and over; not stated

(£) Number of children livine (paras. 2.128-2.130): none; 1 child; 2 children;
3 children; 4 children; 5 children; 6 children; 7 children; 8 children; 9 children;
10 or more children; not stated; and separately, the aggregate number of children
living of women in each age category
Use of the tabulation
The data from this tabulation are most useful for countries where deathregistration statistics are lacking or deficient, because they take account
of the mortality of live-born children during the lifetime of their mother.
Two measures of fertility can be derived from the tabulations. These
are (a) the net fertility ratio (average number of children survi vinp: to
women-of child-bearing age and over) and (b) cumulative average net fertility
ratios by age groups.
Some measure of mortality in the generation can be obtained by comparison
of the net fertility ratio derived from this tabulation with the gross
fertility ratio, Which can be derived from tabulation P25. This measure is
particularly valuable where death-rates estimated from fully adeqqate vital
registration statistics are not available.
In addition to the above-mentioned measures of fertility and mortality,
the tabulation also provides information for the analysis of family
composition by number of livine offsJ:ring. These data cannot be obtained
from birth-registration statistics; neither can they be obtained from the
census information on relationship to head of household because census
families comprise only those persons who live and are enumerated within the
same household; thus they do not necessarily include all the living children
of the woman enumerated. A tabulation of families by number of living issue
can therefore be useful to all countries.
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Illustration P26.

Female population 15 years of age and over by age and
number of children living y
(for early release)

--~'I

Female populat ion wi t ~cated
number of children living

in.H

I.

1---.--,-Geographical division pJ
and age (in years)

Totlll
females

o

10 or
1

2

•••••

Jl!Cre

Number of
children
livinp;

Not
stated

'1OTAL 15 AND OVER •
15-19 •

20-24 •

.......

25-29 •
30-34 •
35-39
40-44 .

.....

45-49 .
50-54 • •
• • • •
55-59 • • • • • • • •
60-64
.••
65-69 .
10-14 •
15 and over.

.....
....

!lot stated

,

______________~----~~~~--~--~~---I--------

!:I If the population included is restricted to ever-married females, this fact
should be clearly stated.

p.J This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country, (ii) each major
civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (1) andtii). See
paras. 2.221-2.228.
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P27. MOthers 15 years of age and over with ~t least on~ child under 15 lears
of age living in the same household ~e of mother an~~~__o! children
Population included: mothers 15 years of age and over with at least one child
under 15 years of age living in the same household. (If the mothers included are
restricted to "ever-married,l mothers, this fact should be clearly stated.)
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country;
(i1) each major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and
(ii)

(£) Age of mot~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): 15 years; 16 years; 17 years; ...
single years to 29 (with subtotals for 15-19, 20-24 and 25-29 years); 30-34 years;
35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50 years and over; not stated

(c) Age of children livinJLwith their own mother (paras. 2.88-2.96): under
1 year; 1 year; 2 years; 3 years; 4years;" 5 years;6years; 7 years; 8 years;
9 years; 10 years; 11 years; 12 years; 13 years; 14 years
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides data that serve for estimatinp fertility by the
"own-children" method, as explained in paragraph 2.123.
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Mothers 15 years ot age and over with at least one child
under. 15 years ot Il£e limg. in the same household, by
age ot mother and by ~e ot children y

Illustration P21.

Geographical division
and age ot mother
(in years)
'1'OTAL 15 AND OVER •

W

number

Total

ot

. under

.fhera

.
_
.
_-n r: I

Children by BFe (in years)

Total
15

Under
1

1.....

13

14

-+---+

·... ..
. 16 • · . . . . . . .
11 • • • · . . · . .
18 •• . . . . · . .
19 • · . . · . . . .
15 •

·.....
20 • • • •
21. · . . . . . . .
22.
·.....
23 • · . .
·..
24 • · . . · . . . .
20-24 • • •
·..
25 . • . . . . · . .
26.
·..
21 • · . . . . . . .
28 • · . . . . . . .
29 • · . . . . . . .
25-29 ••
·....
30-34 . . . . · . . . .
35-39
·..
40-44 • · . .
......
45-49 •

15-19 •••

50 and over • • •
Not stated

!I

·..

It the mothers included are restricted to "ever-married" mothers, this

tact should be clearly stated.

W This tabulation may be compiled tor (.1) total country, (ii) each major
civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (i) and\ii). ( See
paras. 2.221-2.228)
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P2/J,

Fema.le f1PPu..latfo.lJ .15 years of' age and over, by age,
number of children born alive and educational attainment

Population included: fer.tale population 15 years of age and over. (If the
population included is restricted to "ever-married" females~ this fact should
be clearly stated.)
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and (~i)--

(b) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): 15-19 years; 20-24 years; 25-29 years;
30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years; 55-59 years;
60-64 years; 65-69 years; 70-74 years; 75 years and ov?r; not stated
Number of children born alive (paras. 2.124-2.126): none; 1 child;
2 children; 3 children; 4 children; 5 children; 6 children; 7 children; 8 children;
9 children; 10 or more children; not stated; and, separately, the aggregate
number of children born alive to women in each age category
(c)

(d) Educational attainment (paras. 2.149-2.163): no schooling; first level
started but not completed; first level completed; second level started but not
completed; second level completed (regardless of any education at the third level);
level not stated (the subcategory "special educationll should be included in each
level if feasible)
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides all the measures of fertility that can be
derived from tabulation P25 and likewise provides the base for the computation
of birth-rates specific for parity. In addition, it makes available
information on educational attainment, which is considered to be closely
related to fertility differentials and is likely to become increasingly
important with educational advances among women.
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IUutratioa P28.

~e populatioa 15 7'8U'. ot ... an4 Oftr, 'bJ' ... , Duaber
ot chil4reD 'bom ali.... aDd e4ucatioaal attaiDMDt !I

P-.l.e populatioa with indicated nUllbel'
ot children 'bom ali....
Oeo8r&Pb1cal di visioa, ~
eduoatiODal attai...m:
aDd lISe (in ~an)

o

10 and

1

2

oYer

aot
.tated

a1Dlber ot
chil4reD
'bom allY.

All leTel. ot education
'l'O'rAL 15 AID OVER • • • • •
15-19 • • • . . • . • • •
20-21,. • • • • • • • • • •

.

TO-Tit • • • • • • • • • •
15 aDd 0Ter • • • • • • •
aot nated • • • • • • •
., .chooling
(ae tor "All leYe18
ot education")
Pirn leYel ot
education: gJ
Started bat not
CCIIIPleted
(a. tor ItAll
leYe18 ot
education It)
CCIIIpleted
(ae tor ItAll
lwe18 ot
educationlt )
Second le....l ot
education: gJ
Started but not
CCIIIPleted
(ae tor ItAll
leTel.ot
education It)
COIIpleted
(ae tor All
leYe18 ot
education It)
Level not nated
(ae tor ItAll
leYe18 ot
education It )

V.

!I

It the population is J'fttricted to "eYer-lllN'l'iedlt taaales, this tact should be clearly stated.

~ TId. tabulation ~ be COIIPiled tor (!) total count1'7; (il) each ....,or civil division.
Dlninsuie between urban an4 rural tor (!) aDd (il). See paras. 2.221-2.228.
gJ Including the subc&tesorT Itspecial educatioa" it teasible.
jf Regardle.s ot &Ill' educatioa at the third leYel.

P29. Female population 15 years ot age and over, in their
tirst marriage or married only once, by age at marriage,
duration ot marriage and number ot children born alive
Population included: temale population 15 years ot age and over, in their tirst
marriage or married only once
C1assitications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (i) and ( i i ) -

(b) Age at marriage (paras. 2.131-2.134): under 15 years; 15-19 years;
20-24 years; 25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35 years and over, not stated

(£) Duration ot marriage (paras. 2.135-2.138): less than 1 year; 1 year;
2 years; ••• single years to 14; 15-19 years; 20-24 years; 25-29 years; 30 or
more years; not stated
(~) Number ot children born alive (paras. 2.124-2.126): none; 1 child;
2 children; 3 children; 4 children; 5 chi1dren~ 6 children; 7 children, 8 children;
9 children; 10 or more children; not stated; and, separately, the aggregate
number ot children born alive to women in each category ot age at marriage crossclassitied with each category ot duration ot marriage

Use ot the tabulation
This tabulation provides, tor women in their tirst marriage~ and tor
widowed, divorced and separated women who have had only one marriage, the
data needed tor computing all the measures ot tertility described in
connexion with the use ot tabulation P25. The addition ot data on age at
marriage and on duration ot marriage makes it possible to analyse the
relationship between these two variables and the tertility patterns ot
women in their tirst marriage.
In countries where most births are legitimate, the tabulation is
particularly usetul tor studies ot trends in legitimate births, in association
with intormation derived trom current civil registration ot births, because
ot the intormation it provides on years ot exposure to the risk ot pregnancy.
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IllunratiOD P29.

' - l e population 1578&1"8 ot ... aDd cmtr. in their tint

-.rrt... or "arrie4 oal7 ODce, 'b7 ap at arriap. duration
of -.rr1ap aDd n1aber of chilc!ren 'born albe

'total

l'aale. ill their tint -.rriase or
-.rried cml7 ODce. with iIl4icated
n_beI" of chilcJren born alb.

t . - l.. 15

Qeosraphical dirle1on. !I
... at urriase (in
:rears) aDd duration of
-.rriage (ill yean)

T8V. of ...
aDd cmtr in
tirst -.rr1ase
or -.rrie4
oalT once

B.ber

o

10 or

1

2

.,re

Bot

stated

All yeS at arriaq
ALL DUltATIOBS • • • • • • • •
Lees thaD l:rear • • • • •
1 • • • • • • . . • • • • •
2 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.

14

ot

children
born alive

. . . . . . . . . . . .

15-19 • • • • • • • • • • •
20-2" • . • . • • • • • • •

25-29 . • . • • . . . . • •
30 an4 OTeI" • • • • • • • •
Bot .tated • • • • • • • •
Uader 15 ,.... at
.vriase (ae tor "All
-se. at marriage")
15-19 at marri...
(ae tor "All .... at
urria&e")
20-2~ at MlTi...
(ae tor "All ase. at
-.rriap")
25-29 at urriase
(ae tor "All as.. at
marriage")
30-~ at marriase
(ae tor "All .... at
-.rri. .e")
35 _d OYer at
.aniase (ae tor "All
ase. at urriase")
Ace at marriage
not .tated
(ae tor "All ase.
at urriage")

!I Thi. tabulation JIq be coapile4 tor (1) total country; (11) _ch aJor cirll division.
Distiquish between urban aDd rural tor (1) and (11). See parae. 2.221-2.228.

P30.

Female population ••• to 49 years of age by ap,e 2 number of
live births within the 12 months preceding the census. and
deaths among these live births
.

Population included: female population between the minimum age-limit adopted by
the country for collecting information on current fertility and 49 years of age
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country~ (ii) each
major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (1) and ( i i ) -

(b)

Live births within the 12 months
total number

(paras~ 2.139-2.1 3:

the census

the 12 months
total number
(d) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; not stated
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides data that serve for estimating current
fertility rates and current infant mortality rates, particularly as a
supplement to vital rates or as a SUbstitute for these rates where birth and
death registration is defective or inadequate.
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Illustration P30.

Female population ••• a/ to 49 years of age by age,
number of live births within the 12 months preceding
the census, and deaths among these live births b/

Geographical division,
and age (in years)

£./

Total
females
~/ to
49 years of age

...

Live births
Number
of which
Total
have died

TOTAL
Under 15 d/
15-19
·
20-24
·
25-29
30-34 ·
35-39
40-44
·
45-49
Not stated

·········
· · · · · · ·· · · · ··
·· ···· ···
············
···········
·· · · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ··
·
·
· · · ·· · ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· · ··
·
·

a/ The minimum age adopted by the country for census questions on current
fertility.
b/ If the population included is restricted to ;lever-married f ; females, this
should be clearly stated.
c/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil-division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and-rii). See
paras. 2.227-2.228.
d/ All ages between the minimum age adopted by the country for census
questions on current fertility and 14 years, if the minimum is below 15 years.
P31. Population by maternal orphanhood and age
Population included:

total population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and
(ii)

(b) Maternal orphanhood (paras. 2.146-2.148):
mother dead; not stated

natural mother living: natural

(£) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): five-year age groups within the age limits
adopted by the country for the investigation of maternal orphanhood
Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides data that serve for estimating the levels and
patterns of adult female mortality, particularly as a substitute for vital
rates where death registration is defective or non-existent.
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w.

Illustration P31.

Population by maternal orphanhood and age
Natural mother

Geographical division, ~
and age (in years)

Total
population

Living

Dead

not
stated
,(

/Five-year age groups
within the age limits
adopted by the country
for the investigation _
of maternal orphanhoo~

j

)

a/ Thi s tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country" (H) each maj or
civil division. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) and-rii). See
paras. 2.227-2.228.
-Group V.

Tabulations dealing with educational characteristics

'.

2.248. The tabulations in this group deal with the four educational topics:
;leducationa1 attainment", :i1iteracy:t, IIschoo1 attendance" and Ileducational
qualifications". The group contains five tabulations (P32-P36), of which two are
for early release.
2.249. There are a number of differences in the population coverage of the
tabulations, in respect of age and other attributes, which are made evident by
their titles. It should also be noted that tabulations P32 and P33 contain both
a basic and an optional classification of educational attainment. Both
classifications employ categories of the International Standard Classification of
Education (ISCED) (see paras. 2.149-2.150) but the basic classification uses only
the levels of ISCED listed in paragraph 2.153, while the ~ptiona1 classification
uses, in addition, the separate indications and the subdivisions set forth in
paragraphs 2.157-2.159.
2.250. "Educational attainment" appears also in tabulation P28 (group IV) crossclassified by age of women and number of children born alive, and in three
tabulations of group VI, in which it is cross-classified by "occupation:!
(tabulation p44), :lindustryli (tabulation p45) and "place of usual residence ll and
"duration of residence f; (tabulation p47) of the economically active population.
2.251. For more detailed descriptions of the uses of the data in the tabulations
dealing with educational characteristics than those given in connexion with ~ach
individual tabulation, see the following publications: General Principles for
National Programmes of Population Projections as Aids to Development Planning 54/
and National Programmes of AnalYsis of Population Census Data as an Aid to
Planning and Policy-Making. 55/

~

United Nations publication, Sales No. 65.XIII.2.

221

United Nations publication, Sales No. 64.XIII.4.
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P32. Population ••• years of age and over not attending school, by
educational attainment, age and sex (for early release)
Population included: all persons at or above the usual age for entrance into
school who are not attending school
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban
and rural for (i) and (ii)

(b)

Educational attainment (paras. 2.149-2.163):
(1)

Basic classification: no schooling; first level started but not
completed; first level completed; second level started but not
completed. distinguishing between (i) first stage started but not
completed, (ii) first stage completed, (iii) second stage started
but not completed; second level completed; third level: first
stage (ISCED categories 5 and 6) started but not completed~ third
level: first stage completed regardless of any education at the
third level: second stage (ISCED category 7); level not stated
(The subcategory "special education" should be included in each
category of the first and second level if feasible.)

(2)

Optional classification: no schooling, distinguishing between
illiterate and literate: first level of education, by single grades,
grade not stated, special education; second level: first stage, '
according to type (general education, teacher training, other
education) by single grades, grade not stated, special education l
second level: second stage (as for second level: first stage);
third level: first stage (ISCED category 5) according to type
(university or equivalent institution) non-university teacher
education, other non-university), by single grades, grade not
stated; third level: first stage (ISCED category 6) (as for third
level: first stage (ISCED category 5)); third level: second
stage (ISCED category 7) according to type (as for third level:
first stage); level not stated

(c) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): ••• -14 years; 15-24 years; 25-34 years;
35-44 years;-45-54 years; 55-64 years; 65 years and over; not stated (but over
years)
(d)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides an important indication of the capacity of the
nation for economic and social development. It furnishes material for the
comparison of the present educational equipment of the adult population with
the present and anticipated requirements of educated manpower for various
types of economic activities. Such a comparison may serve as a guide both
to national policy for the development of the educational system and to the
planning of economic development programmes that it would be feasible to
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carry out in view of manpower requirements. The tabulation also makes it
possible to compute the i/index of educational attainment'/. i.e. the median
number of years of formal schooling completed by the population five years
of age and over, which is a valuable supplementary indicator of national
levels of living.
It should be noted that some countries may find it advisable to restrict
the investigation to persons 15 years of age and over (see para. 2.152), and
this should be taken into consideration when computing the above-mentioned
Ilindex of educational attainment il •
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I.

Illuatration P32.

Population. •• y 7ftI'8 o~ age and Oftr not
atteDdiq schOol, 'b7 educational attaUmeat,
age and sex
(~or

ear17 releue)

Total
population
Oeosrapbical diTlsion, ..,
sex and
educatioDal attaiDaeDt

Age

(iD 7Hh)

... y

;years
and Ofti'

... Y llJ

l5-21J

25-31J

........

65 and
oftr

Both seus
'1'O'.rAL •

... .··· ····
·······

110 schooliq
Pint leftl o~
educati_: !I
started bU't Bot
~leted •
CcIIpleted
Second level o~
education sJ Dot
completed':
"irst stage started
but DOt completed
"irst stage
completed •
Second stage started
but DOt completed .•
Second leftl o~
educat,ion !I
completed
Tblrd le...el: ~irst
stase o~ education
(ISCID catesories 5

· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··

······
··
. ·· · ····

and 6):

Bot caapleted
Completed V .
Leftl DOt stated

·· · ·· ·· ··
· ·· · · ·

Male
(ai"'tOr "Both sexes")
"aale

(U""t'Or "Both sexes")

y

'!'be lover age-lbdt should be the usual age

~or

eDtrance iDto school.

W Tbls tabulation mq be coapiled ~or (!) total coUD'tlT; (11) each maJor 8iTll diTlsioD;
(11i) each priDcipal localit7. DiatiDsuish betveeD urbaD and rural tor (i) and (11). See
piNs. 2.221-2.228.
-

!I
V

IDCludiq a subcatesor.r "special educatioD" i t teasible.
Resardless o~ UI7 education at the third leftl: second stage (ISCED cateSOlT T).
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Bot
stated

P33.

Population ••• to 24 years of age attending school, by educational
!!tainment, age and sex

Population included: all persons between the usual age for entrance into school
and 24 years of age
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban
and rural for <.!) and (ii)

(b)

Ed~cational

attainment (paras. 2.l49-2.l63):

(1)

Basic classification: education preceding the first level and less
than one completed grade at the first level; first level by single
grades, grade not stated; second level: first stage by single
grades, grade not stated; second level: second stage by single
grades, grade not stated; third level: first stage (ISCED
categories 5 and 6) by single grades, grade not stated; third level:
second stage (ISCED category 7); special education (not classified
by level); level not stated

(2)

Optional classification: education preceding the first level and
less than one completed grade at the first level; first level, by
single grades, grade not stated, special education; second level:
first stage according to type (general education, teacher training,
other education) by single grades, grade not stated, special
education; second level: second stage (as for second level: first
stage; third level: first stage (ISCED category 5) by single grades,
grade not stated; third level: first stage (rSCED category 6) by
single grades, grade not stated; third level: second stage (ISCED
category 7); level not stated

(£) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): ••• -9 years; 10-14 years; 15-19 years;
20-24 years; not stated (but under 25 years) (The lower age-limit should be the
usua: age for entrance into the first level of school. If it is desired to include
older persons attending school, the upper age-limit should be extended as
appropriate and the necessary additional categories should be added to the age of
classification)
(d)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Data on the educational attainment of the school-age population provide
information on net attendance in schools at each level. This makes possible
the approximate computation of several indicators of levels of living,
including (a) total school enrolment ratio, which is the total enrolment in
all schools~elow the third level as a percentage ratio to the population
aged approximately 5-19 inclusive, (£) first-level school enrolment ratio,
which is the total enrolment in schools at the first level as a percentage
ratio to the population aged approximately 5-12 years inclusive,
(£) second level school enrolment ratio, which is the total enrolment in
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schools at the second level as a percentage ratio to the population aged
approximately 12-19 years inclusive, and (d) third (higher) education
enrolment ratio, which is the total enrolment in schools at the third level
per 100,000 population.
The usefulness of the data can be increased if ages are tabulated in
single years. Because, however, the singler-year categories will produce
an extremely large tabulation and because a separate tabulation of school
attendance by single years of age is also recommended (tabulation P35),
classification by five-year age groups is considered satisfactory for the
present tabulation.
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Illustration P33.

Pop\I1atioa ••• !I to 2-. W 7e&n ot
attendiq achool, 'b7 e4ucatiOD&l.
attai~, ace !IIld au
Sex !IIld

ace

ace

(in yara)

Both sun

Geographical divisioa,
school attendance and
educational attainment

Y

'l'ota1

... II

to 2""!I

5-9

lO-l~

15-19

20-2"

lot
atated

Mal.

1"..:1.

(.. tor
"Both
se.a")

(as t~
"Both
aex.a")

'l'OTAL • • • • • • • • •

Less than one completed
grade at tirst leTel •
'irst lev.l:
Grade 1 • • • • • • • •

Grade DOt stated
Second level:
First stage •••
(as tor "P'irst leTel")
Second stage • • • • • •
(as tor "First level.")
Third leTel:
First stage (ISCED
categorT 5) • • • • • •
(as tor "First level")
First stage (ISCED
cateSOrT 6) • • • • • •
(as tor "First level")
Second stage (ISCED
cateSOrT 7) • • • • • •
Special education (Dot
classitied by level) •
Level not stated • • • •

y

!he lover age-limit should be the usual age tor entrance into school.

~ It it is desired to include older persons attending school, the upper age-lillit should be
extended as appropriate and the neceseary additional catesoriea should be added to the age classitication.
y This tabulation IIIq be compiled tor (1) total countrT; (ii) each -.1or civil division. Distinguish
between urban and rural tor (1) and Uil. See paras. 2.221-2.228.
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P34.

Population 10 years of age and over by literacY', age and sex

Population included:

all persons 10 years of age and over

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country:
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division. Distinguish
between urban and rural for (i), (if) and (iii)

(k) Literacy (paras. 2.164-2.167): literate;

illiterate~

not stated

(~) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): 10-14 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years: 30-34 years; 35-44 years~ 45-54 years; 55-64 years; 65 years and over;
not stated (but over 9 years)

(g.>

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation provides one of the indicators of national levels of
living and a measure of one of the factors in the national capacity for
technological and cultural development; it is needed for tracing the progress
in educational development of past generations and projecting future trends.
In countries where the adult population is largely illiterate, the
tabulation is of immediate use in planning for adult literacy, particularly
if the data are tabulated for local areas.
In addition, these data serve as the denominator in the computation of
vital rates differentiated by literacy used as a socio-economic variable,
such as birth rates by literacy of mother and marriage and divorce rates by
literacy of husband and wife.
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Illustration P34.

Geographical division,
sex and age (in years)

£I

Population 10 years of age a/ and over
by literacy, age and sex

Literacy
Total

Literate

Illiterate

Not stated

Both sexes
TOTAL 10 !I AND OVER
10-14 a/ • • • • •
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-44
45-54
55-64 .
65 and over
Not stated

.....
.....

~

(as for "Both sexes")
Female
(as for "Both sexes")
------------------------------~-------~-----,-------~--------------~-----------------

a/ Where it is felt that the literacy rate for the age-group 10-14 years
be misleading in international comparison, the lower age-limit for the
tabulation may be 15 years.
b/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil division; (iii) each minor civil division. Distinguish between urban and
rural for (i), (ii) and (iii). See paras. 2.227-2.228.
may
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P35.

Population_~. to 24 . ears of a e b school attendance
years of ap,e and sex for early release

sin 1e

Population included: all persons between the usual age for entering the first
level of school and 24 years of age
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division~ (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal
locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), ITi) and (iii)

(b) School attendance (paras. 2.168-2.171):
school; not stated

attending school: not attending

(£.) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): 5 years; 6 years~. 7 years:. 8 years; 9 years:;
10 years; 11 years; 12 years; 13 years; 14 years; 15 years; 16 years; 17 years;
18 years; 19 years: 20 years; 21 years; 22 years; 23 years; 24 years~ not stated
(but under 25). (The lower age-limit should be the usual age for entrance into
the first level of school. If it is desired to include older persons attending
school, the upper age should be extended as appropriate and the necessary
additional categories should be added to the age classification.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The classification of young persons attending and not attending school,
by single years of age and sex, is essential for studies of the numerical
relationship between the population of school age and the population actually
in school. The proportion of the school-age population that is ~b1e to
take advantage of the educational system is one of the first types of
information required for the assessment of the adequacy of the educational
system of a country.
School enrolment statistics derived from institutional records are not
adeq.uo.te, in many countries, to provide an exact measure of total attendance
or data on important characteristics of the school-going population,
particularly on age. Even countries with comprehensive, detailed statistics
compiled from records of educational institutions can benefit from a
periodic assessment of the accuracy of these statistics by comparison with
this census information on net school attendance.
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Illustration P35.

Population. •• a/ to 24 'W years ot age by
school attendance, single years ot age and
sex
(tor early release)

-

Geographical division,
sex and age (in years)

£I

Total

Attending
school

School attendance
Not attending
school

-

Not stated

Both sexes

············
···········
·············
········· ····
· · · ··········
·············
·············
·········· ···
·············
·········· ···
·············

TOTAL

5 ~
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

·
·
·
24 b/. ·
··········
Not stated (but under 25) 'W
~

(as for I'Both sexes")
Female
(as for "Both sexesl1)

-

!I

The lower age-limit should be the usual age for entrance into school.

BI If it is desired to include older persons attending school, the upper
age-limit should be extended as appropriate and the necessary additional categories
should be added to the age clsssification.
£! This tabulation may be compiled for (!.> total country; (!!) each major
civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish betwe;D"urban and rural for (!), (ii) &;;'d (iii). See paras 2.227-2.228.
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P36.

Population that has succ~ssfullY complet~d a course of study at th~
third level of education, by ~ducational 9ualification~, ap,e and
SE"X

Population included: all persons who haVE" SUCCE"ssfully complE"tE"d a courSE" of
study at the third level of education
Classifications:
(~) Geo~raphical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; {iii} E"ach principal locality

(R) Educational qualifications {paras. 2.l72-2.l79}:
diploma, certificate, ~tc. acquired and fiE"ld of study

highest

de~ree,

(£) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 20 years~ 20-24 years; 25-34 years;
35-44 years; 45-54 YE"ars; 55-64 years; 65 years and OVE"r; not stated
<.~)

.Sex (para. 2. 87) :

male; fE"malE"

Use of thE" tabulation
This tabulation supplE"ments tabulation P32 by providin~ an important
indicator of th~ nature of the skilled manpower availablE" in the country. It
allows estimates to be made of thE" stock and expected inflow of skilled
manpower in different fiE"lds, for comparison with thE" skill~d manpower needs
of various sectors of the ~conomy.
The addition to thE" tabulation of a classification by occupation and
by industry would furnish a useful supplE"mE"nt to tabulations p44 and p45 by
making availablE" information on the E"xtent to which specific skills are being
used in the economic structur~.
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Illu.tration P36.
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(ae tor "All tiel48 ot
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lot
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!.!!!1m
(ae tor "Both . . . .")

~ '!'hie tabulatiOD ~ lie ~1e4 tor (1) total. COIIIItlT; (it) ach -.Jor cinl 4indOD; (ll!) each priDcipal
localIty. See parae. 2.227-2.228.

Group VI.

Tabulations dealing with economic characteristics

2.252. Th~ tabulations in this group deal primArily with the six economic topics:
"activity status", "oc cupa.t ion" , "industry"~ "sta.tus in pmployment", "time work~d"
and "income". "Sector of employment" is not dealt with bt>caust> thE"rE" is B.S yt>t no
common basic approach to the topic among tht> rE"gions. Th~ ~roup contains 20
tabulations (P37-P56), of which four arE" for E"arly rel~asE".
2.253. The majority of tht> tabulations (P38-P49 and P5l-P55) refE"r to thE" tote.l
economically actiVE" population or a segment of it. ~Tithin the- ma.jority,
tabulations p48 and p49 refer to only the ~conomically active female population and
tabulations P5l-P55 refE"r to only the t>conomically activt> employed population.
Tabulation P37 covers the total population above the minimum age-limit set for tht>
inve-stieation of E"conomic characteristics (see para. 2.187), tabulation P50 cove-rs
the population that is not economically activp. and tabulation P56 rE"fE"rs to
house-holds and tht> population within them. Tabulation P37 is th~ only tabulation
that specif'ically identif'ies the unemployed and, among them, persons seeking l-TC1'k
for the f'irst time, but it should be noted that the illustrations f'or tabulatior.s
P38-P49 call f'or a clear statement of' the treatment of' unemployed persons, i.e.
whether or not they have been included in tht> tabulation and, if' included, how
their occupation, industry and status in employment were determined. Countries .Iay
also wish to present tabulations P38··P49 separately f'or the employed population
only.
2.254. Several topics related to characteristics other than economic ones arE"
included in somE" of tht> tabulations: "marital sta.tus" in tabulations P37, pl~8 aId
p49, "educational attainment" in tabulations p44, p45 and p47 and "place of' usua:
residence" and "duration of residE"nce" in tabulations p46 and p47. Households bJ
size are an important component of' tabulation P56.
2.255. Economic characteristics also appear in tabulations P12 and Pl7 (group II .•
1n tabulation P12, "activity status" and "status in employment" of' the heads or
other reft>rt>nce members of' h~useholds is cross-classif'ied by, inter alia,
"activity status" of' other household members. In tabulation P17, the number of
economically active members of' houst>holds is cross-classif'it>d by size of
households.
2.256. For more detailed descriptions of' the uses of' tht> data in the tabulations
dealing with economic characteristics than those given in connt>xion with each
individual tabulation, see the following publications: Methods of' Analysing C~nsus
Data on Economic Activities of the Population 56/ and Sex and Age Patterns of'
Participation in Economic Activity. 211

56/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.69.XIII.2.
57/ United Nations publication, Salt>s No. 6l.XIII.4.
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status. marital sta.tus,

P37.

Population included: population at or abov~ the minimum age adopted for
enumerating th~ economically active population
Classifica.tions:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(1) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish be'tw~en urban a.nd rural for (1), (ii) and (iii)

(b)

Activit

status (paras. 2.188-2.197): economica.llyactive: (i) employed;
distinguishing persons seeking work for the first time); not
economically active; not stated
(i~) unemployed

C£) l-iarital status (paras. 2.97-2.104):
separated; not stated

single; married: widowed, divorced,

(d) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years! 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35-39 years·, 40-44 year~; 45-49 years; 50-54 years;
55-59 years; 60-61~ years; 65-69 years~ 70-74 years: 75 years and over; not stated.
(rrhe category liunder 15 years ll should include all ages between the minimum agelimit adopted by the country for census qu~stions on economic activity and 14
years, if the minimum is below 15 years.)
(~)

Sex (para. 287):

male,

femal~

Use of the tabulation
Studies of the growth, composition and distribution of manpower are of
fundamental importance for the determination of policies and planning of
programmes aimed at full and effective utilization of a nation's human
resources. This tabulation provides the data ne~ded for computing crude and
age-specific participation rates, that is, the percentages of economically
active persons among males and f~males of each ag~ group, which are
fundamental for studies of factors d~termining the size and composition of a
nation's manpower and its relation to the aize and structure of the
population, and for making manpower projections.
Economic activity rates can also be used in conjunction with life-table
functions to calculate the working life of males and females and rates of
accession to, and retirement from, economic activity.
Information on the employed and the unemployed furnishes part of the
data need~d for the appraisal of manpower utilization, which can serve as a
guide for short-term and long-term policy planning. It can provide some of
the bench-mark data ne~ed for more intensive and current studies of
unemployment and underemployment which can b~ eff~ctuat~d through labour
force sample surveys.
These data also provide material for the analysis of the relation of
marital status to ~conomic activity, which is ~articularly important in
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analysing th~ economic activity of women and the ~robab1~ effect th~reon of any
anticipated changes in the distribution of the female population by marital
status. If the results are tabulated sE'parately for urban and rural ar~as, as
recommended, they will provide useful approximations of the marital status of
women etl8ag~ in agriculture and in non-agricultural work. At the same tim~, the
data show the marital status groups in which untapped sources of f~ma1e labour
supply can be found.
The data on marital status for the male population may give an approximate
indication of the numb~r of workers who are responsible for th~ support of
dependants, sinc~ most married men who ar~ economically active may be presumed to
have dependants, while most economically active sing1~ persons are probably without
d~pendants •
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Illustration P37.

Po!,>ulation ••• a/ years of :t~e n.nc1. over by activity status,
marital status, age and sex
(for early release)
Activity status
"Lconomically active

G~o~raphical

division, b/
marital status, sex and
a"'e (in years)
.J

Unemployed

...

aj
'.l.'otal
years of
ace and
Ell'lDloyed
over

Total

Seekil1{"
'fOrk for
the first
time

Jfot
econo!'lic~Tot
ally
active
stated

Both sexes
,~.TJL

AG:i':S

.······•

Under 15 £/

·······
······
·
25-29
· ·
·
·
30-34
·· ·· ··• ·· ··· ·· ···
40-4 1
· ·· ··
45-49 ·· ·· · ·
·
·
·
50-511
···
55-59 ·· · ·• · ·
·
·
··
60-64
• · · · • ·
·
65-69 •
·· ·· ·· ·· ·• ··
70-74
·
75 and over
• ·
Hot stated · ·
····

15-19
20-211
3~-39
1

Single

( as for "1\11 aees")

I,:a.rried
(as for "All ages")
Hido'W'eo.
(as for "All a[,:es")
Divorced
(as for "lUl ages")
E)e!)arated
(as for "All aces")
Not ste.ted
(as for lIilJ.l ar,es")
Mru.e
(as for "Both sexes")
Female
(as for "Both sexes")
a/ The ll1l.nUaUIn
active population.

a~e

adopted by tlle country for enumeratine the economically

b/ This tabulation rr.c.y be corrpiled for (i) total country; (ii) each rna,10r civil
division; (iii) each minor civil division; (i"-;) each principal l~ality. Distinguish
bet,.,een urb;-and rural for (i), (ii), c.nd (ii i ). (See paras. 2.227-2.228).
.
c/ All aGes betveen the minimum ap:e-limit 'l.dopted by the country for census
queBtIons on economic acti vi ty ant;. 14 years, if t'l,e minimum is bei.ow 15 vears.
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P38.

Lconomicall:v a,ctive pOl)ulation, by occupation, aGe a.nd sex
(for early release)

Population includec:

economically active ?opulation

Classifications:
(a) GeocraDhical d.i vision (par~s. 2.227-2.223): (i) tot~.l country; (ii) each
Yl.1ajor civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; Tiv) each princi-"~llocality.
Distin~uish betveen urb;u:}ancL rural for (i), (ii) and (iIT)
-

-

-

-

(b) Occupation (paras. 2.190-2.201): ~ccordinc to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Cl~,ssification of occupations (ISCO).
at least to the I1"_inor (t~'To-die;it) groups. (The illustration uses tIle minor [Sl'oupS
of the 1968 revision.)
(£.) Age (paras. 2.88-2.9G): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-111~ vears; }l5-J~9 years; 50-5h years;
55-59 years; Go-64 vears; G5-G9 years; 70-74 years; 75 years and over; not stated.
(The cl'ttecor-f "under 15 years" should include all ages betueen the lIliniPlum acelimi t adopted by the countI"3' f'or census questions on economic acti vi ty and 14 years.
if the minimum is below 15 years.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.;]7):

male; female

Use of' the tabulation
In addition to the picture they present of the aLe-sex distribution of
the population in particular occupations ~,d industries, tabulations P38 and
P39 furnish materia.l for analyses of rates of accession to, l'I.nd ,·rithdral-Tal
from, particular types of economic activities. These data make it possible to
carry out co-ordinaten studies of prospective trends in the number of workers
attached. to various occupations a.'ld industries, uithin the frameworlt of
projections of the total economically active population. The tabulations
also provide the denominators for differenti~ analysis of fertility and
mortality according to occupation and industry.
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Illutrat1clll

P.58.

~~

... u4

active popalatlon b)' occupation,

aex!l

(tor earl¥ rel. . . )

---_ _-•..

AI. (in ,.u.)
CJeccN.1Ihlcal. din.lon
• • aD4 OCCVII&tlon

-

W

All ....

1JD4eI'
15

!I

15-19

I

20-24

~CALIZ

~_ P'GQ

25-29

.. . ..

10-74

I

Botb . . . .

'I'OIAL

I

I

I

II1Dor IJ'OUP 0-1 • • •

I
I

II1Dor IJ'OUP 0-2/0-' •

II1DDII' IJ'OUP 2 -1 •

·

··

*3- IJ'OUP

X •

~
I

0/1 • • • •

II1Dor IJ'OUP 2-0 •

aD4
over

!

ACfIVI

(etc. )
*3- P'OUiP 2 • • •

75

·.
·.
·.

....
·.

II1Dor P'OUiP X-l •

II1IIDI' P'OUiP X-2 • • •
II1Dor P'OUiP X-' • • •
. . . . force.

.. ...

~

(u tor "Botb ..... )
~

Cu , . "Botb ..... )

tI '!be tna. . . or ......1.".t,..... (iDOl....' . tboIe

,,_1£ ,.

MU1QI
the ftrlt tiM) Ihaal4 b. clearl¥ ltated.
(1) wtal ooaaU7l (11) -.all M.3ar olY11 din.iOD; (wJ eacb IIiDDr c1Y11
din.Toe, (1'1') -.all pr1IIo1Jal,1ao&11V. DiItIDaa111l " " , M I l " " aD4 JW&l. tor (I), (11) aD4 Cm).
See paru. 2.221-2.228.·
!I All .... 'bftwHIl the Id.Ds.a ase-Uld.t ~ ~ the 0ClIIID'tI7 tor oeuu queltiou OD eocmc.Sc actlyit7 aD4

'bl tbl. tabalail10D . , 'bI

lit ,..., 1r the

~ ,.

.'n1_ i. 'bIloIr 15 ,.n.

.

P39.

0

Population included:

ulation b

economically active population

Classifications:
(~)
division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between urban-and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii)

(b) Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activities (ISle), at least to the major (three-digit) groups (The
illustration uses the major groups of the 1968 revision.)

(£) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years;
55-59 years; 60-64 years; 65-69 years; 70-71~ years; 75 years and over; not stated
(The category "under 15 years" should include all ages between the minimum age-limit
adopted by the country for census questions on economic activity and 14 years, if
the minimum is below 15 years.)
(g) Sex (para. 2.87): male; female
Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P38.
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Illutftt10n P.59.

1coDca1~ actl" popalatloll bJ 1JIIJaatI7,
... &II4.ex y
(fm' evl¥ releue)

-_ ... _-------

.--.

-

As.

_ _0 _ _ _

(iD ~.)

-----CJecIp'&:pblcal din.101l, ~

UDder

.ex aDd 1Dduatr)-

All ....

15

Y

15-19

20-24

25-29

......

75 and

'10-74

over

r----~

Bot

stated

Both . . . .
!OIAL ICDOIICAI.LY AarI'II

....,CIIl' II'OIIP III
....,CIIl'

t=
etc. )

112

....,CIIl' din.lOIl 2 •
....,CIIl' II'OU.1I 210
....,CIIl'~220

etc. )

··
·

.

· .· .
· ..
·..
· ·· ..
·

....,CIIl' 41YialO1l 1 • •

t

·.
·..

....,CIIl' div1a101l 0 ••
....,CIIl' srou,p 000

~

(a. fm' "Both ....")

l!!!!!.
(u fm' "Both ....")

Yb

tre&tMat ot ~ peraou (1Dcl1l41l11 tboee .Hk1DI VCIIl'Jt fm'tbe firat t _ ) aboul4 b. clevl¥ stated.

b/ Bal. ta1N1&tlO1l ~ be CCIIIIPUe4 fm' (1) total 00IIIltr,r; (11) .... -.1C11l' clv11 div1.lOIl; (111) .... 111Il0l' clvU
diT1ifOll; (IT) eaab Jll'1Dcl:pallocal1t7. Dlat1asa1ab betweu1ftiii aDd lW&l fm' (1), (11) aDd (ill).
See paru. 2.221-2.228.
-

gJ

All .... between the 1I1Dt.. ... -lSait edGpte4 bJ the cCllWltl7' fm' ceuu qv.eatl0D8
1I1~ 1. b.lCIIr 15 ~••

14 711&1", lt the

-

OIl

ecorxa1c actlvlt)' and

p40.

Economical
for early

Population included:

status in employment I agE" and sex
economically active population

Classification:
(a) Geo a hical division (paras. 2.221-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal lOcality.
Distinguish between urban-and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii)

-

-

-

(l) Status in emplgrment (paras. 2.206-2.208): employer; own-account worker;
employee; unpaid family worker; member of producers' co-operati ve; not classi fiable
by status
(£) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 years; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years; 45-49 years; 50-54 years;
55-59 years; 60-64 years; 65-69 years; 10-14 years; 15 years and over; not stated.
(The category "under 15 years" should include all ages between thE'" minimum age-limit
adopted by the country for census questions on econoDdc activity and 14 years, if
the minimum is below 15 years.)
(~)
TJs~

~

(para. 2.81):

male; female

of the tabulation

This tabulation provides the data that serve as a first indicator of
socio-economic status. It also makes available useful data for the planning
of social welfare schemes, health insurance programmes etc., which frequently
pertain only to the employee group.
A classification of unpaid family workers by sex and age is needed for
international analysis of activity rates for females, in view of the different
practices followed in defining and enumerating this group of workers in
different countries.
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.....1.1]~ Mtl'ft JCIIII'Il.&tlon bT natu 1D

IlluVatioa JIIIO.

... aDd--!I

e.pl~,

(tar . .~ H l _ )

'.

iIt

_
_
_~_n_1

!

Mtl"

.._
~~~

Ilowa-ua .,
.."....!.....

~

---------~I~----___j'-----~--·-_+-·----

Both
AU,

.exe.

I

.....

f-.-----4-------- -.---

!j
• • • • • •I

AOB8 • • • • • • • • •

Under

15!1

15-19 • • • • • • • • •
20-24

j

•••••••••

.........

2'~

30-34- •••••••••

"5-"9
50-54 · . . . . . . . .

· . . . . . . . .j

55-59

:::::::::1

60-64
65-69

'/0-'"

• • • . • • • • •I

75 ad
lot;

• • •

• • • !

atate4. • • •

. . 0\

OYer

~
(as tar "1IOtb . . . .")
~.

-

(as tar "Botb ...... )

I
it

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' -_ _ _ _

!I

~

_ _ _...L._ _ ___'_ _ _ _' __ _ _...L.._

_ _ _ _ -._'-. _ _ _ _ _ _

fIl. treatMDt ot ""'IploJecl ,... . . (lno1udSas tho•••ee1t1Ds wark tar the t1rat tiM) abOl&ld b. cl-.r~ stated.

UtP

bJ tis tabulation ~ be OGIIIIUecl tar (i) total CIClIUZItz7; (11) 8Mb -.1ar aivU tin.ion;
each III1Dar civil
divi.Ion; (!!) eaob priDC1pel.loaIIl.1Vo ~ bftinea 1II'lIiii UI4 :ran.l. tar <!), (11)
See paru. 2.227-2.228.
!I All. .... bftweea tM alIdaa .....11a1t ~ bT tM CIOIaJI\17 tar a.au quatiou OIl ec01al1c activity aD4
)'eV., i t III1aSaa i. belGIf 15 ~o

aDd _).

1"

P4l.

Economically activE' population by status in emplOYment, industry and sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(~) GeOgraphical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and
rural for (i) and (ii) -

(b) Status in employment (paras. 2.206-2.208): employer; own-account worker;
employee; unpaid family worker; member of producers' co-operative; not classifiable
by status

(£) Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activities (ISIC), at least to the major (three-digit) groups. (The
illustration uses the major groups of the 1968 revision.)
(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Tabulations P4l, P42 and p43 furnish a statistical inventory of a nation's
manpower and its utilization that is of inestimable value as an aid in
formulating economic policy and planning developmental programmes. Such data
play an essential part in analyses ot national product and national income.
Studies of the proportion of the economically active population in each
industrial sector of the economy and ot the shirts from one sector to another
give information on the level and trend ot industrialization and on important
aspects of the country's potential tor economic development. Studies of
migration from rural areas to cities require analysis of the occupational and
industrial structure of manpower in the cities and orten of the major areas of
out-migration, as an aid to assessment ot economic aspects ot internal
migration. Studies of these types are also relevant to programmes of
resettlement and to the formulation ot policy with respect to internal
migration. Also, decisions as to possible sites tor industrial establishments
require information on the occupational and industrial structure of the labour
force in various localities and regions of the country.
In planning for the development and expansion of an educational system
and efficient lltilization of manpower resources, studies are needed that
assess requirements of labour in different industries and occupations.
The cross-classifications of occupation and of industry by status in
employment give indications of the occupations and industries in which
particular status groups, such as own-account workers and unpaid family
workers, are employed, therefore making it possible, for example, to analyse
the effect of the inclusion of unpaid family workers on the industrial
distribution of the labour force. '!his is especially important because of thE'
likelihood of significant variations in thE' definitions of unpaid family
workers and in the interpretation ot these definitions by enumerators of
respondents. In addition, information on the distribution by status of the
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labour force in a particular industry is a useful indication of the degree of
development of that sector. i.e. the extent to which it employs wage and salary
workers as contrasted with the unpaid familY' workers who are typical of cottagetype industry.
Data on the number of w&gP. and salary workers in different industries are
otten nee~d as bench-mark data for current statistics obtained from establishment
reports.
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Illustration P~l_

Economically active population by status in
employment, iDdustJ'Y' and sex !I
Status in employment

Geographical division,
sex and industJ'Y'

'2!

Total
economically
active

Ovn-

Employer

account
worker

Employee

Unpaid
tamily
worker

Maber ot
producers'
co-operative

Not
classitiable
by status

Both sexes
1'O'1'AL JX:O.aMICALLY ACTIVE

MaJor division 1 •
MaJor group 111
Major group 112
(etc.)
MaJor division 2 •
MaJor group 210
Major group 220

·..
·..
·..
· ..
·..
·..

(etc.)

·
·
·

MaJor division 0 •
Major group 000

·..
·..

!2
(as tor "Both sexes")

l.!!!!!.
(as tor "Both seus")

!I

The treatment ot unemployed persons (including those seeking work tor the tirst tiM) should

be clearly stated.

b/ This tabulation 111&7 be compiled tor (i) total countJ'Y'; tu) each maJor civil division;
(iii)-each principal locality_ Distinguish between urban and rural tor (i) and (!!.). See
paru. 2.227-2.228.
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-

P42.

-----------------------

Economically active population by status in employment, occupation
and sex

Population included:

econo~cally

active population

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between utban and
rural for (i) and ( l l ) . -

(b) Status in employment (paras. 2.206-2.208): employer; own-account worker;
employee; unpaid family worker; member of producers' co-operative; not classifiable
by status

(£) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Classification of Occu tions (ISCO),
at least to the minor (two-digit croups.
The illustration uses the minor groups
of the 1968 revision.)
(d)

~

(para. 87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P41.
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Illustration P42.

EcoDOllicalq active population by status iD
emplo;yaent. occupation and sex !I
Status in .aployment

Geographical division,
sex and occupation

'W

Total
OWneconCllllicalq
account
active
ElllplO1er worker

Unpaid Naber ot
lot
tuily producers'
classitiable
ZIIIployee worker co-oper&tiv. by status

Both sexes
TOTAL EOOIOMICALLY ACTIVE
MaJor group 0/1 •

·..

Minor group 0-1 • • •
Minor group 0-2/0-3 •
(etc. )
Major group 2
Minor group

·.·..
2-0 • · .

Minor group 2-1 • •

•

·

·•

MaJ or group X

· . · ..

·.
X-2 • · .
X-3 • · .
· . ·..

Minor group X-l •
Minor group
MiDor group
Armed torces
~

(as tor "Both sexes")

~

(as tor "Both sexes")

!I The treatment ot unemployed persons (including those seeking work tor the first tiM) should be
clearly stated.
b/ This tabulation lI&y be compiled tor U) total country. (ii) each maJor civil division.
(iii)-each principal locality. Distinguish li'tveen urban and ruiii. tor (i) and Ui). See
~s. 2.227-2.228.
-
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p43.

Economically active population by industry. occupation and sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(i) total country; (ii) each
Distinp,uish between u;ban and
(b) Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205): accordinG to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activities (ISIC), at least to the major (three-dip:it) groups. (The
illustration uses the major groups of the 1968 revision.)

(£) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201): according to or convertible to the
latest revision of the International Standard Classification of Occu ations (ISCO),
at least to the minor (two-digit r,roups.
The illustration uses the minor groups
of the 1968 revision.)
If the detailed cross-classification according to the major ~roups of ISlC
and the minor groups of ISCO is not feasible, the major divisions (one-digit) of
ISIC or, preferably, the divisions (two-digit) of ISIC may be substituted for the
major groups of ISIC, but the minor groups of ISCO should be retained because the
detailed occupation data are of greater use than the detailed industry data.
(~.>

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P41.
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Illustration Plt3.

Economically active population by industry,
occupation and sex !I

Industry
Major division 1
Total
economically
active

Geograpbical division, bl
sex and occupation -

Major 1n"0U'D
111 112

(etc.)

s!

Major division 2
M&.10r

1El'OU'D

210 220

Major division 0

• • • •

Major group

(etc.)

000

Both sexes
'l'O'rAL ECOBOMICALLY ACTIVE

Major group 011 • • • • •
Minor group 0-1 •

·..

Minor groUp 0-2/0-3 •

•

(etc.)

MaJor II'9Up 2 • • • • • •
Minor group 2-0 • • • •
Minor group 2-1 • •

• •

·•
•
..,01"

group X • • •

• • •

Minor sroup X-l • • •

•

Minor group X-2 • • • •
Minor lJ'OuP X- 3 • • • •
Aned torces

• • • • • •

!!!!
(as tor "Both sexes")

'_le
(as tor "Both sexes")

!I The treatment ot unemployed persons (including those seeking work tor the first time) should be
clearly stated.
hI This tabulation may be cOilpiled tor (i) total country; (ii) each _Jor civil dividon;
(iii) -each principal locality. Di stinguish ~tveen urban and rural tor (i) and (ii). See
paras. 2.227-2.228.
~ It the classitication by . .Jor groups ot the International Standard Industrial Classification
ot All Economic Activities is not teasible, the total tor each ~or diVision or, preterably, tor each

dividon !laY be shown instead.

p44.

Economically active population, by occupation, educational attainment, ap-e
and sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
~Ajor civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between ur:ban and
rural for (i) and ( i i ) . (~) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201):
according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Classification of Occu tions (ISCO),
at least to the minor (two-digit groups.
The illustration uses the minor groups
of the 1968 revision.)

(£) Educational attainment (paras. 2.149-2.163): no schoolin~; first level
started but not completed; first level completed; second level started but not
completed; second level completed; third level: first stage started but not
completed; third level: first staee completed (regardless of any education at the
third level: second stage), level not stated. (The subcategory "special education"
should be included in each category of the first and second level if feasible.)
(d) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-44 year'S';45-64 years; 65 years and over; not stated. (The category "under
15 years" should include all ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the
country for census questions on economic activity and 14 years, if the minimum is
below 15 years~)
(!.)

~

(para. 2.87):

male, female

Use of the tabulation
Tabulations p44 and p45 provide data needed for the analysis of present
requirements for educated manpower and the degree to which they are satisfied
by the present manpower resources. They also furnish information on the
extent to which education is being used in the economic structure.
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Illustration p44.

EconoadcallJ active population by occupation. educational
attainment. age and sex !I
Occupation
~----------~--~~--~
rMaj-=:o:r:-gro-=...
up__
Major group X
Minor group
Minor group • • •• Minor group
0-2/
1-...,.-...----1 ArIIed
0-1 0-3 (etc.) 2/0
2-1
X-l X-2 X-3 torcea

O_/_l1-:gr:.::a-':.:u::::p:..:'o~:...~

Geographical division. W sex.
educational attainment and
age (in :years)
Both sexes
All levela ot education
ALL AOJ:S • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Under 15 :yeara c/ • • • • • • • • • •

15-19 . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . .
20-24
2~lJ
~5-64

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••

65 and over • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hot atated • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No schooling • • • • • • • • • • • •
(aa tor "All levels ot education") •
l'irst level ot education: Y
Bot cc.pleted • • • • • • • • • •
(as tor "All lewls ot education")
Completed

••••••••••••

(aa tor "All levels ot education")
Second lewl ot education: d/
Rot completed . . . . . ; . . . .
(as tor "All levels ot education")
~ete4
• • • • • • • • • • • •
(as tor "All levels of education")
Third lewl ot education:
l'irat stage not completed • • • •
(as tor "All levels ot education")
Pirst stage completed !I . . . . .
(aa tor "All lewls of education")
Level not atated • • • • • • • • • •
(as tor "All lewls of education")
Male

(as tor "Both aexes")
Female
(as tor "Both sexes")

!I The treat.nt ot \Dlemployed persons (including those a.eking work tor the tirst ti.) should be
clearly stated.
~ This tabulation Ia7 be compiled tor (i) total country; (11) each aJor civil division; (iii) each
princTpal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (!)"Ud (1i). See paras. 2.227-2.22r.
c/ All ages between the IllinilllUlll age-lildt adopted by the COUDtry tor census queations on ecODOllic activity
and i4 years. if IllinilllUlll is below 15 years.

Y
!I

Including a subcategory "special education" it feasible.
Reprdlesa ot any education at the third level: aecond atage.

p45.

Economically active population, by industry, educational attainment, aBe
9.nd sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geo~raphical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil divi~ion; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and
rural for (i) and ( i i ) . (b) Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activities (ISIC), at least to the major (three-digit) groups. (The
illustration uses the major groups of the 1968 revision.)

(£) Educational attainment (paras. 2.149-2.163): no schooling; first level
started but not completed; first level completed; second level started but not
completed; second level completed; third level: first stage started but not
completed; third level: first stage completed (regardless of any education at the
third level-second staee); level not stated. (The subcategory "special education"
should be included in each category of the first and secund level if feasible.)
(d) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-44 years;-~5-64 years; 65 years and over; not stated. (The catep,ory "under
15 years" should include all ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the
country for census questions on economic activity and 14 years, if the minimum is
below 15 years.)
(~)

~

(para. 2.87);

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation p44.
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Illustration p45.

Economically active population by industry, educatiODal
attainment, age and sex !I

Industry
Major
division 2

Major
division 1
Total
economically
active

Geographical divison, EI sex,
educational attainment and age
(in years)

.• •

Major group

MaJor group

Ma,,1or
division 0
MaJor II"01IP

112

111

etc.

210

220

etc

000

Both sexes
All levels ot education

· £!. · · · · · • •
·.
·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··· .·· .·· ·· .· ···
•
·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ··· ··· ··· ·· .·· .·· ··
· ·· ·. .• .• ·· ·. · ·
··
ot
····.
· • ·.···
ot
· .. · .
··. ··. •

ALL AG!5 ••

Under 15 years
15-19
20-24
25-44
45-64
65 and over
Not stated •

No schooling •
(as tor "All levels")

First level
education: ~
Not completed •
(as tor "All levels")
Completed.
(as tor "All levels")

Second level
education: ~
Not completed •
(as tor "All levels")
Completed •
(as tor "All levels")

Third level ot education:
First stage not
completed ••
(as tor "All levels")
First st... completed el
(as tor" All levels"T

·. ···

· ··

Level not stated •
•
•
(as tor "All levels")

•

Male

(as tor

"BOth sexes")

Female
(as ~r RBoth sexes")

al The treatment ot unemployed persons (including those seeking work tor the first time) should be
clearly stated.

'eI This tabulation may be compiled ~r (1) total country; (ii) each maJor civil division; (iii) each
principal locality (distinguish between urban and rural tor (1) and (ii». See paras. 2.227-2.226.
cl All ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the country tor census questions on economic
activity and 14 years, it the minimum is below 15 years.
~

Including a subcategory "special education" it teasible.

!I

Regardless ot any education at the third level:

second stage.
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p46.

Bconomically active population by occupation, place of usual residence,
duration of residence, age and sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division. Distineuish between urban and rural for (i) and (ii)-(b) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201):' accordinF! to, or convertible, to the
latest revision of the International Standard Classification of Occu ations (ISCO)
at least to the major (one-digit groups.
The illustration uses the major groups
of the 1968 revision.)
(c) Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.25):
di vis ion of the country

each major or other civil

( d) Duration of residence in the ma.lor or other ci vi! di vi sion. (paras.
2.37-2.39): since birth; not since birth - resident for: less than one year,
1-4 year~ 5-9 years, 10 or more years, number of years not stated; whether resident
in major or other civil division since birth not stated
(e) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years, 15-24 years; 25-44 years;
45-64 years; 65 and over; not stated. (The category "under 15 years" should include
all ages between the minimum a~e-limit adopted bV the country for census questions
on economic activity and 14 years, if the minimum is below 15 years.)

(t)

Sex (para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Tabulations p46 and p47 supplement tabulation P7 by providing information
correlating internal migration characteristics with the occupation and with
the educational attainment of the population. Data on the occupations and
educational levels of the groups that have demonstrated relatively more or
less mobility in the past are useful in estimatine; future in-migration. Hhen
used tor-ether with information on differential economic development, in
particular civil divisions of the country, the data are pertinent to
formulation of economic policy.
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Uk tu

..

if

~

Li

.~ ."~~.~

nlustration!'ll6.

l!lconClaieal.ly active population 117 occupation. pl.ace ot uaual reddenee.
duration ot reddenee .. ace and .ex y
Occupation and

Geosrapbieal. diTi.ioa.

~

au. place ot uaual
re.idenee 8DCl d1ll'atioa
ot residence

'l'CItal.
econc.ieal.l7
actin

MaJ or

All

ace··

lb1er
15

152/t

Both aue.

gI'OIlp

ace

(in 7e&1'8)

0/1

25-

""

/t5-

6It

65
8DCl

.ot
Btated

GNP

...

MaJor gI'OIlp X
(u tor ~or
gI'OIlp 0/1"

TOfAL • • • • • • • • • • •

MaJor or otber etTU
diri.ioD A !I

· ..
.....

Re.ident .ince
birth
• ot re.:l4eDt .inee
birth:
Reaident leu
than 1,...r.
Rea1dent 1-"

,..... · . .
· ..
Reaident 10 or
ReaideDt 5-9
"eU'll

IIOPe ,....• •

~

Duratioa ot
reaU_e
not Btated •
• ot atated whether
rea:l4eDt ainee
birth

. . ...

MaJor or other eiTa
diTisioa B!I. • • •
(u tor "MaJor or
other eiTU
diriaian A") • • •

··
·
MaJor or other etTU

diriaion Z!I. • • •

I

(u tor "NaJor or
other etTU

diriaioa A") • • •

I

lIale
(u tor "Both saea")
r-le
(u tor "Both .exe.")

Y

...
ot une.plO)'ed penan. (includills tho.e HUiIIs

~ Total. COWltr,.. diBtiDpiah betveea urban and IUftl

•

..

. ..

i'be treat.ent

. . . ot -.1or or

otber eiTa diriaion.

VOl'It

tor the tirat tiae) .hould be clearly .tated.

( _ paru. 25/t-26l) •

.u.ecl torce.

(u tor ~or
gI'OIlp 0/1"

p47.

Economically active population by educational attainment. piRce of' usual
rE'sidence, c!t:.!,,'.tion of r(:~;i(:t'ncE', n.~e [~Jlcl. s·~::s.

~opulation

included;

econanically active population

~ifications:

(a) Geographical division:
rural Tparas. 2.54-2.~
(b)

total country.

DistinGuish between urban and

Educationa). attainment (paras. 2.149·-2.163):
(1)

~asic

(2)

Optional classification: mo schooling:, first level not completed:
first level co~pleted; second level: first stage not completed"
second level. first stage oompleted; second level: second staGe
not completed; second level:, second stage completed' third level:
first stage (ISCED catego:ies 5 and 6) not completed~ third level:
first stage (ISCED categories 5 and 6) completed: third level:
second stage (ISCED category 7) not completed; third level: second
stage (ISCED category 7) completed:. level not stated (The subcategory
.lspecial education" should be included in each category of the first
and second level, if feasible.)

classification: no schooling; first level not completed;
first level completed; second level not completed: second level
completed; third level: first stage (ISCED cateeories 5 and 6) not
canpleted: third level: first stage (ISCED categories 5 and 6)
completed (regardless of any education at the third level: second
stage) = level not stated (The subcategory "special education" should
be included in each catecory of the first and second level,. if
feasible. )

(c) Place of usual residence (paras. 2.21-2.25):
division of the country

each major or other civil

(d) Duration of residence in the ma or or other civil division
(paras-:- 2.37-2.39: since birth: not since birth - resident for: less than one
year ~ 1-4 years ~ 5-9 years) 10 or more years, number of years not stated; ,(hether
resident in major or other civil division since birth not stated
(~) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years _ 15··24 years ~ 25 .. ·44 years;
45-64 years; 65 years and over: not stated (The cater;ory dunder 15 years" should
include all ages bet"Teen the minimum age-limit adopted by the country for census
questions on economic activity and 14 years~ if the minimum is below 15 years.)

(!:)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation p46.
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,Population included:

economically active female population

Classifications:
(~) GeograP1!.ical division (paras. 2.227~·2.228):
(i) total countryj
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between
urban and rural for U) and (ii) -

(b) pccupation (paras.2.l98-2.20l): according to, or convertible to the
latest revision of the ~nternational standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO),
at least to the major (one ..digit) groups. (The illustration uses the major groups
of the 1968 revision.)
(£.)
separated~

~1arital statu~_ (paras. 2.97-2.104):

single: married; widowed; divorced:

not stated

(d) ~_ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years: 15-25 years; 25~44 years",
45-64 years, 65 years and over ~ not stated. (The category .Iunder 15 years 7: should
include all ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the country for census
questions on economic activity and 14 years, if the minimum is below 15 years.)
Use of the tabulation
The data for the female population in this tabulation, together with
those from the tabulation of the population by activity status, marital status,
age and sex (tabulation P37) , provide material for the analysis of the relation
of marital status to the broad occupation of economically active women and of
the probable effect thereon of any anticipated changes in the distribution of
the female population by marital status.
It should be noted that the present tabulation calls for occupation
categories according to, or convertible to) only the major groups of ISCO.
Although data according to the more detailed minor groups would be interesting
and useful, because it would give a more precise picture of occupations that
attract (or are available to) women in specific age··marital-status categories,
it would necessitate an unduly expanded tabulation.
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Illustration p48.

Economically active temale population by occupation,
marital status and age !I

Total
econ<lllically
active
temale
population

Geosr&Phical division ~
lI&I"i tal status and age
(in years)

Occupation
Major
group 0/1

Major
group 2

....

Major
group X

Armed
torces

~

.. .······· ·
Under 15 years s.J •
····
15-24 • • • • • •
·
~44 • . .
·· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ··· ···
45-64 •
65 and oyer •
··
Bot stated
· · · ·· ·· ·· ·· ··

ALI. AGES •

I

Single
(as tor "Total")
Married
(as tor "Total")
Widowed
(as tor "Total")
Divorced
(as tor "Total")

II

Separated
(as tor "Total")

I

I

I
i

I

Bot stated
(as tor ·'Total")

L

!I The treatment ot unemployed persons (including those seeking work tor the tirst time) should be
clearly stated.
~ This tabulation ~ be compiled tor (.!.) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (.!.) and (ii). See paras. 2.227-2.228

s1

All ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the country tor census questions on economic
activity and 14 years, it the minimum. is below 15 years.
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p49.

Economically activejremale population by status in
status and ag~

employmen~

~arital

Population included:

economically active female population

Classifications;
(!.) Geographical division (paras. 2.227·-2.228); (i.) total country~
(ii) each major civil division: (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between
urban and rural for (i.) and (ii) (~) Status in employment (paras. 2.206-2.208):
employee: unpaid family worker: member of producers'
by status

(£.) ~1arital status (paras. 2.97··2.l04):
separated; not stated

employer, own-account worker_
not classifiable

co~operative',

single, married' widowed: divorced:

(d) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years~ 15-·24 years; 25·-44 years',
45··64 years ~ 65 years and over, not stated. (The category :1under 15 years" should
include all ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the country for census
questions on economic activity and 14 years, if minimum is below 15 years.)
Use of the tabulat ion
The data for the female population in this tabulation, together with those
from the tabulation of the population by activity status, marital status, age
and sex (tabulation P37). provide material for the analysis of the relation of
marital status to the status in employment of economically active women and of
the probable effect thereon of any anticipated changes in the distribution of
the female population by marital status.
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Beonollieall7 acthe te.le poJIIIIlRian 117 nat_ i.
arital nat_ ancI . . . II

Illunratfon 1'119.

eapl~.

;

Total
ecCIIIOIdeaU7
aethe
taale
population

Qeosrapbical diri8ion W
arital Itatul IIIId age
(in ,earl)

!
:

,:
i 1!apl.0J8I'

ftd_in~

writer

t.f17

I!apl.o,ee

wn..

ALL AGm

0

0

0

Under 15 yearl

15-211
25-1111
115-611
65 and over

0

Y

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.

lot atated

0

0

0

I
!

0

i,

0

0

.

e1uaitl..1e

~.atoh.

!

0

M

"...

i

~

...... ., ...-

....... ot

U.pai4

0.-

aecoUllt

0

0

j
0

i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

)

Single
(as tor "Total")
Married
(.s tor "Total")

:

!

Widowed
(as tor "Total")
;

Divorced
(al tor "Total")

,
I

:

Separated
(as tor "Total")
lot atated
(as tor "Total")
:

y

I
i

!

The treat_nt ot uneaployed personl (including tho.. Melting work tor tbe tim tiM) 8bou14 lie eJ.euo17 ......

W This tabulation My be ca.piled tor (1) total countl7; (1t) _ell -.7" ciril 4bblan; (!i1) .... JIIi_ipal
locality. Distinguish between urbIUI IIIId rural tor (1) IIIId (11). See puu. 2.227-2.228.
~ All ages between the llinilllulll qe-1Wt adopted 117 tbe countl7 tor e ..l_ q1Ihtianl an ....... .niriV
IIIId 14 years. i t the aina. il below 15 7ftI'1.

r

P50.

Population not economically active by functional categories. age and sex

Population included:

population not economically active

Classifications:
(~)

GeogrR~hical

division (paras. 2.227-2.228):

(1) totRl country, (iL) each

maJor civil division
(b)
recipi~nt:

Functional cate80ri~s (parRs. 2.196-2.197):
other: not stated

homemaker; studC'1"t: income-

(~) ~ (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years; 15-19 years; 20-24 years;
25-29 yr.&rs; 30-34 years; 35-39 years; 40-44 years~ 45-49 y~ars; 50-54 years;
55-59 yeRrs; 60-64 years: 65-69 years; 70-74 years. 75 years and over; not stated.
(The category lIunder 15 years" should include all ap;es between the minimum agelimit adopted by the country for census ~uestions on economic activity and 14 years,
if the minimum is below 15 years.)

(!)

~

(para. 2.87):

male, female

Use of the tabulation
This tabulation is of ~se in providin~ information for th? ana.lysis of
potential sources of manpower that are not at present readily aVAilable but
that may become so under differ~t circumstances.
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Illustration P50.

Populiltion not economically aetiw. by
t\mct ional catefP,Ories. &«e 1UIe! sa

FUnctional cateROri..
Geographical division al
sex and age (in years T

Total not
C'!conOlllically
active

IDec.e-

HOIIIe-maker

stue!ent

recipient

1Iot

other

stated

Both sexes

··· ·· ··
W ····
·······
·······
25-29
·······
30-34
·······
35-39
·······
40-44
·······
45-49
·······
50-54
·······
55-59
·······
60-64
·······
65-69
·······
10-14
··· ····
15 and over
····
Not stRted •
····

ALL AGES

Under 15
15-19
20-24

I

Male
(as tor "Both sexes")
Female
(as tor "Both sexes")

al This tabulation may be cOlllPiled tor (i) total countIT; (U) eacb

i
...,01'

civil clivision. See

2.221=2 .228.
- bl All ages between the minimum age-limit adopted by the eoUlltIT tor ceasua questions
activfty and 14 years, it the minimum is below 15 years.

OIl'

pIII'U.

econaaic

P5l.

Employed populat ion by hours worked during thE' week. age and sex

Population included:

employed population

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228):
(i) total country', C,liJ each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and
rural for (!) and (ii) -

(b) Hours worked (paras. 2.209-2.211): number of hours worked during the
week pr€'cedinr, the census: less than 8 hours~ 9-16 hours; 17-24 hours; 25-32 hours;
33-40 hours; 41-48 hours; 49-56 hours; 57 hours and OVE"r~ not stated
(c) AFe (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years: 15-19 years; 20-24 years~
25-29 years; 30-34 ~ars; 35-44 years; 45-54 y~ars; 55-64 years~ ~5 years and over~
not stated. (The category "under 15 years" should include all ages between the
minimum a~e-limit adopted by the country for census qu~stions on economic
activity and 14 y~ars, if the minimum is below 15 years.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male, femalE'

Usc of the tabulation
Tabulations P5l. P52, P53 and P54 provide information for th~ analysis of
underempioyment by age, by occupation and by indUstry. In tabulation P5l,
time worked is set forth in hours worked durinp; the week pl"ect"din@: the census ~
in tabulation P52, time worked is s~ forth in months worked durinp: the
12 months precedin@: the census. Either tabulation, or both, can be used in
accordance with the information desired. In tabulations P53 and. P54, a choice
of time classification is indicated.
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IU___ I_ ,,1.

BIpl0,e4 population ", howe vorke4 durilllf

the wet.

~

Hours
Geogapllical dhisiOll,
age and sex

!I

and

8ft

1I01'kfod

~e4irIP-

durinl!: thf' wek

tbf'

CeftSUS

Leas
Mal
a.,lo1eI1

tIIaD

8

9-16

17-21t

25-32

33-"0

i

111-118

57 and
over

119-56

riot
stAtf'd

Both sexes

··..
15 7"l's W
15-19
·
. · · ·.
·
·
20-2"
··...·
25-29 · . . · ..
· · ..
30-311
·
.
·
·
35-1I1t
· · ·. ·..
1t5-S11 · . . · . · .
55-61t
····.·.
65 and
···.
stated • · .
··
Male

ALL AGES • • •
UDder

"

Oft!'

!tot

,i

I,

(as for "Botb sexes")

l

Faale
(a. tor "Both sexes")

!I

I

,i
i

I
i

This tabulation M:I be co.pUe4 t01' (U total countl'J; (11) each -.101' chil dirilion; ({U) each 1l1'inciJlll1
loca1it,. Distinguish betveeft urban and 1'U1'af t01' (!) l1li4 (U).-see JI&1'8s. 2.227-2.228.
W All ages betvetlll the Qnta. ~-lf11it adopted bJ the countl'J to1' census questions on econOllic actirit)' and
lit 78an, i t the minta. is below
,..an.

1,

P52.

Economically active population by months worked during the year,

Population includpd:

a~e

and

s~x

economically active popull'ltion

Classifications:
(i) total country; ( i i) each
Distinlluish bebreen urban
(b) rifonths worked (paras. 2.209-2.211): number of months worked during the
12 months pr~cedin~ thE' census: less than one month; one month to less than thre~
months; three months to less than six months; six months to less than nine months~
nine months to 12 months; not stated
(~) Age (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years, 15-19 years, 20-24 years,
25-29 years, 30-34 y~ars, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, 65 and over, not
stated. (The category "under 15 years" should include all apes between the minimum
age-limit adopted by the country for census questions on economic activity and
14 years, if the minimum is below 15 years.)
(~)

~

(para. 2.87):

male, female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P51.
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IUuatratiOD P52.

BcODOaic&l17 actb. populatiOD, bT IIODth.
worked 41IJ'iq the 7-.a', ... &lid . .x

MoDth. worked 41IJ'iq th. 12 .oDth. prece4iD, the ceu_
ODe

.oDthto
1... thaD

Total
Geograpbical dhbiOD.
as- aDd .ex

!I

ecoaoaic&l17
actift

Le•• thaD

tbr..

ODe mDth.

.oDth.

Three

IIODth. to
1... thaD
dx
_Dth•

Siz
_th. to
1... thaD
Diae
"D~

Ii_
IIOD~

to

1... thaD
tvel.ft
.oath.

Botb aexe.

· ..
· ..
· .... • •••
·• .• ·· .... ·· .. . .•
· ..... ·. . . .
· . . . · ..
•••• · ...
· . · .... .· ....· .
·. • •

ALL AGES • • • • • •

UDder 15 ;year. ~
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-44
45-54

•

•

55-64
65 aDd over

lot atated • • •

!!!!!.
(u tor "Botb .exes") •

l!!!!!.
(a. tor "Botb ••xes")

.

!I Tbb tabulatioD a;y be cOilpiled tor (1) total COUDtr;y; (!i) eacb l*3or civil dhidOD;
(Ui) each priDcipallocalit;y. DiatiJllQi.b betYeea 1Il'baD &lid I'1II'al tor (1) aDd (U). See
para... 2.221-2.228.
~ All ape bet..... the IliDbNa ase-1Wt adopted bT the COUDtr;y tor cns_ Cl• •tiODa OD
ecollOllic activit;y &lid llJ ;rears, it the IliDima b below 15 7-.a'a.

lot

.tated

•

P53.

Employed population or total economically active ryopulation by time worked,
occupation and sex

Population included:

employed

~pulation

or total economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinp.uish between
urban and rural for (i) and (.!i) (~)

Time worked (paras. 2.209-2.211):
durin~

(1)

Hours worked by employed population
census (see tabulation P5l) or

(2)

Months worked by' total economically active population during the
12 months preceding the census (see tabulation P52)

the week preceding thp

(~) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO),
at l~ast to the major (one-digit) group. (The illustrRtion uses the major groups
of the 1968 revision.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

mall', female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P51.
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Illustration P53.

Geographical division, a/
time worked and sex

~lo.yed

population or total economically
acti ve populaticm by time worked,
occupation and sex
Total
employed
or total
econcmdcally
active

Occupation
Major
group
0/1

Major
group
2

......

Major
group
X

Armed
torces

Both sexes
(l)

Hours worked during the
week preceding the
census (see tabulation
P51)
or

(2)

l.t>nths lrorked during the
12 months preceding the
census (see tabulation
P52)

I

I

-Male
(as tor "Both sexes")
Female
(as tor "Both sexes")
i
!

t

I
t

a/ This tabulation ~ be compiled tor (i) total country; {ii} each major
civil-division; (iii) each principal locality:- Distinguish between urban and
rural f'or (1) and (!t). See paras. 2.227-2.228.
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P54.

Fmployed population or total economically active population, by time
worked, industry and sex

Population included:

employed population or total economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total. country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between urlban and
rural for (i) and (ii) (~

Time worked (paras. 2.209-2.211):
(1)

Hours worked by employed population during the ,·reek preceding the
census (see tabulation P5l)
or

(2)

Uonths worked by total. economically active population during the
12 months preceding the census (see tabulation P52)

(£.) Industry (paras. 2.202-2.205): according to, or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Industrial Classification of All
Economic Activities (ISIC), at least to the major (one-d.igit) divisions. (The
illustration uses the major divisions of the 1968 revision.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; 'female

Use of the tabulation
The use of this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P51.

I
l~~~~~~
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Illustration P54.

Employed population or total economically
acti ve population, by time worked,
industry and sex

Geographical division, a/
time worked and sex

Total
employed
or total
econom- Major
ically division
active
1

Industry
t-1ajor
division
2

......

l'.fajor
I division
0

Both sexes
(1 )

(2)

Hours worked during the
week preceding the census
(see tabulation P5l)
and/o:.'"
;':Ionths worked during the
12 months preceding the
census (see tabulation P52)

-Male
(as for "Both sexes")
Female
(as for "Both sexes")
I

.,
i

!
I

!

a/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil-division; (iii) each princip~ locality~ Distinguish between urban and rural
for (!) and (ii). See paras. 2.227-2 .228.

P55.

Economically active population by monthly income, occgpation and sex

Population included:

economically active population

Classifications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish
between urban and rural for (i) and (ii)
(b) Income (paras. 2.212-2.215): income classification adopted by the
country, preferably distinguishing approximately each 5 percentile or 10 percentile
group
(£.) Occupation (paras. 2.198-2.201): according to', or convertible to, the
latest revision of the International Standard Classification of Occunation (ISCO),
at least to the minor (two-digit) groups. (The illustration uses the minor groups
of the 1968 revision.)

(d)

~

(para. 2.87):

male; female

Use of the tabulation
Tabulations P55 and P56 furnish basic information an income and
occupation, useful as indicators of socio-economic status.
The present tabulation is also needed for appraising variations in the
income level of persons both within and 8D)ng groups of occupations. The
tabulation can usefully be expanded to include a cross-classitication by
broad age groups (e. g., under 15 years, 15-64 years, 65 years and over).
Tabulation P56 is particularly needed tor the planning of welfare
schemes relevant to households. It can usefully be expanded to include a
cross-classification by number of economically active members in the
household.
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r
Economically active po~ulation by monthly
income, occupation and sex

Illustration P55.

Geographical division, a/
sex and occupation

Total
economically
active

Honthly income
/Income 'classification adopted
-by the countril

Both sexes
Total economically active
~-1ajor

group 0/1 • • • •

Minor group 0-1 • •
Minor group 0-2/0-3 •
(etc. )
Major group 2 • • •

...

Hinor group 2-0
Minor group 2-1

Major group X • •

...

funor group X-l
• •
t-ti.nor group X-2 • • •
Minor group X-3
Armed forces

...

.......

Male
(as for "Both sexes")
Female
( as for "Both sexes")

a/ This tabulation may be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major
ciVil-division; (iii) each principal locality7 Distinguish between urban and
rural for (!.> and (ii). See paras. 2 .227-2.228.
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P56.

Households and population in households by annual income and size of
household

Population included:

all members of households

Classifications:
(!.) Geographical division (paras. 2.227-2.228): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each principal locality. Distinguish between
urban and rural tor (!J and (ill.-

Size ot household (paras. 2.73-2.74): 1 person; 2 persons; 3 persons;
4 persons;~persons; 6 persons; 7 persons; 8 persons; 9 persons; 10 or more
persons; not stated; and, separately, the number of households of each size and
the aggregate population by size of household.
(b)

(~) Income (paras. 2.212-2.215): income classification adopted by the
countr,y, preterablydistinguishing approximately each 5-percentile or 10-percentile
group.

Use of the tabulation
The use ot this tabulation is discussed in conjunction with that of
tabulation P55.
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Illustration P56.

Households and population in households by
annual income and size of household
Annual income
Total

Geographical division, a/
and si ze of households -

Less than •••

,

.. - ...

• •• and over

Not stated

House- Popu- House- Popu- House- Popu- House- Popu- House- Popuholds lation holds lation holds lation holds lation holds lation

ALL HOUSEHOLDS •

··········

Households consisting of:

I

I\)
I\)

VI

I

···
·
··· .· ·· ·· · ··· .·· .· · · ·
· ·
·
·· ·· ·· .·· ··· ·· ·· ·· ··· ··· ··
·· .· · · ·· ·. · . ·•
· ·
·· ·· ·· .·· ··. · · ·· ··· ··· .·
·.·.•
·
····· ··.·

1 person.
•
2 persons
3 persons
4 persons
5 persons
6 persons
• •
1 persons
8 persons
9 persons
• •
10 persons or more •
riot stated •
•

!

I

I

a/ This tabulation mq be compiled for (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division; (iii) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (V -and (ii). See paras. 2 .221-2 .2~

Part Three
Topics and tabulations tor housing censuses
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VII.
A.

TOPICS TO BE

INV~STIGATED

Factors determiE-ing the

IN HOUSING

se~ection~f

C~:SUSES

topics

3.1. 11ith reference to the selection of topics to be included in a housing
census, attention is drawn to the importance of limiting statistical inquiries
to the collection of data that can be processed and published within a reasonable
period of time. Such admonitions are especially applicable in connexion with
housing census, since it is customary to conduct housing and population census as
simultaneous or consecutive operations and there is more than the usual possibility
that the amount of data included may be beyond the capacity of enumerators and
data-processing facilities. It may be sufficient in some developing countries,
for example, to ascertain only the number of housing units and other living
quarters of various types, the number and characteristics of the occupants thereof
and the availability of a .Tater supply system. Indeed? it might be neither
feasible nor desirable in some cases to do more and, if more were attempted, the
success of the census might be Jeopardized.
3.2. However, it is false economy to collect housing data which are so incomplete
that they fail to serve the principal purposes for which they are required. In
this connexion, it is important for census-takers to consult closely with the
principal users (housing programmers, for example) at an early stage in the
preparations for a housing census in order to concentrate on providing the data
most urgently required and supplying them in their most useful form.
3.3. The topics to be covered on the questionnaire (that is, the subject regarding
which information is to be collected for living quarters, households and buildings)
should be determined upon balanced consideration of (a) the needs of the country
(national as well as local) to be served by the census data: (b) achievement of
the maximum degree of international comparability, both within-regions and on
a ,,,orld-wide basis; (c) the probable willingness and ability of respondents to
give adequate information on the topics; (d) the technical competence of the
enumerators to obtain information on the topics by direct observation and (e) the
total national resources available for enumeration, processing, tabulation and
publication, and establishment of a data base which will determine the over-all
feasible scope of the census.

3.4. In making the selection of topics? due regard should be paid to the
usefulness of historical continuity in providing the opportunity for a comparison
of changes over time. Census-takers should, however, avoid collecting information
no longer required simply because it was traditionally collected in the past. It
becomes necessary, therefore, to review periodically the topics traditionally
investigated and to re-evaluate the need for the series to which they contribute.
1.

Priority of national needs

3.5. Prime importance should be Given to the fact that housing censuses should
be designed to meet national needs. Should any conflict exist among national
needs, regional recommendations and global recommendations, national needs should
take precedence followed by the regional recommendations and finally the global
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recommendations. The first consideration is that the census should provi~e
information on the topics of greatest value to the country, with questions framed
in such a way as to elicit data of maximum use to that country. Experience has
shown that national needs will be best served if the census includes topics
generally recognized as of basic value and defined in accordance with regional
and global standards.

3.6. It is recognized that many countries will find it necessary to include in
the census topics of national or local interest in addition to the topics included
in the recommendations, and that the census data may need to be supplemented by
housing surveys in order to obtain information on topics which cannot be included
in the census either because they would overburden the enumerator or because they
require specially trained enumerators. It is also possible that some countries
may omit from the census certain recommended topics because it can be assumed
with a high degree of confidence that a particular facility) such as electricity
for example, is available in virtually all living quarters in the country.
Conversely, some topics may not be investigated because of the almost total absence
of certain facilities, particularly in the rural areas of some developing
countries.
2.

Importance of international comparability

3.7. The desirability of achieving reeional and world-wide comparability should
be another major consideration in the selection and formulation of topics for the
census schedule. National and international objectives are usually compatible,
however. since international recommendations, being based on a broad study of
country experience and practice, are recommendations of definitions and methods
which have successfully met general national needs.
3.8. If the particular circumstances within a country necessitate departures from
international standards, every effort should be made to explain these departures
in the census publications and to indicate how the national presentation can be
adapted to the international standards.
3.

Suitability of topics

3.9. The topics investigated should be such that the respondents will be willing
and able to provide adequate information on them. Those for which inform.ation is
to be obtained through direct observation by the enumerator should be within
his or her technical competence. Thus, it may be necessary to avoid topics which
are likely to arouse fear, local prejudice or superstition, and questions which
are too complicated and difficult for the average respondent or the enumerator
to answer easily. The exact phrasin~ for each question that is needed in order
to obtain the most reliable responses will of necessity depend on national
circumstances.

4.

Resources available

3.10. The selection of topics should be carefully considered in relation to the
total resources available for the census. An accurate and efficient collection
of data for a limited number of topics, followed by prompt tabulation and
publication, is more useful than the collection of data for an over-ambitious
list of topics, which cannot properly be investigated, tabulated or stored in the
data base. In balancine the need for data against resources available, the
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extent to which questions can be pre-coded should be considered. This may be
an important factor in determining whether or not it is economically feasible
to investigate certain topics in the census.
B.

List of topics

3.11. The housing topics included in the following lists have emerged as a
result of meetinr,s convened by the re~ional commissions and the Inter-AMerican
Statistical Institute for revising their respective regional recommendations for
population and housing censuses. Based on these meetings, five sets of regional
recommendations h~ve been formulated. 58/ The criteria observed for the
selection of topics in the present recommendations are as follows:
List ~: Topics included as ';basic ii in at least three regional proframmes
for housing censuses, which therefore represent a broad international consensus
with respect to their importance;
!!ist E: Topics included as Ilbasic'; or ';other useful'; in at least three
regional programmes for housing censuses and not included in list D:
List F (shown in annex III below): Topics not included in list D or list E)
which are included as ;ibasic" or ';other useful;' in at least one regional programme
for housing censuses.
3.12. Lists D and E, compiled on +.he basis of the above
paragraph 3.15 below.

criteria~

are shown in

3.13. It may be noted that list D consists of all topics included as 'Irecommended;t
in the 1970 recommendations plus "year or period of construction ll , nownership';,
libathing facilities!; and "cooking facilities fl , all of which were previously
included as "other useful I; topics. The topics included in list D are those
required for the tabulations most urgently needed for the measurement and
evaluation of housing conditions and for the formulation of housing programmes
(see para. 3.122 below); a study of housing census experience indicates the
feasibility of collecting information on these topics by means of housing censuses.
Those that are likely to present difficulties and require time-consuming
questioning can probably best be investigated for a sample of livin.~ quarters.
3.14. List E includes only ';rentall:, which may be investigated in accordance with
regional needs; it was previously included among the "other useful;; topics in

58/ Economic Commission for. Europe, Recommendations for the 1900 Censuses of
Po ulation and Housinr: in the ECE Re ion~ Statistical Standards and Studies, No. 31
lJnited Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.II.E.6); Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific. :fAsian and Pacific recommendations for the 1980
population and housing censuses ll (ST/ESCAP/52)~ Inter-American Statistical
Institute, Program of the 1980 Census of America (COTA-1980): Standards for the
Population and Housing Censuses (IASI document 7357a - 3/16/78-25); Economic
Commission for Africa ~ "Report of the Horking Group on Recommendations for the
1980 Population and Housing Censuses in Africa" (E/CN.14/CPH/47); Economic
Commission for Hestern Asia, Expert Group Meeting on Census Techniques,
12-16 December 1977, "Final reportil (E/ECHA/POP/HG.9/2).
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the 1970 rec ommen<1at ions • The rema:lnlnc; topics, which "Tere previously in the
I'other useful: category ('number of bedrooms", plus "industry:;, ~lmarital status'
a.nd "national and/or ethnic p:roup;; of household head) nO"T appear in list F (see
annex III below).

3.15.

'l'he topics included in lists D and E are shoym beloYT.
List D
Building in which living quarters are located - characteristics of

1.

Building - type of (para. 3.17)
Construction material of outer walls (para. 3.25)
Year or period of construction (para. 3.28)

2.

3.

LivinB quarters - characteristics and facilities of

4.

Location (para. 3.33)
Livine quarters - type of (para. 3.41)
Occupancy status (para. 3.80)
Ownership - type of (para. 3.84)
Rooms - number of (para. 3.87)
Hater supply system (para. 3.90)
Toilet facilities (para. 3.92)
Bathing facilities (para. 3.98)
Cooking facilities (para. 3.100)
Lighting - type of (para. 3.106)

5.
6.

7.

o.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Occupants of living quarters - number and characteristics of

14.
15.

Conjugal family nucleus (para. 3.107)
Demographic and economic characteristics of household head (para. 3.109)
Age (para. 3.110)
Sex (para. 3.110)
Type of activity (para. 3.110)
Occupation (para. 3.110)
Household (para. 3.111)
Occupants - number of (para. 3.115)
Tenure ( para. 3.116)

16.
17.
18.

List E
Rental (para. 3.119)
C.

Definitions and specifications of topics (in numerical order)

3.16. Paragraphs 3.17-3.121 below contain the recommended definitions of the topics
in lists D and E. It is important that census data be accompanied by the
d~finitions used in carrying out the census.
It is also important that any changes
in definitions that might have been made since the previous census be indicated
and, if possible, accompanied by estimates of the effect of such changes on the
relevant data. In this way, users will not confuse valid changes over time with
increases or decreases that have occurred as the result of changed definitions.
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1.

Building - tyPe of
(a)

Definition of building

3.17. A building is any independent free-standing structure compr1s1n~ one or
more rooms 59/ or other spaces, covered by a roof and usually enclosed within
external walls or dividing walls 60/ which extend from the foundations to the
roof. However, in tropical areas~a building may consist of a roof with supports
only, that is, without constructed walls; in some cases, a roofless structure
consisting of a space enclosed by walls may be considered a IIbuildinp'; (see also
'/
II para. 3.2 4) •
'compound,
3.18. A building may be used or intended for residential, commercial or
industrial purposes or for the provision of services. It may, therefore, be a
factory~ shop, detached dwe11in~, apartment building, warehouse, p,arage, barn
and so forth. In some exceptional cases, facilities usually provided by a set of
living quarters are located in two or more separate detached structures~ as when
a kitchen is in a separate structure. In the case of living quarters "rith
detached rooms, these rooms should be considered as separate b~ildines. A
building may, therefore, contain several sets of 1ivin~ quarters, as in an
apartment building or duplex; it may be coextensive with a single detached set of
living quarters, or it may be only part of a set of 1ivinc quarters, e.g., 1ivinr
quarters with detached rooms, vn1ich are clearly intended to be used as part of
the living quarters.
3.19. The concept of iibuilding,l should be clearly defined and the instructions
for the housing census should i~iicate whether all buildings are to be listed and
enumerated or only those used in whole or in part for residential purposes.
Instructions should also indicate whether buildings under construction are to be
recorded and, if so, at what stage of completion they are eligible for inclusion.
Buildings being demolished or awaiting demolition should normally be excluded.

(£)

Classification of buildings by tyPe

3.20. The fo110wine classification by type is recommended for buildings in which
some space is used for residential purposes:
(~)

Buildings coextensive with a single housing unit:
(~)

Detached;

(ii)

Attached;

(b)

Buildings containing more than one housing unit:

(£)

Buildings for persons living in

(~)

All others.

institutions~

59/ For definition of "rooms;!, see para. 3.87.
60/ ':Dividing walls \I refer to the walls of adjoining buildings which have
been constructed so that they are contiguous, e. g., dividing walls of ;;rO'\"ti
houses.
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3.21. It should be noted that, for the purposes of the housing census, the above
classification refers to the building in which the living quarters enumerated are
located and that livinG quarters, not buildings. will be tabulated according to
the classification.
3.22. Category (a) provides separate subgroupines for,ldetached il and :~attached:l
buildings because~ althou~h most single-unit buildings are detached (a suburban
house, a villa etc.), in some countries a substantial number may be attached (row
houses, for example) and in such cases it may be useful to identify them as a
separate group. Buildings containing more than one housing unit (category (~»
will usually be apartment buildings, but they may also be other types of buildings
that are structurally subdivided so as to contain more than one housing unit (for
example, a large dwelling which has been structurally converted into several
apartments). Category <.~), :lBuildings for persons living in institutions' l ,
includes hospital buildings, prisons, military establishments etc. It should be
noted that a structurally separate housing unit (a house or apartment intended
for the occupancy of members of the institution's staff, for example), either
within a building of the institution or detached but within the grounds, should
be included in category (~) if the housing unit is coextensive with a building, in
(b) if there is more than one housing unit in the building or in (c) if there is
only one housing unit in the building but it is not coextensive with the
building, i.e. if the building contains additional space used for the institutional
population or for other purposes.
3.23. In addition to the above, and for subsequent analysis of housing conditions,
each country will find it useful to provide for separate identification of special
types of buildings which are characteristic of the country concerned. For example,
categories such as flshop/dwelling;; may be included if required and information may
be sought on whether the building is wholly residential, partly residential,
residential and commercial, mainly commercial and so forth.

(£) Compound
3.24. In some countries it may be appropriate to use the IIcompound:t as a unit
of enumeration. In some areas of the world, living quarters are traditionally
located within compounds and the grouping of living quarters in this way may have
certain economic and social implications which it would be useful to study. In
such cases it may be appropriate, during the census, to identify compounds and
to record information suitable for linking then to the livine quarters located
within them.
2.

Construction material of outer walls

3.25. This topic refers to the construction material of the outer walls of the
building in which the living quarters are located. If the walls are constructed
of one or more materials, the predominant material should be reported. The types
distinguished (brick, concrete, wood, adobe and so on) will depend upon the
materials most frequently used in the country concerned and on their significance
from the point of view of permanency of construction or assessment of durability.
3.26. In some countries the material used for the construction of roofs or of
floors may be of special significance for the assessment of durability and, in
such cases, it may be necessary to collect information on this as well as on the
material of the 'valls. It should be reme.mbered, however, that this may lead to
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a so~ewhat complicated tabulation, since, for the correct interpretation of the
data, the range of materials collected for each element of construction needs to
be cross-classified with the material of any other elements that may have been
included. For estimating replacement needs, these cross-classifications must then
be related to a range of years of periods of construction.
3.27. llhile the material of construction is a useful addition to data collected
on the type of livin~ quarters, it should not be considered as a sUbstitute for
that information. lIood. for example, may be the material of a poorly constructed
squatter's hut or of a durable and well-constructed dwelling. In these cases the
type of unit adds significantly to the pos8ibility of quality appraisal.
3.

Year or period of construction

3.28. This topic refers to the age of the building in which the livin,'S quarters
are located. It is recommended that the exact year be sought for buildings
constructed during the intercensal period immediately precedin~ if it does not
exceed 10 years. "'lhere the intercensal period exceeds 10 years or where no
previous census has been carried out, the exact year should be sou~ht for buildings
constructed during the preceding 10 years. For buildings constructed before that
time, the information should be collected in periods that will provide a useful
means of assessing the age of the housin~ stock. Difficulty may be experienced in
collecting data on this topic because in some cases the occupants may not know the
date of construction.
3.29. The collection of data for single years durin~ the intercensal period is
seen as a method of checking construction statistics for deficient coverage and
of more closely integrating the ho~sing census with current housing statistics.
3.30. The periods should be measured in terms of events that have some special
significance in the country concerned, as for example since the Second l10rld VTar:,
between the First vlorld liar and the Second Horld Uar: before the First World Har.
Three age groups may be considered as a minimum classification. The total period
covered by the age groups and the number of groups distinguished will depend upon
the materials and methods of construction used in the country concerned anc_ the
number of years that buildings normally last.
3.31. llhere parts of buildings have been constructed at different times, the year
or period of construction should refer to the major part. vlhere living quarters
comprise more than one building (living quarters with detached rooms, for example)
the age of the building which contains the major part of the living quarters should
be recorded.
3.32. In countries where a significant number of households construct their own
living quarters (countries with large non-monetary sectors~ for example) it may
be useful to include an additional question which will distinguish the living
quarters according to whether or not they were constructed by the households
occupying them. The information should refer only to living quarters constructed
during the preceding intercensal or 10-year period, and it should be made clear
in fo~ulating the question that it refers to living quarters constructed mainly
by households (with or without the help of other households in the community) and
that it does not refer to construction executed by enterprises on behalf of
households.
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1
4.

Location of livinp; guarters (see also "living quarters and household listinp;

3.J3. A great deal of information relevant to the location of livine quarters is
contained under the definition of "locality;; and :lurban and rural;; (see
paras. 2.51-2.61). It is important for those concerned with carrying out
housing censuses to study this information, because the geoeraphical concepts used
to describe the location of livine quarters in carrying out a housing census are
extremely important both for the execution of the census and for the subsequent
tabulation of the census results. 1Vhen the housing census is combined with, or
closely related to, a population census, these concepts need to be carefully
considered and co-ordinated so that the geographic .areas recognized in carrying
out the two censuses are of opti~um value for both operations.
3.34. Information on location should be collected in sufficient detail to enable
tabulations to be made for the smallest geographical subdivisions required by
the tabulation plan. To satisfy the requirements of the geographical
classifications recommended in the tabulations in chapter viii, information is
needed on whether the living quarters are located in an urban or rural area, the
major civil division, the minor civil division and, for living quarters located
in principal localities, the name of the locality.
3.35.

llhere a permanent system of house or building numbers does not already
exist, it is essential to establish a numbering system for the census so that the
location of each set of living quarters can be adequately described. Similarly,
in cases where streets do not have names or numbers properly displayed, such
identification should be provided as one of the pre-census operations. Adequate
identification provides the basis for the preparation of census control lists
(see also ;;living quarters and household listing i1 , paras. 1. 91-1. 92) : it is
required to monitor and control the enumeration, to identify living quarters for
possible call-backs and for post-enumeration evaluation surveys as well as for
other post-censal inquiries that use the census as a sampling frame or other point
of departure. Ideally. each building or other inhabited structure should be
provided w-i th a number, as should each set of living quarters ,·rithin buildings or
structures. In preparing a census control listing, it is the practice to identify .
further each household within living quarters.

3.36. Living quarters that are not located in areas with a conventional pattern
of streets, such as those in squatter areas or in some places not intended for
habitation, may require special identification. Since it may not be possible to
describe the location of these units in terms of a formal address, it may be
necessary to describe them in-terms of their proximity to natural or created
landmarks of various kinds or in relation to buildings that are located in areas
where a formal address is possible.
3.37. The various geographical designations which together define the location of
living quarters are discussed below.
(a)

Address

3.38. Information that describes the place where the living quarters are to
found and distinguishes them from other living quarters in the same locality
within this category. As a rule the information includes the name or number
the street and the number of the living quarters; in the case of apartments,
building number and the apartment number are required.
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be
falls
of
the

(~)

3.39.

For the definition of 'Ilocali tyil, see paragraphs 2.51-2.53.
<.~)

3.40.
5.

Locality

Urban and rural

For the definition of

il

urban and rural;;, see paragraphs 2.54-2.61.

Li vinp; qua~~ ~!S _--·-.~_Y-I'_~.~X
(~)

Definition of living quarters

3.41. LivinG quarters are structurally separate and independent places of abode.
They may (a) have been constructed, built, converted or arranged for human
habitation~ provided that they are not at the time of the census used wholly for
other purposes and that, in the case of mobile housine units, improvised housin~
units and collective living quarters, they are occupied at the time of the census
or (b) although not intended for habitation, actually be in use as such at the
time-of the census.

(i)

Separateness and independence

3.42.

The essential features of living quarters are separateness and
independence. An enclosure may be considered as separate if surrounded by walls,
fences etc. and covered by a roof so that a person or eroup of persons can isolate
themselves from other persons in the community for the purposes of sleeping,
preparing and taking their meals or protecting themselves from the hazards of
climate and enviro~lent. Such an enclosure may be considered as independent when
it has direct access from the street or fro~ a public or communal staircase,
passage, gallery or grounds, i.e. when the occupants can come in or go out of
their living quarters without passing through anybody else's premises.

3.43. Attached rooms having an independent entrance, or detached rooms for
habitation which have clearly been built, rebuilt, converted etc., to be used as
a part of the living quarters should be counted as part of the living quarters.
Thus, living quarters may be constituted by rooms or groups of rooms with
independent entrances or by separate buildings.
(ii)

Permanence

3.44. Living quarters may be permanent or semi-permanent bu:ldings or parts of
buildings intended for habitation, or natural shelters not :ntended for habitation
but actually used as places of abode on the day or night eSjablished as the
time-reference of the census.
(iii)

Habitation

3.45. Living quarters originally intended for habitation and used wholly for
other purposes at the time of the census should norma:ly be excluded from the
census coverage, while shelters not intended for habitation but occupied at the
time of the census should be included. In some circunstances, it may be
convenient to make a separate count for national purpvses of the living quarters
originally intended for habitation but used wholly for other purposes at the time
of the census and vice versa. In such cases, specific instructions for the
enumeration of these must be supplied.
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Living quarters unner construction? newly constructed, bein~
demolished or awaiting demolition

(iv)
3.46.

Instructions should be issued so that it is clearly understood at what
completion living quarters should be included in the housinB census.
be included in the housing census as soon as construction has begun, at
various stages of construction or when construction has been completed. Livin~
quarters being demolished or awaiting de~olition should normally be excluded. The
system used should be consistent with that employed for the system of current
statistics and it should avoid double counting where construction statistics are
used to bring the census data up to date.
sta~e of
~hey may

3.47. Special instructions will need to be issued concernine; il core dwellings" in
countries where these are provided as a preliminary phase of dwelling construction
(for a discussion of core dwellings, see para. 3.58).
(b)

Classification by structural~

3.40. The living quarters defined in paragraph 3.41 are either housinG units or
collective living quarters. Normally, the collection of information concerninp,
housing units will be considered of first importance in a housine census, since
it is in housing units that the bulk of the population permanently lives.
Furthermore? housing units are intended for occupancy, or are occupied, by
households, and it is with the provision of accommodation for households that
housing programmes are mainly concerned. However, certain types of Il collective
living quarters:; are also of significance with respect to the housing conditions
of households; these include hotels, rooming houses and other lodging houses and
camps occupied by households. Housing units should be classified so as to
distinguish at least conventional dwellings from other types of housing units. It
should be emphasized that without an adequate classification of living quarters
no meaningful analysis of housing conditions based on housing census data is
possible.
3.49. The classification outlined below and described more fully in paragraphs
3.51-3.79 and a system of three-digit codes have been designed to group in broad
classes housing units and collective living quarters with similar structural
characteristics. The distribution of occupants (population) among the various
groups supplies valuable information about the housing accommodation available
at the time of the census. The classification also affords a useful basis of
stratification for sample surveys. The living quarters may be divided into the
followinG categories:
1.0.0

Housing units (para. 3.52)
1.1.0 Conventional dwellings (para. 3.54)
1.2.0 Uobile housing units (para. 3.62)
1.3.0 Marginal housing units (para. 3.64)
1.3.1 Improvised housing units (para. 3.65)
1.3.2 Housing units in permanent buildings not intended
for human habitation (para. 3.67)
Other
premises not intended for human
1.3.3
habitation (para. 3.69)
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2.0.0 Collective living quarters (para. 3.10)
2.1.0 Hotels rooming houses and other
2.2.0 Institutions (para. 3.14)
2.3.0 Camps (para. 3.15)
2.4.0 Other (para. 3.16)
j

lodgin~

houses (para. 3.13)

3.50. Not all the categories in the above classification are of importance under
all circumstances. For example, in some countries, certain of the groups nay not
need to be considered separately, while in others it will be convenient to
subdivide them. However, some of the categories are of special significance for
assessing the housing situation and should be distinguished even where a simplified
classification is employed. Uhere the classification is reduced, conventional
dwellings at least, should be indicated separately.

(£J
3.51.

Definitions of each type of living quarters

A description of the categories shown in paragraph 3.49 is given below.

(1.0.0)

Housing unit

3.52. A housing unit is a separate and independent place of abode intended for
habitation by one household~ 61/, 62/ or one not intended for habitation but
occupied as living quarters by a household at the time of the census. Thus it
may be an occupied or vacant dwelling) an occupied mobile or improvised housing
unit or any other place occupied as livinG quarters by a household at the time
of the census. This category includes housing of various levels of permanency
and acceptability and therefore requires further classification in order to
provide for a meaningful assessment of housing conditions.
3.53. It should be noted that housing units on the grounds or within the
buildings housing an institution, camp etc. should be separately identified and
counted as housing units. For example~ if, in the grounds of a hospital, there
is a separate and indepenuent house intended for the habitation of the director
and his or her family, the house should be counted as a housinr unit. In the same
way, self-contained apartments located in hotel buildings should be counted as
housing units if they have direct access to the street or to a common space within
the building. Similar cases will need to be identified and described in the
instructions for the enumeration.
(1.1.0)

Conventional dwelling

3.54. A conventional d.,.,elling is a room or suite of rooms and its accessories in
a permanent building or structurally separated part thereof, which by the way it
has been built, rebuilt or converted, is intended for habitation by one household
and. is not, at the tine of the census, used wholly for other purposes. It should
have a separate access to a street (direct or via a garden or grounds) or to a
61/ Although intended for habitation by one household, a housing unit may,
at the time of the census, be occupied by one or more households or by a part of a
household.
62/ For the definition of "household;' ~ see paras. 1.223-1.228, 2.62-2.64,
2.13-2.85 and 3.112.
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common space within the building (staircase~ passae;e, gallery and so on).
Examples of dwellings are houses, flats, suites of rooms. apartnents etc.

3.55.

A permanent buildine is understood to be a structure th~t may be expected to
maintain its stability for 10 years or more. It is recognized that the criterion
of permanency or durability is difficult for the census enumerators to apply and
that its adaptation to local conditions would require considerable study and
experimentation by the national offices with respect to the significance of
materials and methods of construction. In some cases~ it may be of greater
significance nationally to apply the criteria of construction material and method
of construction directly in order to establish whether or not the building
containing the housing unit is of permanent construction rather than translating
these criteria into a time-period.

3.56. It may be noted that the terms dwelling, dwelling unit, dwellinr, house;
residential dwelling unit, family dwelling, house, ~ogement, vivienda, unidad de
vivienda and so forth have been used indiscriminately to refer to living quarters
of any type. The term "dwelling" is here limited to a housing unit located in a
~ermanent building and designed for occupancy by one household.
Although a
dwelling is a housing unit intended - i.e. constructed or converted - for
habitation by one household it may, at the time of the census, be vacant or
occupied by one or more households or by a part of a household.
3.57.

Some dwellings do not fully comply tdth the definition. As already noted
(para. 3.50) it may be necessary under some circumstances to expand the recommended
Classification of housing units. Such instances may arise in countries where a
certain proportion of the housing inventory comprises housing units that possess
some of the characteristics attributed to dtvellings but fall short of the
definition in certain respects. For example, in some countries ;lcore ll or :'nuclear"
dwellings around which a dwelling will eventually be constructed are provided as
part of the housing programmes. In others, a significant proportion of the
housing inventory is composed of dwellines that are constructed, by traditional
methods, of locally available crude materials and may be less permanent than
dwellings of more conventional construction and technically improved materials.
Because of the prevalence of core dwellings and semi-permanent dwellings, they
are discussed separately belotv.

3.58. Core dwellings. Hany countries with insufficient resources to meet their
housing needs have attempted to alleviate the housing conditions of the
population living in squatter areas by providinG core or nuclear dwellin~s. Under
these programmes the households move their improvised shacks from the squatter
area to a new location, the idea bein~ that gradually, and generally with
government assistance of one kind or another, the households with core or nuclear
dwellings will add to the nucleus until they can abandon their shacks entirely.
3.59. A core dwelling is sometimes only a sanitary unit containing bathinG and
toilet facilities, to which may be added, in subsequent phases, the other elements
that will finally comprise the completed dwelline. Such units do not fall within
the definition of dwelling set forth in paragraph 3.54. Obviously, however~
although the household continues to occupy its original shelter (which would
probably be classified as an "improvised housine-: unitH) its housing situation is
a vast improvement over that of households remaining in the squatter areas and
the prOVision of the cores is a significant step towards the alleviation of
housing shortar,es.
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3.60. The problem is, therefore~ one of reflecting in the statistics the
improvements brought about by programmes such as those described ~uove without
distorting the data that refer to fully constructed conventional dwellings. It is
recommended, therefore, that core dwellings should be counted as dwellings in the
census if at least one room, 63/ in addition to the sanitary facilities: is
cODp1eted and also that those that have not reached this stage of completion
should be recorded as cores. Arrangements should be made so that the facilities
available in the core can be related during data processing to the households for
whose use they have been provided.
3.61. Semi-permanent dwellings. Some countries will wish to give particular
attention to conventional dwellings that have been constructed or erected with
locally available crude materials such as bamboo, palm, straw or any similar
vegetable materials. Such units often have mud wa11s~ thatched roofs etc.~ and
may be expected to last for only a limited time (from a few months to 10 years)~
although occasionally they may last for 10np,er periods. This category is intended
to cover housing units that are typical and traditional in many tropical rural
areas. They normally correspond to a certain stage of cultural development, and
in some countries they are of special significance for large sectors of the
population. Such units may be known as cabins, ranchos or bohios (Latin America)~
barastis (Bahrain), barong barong (Philippines) etc.
(1.2.0)

Mobile housing units

3.62. A mobile housing unit is any type of living accommodation that has been
made to be transported (such as a tent) or is a moving unit (such as a ship, boat;
barge, vessel, railroad car, caravan, trailer, yacht etc.) occupied as living
quarters at the time of the census. Trailers and bedouin tents used as permanent
living quarters are of special interest.
3.63. Although mobile housing units are significantly different from other housing
units in that they can be readily moved or transported, mobility in itself is not
necessarily a measure of qUality. For the assessment of housing conditions in
countries with a sUbstantial number of mobile units, it may be useful to classify
them further as tents, wagons, boats, trailers etc.
(1.3.0)

Hargina1 housing units

3.64. Marginal housing units comprise three subgroups,name1y, Himprovised
housinG units';, ,Ihousing units in permanent buildings not intended for human
habitation'; and Olother premises not intended for human habitation il • These units
are characterized by the fact that they are either makeshift shelters constructed
of waste materials and generally considered unfit for habitation (squatters' huts,
for example) or places that are not intended for human habitation although in use
for the purpose at the time of the census (barns, warehouses, natural shelters
etc.). Under almost all circumstances such places of abode represent unacceptable
housing and they may be usefully grouped together in order to analyse the housine
conditions of the population and for the purpose of estimating housing needs. ~ach
subgroup is defined below •
.63/ For the definition of lIroom'l, see para. 3.87.
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(1.3.1)

Improvised housing units

3.65.

An improvised housing unit is an independent, makeshift shelter or
structure built of waste materials and without a predetermined plan, for the
purpose of habitation by one household, which is bein~ used as living quarters at
the time of the census. Included in this category are squatters' huts~ poblaciones
callampas (Chile), hon~os (Peru), favelas (Brazil), sarifas (Iraq), .1huggis (India
and Pakistan), gubuks (Indonesia» ~cekondula (Turkey) and any similar premises
arranged and used as living quarters though they may not comply with generally
accepted standards for habitation. This type of housing unit is usually found in
urban and suburban areas, particularly at the peripheries of the principal cities.

3.66. There is a wide variation in the procedures and criteria used in classifying
these units. There are many borderline cases, and countries will need to make
decisions and issue detailed instructions on how to enumerate and classify
improvised housing units.
(1.3.2)

Housing units in permanent buildings not intended for
human habitation

3.67. Included in this category are housing units (in permanent buildings) that
have not been built, constructed, converted or arranged for human habitation but
which are actually in use as living quarters at the time of the census. These
include housin~ units in stables, barns, mills, gara6es, warehouses, offices,
booths and so forth.
Premises that have been converted for human habitation, althou~h not
initially desicned or constructed for this purpose, should not be included in this
category.

3.68.

(1.3.3)

Other premises not intended for human habitation

3.69. This category refers to living quarters that are not intended for human
habitation or located in permanent buildings but are nevertheless used as living
quarters at the time of the census. Caves and other natural shelters fall within
this category.
(2.0.0)

Collective living quarters

3.70. ,lCollective living quarters'; include structurally separate and independent
places of abode intended for habitation by large groups of individuals or several
households and occupied at the time of the census. Such quarters usually have
certain common facilities, such as cookinr, and toilet installations, baths, lounge
roams or dormitories, which are shared by the occupants. As indicated in
paragraph 3.48 they may be further classified into hotels, rooming houses and
other lodging houses, institutions and camps.
3.71. As noted in paragraph 3.53, housing units on the grounds or within the
building housing an institution, camp, hotel etc. should be separately identified
and counted as housing units.
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3.72. The criteria established for the identification of collective livinr.
quarters are not always easy to apply and it is sometimes difficult for an
enumerator to decide whether living quarters should be classified as a housing
unit or not. This is particularly true in the case of buildings occupied by a
number of households. The enumerator should be given clear instructions as to
when the premises occupied by a group of people living together are to be
considered as a housing unit and when as collective living quarters.
(2.1.0)

Hotels, rooming houses and other lodging houses

3.73. This group comprises permanent structures which provide lodging on a fee
basis and in which the number of boarders or lodgers exceeds five. Hotels, motels,
inns, boarding houses, pensions~ lodging houses etc. fall within this cateeory.
(2.2.0)

Institutions

3.74. This Group covers any set of premises in a permanent structure or structures
designed to house eroups (usually large) of persons who are bound by either a
common public objective or a common personal interest. In this type of living
quarters, persons of the same sex frequently share dormitories • Hospitals _
military barracks, boarding schools, convents, prisons etc. fall within this
category.
(2.3.0)

Camps

3.75. Camps are sets of premises originally intended for the temporary
accommodation of persons with common activities or interests. Included in this
category are military camps, refugee camps and camps established for the housing
of workers in mining, agriculture, public works or other types of enterprises.
(2.4.0)

Other

3.76. This is a residual category for living quarters which may not conform to
the definitions of those included in groups 2.1.0 throu~h 2.3.0. It should be
used only when the number of units in question is small. Where the number is
SUbstantial it should be possible to include in separate groups the living
quarters having characteristics that are similar and also of significance for an
appraisal of housing conditions.
3.77. In some countries it seems that certain types of multihousehold livin~
quarters have emerged in response to the particular needs of the population and
that the characteristics of these quarters enable them to be readily identified
by an enumerator. It may be useful in these countries to provide a separate
subgroup for any such special types. An example of such a subgroup multihousehold living quarters (living quarters intended for habitation by more
than one household) - includes buildings and enclosures intended for communal
habitation by several households.

r
3.78. In this example, structurally separate and independent living quarters for
occupancy by individual households are not proviQed. This category would include
housing arraneements peculiar to certain countries, such as the 1I1one house;'
(Sarawak) and the Kibbutz (Israel).
3.79. It shoulu be noted that the living quarters to be included in this category
are those intended for communal habitation by several households, i.e., constructed
or converted for this purpose. Housing units intended for occupancy by one
household, but which at the time of the census are occupied by several households~
are not to be included because this obscures the identification of households
doubled up in dwellings (an important element in estimating housing needs). It
is suggested that, in carrying out the census, a strict distinction be maintained
~etween housing units occupied by more than one household and living quarters
constructed or converted for communal habitation by several households.

6.

Occupancy status

3.80. Information should be obtained for each conventional dwelling to show
whether the dwelling is occupied or vacant at the time of the census. For vacant
units intended for year-round occupancy the type of vacancy (for rent, for sale
etc.) should be reported. Occupancy status applies only to conventional dwellings,
since all other living quarters are required by definition to be occupied in
order to fall within the scope of the census.
3.81. The enumeration of vacant units is likely to pose difficult problems; but
at least a total count should be made for purposes of controlling the enumeration
and for the reasons stated under the uses of tabulation H8 (chap. VIII). The
type of vacancy is frequently indicated by ;'for sale" or "for rent ll signs posted
on the dwelling. Although it may not be feasible to investigate all of the
topics included in the census for vacant units, as much information as possible
should be collected, including information on whether the living quarters are
seasonally or non-seasonally vacant.
3.82. Vacant units intended for seasonal occupancy may represent a sUbstantial
proportion of the housing inventory in resort areas and in areas where large
numbers of seasonal workers are employed. The separate identification of such a
category may be necessary for the correct interpretation of the over-all vacancy
rate as well as for an evaluation of the housing situation in the area concerned.
Vacant units may be further distinguished according to the type of occupancy for
which they are intended, for example, IIholiday home", "seasonal workers'
quarters Ii and so forth.
3.83. vfuether living quarters whose occupants are temporarily absent or
temporarily present should be recorded as occupied or vacant will need to be
considered in relation to whether a de jure or de facto population census is
being carried out. In either case it would seem useful to distinguish as far as
possible living quarters that are used as a second residence. This would be
particularly important where the second residence has markedly different
characteristics from the primary residence, as would be the case, for example,
where agricultural households move from their permanent living quarters in a
village to rUdimentary structures located on agricultural holdings during certain
seasons of the year.
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7.

Ownership - type of

3.34. This topic refers to the type of ownership of the living quarters themselves
and not that of the land on which the living quarters stand. Type of ownership
should not be contused with tenure, which is discussed in paragraphs 3.116--3.118.
Information should be obtained to show:
(~) llhether the liviDG quarters are owned by the public sector (central
government, local government, public corporations);

(b) Whether the livin~ quarters are privately owned (by housholds, private
corporations, co-operatives, housing associations etc.). The question is sometimes
expanded to show whether the living quarters are tully paid for, beine purchased
in instalments or mortgaged.
3.85. As a minimum, the information on ownership may be classified into two main
groups, i.e., "public ownershipll and "private ownership". Depending upon the
prevalence of various types of ownership and their significance with respect to
housing conditions and the formulation of housing proGrammes, it may be usetul to
introduce some of the subgroups shown. The categories used should be consistent
with those employed in the system ot national accounts of the country concerned
and in accordance with the recommendations contained in A System of National
Accounts. 64/
3.86. It has been observed that the collection of intormation on type of
ownership in a general census may be hampered by the fact that the occupants may
not know who is the owner ot the property and the owners or their representatives
may be situated outside the enumeration zone. Furthermore, there are numerous
cases of borderline and mixed ownership, which make the topic ditficult for
nation-wide enumeration. This is one of the topics tor which more accurate
information might be obtained through a housing survey.

8.

Rooms - number ot

3.87. A roam is detined as a space in a housing unit or other livinc quarters
enclosed by walls reaching tram the tloor to the ceiling or roof coverine, or at
least to a height of 2 metres, ot a size large enough to hold a bed for an adult~
that is, at least 4 square metres. The total number ot rooms, theretore, includes
bedrooms, dining-rooms, living-roams, studies, habitable attics, servants' rooms~
kitchens, rooms used tor professional or business purposes and other separate
spaces used or intended tor dwelling purposes, so long as they meet the criteria
of walls and floor space. Passageways, verandahs, lobbies, bath-rooms, and toilet
roams should not be counted as roams, even if they meet the criteria. Separate
information maybe collected for national purposes on spaces of less than 4 square
metres that conform in other respects to the detinition of roam if it is
considered that their number warrants such a procedure.
3.88. In counting the number ot rooms, those used only for professional or
business purposes should not be included. It they are counted, they should be
included in calculating the number of rooms in living quarters but not in
64/ United l~ations publication, Sales rIo. E.69.XVII.3.

calculating the number of persons per room. This procedure permits density levels
to be studied according to the number of rooms available for living purposes in
relation to the number of occupants. In any event, each country should indicate
,the procedure that has been followed.
3.89. It is recommended in paragraph 3.87 that kitchens be included in the count
of rooms provided they meet the criteria of walls and floor space. Kitchens or
kitchenettes that are smaller than 4 square metres or that have other
characteristics which disqualify them should be excluded. For national purposes,
countries may wish to identify and count kitchens as a separate group of rooms
that may be analysed with respect to size and utilization, and to identify
separately those used exclusively for cooking.

9.

Water supply system

3.90. The basic information to be obtained in the census is whether the living
quarters have or have not a piped",water installation, Le., whether or not water
is laid on to the living quarters by pipes from a community-wide system or an
individual installation, such as a pressure tank, pump, etc. It is necessary to
indicate also whether the living quarters have a tap inside or, if not, whether it
is within a certain distance (100 metres) from the door. The following categories
are recommended:
(~)

Living quarters with piped water inside;

(b) Living quarters with piped water outside but within 100 metres of
the living quarters;

(£) Living quarters without piped water (includir.g piped water beyond
100 metres from the living quarters).
The living quarters may be further c.lassified according to the source of the water
available (community-wide system, tank, public well, private well, river, spring).
3.91. The most significant information from a health point of view is whether the
living quarters have piped water within the premises. However, a category may be
added to distinguish cases where the piper water supply is not in the living
quarters but is within the building in which the living quarters are situated. It
may also be useful to collect information that would show whether the water supply
is for the sole use of the occupants of the living quarters being enumerated or
whether it is for the use of the occupants of several sets of living quarters.
Additional information may be sought on the availability of hot as well as cold
water and on the kind of equipment used for heating water.
10.

Toilet facilities

3.92. A toilet may be defined as an installation for the disposal of human
excreta. A flush toilet is an installation connected with piped water, arranged
for humans to discharge their wastes and from which the wastes are flushed by
water.
3.93.

As a minimum, information should be obtained to show:

(~) Whether the living quarters being enumerated have a toilet intended for
the exclusive use of the occupants and, if so, whether it is a flush toilet or a
non-flush toilet;

(b)

If the living quarters have no toilet of any kind.

llhether the toilet is situated inside or outside the living quarters is of varying
significance according to the type being considered.

3.94. For living quarters reported as having a toilet, additional information may
be sought to indicate whether the toilet is used exclusively by the occupants of
the living quarters being enumerated or whether it is shared with the occupants of
other living quarters. For living quarters reported as having no toilet, it would
be useful to know whether the occupants have the use of a communal facility and
the type of facility; whether they use the toilet of other living quarters and
the type, or whether there is no toilet of any kind available for the use of the
occupants.
3.95. Some countries have found it useful to expand the classification for
non-flush toilets to distinguish certain types that are widely used and indicate
a certain level of sanitation.
3.96.

For housing units occupied by more than a certain number of households
(more than two, for example) and for collective living quarters, particularly
those of the multihousehold and hotel/boarding house type, it may be useful to
gather information on the number and type of toilets available to the occupants.
Such living quarters are usually equipped with multifacilities for the use of
large groups and information on the number and type of toilets in relation to the
number of occupants would be significant in analysing housing conditions.
,

3.97.

Information may also be collected to show the sewage system used for
disposal of human excreta. Information required.is as follows:
(a) Whether the toilet empties into a community sewerage system and the type
of system (piped system, open ditch);
(b) l'lhether the toilet empties into an individual system and the type of
system-(septic tank, ~esspool, pit);
(c) Whether some other system is used (for example, toilets draining directly
into lakes or rivers).
11.

Bathing facilities

3.98.

Information should ~e obtained on whether or not there is a fixed bath or
shower installation within the premises of each set of living quarters.
Additional information may be collected to show whether or not the facilities are
for the exclusive use of the occupants of the living quarters and whether there
is a supply of hot water for bathing purposes or cold water only. In some areas
of the world the distinction proposed above may not be the most appropriate for
national needs. It may be important, for example, to distinguish between the
availability of a separate room for bathing in the living quarters, a separate
room for bathing in the building, an open cubicle for bathing in the building and
a public bath house.

3.99.

For housing units occupied by more than a certain number of households
(more than two, for example) and, for collective living quarters, particularly
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those of the multihousehold and hotel/boarding house type, it may be useful to
gather information on the number of fixed baths or showers available to the
occupants. Such living quarters are usually equipped with multifacilities for
the use of large groups and information on the number of fixed baths or showers in
relation to the number of occupants would be significant in analysing housing
concH tions •
12.

Cooking facilities

3.100. Information should be obtained on whether the living quarters have a
kitchen, whether some other space is set aside for cooking such as a kitchenette
or whether there is no special place set aside for cooking.
3.101. A kitchen is defined as a space which conforms in all respects to a ;lroom"
as defined in paragraph 3.87, is equipped for the preparation of the principal
meals and is intended primarily for that purpose.
3.102. Other space reserved for cooking falls short of the attributes of a II ro OU)\;
as defined in paragraph 3.87, although equipped for the preparation of the
principal meals and intended primarily for that purpose such as a kitchenette.
3.103. The collection of data on the availability of a kitchen may provide a
convenient opportunity to gather information on the kind of equipment used tor
cooking such as a stove, hot plate, open fire etc.
3.104. Some countries have found it necessary to investigate the kind of fuel
used for cooking. The data collected may refer to electricity, gas, oil, wood
etc., depending upon the country~ they may refer to the fuel most frequently used
and to the fuel used for preparing the principal meals. It may be noted that the
question on the number of rooms (para. 3.87) may provide a convenient opportunity
to collect information on kitchen and kitchenette where such information is
desired. Additional information may be collected to show whether the facilities
are for the exclusive use of the occupants of the living quarters.
3.105. For housing units occupied by more than a certain number of households
(more than two, for example) and for collective living quarters, particularly
those of the multihousehold and hotel/boarding house type, it may be useful to
gather information on the number of kitchens available for the occupants. Such
living quarters are usually equipped with multifacilities for the use of large
groups, and information on the number of kitchens or kitchenettes in relation to
the number of occupants would be significant in analysing housing conditions.
13.

Lighting - tYpe of

3.106. Information should be collected on the type of lighting in the living-quarters, such as electricity, gas, oil lamp and so forth. If the lighting is by
electricity, some countries may wish to collect intormation showing whether the
electricity comes from a community supply, gen~rating plant or some other source
{industrial plant, mine etc.}.
14.

Conjugal family nucleus

3.107.

For the definition of conjugal family nucleus,

§2!

see paragraph 2.80.

6$/ '1'he term I1family nucleus" used in the remainder of the present document
is to be taken to mean II conjugal family nucleusl/.

3.108. Family nuclei are usually identified at the processing stage from
information on name and relationship of household members to the household head,
which are normally available fram the population census. l~ere the data are not
available from the census of population or where the census of housing is carried
out independently of the census of population, it may be sufficient, for purposes
of estimating housing needs, to simply identify and record the number of married
couples within each household.
15.

Demographic and economic characteristics of the head of the household

3.109. From the topics recommended for inclusion in the population census, those
in paragraph 3.110 have been selected as being of most significance in relation to
housing conditions; they are defined and fully described in paragraphs 2.81-2.96
and 2.188-2.201. For the housing census, the data usually relate only to the head
of the household, although in some cases (for a detailed study of overcrowding,
for example) it may be necessary to tabulate information (age and sex, in thjs
instance) for the other members of the household.
3.110. In some cases, the characteristics of the person identified ~s the head
of the household IDight not be of significance in connexion with the housing
conditions of the household. To provide a basis for valid assumptions concerning
this relationship, the circumstances likely to affect it should be carefully
considered and provided for in carrying out census tests and in analysing the
results of these tests. Post-enumeration evaluation surveys will provide a further
opportunity to examine the relationship between those identified as heads of
households and the housing conditions of the household in question.
(~)

~.

For the definition of age, see paragraphs 2.88-2.96;

(b)

Sex.

For the definition of sex. see paragraph 2.81;

(~)
Type of activity.
paragraphs 2.188-2.191;

For the definition of type of activity, see

(d) Occu~ation. For the definition of occupation, see
paragraphs 2.198-2.201.

16.

Household

3.111. For the definitions of household, household head and persons living in
institutions. see paragraphs 2.62-2.85.
3.112. For the purpose of a housing census i each household must be identified
separately. \lith respect to housing programmes, the use of separate concepts of
household and living quarters in carrying out housing censuses permits the
identification of the persons or groups of persons in need of separate dwellings.
If the household is defined as a group of persons occupying a set of living
quarters, the number of households in living quarters and the number of occupied
living quarters will always be equal and there will be no apparent housing need
in terms of doubled-up households requirine separate living quarters. If living
quarters are defined as the space occupied by a household, the number of
households in living quarters will again be equal to the number of living quarters,
with the added disadvantage that there will be no record of the number of
structurally separate living quarters.
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3.113. In countries in which it is traditional to count f~milies, the family in
the broad sense of the term may be adopted as an additional unit of enumeration;
in the great majority of cases the composition of this unit will coincide with
that of the household.
3.114. A housellold, for housing census purposes, should be defined in the same
way as for population censuses.
17.

Occupants - number of

3.115. Each person usually resident in a housing unit or other living quarters
should be counted as an occupant. However, since housing censuses are usually
carried out simultaneously with population censuses, the applicability of this
definition depends upon whether the information collected and recorded for each
person in the population census indicates where he or she was on the day of the
census or whether it refers to the usual residence (see paras. 2.21-2.25). Care
should be exercised to distinguish persons occupying mobile units, such as boats,
caravans and trailers, as living quarters from persons usin~ these as a means of
transportation.
18.

Tenure

3.116. Tenure refers to the arrangements under which the household occupies its
living quarters. Information should be obtained on:
(~)

Whether a member of the household is the owner of the living quarters:

(b)

~fuether

the household rents the livine quarters as the main tenant.

(£) Whether the household rents part of the living quarters as a subtenant
from another occupant who is the main tenant or owner-occupant;
(d) \ihether the household occupies the living quarters under another form
of tenure.
Particular attention needs to be given to persons who occupy premises free from
cash rent, with or without the permission of the owner, especially where this is
prevalent.
3.117. The question of tenure needs to be clearly distinguished in the
questionnaire as one to be asked of all households; otherwise there is a danger
that it may be omitted in cases where more than one household occupies a single
housing unit. Tenure information collected for living quarters shows very clearly
the distinction between rented units and units that are owner-occupied but it
fails to distinguish the various forms of subtenancy that exist in many areas,
which could be obtained from a question directed at households, 66/ nor does it
66/ Some indication of the number of households occupying their living
quarters as SUbtenants could be obtained from a comparison of the number of living
quarters of various types with the number of occupant households.
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allow for an investigation of the relationship between tenure and socio-economic
characteristics of heads of household. Under some circumstances, it may be usefUl
to indicate separately households which, although not subtenants in the sense that
they rent from another occupant who is a main tenant or owner-occupant, rent part
·of a housing unit from a landlord who lives elsewhere. These households and
subtenant households may be of special significance in formulating housing
programmes. On the contrary, in countries where SUbtenancy is not usual,
information on subtenants may not be collected in the census or, if collected,
may be tabulated only for selected areas.
3.118. In countries where
under separate tenure, the
the tenure under which the
for the tenure of the land
19.

the land and the living quarters are frequently occupied
topic may be expanded to show separate information for
household or households occupy the living quarters and
upon which they are located.

Rental

3.119. Rent is the amount paid periodically (weekly, monthly etc.) for the space
occupied by a household. Information may be obtained on the basis of a scale of
rents rather than on the exact amount paid. The data may be considered either in
relation to household characteristics or in relation to the characteristics of
living quarters. In the latter case, where more than one household occupies a
single set of living quarters, the rents paid by all households would need to be
summed to obtain the total rent for the living quarters. In the case of living
quarters which are partly rented and partly owner-occupied, it may be necessary
to impute the rent for the owner-occupied portion.
3.120. Provision must be made to indicate whether the living quarters covered by
the rent are furnished or unfurnished and whether utilities such as gas,
electricity, heet, water etc. are included. Provision also needs to be made for
recording households which occupy their premises rent-free or pay only part of
the economic rent. In countries where rent for the living quarters is paid
separately fram rent for the land upon which it stands, separate information may
need to be collected reflecting the amount of ground-rent paid.
3.121. In addition to the amount of rent paid by renting households, it may be
usefUl to collect information on the housing costs of the owner-occupants. Such
. costs could include information on monthly mortgage payments, taxes, cost of
utilities etc.
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VIII.

TABULATIONS TO BE pnEPARED IN HOUSING CENSUSES

A.

Scope and

objecti'~e

of tabulations

3.122. As countries have turned to national planning as a means of promoting and
guiding economic and social development the need for factual information on which
to base the necessary programmes has become universally recognized. Resources are
scarce) however, and statistical inquiries costly. It has therefore became
increasingly necessary to weigh each tabulation proposed for inclusion in the census
in terms of its ultimate cost and its utility for planning purposes and to restrict
the number of topics to a bare but significant minimum for greater economy and
efficiency. In preparing these recommendations, the first consideration, therefore,
has been the selection of tabulations that would yield the data required most
urgently for planning purposes.
3.123. The tabulations outlined in the present chapter include a group of
tabulations identified .Ifor early release II • These are the tabulations for which
the need is usually most urgent. However, it should be noted that the sequence
in which the tabulations are produced also depends upon the over-all system of
data processing and the way in which each tabulation fits into the system. It may
not be economical under all circumstances to produce some of the tabulations marked
ilfor early release a before others not so indicated. These considerations will
require co-ordination with systems analysts responsible for planning the
production of the tabulations.
3.124. Accompanying each tabulation is a statement of the principal uses of the
data supplied by it and an illustrative sketch outline of the tabulation showing
one way of providing for the required attribute classifications. It should be
emphasized that the sketches are illustrative only; they are in no sense
recommended formats for the tabulations, because these ~-rill depend on many other
factors.
3.125. It may be noted that, for some tabulations, alternative units of
tabulation are proposed. These alternative units are identified under ilunits of
tabulation;!. Since the outline of the tabulation would remain unchanged
irrespective of the unit of tabulation employed, only one illustration is shown.
A box in the body of the illustration indicates the alternative units of
tabulation that may be employed either in separate tabulations or combined in a
single tabulation if this is considered mare useful.
3.126. It is anticipated that most countries will publish~ore tabulations than
are included here. With the almost universal use of modern computer equipment
for the processing of census data, the time required for processing has been
greatly reduced in comparison with older forms of processing and the processing
cost of each tabulation and the relative cost of processing additional tabulations
represent a much smaller fraction of the total census cost than in the past. As
a resUlt, collection restrictions~ in terms of cost and of accuracy of the data
that can be collected, and publication time and costs have a greater relative
weight in determining the number and complexity of the tabulations that can be
produced and published. The census tabulations outlined below employ the
relatively small number of topics set forth in paragraph 3.15.
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3.127. The tabulations
extent to which advance
prepared depends on the
urgency of the need for

recommended are appropriate as final tabulations. The
provisional tabulations of the same subject-matter are
rapidity with which the processing can be done and the
the data.

3.128.

The specifications for each tabulation include, inter alia, a geographical
This is intended to be a guide to the types of civil division
of each country for which the information provided by the tabulation is generally
needed. The full classification is (a) total country, (b) each major civil
division~ (£) each minor civil division, (d) each principal locality. An
appropriate urban and rural distinction for (a), (b) and (c) is also indicated
(see paras. 2.54-2.61).
_.
-class~fication.

3.129. Countries will undoubtedly wish to prepare at least some of the tabulations
for additional areas~ such as smaller civil divisions than are indicated, or other
areas of economic or social significance. Another type of area for which tabulation
is usetul is the small subdivisions of principal localities known as flcensus
tract s ll (in English), which some countries have delineated for purposes of analysis
of the census results.
3.130. However, in order to avoid producing tabulations which are overly volUlllinous
or which contain a large number of empty cells, some countries may find it necessary
to emplqy a more restricted geographic classification than that suggested in the
illustrations. For example, even basic facilities such as piped water or
electricity may be alcost completely lacking for large areas of some countries.
Under these circumstances) tabulation of the relevant data for small geographic
areas would not be appropriate. The geographic classification to be utilized needs
to be carefully considered taking into account the type of information being
tabulated, its probable frequency distribution and the uses to which the data are
likely to be put.' Consultations with user groups both at the national and local
levels m~ be helpful in determining the most suitable tabulation plan and method
of dissemination.
3.131. Detailed tabulations m~ be prepared on a selective basis or upon request
rather than for all geographic subdivisions of a particular country. For example,
data for very small areas such as blocks or even block-faces may be stored and,
upon request, made available. The areas for which it is feasible to show
information will be affected by whether sampling was used in the collection of the
information or at the tabulation stage.
3.132.

The other principal classification cammon to many tables is that of living
and more particularly of housing units. As in the case of the geographic
classification ~ the type of living quarters or housing units according to which data
are to be tabulated will depend upon circumstances in the country concerned. For
purposes of illustration, all of the recommended types are included in many of the
tables. In practice, however) certain types may not be applicable in some countries
or their number may be negligible. For example ~ the number of mobile or improvised
housing units or housing units in buildings not intended for habitation may be
either small or concentrated in only a few areas. Under these circumstances~ if
all types are included in the classification of housing units throughout the
tabulation programme, many of the tables will have a large number of empty cells.
q~ers
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F
To avoid this it will be necessary to consider for each of the tabulations, to what
extent the total classification of living quarters or housing units utilized in
carrying out the census should be employed or to what extent the number of
categories should be reduced. In this connexion l the data derived from
tabulation H2 which provides basic information on the number and distribution of
living quarters and their occupants~ could provide the basis for a frequency
analysis as an aid in deciding upon the detail in which ongoing tabulations should
be prepared.
3.133. Tabulations Hl, H2 and H4 should be obtained from a total universal
enumeration and processing of all the living quarters in the area covered by the
census. The other tabulations may be obtained on the basis of either the universal
enumeration and tabulation of all living quarters and occupants or from the
enumeration and/or tabulation of a representative sample.
3.134. The tabulations described below are in no sense presented as models of
completed tables. The purpose is to present a view of the subject-matter elements
desired as end products. In the presentation of results, various elements may be
combined as parts of a single table according to the needs of each country) so long
as the indicated categories and cross-classifications are made available.
B.

List of tabulations

3.135. The following list gives the title of each tabulation in order to
facilitate a summary appraisal of the scope of the programme. The detailed
specifications for each tabulation are given immediately following the list.
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Tabulation
number

Title
(An asterisk preceding the number of the tabulation indicates that

it is a tabulation for early
paragraph 2.225).
*Hl

release~ ~

explained in

Households by broad types of living quarters and number of homeless
households
Households occupying housing units by type of housing unit

*H3

H4

Households in housing units by type of housing unit, cross-classified
by type of household
Households in collective living quarters by type of living quarters
Households by type of living quarters, cross-classified by sex and
age of head of household
Households by type of living quarters~ cross-classified by type of
activity, occupation and sex of head of household

H7

Homeless households by sex and age of head of household, crossclassified by type of activity

HB

Vacant conventional dwellings by type of vacancy

>tH9

Conventional dwellings by year (or period) of construction of building
(in which dwelling is located), cross-classified by type of building
and construction material of outer walls

HlO

Conventional dwellings by number of dwellings in the building

*Hll

Housing units by number of roams, cross-classified by type of
housing unit and number of occupants per housing unit

*H12

Households in housing units by type of housing unit occupied,
cross-classified by number of households and number of rooms per
housing unit
Living quarters by type. cross-classified by water supply system

H14

Living quarters by type J cross-classified by water supply system
and source of water supply

*H15

Occupied living quarters by type, cross-classified by type of
toilet facilities

*H16

Occupied housing units by type, cross-classified by type of lighting
Occupied housing units by type) cross-classified by availability
and type of cooking facilities
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Tabulation
number

Title
Occupied housing units by type,
of bathing facilities

cross~classified

by availability

Households in housing units by type of housing unit, cross-classified
by tenure of household and, for tenant households, ownership of
housing unit occupied
H20

Households in housing units by type of housing unit) cross-classified
by type of owner of the housing unit, availability of piped water
and availability of toilet facilities in the housing unit

H2l

Renting households in dwellings by rent paid, cross-classified by
type of owner of the dwelling, furnished or unfurnished and tenure
of the household

*H22

Renting households, classified by whether space occupied is furnished
or unfurnished and amount of rent paid monthly by the household,
cross-classified by tyPe of housing unit and number of households in
the housins unit

*H23

Rented housing units, classified by furnished or unfurnished and
amount of rent paid monthly for the housing unit, cross-classified
by type of housing unit and number of rooms

*H24

Rented housing units, classified by furnished or unfurnished and
amount of rent paid monthly for the housing unit, cross-classified by
availability of piped water and toilet facilities

c.

S~cifications

for each

tab~ation

3.136. Each of the tabulations listed above is described in this section. The
units of tabulation, the living quarters and the population to be included, the
geographical classification and the attribute classifications are specified in each
case. ~e paragraph reference numbers following each attribute classification
correspond to the paragraphs in chapter VII where the respective topics are
discussed. Under nUse of the tabulation'/, the principal uses of the data supplied
by the tabulation are set forth. This is followed by an illustrative sketch
outline of the tabulation.
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HI.

Households by broad types of living quarters and number of homeless
households (for early release)

Un~t...LC2..f ta'!>.uJ.~tiOE.:
(~)

(b)
persons
Living

This illustration:

households

~ernative un}ts-2ttabulation:

qu~ers in~~:

living quarters; family nuclei;

all living quarters (para. 3.41)

!fouseholds a..f!!r!.i..bY.-.~)lcl~i ap!LE.e.!'...s~ included: all households and family
nuclei and persons living in households-rpara. 3.111-3.114)
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):
(~) total count~y;
(ii) each major civil division~ (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i) ~ ~ ii) and
(ill)

(~) TYPe of living quarters (paras. 3.48-3.79):
living quarters

housing units; collective

(£) Separate class for the homeless (para. 1.227)

This is a broad summary table designed to show in very general terms
the type of housing occupied by households and the number of households
that are homeless. It provides background information as well as a control
for the preparation of more detailed tabulations for the categories shown.
In fact, the magnitude of the number of households that occup,y collective
livinB quarters or are homeless and their geographical distribution provide
an indication of the extent to which more detailed tabulations for these
groups would need to be prepared.
The distinction between housing units and collective living quarters
is significant because the problems involved and the methods of dealing
with them are distinct. Collective living quarters generally do not come
under the responsibility of the agency concerned with housing units, and
housing programmes are directed for the most part towards the maintenance
or improvement of the housing conditions of the population living in
housing units. Information concerning the institutional population is
not included in this tabulation but information on the number of these
persons is available from the population census tabulation programme.
Their exclusion from this tabulation facilitates the identification of
persons in households occup,ying collective living quarters.
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Illustration Hl.

Households by broad types of living
quarters and number of homeless
households (for early release)

---

Type of livill8 quarters

Geographical division a/
and unit of tabulation

Tota!
households

Housing
units

Collective
living
quarters

Not
stated

Total households . • . .

Homeless

For illustrative purposes, households are
shown as the units of tabulation in this
outline. Similar tables should be prepared
using as the unit of tabulation, living
quarters, family nuclei and persons (see
para. 3.125). Where IIli ving quarters" is
the unit of tabulation, the category for
homeless would not be applicable.

-I

I

---

!I This table may be canpiled for: (i) total countryj (ii) each maJor civil
division; (iii) each minor civil division; liv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between urban and rural for (i),\ii) and (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.

-
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-

-

H2.

Households
release)

occupyin~ housin~

units by type of housing unit (for early

Units of tabulation:

-

.------.~---

(~)

(b)
persons

This illustration:

households

Alternative units of tabulation:

Living quarters included:

living quarters: family nuclei;

housing units (para. 3.52)

Households, family nuclei and persons included: households, family nuclei
and persons occupying housing units (paras. 3.111-3.114)
Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), ITi) and

(ill)·

-

(b) 6YEe of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings;
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended
for human habitation
Use of tabulations
There is wide agreement concerning the usefulness of this
tabulation or variants of it. Its most important function is to make
a broad distinction between permanent housing of an acceptable standard,
and makeshift, temporary o~ improvised housing and to describe the
occupants in terms of aggregates, households and family nuclei.
The tabulation is of primary importance for the fermulation of
housing programmes and it is a prerequisite for the calculation of
indicators of housing conditions as discussed in Social Indicators:
~liminary Guidelines and Illustrative Series. 67/
The distribution of persons according to the various types of
housing units not only supplies valuable information about the housing
accommodation available at the time of the census but affords a useful
basis for stratification in carrying out sample surveys.
As noted in paragraph 3.50, the extent to which types of housing
units are distinguished may vary according to the needs of the country
concerned. It is recommended that all types identified in carrying out
the census should be shown in this table. Information derived fram the

67/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.XVII.8, paras. 5.50-5.55
and annex IV.
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table on the number and distribution of the various types and their
occupants will be of assistance in deciding (a) which types should be
utilized for tabulating housing units according to the various
characteristics which are the subject of other tabulations and (b) the
geographic areas for which these ongoing tabulations should be prepared.
For several reasons, the population in households is shown in
terms of persons, households and family nuclei. Mention has already
been made of Social Indicators; one of these indicators, "percentage
of the population in living quarte~s other than conventional permanent
or semi-permanent dwellings ll , requires for its calculation the
population in terms of number of persons according to the type of
accommodation occupied. This indicator measures changes in the housing
situation as reflected by an increase or a decrease in the proportion
of the population living in accommodation other than conventional
dwellings.
For housing programmes, information is required not only as an
indicator but for practical action and the number of housekeeping units
or households that need to be provided with dwellings is required. The
number of households according to the type of housing units occupied
provides a first approximation of this element of housing needs.
Information on the average number of persons per household
occupying each type of living quarters may be derived by comparing or
combining the tabulations. As is well known, however, the size of
households may be inflated as a result of a serious shortage of housing,
and as additional dwellings become available, households tend to break
up into smaller housekeeping units each requiring a separate dwelling.
Good estimates of the extent to which this may occur can only be made
as a result of special surveys, but a first approximation can be
obtained by examining the extent to which households are composed of
more than one family nucleus and the number of these families. 68/ The
number of family nuclei included in the table may therefore be expected
to yield data that will be useful in estimating the number of potential
households and their size.
This tabuiation includes all housing units without regard to
occupancy but it should be noted that with the exception of dwellings
(paras. 3.54-3.56), which may be either occupied or vacant, other housing
units must be occupied in order to fall within the scope of the housing
census.

68/ National customs, for example, the prevalence of the extended family
system, must, of course, be taken into account.
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Illustration 112.

Households occupying housing units by- type
ot housing unit (tor early- release)

Type ot housing unit b/
Total
Geographical division
and unit ot tabulation

~~I~~~.C

unit

Not intended
Impro- tor habitation
vised r-------~----~
;mit
Permanent Other Not stated

Total households • • •
For illustrative purposes, households
in housing units are sho"Tn as the units
ot tabulation in this outline. Similar
tables should be prepared using as the
unit ot tabulation housing units, tamilY'
nuclei and persons in housing units
(see para. 3.125)

Y This table may be canpiled tor: (i) total country; (ii) each major
civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each princill8l. locality-.
Distinguish between-urban e.nd rural tor (i), (!i) and (iii).
See paras. 3.128-3.129.
b/ For a discussion concerning the types ot housing unit to be included,
see paras. 3.54-3.69.
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H3.

unit

cross-classified b

Units of tabulation:

households

Households included:

households occupying housing units (para. 3.115)

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 3.l28-~.129):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (Ii) and

(iii)

(b) TYPe of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings;
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended
for puman habitation

(£) TYPe of household (para. 2.84): one-person household; nuclear
household; extended household; composite household
Use of tabulations
This tabulation shows the type of household, as classified and
defined in paragraph 2.64 according to the type of housing unit occupied.
In itself, the tabulation provides useful insights into the housing
patterns of the population. It could also be usefully combined with
other tabulations to furnish a more detailed description of households
in relation to certain aspects of housing, for example, in relation
to characteristics of the head of household (tabulations H5 and H6),
number of roams occupied or the number of households occupying housing
units ( tabulat ion Hl2).
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Illustration H3.

Households in housing units by type of hou~ing
unit, cross-classified by type of household
(for early release)

-Type of housing unit b/

~TI

Total
Impro.
MObilel
vised
houseGeographical division a/
and type of household holds Dwelline unit unit
Total households.

!lot intended
for habitation
Permanent other

Not stated

··

TYPe of household:
One-person

····

I

.····
Extended .
····
Composite •
····
Not stated
····
Nuclear •

a/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil
division; (iii) each minor civil division;-(iv) each principa~locality.
Distinguishlb,etween urban and r~ral for (i),-rii) and (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.

£I

-

-

--

For a discussion concerning the types of housing units to be included,
see paras. 3.54-3.69.
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n4.

Households

~n

collectiv:e living quarters by type of living

quarte~

Units of tabulation:
(a)
(b)
persons

This illustration:

households

Alternative units of tabulation:

Living quarters included:

living quarters; family nuclei;

collective living.quarters (para. 3.70)

Households" family nuclei and persons included: households ~ family nuclei and
persons occupying collective living quarters (paras. 3.111-3.114)
Classifications:

----~

(a) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (~) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), Tii) and
(ill)

-

-

(b) TYpe of collective living quarters (paras. 3.73-3.79): hotels,
rooming houses and other lodging houses; institutions; camps. other
Use of tabulations
Whether or not this table is prepared may depend upon the information
provided by tabulation Hl, which shows the extent to which households
occupy collective living quarters as well as the geographical distribution
of such households. Based on this information, it can be decided whether
a tabulation by type of collective living quarters is necessary, for what
geographical areas it should be prepared and the cross-classifications and
level· of detail required.
Collective living quarters generally do not come under the
responsibility of the agency responsible for housing units, and housing
programmes are directed for the most part towards the maintenance or
improvement of the housing conditions of the population living in housing
units. However, under certain circumstances, some categories may be of
special interest. For example, in countries with a significant number of
refugees, the number of households living in camps may be of special
interest, together with the demographic, economic and social
characteristics of these households.
Same of the households occupying collective living quarters
(households living in camps or families living in boarding houses, for
example) may be considered in need of housing and their number may be used
as a component of estimates of housing needs. In other cases (temporary
work camps, for example) collective living quarters may provide housing
which is appropriate for certain purposes.
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Information concerning the institutional population is not included
in this tabulation but information on the number of these persons is
available trom the population census tabulation programme. Their
exclusion from this tabulation facilitates the identification of persons
in households occupying collective living quarters.
Illustration H4.

Geographical
division a/ and
unit of tabulation
Total households

...

Households in collective living quarters
by type of living quarters

Total
households

I
Hotel
etc.

-- I

Type of collective
living quarters b/
Institution

C~p

Other

Not stated

I

For illustrative purposes, households in collective
living quarters are shown as the units of
tabulation in this outline. Similar tables could
be prepared using as the unit of tabulation,
collective living quarters, f~ly nuclei or
persons in collective living quarters (see
para. 3.125).

a/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil
division; (iii) each minor civil division;-(iv) each principar-locality.
Distinguish between urban and rural for (i),-rii) and (iii). See paras. 3.1283.129.
b/ For a discussion concerning the types of collective living quarters to be
included, see paras. 3.70-3.76.
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H5.

by type of living Quarters, cross-classified by sex and age
of head of household (for early release)

Households

Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

(b)

Alternative unit of tabulation:

households

Households and persons included:
households (para. 2.73)

persons

all households and persons

livin~

in

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):
(i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (Ti) and
(iii).
-

(b) TYpe of living quarters (paras. 3.48-3.79): conventional dwellin~s;
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for
human habitation: collective living quarters
(~)

Sex of head of

ho~sehold

(para. 2.87):

male; female

(d) Age of head of household (paras. 2.88-2.96): under 15 years;
15-24 years; 25:44 years; 45-64 years; 65 years and over
Use of tabulations
Since, in almost all cases, housing censuses and population
censuses are carried out as closely co-ordinated operations, it is
assumed that the economic and demographic data required for housing
tabulations will be obtained from the population census. The topics
proposed are recommended for collection in population censuses and,
provided that the housing and population censuses are properly
co-ordinated, there should be no difficulty in relating them to the
housing data.
In selecting the characteristics to be used, the primary
consideration should be their efficiency in providing insight into
the housing requirements of the population as well as an indication of
the possibilities that exist for meeting these requirements in so far
as private resources are concerned and the extent to which the nature of
the problem merits public assistance. The age and sex of the heads of
the households, together with the number of persons in these households
distinguished according to the type of housing occupied will provide
valuable insight in this respect. This tabulation also provides one
component needed to compute headship rates specific for age and sex for
the projection of number of households.
If the number of households occupying collective living quarters
is large, it may be useful to prepare similar tabulations by type of
collective living quarters.

Illustration H5.

Households by t)'pe ot living quarters, cross-classitied
b7 sex aDd age ot head ot household (tor ear17 release)
Type

ot living quarters

W

Housing units
Bot intended
tor
habitation

Oeoll'aphical
cUrls ion !I and
cbaracteristics ot
bead ot household
'1'0\&1 households • •

Total
households

Dvell-

Total

ins

Mobile
unit

Improvised
unit

Permanent

Other

Collecthe
living
quarters

Bot
stated

·.

Male head ot bousehold

·.
·.·.
·...
·...

UDder 15 ;years •
15-2" ;years
25-"11 ;years
115-9t ,.ars

.
stated •• . . .

For illustrative purposes, households are shown
as the _its ot tabulation in this outline. A
similar table should be prepared using persons
in households as the unit ot tabulation (see
para. 3.125).

65 Je&l'8 aDd over
lfot

r-le head ot
bD_ehold
(.... lI'Oups as above)

!I This table -7 be compiled tor: (i) total countr;y; (ii) each _Jor civil division; (iii) each
lli.or chi! cUviaioo; (iT) each principeJ. rocalit7. DistinguISh between urban and rural tor
(ii)
&DI1 (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.
-

m,

~

For a cUscussion concerning the types ot living quarters to be included, see paras. 3.118-3.79.

H6.

Households by type of livinr: quarters. cross-classified by type of
activity, occu~ation and sex of head of household (for early release)

units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

(~)

Alternative unit of tabulation:

households

Households and persons included:
households (paras. 2.62-2.63)

persons

all households and persons living in

Classifications:
(~) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):
(i) total country;
(ii) eactl major civil di vi sion: (iii) each minor civil division; ( i v) each
principal locality. Dis tingui sh between urban and rural for (i), ITi) and
(iii).
-

(£) Type of livin~ quarters (paras. 3.48-3.79): conventional dwellings;
mobile housing units: improvised housing units; housing units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for
human habitation; collective living quarters.
(£) Occupation of head of household (paras. 2.198-2.201): according
to or convertible to the major groups of the International Labour
Organisation's International Standard C]assification of Occupations, 1966
(d)

Sex of head of household (para. 2.87):

male; female

(~) Type of activity of head of household (paras. 2.188-2.197):
economically active; (~) employed, (ii) unemployed: not economically active.

Use of tabulations
The relationships established in this tabulation provide data on
the type of activity, occupation and sex of heads of households occupying
each type of living quarters, together with the number of households and/
or persons in each of the categories established. This tabulation
attempts to isolate population groups in need of housing in terms of the
occupation of the economically active heads of households and whether the
head is employed or unemployed. In the absence of data on income, which
is not normally available from the population census, this tabulation
may provide at least a general indication of socio-economic level. For
the purpose of this illustration only the total economically active heads
of household by sex are shown according to whether they are employed or
unemployed. Where the number of unemployed is substantial it may be
usefUl to introduce a classification of employed/unemployed for each
occupational group.
In addition to its significance frOM the point of view of the
resources available to the head of the household, occupation may be of
importance where the eoal is to stimulate the development of certain
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sectors of the economy. The International Labour Organisation (110)
has recommended that special consideration should be Biven in national
housing programmes, particularly in developing countries, to the housin~
needs of workers employed in, or required by. industries or regions which
are of great national iJIlportance. In this connexion also, attention has
been drawn by the ILO Asian Reeional Conference to the provision of
workers' housine as a means of raising the productive capacity of the
economy. Hhere national plans are directed towards the development of
certain key sectors of the economy, occupation may be of particular
significance for determining priorities in meetinr, housing needs.
If the number of households occupying collective living quarters is
large, it may be useful to prepare similar tabulations by type of
collective living quarters.
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Illustration H6.

Households by type of living quarters, cro8s-claaisified·
by type of activity, occupation and sex of head of

household (for early release)
Type of living quarters

'l2!

Housing units

Geographical
di vision al and
characteristics of
head of household

Not intended
for
habitation
Total
houseTotal
holds

Impro-

Dvell- Mobile
ing
unit

vised
unit

Permanent
Other

Collective
living
Not
quarters stated

Total households • • •
Economically active
head of household
Employed • • • • •
Unemployed • • • •
14ale • • • • • • •
Employed • • • • •
Unemployed • • • •
Female • • • • • •
Employed • • • • •
Unemployed • • • •
Occupation - major
group OIl • • • •
Male • •

Female.

.....

For il lust rat i ve purposes t households are shown
as the 1mits of tabulation in this outline. A
similar table should be prepared using persons
in households as the units of tabulation (see
para. 3.125).

Occupation - major
group 2 • • • • •
Male ••
Female •
Occupation - major
group • • • • • •
Armed forces • • •
IOccupatiOl1 groups
according to or COl1vertible to the
maJ or groups of the
International
Standard Classification of
Occupations. 19687
Head of household
not economically
active . . . . • .
Male • • • • • • •

Female • • • • • •
Economic activity
not stated • • • •

al This table may be compiled for: ({) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii)-each minor civil division; (iv) each;Principal locality:- Distinguish between urban and
rurai for (!.), (ii) and (iii). Seeparas. 3.128-3.129.
bl For a discussion concerning the types of living quarters to be inel uded, see
paras -: 3.48-3.79.

H1.

Homeless ~ouseholds by sex and age of head of household, cross-classified
by type of activity

tJni ts of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

households

(!l'> Alternative unit of tabulation: persons
Households and persons included:

homeless households and persons (para. 1.227)

Classi fications :
(a) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):
the country concerned
(~)

Sex of head of household (para. 2.87):

according to the needs of

male; female

(~) Age of head of household (paras. 2.88-2.96):
25-44 years; 45-64 years; 65 years and over

under 15 years;

(.£.) Type of activity of head of household (paras.
active; not economically active

2.188~.197):

15~4

years;

economically

Use of tabulations
~fuether or not this tabulation is prepared may depend upon the
information furnished by tabulation Hl on the number of homeless households
and persons and their geographical location. This information provides a
basis for deciding 'tlhether further tabulations of the homeless should be
prepared, the most appropriate geographical areas for which the data should
be tabulated and the household characteristics that should be included as
well as the level of detail.

Homelessness m~v be an isolated phenomenon confined to certain large
localities or it may be characteristic of certain areas that have been
affected by wars, political turmoil or natural disasters. In any event the
data represent a population group whose housing needs are of an emergency
nature. By providing data on basic demographic characteristics and the
f~neral socio-economic level of household heads, this tabulation is intended
to assist those responsible for providing solutions to the problem.
In this illustration the characteristics of the head of the household
are limited to age, sex and type of activity. However, where the number of
homeless persons is large, it may be useful to introduce additional
characteristics such as marital status and occupation.
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Illustration HT.

Homeless households by' sex and age of head of household,
cross-classified by type of activity
Homeless households
Wi th male head

Geographical
division a/ and
characteristics of
head of household

Total

Total.

Under
15-24 25-44
15
years years years

45-64
years

With female head
65 years
andover

Total

Under
15-24
15
years years

25-44
years

45-64
years

~

'1'otal • • • • • • • • • •

Economically active
head of household • •
Head of household not
economically
active

~

.......
Economic acti vi t;y not
stated . . . . . . .

!I

For illustrative purposes, homeless households are shown as the
units of tabulation in this outline. A similar table could be
prepared using homeless persons as the units of tabulation (see
para. ·3.125).

Geographical division according to the needs of the country concerned.

See paras. 3.128-3.129.

65 years
and over

H8.

Vacant conventional dwellings by tyye of vacancy

Uni t of tabulation:

1iving quarters

Living quarters included:

vacant conventional dwellings

(~aras.

3.54-3.6l)

Classifications:
(a)

Geographical di--i.sion (paras. 3.l28-3.l29):

(i) total country;

(ii) each major civil d_; sion; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal
locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii).
(£.) Type of vacancy (paras. 3.80-3.83):
vacant (for rent; for sale; other)

seasonally vacant; non-seasonally

Use of tabulations
Vacancy data are important from several points of vie,.,. In many
countries the vacancy rate runs from 3 to 5 per cent of the housing
inventory, which is equal to and, in some cases, a good deal more than,
the number of dwellings produced annually by new construction. It seems
appropriate, therefore, that the number of vacant units should be kept
under careful surveillance in order to ensure that the stock of housing is
used as fully and as economically as possible. The vacancy ratio provides
an insight into the proportion of dwellings required to allow for a turnover
of housing among ovmers and renters. This rate can be applied to calculations
of housing needs in order to provide for a similar vacancy ratio in
estimating the number of new dwellings that it will be necessary to construct.
Vacancy data classified according to the type of vacancy should furnish
useful information concerning the availability of housing. For example,
seasonally vacant dwellings can be ruled out as a source of additional
permanent accommodation. These units may be further classified, however,
to distinguish those intended for holiday accommodation from those intended
for other seasonal accommodation such as that reserved for the use of seasonal
or migrant workers. An examination of the reasons for vacancy of dwellings
that are non-seasonally vacant may reveal an over-abundance in categories
that do not correspond to the requirements or the resources of the population
groups in need of housing (it lIlay be noted that information on the size of
vacant dwellings is available from tabulation H1l). Corrective action m8\Y'
be taken in these circumstances either by restricting, directly or indirectly,
the construction of the type of dwelling in question or by subsidizing the
purchase or rental of dwellings.
This tabulation confines itself to data relating to dwellings because
all other types of housing units are required, by definition, to be occupied
in order to fall within the scope of the census; a classification by occupancy
would not, therefore, be applicable to them.
In some housing censuses, vacancy information is recorded during the
listing of living quarters and summaries of these lists provide the aggregates
furnished by this tabulation, although generally not in detail as far as
reasons for vacancy are concerned. Such a procedure m8\Y', however, provide
an economic means of obtaining the data where there are important reasons to
curtail the number of tabulations.
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Illustration H8.

Vacant conventional dwellings by
type ot vacancy

Type ot vacancy
Non-seasonally vacant
Seasonally"
vacant

Geographical division a/
Total
and unit ot tabulation
dwellings

Total dwellings

For rent

For sale

Other

Not
stated

.....
I

a/ This table may be compiled tor: (i) total country'; (ii) each major civil
division; (Hi) each minor civil division;-(iv) each principar-locality.
Distinguish bet~Teen urban and rural tor (i) ,(H) and (iii) (see p"ras. 3.128-3.129).

- -
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H9.

Uni t of tabulation:

li ving quarters

Living quarters included:

conventional dwellines (paras. 3.54-3.61)

Classifications:
(~)
Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), Tii) and (ii i)

(k) Construction material of outer walls (paras. 3.25-3.27): construction
material of the walls (subclassified into types of construction material that are
of significance for permance and durability)
(£.) Type of building (paras. 3.17-3.23): buildings coextensive \-lith a
single dwelling; buildings containing more than one dwelling; buildings for persons
living in institutions; all others

(d) Year or period of buildinr. construction {paras. 3.28-3.32}: single
years for buildings constructed during the intercensal period immediately preceding
(if it does not exceed 10 years) or during the preceding 10 years (where the
intercensal period exceeds 10 years or where no previous census has been carried
out); specified periods for buildings constructed prior to this
Use of tabulations
This tabulation provides information on the number of dwellings by
type of building in which the dwelling is located and by material of
construction of the walls of the building cross-classified by the year or
period of construction of the building. The inventory considered in terms
of age and type of building provides a basis for estimating maintenance
costs; it also furnishes insieht into the housing patterns of the population,
a factor that experience has shown should not be neglected in formulating
housing programmes. The data derived from this tabulation are of special
importance for the formulation of housing programmes, since they provide
the basis for appraising the dwelling inventory in terms of durability and
expected rate of replacement and also provide the basis for an estimate of
the annual rate of dwelling construction during the intercensal period or
the preceding 10 years.
As is well known, construction data are difficult to collect and
seriously lacking in most countries, particularly for the private sector,
yet they are indispensable for determining the extent to which housing
programmes are meeting the need for new dwellings. The construction data
obtained may thus fill a serious gap in the series of statistics required
for housing programmes. They may also 1;>rovide a means of checking
construction statistics for deficient coverage and of more closely integrating
the housing census and current housing statistics.
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!Uso lacldn~ in most countries are estimates of the investrl'ent
devoted to d1velling construction. If data can be provided that will reflect
even approximately thE" rate of dvelling construction for a given period
together with a broad description by type and material of construction (as
provided by this tabulation), a reascnable estimate of housing investment
should be possible. This is an important factor in assessing, and also in
establishing, the role of housing in over-all plans for economic and social
de vel opmen t .
If, as is suggested in paragraph 3.32, data have been collected that
indicate separately living quarters that have been constructed by the
households occupying them, then a separate category for this information
would need to be provided in the classification. The information obtained may
be used to provide estimates of the rate of dvTellinr: construction attained
and likely to be attained outside the construction carried out by enterprises
or other organi zatiol1s and of the resources being devoted to this type of
duellinr: construction. It should be noted, however, that the data ,,!ould be
incomplete, since they would not include all living quarters constructed by
households but only tilOse occupied at the time of the census b~r the hQuseholds
that had constructed them. Neither would the information tal~e into account
the rebuildine; and renewal of d1ITE'11ings, uhich is a continuinr: oneration
"There d.,elling construction is traM tionally a household acti vi ty.
The tahulation also provides part of the data required for the
computation of one of the statistical indicators of housin~ conditions,
namely the !1index of dwellinG construction in relation to estimated
re<].'J.ireITlents (for three-year periods) II •
The question "Thether to include only conventional dwellings in the
tabulation or other types of living quarters as well will depend upon the
importance of the latter as far as the over-all housing situation is
concerned. In tropical countries where a substantial pronortion of the
population lives in housing units constructed of locally available material
such as bamboo, palm, thatch etc., information on the rate of construction
of these units may be considered sufficiently important for them to be
included. ~1obile units, improvised units and units not intended for
habitation are not included, because the year or period of construction is
of varying significance depending upon the type of unit.
The tabulation includes material of construction for walls only, since
this appears to be of most siGnificance as an indicator of durability.
Information on the construction material of the roof and floor is also
frequently sought in housin~ censuses, particularly information on the
former, but certain complications arise in tabulating construction material
for more than one element of the dwelling. Therefore the classification
is restricted to the type of material used in the construction of the outer
walls.
1~e classification by type of building may he modified or exnanded
as the occasion Ciemands. 1I.s is sh01m in paragraph 3.20, the cateGory
Hbuildinfs coextensive ,vi th a single housing unit n ("dwelling" in the
present tabulation) may be divided into two subcategories, "detached" and
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I'

"attached" • These subcategories may be included in the tabulation where it
is considered that the number of attached buildings is sif,nificant. Also
it may be found useful to introduce information on .rhether buildings are
mainly residential or mainly non-residential or on the number of floors in
the buildings, particularly .,i th respect ·to apartment buildings.
In some countries, sin~le years have been used over a longer ~eriod
than that shown to tabulate information on the date of construction; hm-Tever,
it must be borne in mind that as the period is extended the quality of the
data may be impaired.
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Illustration H9.

Conventional dwellings by year (or
construction of building (in which
located), cross-classified by type
and construction material of outer
early release)

period) of
dwelling is
of building
walls (for

Year or period of building construction
Geographical division, ~
type of building and
construction material
of walls
Total dwellings

Total
dwellings

Year prior to census
0

1

2

3 4 5 6

Pi

7 8 9

Period
I

II

£!

III

Not
IV stated

········

Building coextensive with a
single dwelling

······

Material of walls:
Material A
Material B
Material C

·· ·
··· ·· ·· ··· ··· ·· ···
·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ··
············

Building containing more
than one dwelling
(Classification of
material as above)

·····

Building for persons living
in institutions

······

(Classification of
material as above)

·······

All other types
(Classification of
material as above)
Not stated

····· ···
~

a/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii)-each minor civil division; (iv) each-principal locality-.-Distinguish between urban and
rur&i. for (!), (ii) and (iii). Seeparas.3.l28-3.l29.
Pi Census year (0) and years preceding the census year.

£!

See para. 3.30.
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HID.

COl1:yentional duellinp;s by number of dvlellinp;s in the buildinp;

Unit of tabulation:

livin~

Livin,,",: quarters included:

quarters
conventional d>Tellin3s (paras. 3.54-3.61)

Classifications:
(~)

Geographical division (paras. 2.51-2.53):

(!:) number of dvrellings per buildinp::
the needs of the country concerned

each principal locality

1) 2, 3-9, 10-49, ... according to

Use of tabulations
A distribution of dwellinc:s by the number of di1ellings in the building
in 1Thich the dwellings are located provides a useful insight into the housing
patterns of the population. The information required for the tabulation
"!QuId normally be available from census control lists and 1-lould therefore not
require any additional collection of data.
The number of d1-lellings in buildings has certain social imnlications
for the occupants, for example, accessibility to various community facilities,
play areas etc. It is also of economic significance in connexion with
construction costs and the 9rovision and cost of housing services such as
gas~ electricity, vlater etc. as ,,,ell as in connexion 1-lith the provision and
cost of community services (fire protection, garbage collection etc.).
The tabulation would normally be of sip,nificance only in urban areas
and for localities of a certain size. Determination of the size of locality
as well as the distribution used in the tabulation ",ould depend upon housinc;
characteristics in the country concerned.

Illustration HID.

Conventional dwellings by number of
dwellines in the building

Geographical division ~ and
unit of tabulation

Total
dwellings

--

Total d\Tellings

.........

r

1

j

I

!

See paras. 2.51-2.53.
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of dwellings in the building
2

I

I
I

a/ Each principal locality.

I Number

3-9

I!

10-49

.....

IIll.

Housing units by number of rooms) cross-classified by t;\rTle of housinr: unit
and number of occupants per housinG unit (for early release)

Unit of tabulation:

living quarters

Livin~ quarters included:

housin~ units (para. 3.52)

Classifications:
(a) Geo,~raTlhical division (paras. 3.120-3.129): (~) totl'd country'.
(ii) each major- civil division; (iii) e:::tch minor civil division' (iv) each principal
locality. Distinguish bet,.,een· urb;ID' and rural for qJ ~ (ii) and (iii)

Tyue of housinp; unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional d1Tel1in~s; mobile
housing units) improvised housin~ units; housing units in permanent buildines not
intended for h~n habitation; other premises not intended for human habitation;
other
(£.)

( c)

!Tumber of occu1)ants per housinr- unit (para. 3.115):

6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and over
(d)
7, 8,

9,

Humber of rooms per housinr: unit (paras. 3.87-3.89):
10 and over

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
1,2, 3, 4, 5, G,

Use of tabulations
Density of occupancy in terms of the number of persons per room is
a widely recognized measure of the adequacy of housing conditions. One of
the aims of housing policy is to reduce the density of occupancy to a level
consistent "lith the maintenance of health and privacy of the occupants. This
aspect of housing is regarded as bein~ of sufficient importance in many
countries for legal standards to have been adoyted "rhich sIleci fy the maxi!'lUID
number of persons by ap;e ~ sex al"d family relat::'onshi'lJs to be housed if' housir.p'
units havinr, a specified number of rOOMS a~d bedrooms.
The number of persons per room furnishes the basis for one of the
indicators of housing conditions discussed in Social Indicators: Preliminary
Guidelines and Illustrative Series. 69/ The Horld Health Organization's Expert
Committee on the Public Health Aspects of Housing 70/ drew attention to the
importance of a sufficient number of rooms and a suitable separation of rooms
according to the age and sex of the occupants as a fundamental of healthful
residential environment. Hore recently, the FHO Exnert Committee on Housing
and Health stated that ;;the elimination of overcrO'tJdinr: and more s:Decifically

69/ United Nations publication, Sales No. l:.78.XVII.8, paras. 5.50-5.55
and annex IV.
70/ Uorld Health Organization, Expert Committee on the Public Health Aspects
of Housing: Pirst neport, Technical Report Series, No. 225 (Geneva, 1961),
sects. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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the improvement of air hY[,:iene help to reduce the transmission of air--borne
and dust-borne infections!1. 71/
~he tabulation provides for the ~anual or automatic selection of data
concerning any desired level of density considered of significance, from
eJ~treme overcro'l--Tding to under··occupancy.
In establishinr: the statistical
indicators of housing conditions the Statistical Commission and the
Inter-A.r;ency Porkin,~ Party on Statistics for Social Pro~rammes ar;reed that,
for international purposes, d"Tellings w'ith densities of three or more persons
per room should be considered as overcrowded under any circumstances. For
national use this level may be raised or lowered accordinE! to circumstances:,
different levels may be set for urban areas than for rural areas (the
outdoor spaces in rural areas are sometimes considered as offsetting to sone
extent hieh densities prevailinp within the housing units).

The geographical classification may be modified but it should be noted
that hir,h levels of (lensity ~ay coexist "Tith a reasonably 10yl avera("e, and
classification of the data by small ~eor:raphical areas may be more revealinp:
in this respect than data 'l-lhich refer to more extensive regions.
It should be kept in mind tha.t only an approximate index of over-all
average density can be derivea. from this tabulation. Agf!regates for rooms
and occupants can be obtained only by estimating the open-end
classifications for the number of rooms and the number of occupants in
housing units (10 and over). For a more precise index, these ap:r,regates
should be obtained for predetermined areas in the course of tabulating the
data required for the table.

71/ lTorld Health Orr,anization, EXpert Committee on Housinr and Health,
Vses Of :Cpidemiolorv in Eousing Pro.o:ra~es and in Planning Human Settle!'l.ents,
Technical Report Series. Eo. 544 (Geneva, 1974), sect. 3.3.1.
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Illustration IU1.

Housing units by number of rooms, a/ cross-classified
by type of housing unit and number-of occupants per
housing unit (for early release)

Geographical division, "rd type
of housing unit £I and number
of occupants

Total
housing
units

Housing units with the following number
of rooms !I
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10+

Not
stated

········
Housing units with the following
number of occupants
······
0
1 ·· · · ··· ·· ·· ·· ·
2 ··· · · · · · ·· · · · ·
3 ··· · · · ··· · · ···
4 ·· ·· ·· · · · · · ·· ·
5 ···· ··· · · · · · · ·
6 · · · · · · ·· · · · · ··
7 · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
8 · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·
9 · ··· ··· · ·· · · · ·
10+· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
·············
Not stated
·········
Conventional dwellings wi th the
following number of occupants
·
(Classification of occupants

Total housing units

as above)
Mobile housing units with the
following number of occupants
(Classification of
occupants 1-10+) ~
Improvised housing units with
the following number of
occupants

·

···········

(Classification of
occupants as above)

Not intended for habitation,
permanent, with the following
number of occupants
(Classification of occupants
as above)
Not intended for habitation,
other. with the following
number of occupants
( Classification of occupants
as above)
Not stated

······
······

···········

!I

Excluding rooms used wholly for business or professional purposes.

b/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division; (iii) each
minor-civil division; (iv) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for
(ii)
and (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.

<V.

£I

For a discussion concerning the types of housing units to be included, see paras. 3.54-3.69.
d/ Since by definition housing units other than dwellings are required to be occupied in order to
be included in the census, category "0" is not applicable.
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I-a2.

Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

households

Households and family nuclei included:
housing units (paras-:-·3·.1l1":3~1141-

households and family nuclei occupying

Classifications:
(§:) Geographical ~ivisi~ (paras. 3.128-3.129): (.!) total country~ (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal
locality. Distinguish bet1Veen urban and rural for {iL (ii) and (iii)

(!?) TyPe of ho~~inp:; unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellinc;s~ mobile
houGin(3 units ~ improvised housing units;. housing units in permanent buildings
not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for human habitation
(s)

Numbe! of hous~?ol~§._p'~£ ?2usi!lg un_i1. (para. 3.111-3.114):

C~)

i.-Jumber of rooms p~_r__ !l'£'~~~..L~_i.!. (paras. 3.87-3.89):

1. 2, 3+

1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7+

Use of tabulations
This tabulation provides information on the number of households that
are sh~ring housing units with other households and thus provides an important
basis for estimating housing needs. The im.portance of a separate housing unit
for each household that desires one is widely recognized and is discussed under
the uses of tabulation H2. Tabulation H19, which shm-Ts the number of
subtenant households, provides similar inforreation, since subtenant households
as defined in paragraph 3.116 are households which share housing units with
one or more other households. HO'\Tever. thi s tabulation provides addi tione.l
information~ since it shows the number of households that occupy the shared
units plus the number of rooms in the housing units.
The classification of households per housinr unit could be extended
accordinG to the extent of doubline-up in the country concerned. If
information has been collected to show ",hether the sharing is voluntary or
involuntary} additional subclassifications could be usefully included in the
tabulation to reflect this. The tabulation is not applicable to collective
living quarters.
In cou~tries where households usually consist of extended families, it
may be desirable to identify family nuclei as the basic units in need of
separate housing units. In this case. a tabulation by f~nily nuclei may be
more meaningful.
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Illustration H12.

Households in housing units by type of housing
unit occupied, cross-classified by number of
households and number of rooms per housing unit
(for early release)
Type of housing unit

Not intended
for habitation

Geograph i cal division, a/
number of households and
number of rooms per housing
unit
Total households

£I

Total
households

Dwell- Hobile
ing
unit

Improvised
unit

Permanent

Other

Not
stated

··········

Households with the following
number of households per
housing unit:
l

···············

1

\

In housing unit with the
following number of rooms
per housing unit:

For illustrative purposes, households
in housing unit are shown as the unit
of tabulation in this outline. A
similar table should be prepared using
family nuclei in housing units as the
unit of tabulation (see para. 3.125) •

· ·· ·· ·· · ·· · · ·· · ·· · ··
·
· ·· · ·
·············
· ·· · ·· · ·· ·· ·· · ·· · ·· ·
· ·· · · · · · ·
· · · · ·· · · · ·· ·· ·· ··
· · · · ·· · ·· ·
··· · ·
·····
·(Classi
· · · · ·of· rooms
· · · fication
1
2
3
4
5
6
7+
Not stated

2

as above)
3+

·( Classification
· · · · · · · ·of· rooms
·····
as above)

Not stated

· · · · · · · · · · · I,
I

a/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii)-each minor civil division; (iv) each-principal locality-.- Distinguish between urban and
rural for (~), (ii) and (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.
b/ For a discussion concerning the types of housing unit to be included, see

paras~ 3.54-3.69.
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H13.

Living quarter~y type~~!oss-classifie~_by water ~unp~7 system (for early
release)

Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

(b)

Alternative~its

Living quarters included:
Households and persons
(para. 3.115)

livin~

quarters

of _tabulation:

households~

persons

all living quarters (para. 3.41)

.~Ecl~~:

householdR and persons occupying living quarters

Classifications:
(~) Geographical ~yi~~~(paras. 3.128-3.129):
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii)
(~) TYpe of living quarters (paras. 3.48-3·79):
conventional dwellings;
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housinG units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for
human habitation; collective living quarters

(.£.) Water suPplY_Eystem (paras. 3.90-3.91): with piped water inside;. with
piped water outside but within 100 metres of the living quarters" without piped
water

Use of tabulations
From this tabulation information may be derived on the number of persons
and the number of households with ready access to a protected 'Tater supply as
well as the availability of piped water for each class of living quarters.
The supplying of water through pipes is recognized as the most effective means
of protecting it from pollution and of ensuring its purity, provided th::>.t the
water supply system is efficiently administered. The provision of as large a
proportion of living quarters as possible with a piped-water installation is,
therefore, one of the primary objectives of housing policy as well as of public
health policy. and the availability of piped .Tater is considered to be perl1aps
the most valuable indicator of sanitary conditions. The availability of a
protected water supply for the occupants of each set of livinc quarters is
essential for the prevention of communicable diseases as well as for the
cleanliness and general comfort of the occupants. Furthermore, since it is a
universal practice for the majority of persons to take their princi,al meals
in their living quarters, the availability of a water-supply installation
is of particular importance in connexion w'i th the preparation of food.
In 1961 the World Heulth Organization's Expert Committee on the Public
Health Aspects of Housin~ recommended that, as a fundamental of a healthful
residential environment, ';A potable and palatable llater supply be provided in
each dwelling-unit or in the courtyard where it is easily and readily
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accessible." 72/ The Comr,ri.ttee noted that ;'In the developinr COlL1').tries it may
be economically feasible to supply the water only to a tap located in the
courtyard or other similar area serving a group of houses. Hhile this
standard will permit the attainment of at least a minimum level of sanitation
and cleanliness~ the Committee suggests that the long-range objective in
developing countries be the installation of piped ,,,ater into each
dwelling-unit. i; 73/ Nore recently the Horlcl Health AsseJ").bly stressed that
"potable community water supply and sanitary disposal of human and animal
excreta are basic services for the control of major conrraunicable diseases
and contribute to socio-economic development and to the improvement of the
quali ty of life ll • 74/
The recommended classification of water supply system is proposed as a
minimum classification, which may be expanded according to the needs of a
particular country. Many countries have found it useful to tabulate
information about the source of the water supply (see tabulat~on 14) in
addition to information on whether or not it is piped to the l i vin'" quarters ~
some have disting~ished a supply used only by the occupants of the living
quarters bein~ enumerated from that used by the occupants of several livin~
quarters; others have qualified further the location of the piped water
supply by includinc: a separate category for a supply ,,,hich is not inside the
li ving quart·ers but ,.,hich is inside the buildinc in which the li vine: quarters
are located.
The percentage of occupied dwellings with piped ",ater inside the dwelling
or outside the dwelling but within 100 metres provides information for the
computation of indicators discussed in Social Indicators: Preliminar1:
Guidelines and Illus~rativ~_~ries. 75/
Because of the universal importance of a protected water supply for the
total population, all classes of living quarters are included in the
tabulation with their total occupants (those in households as well as the
institutional population). Households are tabulated according to whether they
occupy housing units or collective living quarters. It should be noted,
therefore, that the cells for housing units ",ill contain the number of
households together with the number of persons in those households. There
is no relationship, however, bet",een households and persons in the cells
that fall under acollective livin.:; quarters II , since the number of persons
includes persons living in institutions (i.e. not living in households).
It is recommended that the data be tabulated in geographical detail
because of the importance of the topic and the use to which the information
yielded may be put. In cities and towns particularly, the provision of piped
water is normally a public responsibility and data concernin~ the areas

of

72/ Horld Health Organization, Expert Committee on the Public . F~alth _Aspec£
First Report~ p. 59.

Housin~

73/ Ibid., sect. 2.4.1, p. 22.
74/ Twenty-ninth World Health Assembly, resolution 1t1HA 29.47, ;1ay 1976.
75/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E. 78 . XVII .8, paras. 5.50"5.55 and
annexIV.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

lacking this facility may provide the basis for extending municipal systems.
vJhere individual Ii vinr..:: quarters located in areas to 1fhich municipal systems
have been extended are found to be without ~')iped·-'.,ater syster!'.s. the data
may provide the basis for initiating local sanitation progra!Dmes.
If the number of collective livinc quarters is large, it may be useful
to prepare similar tabulations by type of collective living quarters.
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Illustration H13.

Living quarters by type, cross-classified by water
supply system (for early release)
Type of living quarters

P.I

Housing units
Total
living
quarters

Geographical division
and availability of
piped water

!I

Total living quarters

··

With piped water
inside

.. ··

·

With piped water
outside but within
100 metres of the
living quarters

····

Not intended
for habitation
Total

Dwelling

Mobile
unit

Improvised
unit

Permanent

Other

Collective
living
quarters

Not
stated

For illustrative purposes, living quarters are shown
as the units of tabulation in thi s outline. Similar
tables should be prepared using households and
persons in living quarters as the units of tabulation
(see para. 3.125).

Without piped
water £I.

..· ···
Not stated .
····

a/ This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor
civil-division; (iv) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural for (!), (ifr and (iii),
see paras. 3.l28-~129.

P.I
£I

For a discussion concerning the types of living quarters to be included see paras. 3.48-3.79.
Including living quarters whose occupants use piped water' located beyond 100 metl;'es from the living
quarters.
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Hl!~. Livin~ quarters by. tYEe. cross-classified by water supply system and

source of water supply
Units of tabulation:
This illustration:
--(~)

livinf! quarters

Alternative units of tabulation:

Living quarters included:

households, persons

all living quarters (para. 3.41)

Households and persons included:
quarters (para. 3.115)
---

households and persons occupyinr, living

Classifications:
(~) Geop,raphical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):
of the country concerned

according to the needs

(~) Type of li~inp. quarters (paras. 3.48-3.79):
conventional dwellings;
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in pe~manent
buildinp's not intended for human habitation~ other premises not intended for
human habitation; collective livine quarters

(£) 1.fater supply system (paras. 3.90-3.91): with piped water inside;
with piped water outside but within 100 metres of the livin~ quarters;
without piped water
(~)
Source of water supply (para. 3.90): piped community-wide system;
catchment tank; public well; private well; river, spring etc.

Use of tabulations
The classification of water supply system recommended in
tabulation Hl3 is proposed as a minimum classification, which may
be expanded according to the needs of a particular country. That
shown in tabulation H14 includes information about the source of the
water supply in addition to information on whether or not it is piped
to the living quarters.
Since most of the livin~ quarters in principal localities would
probably have a piped cOJT1munit'y-wic.e water supply system, this
tabulation may be more ap~licable to rural areas and s~all localities.
Alternatively, in order to avoid producin~ a table with many
blank cells, it may be useful to collect an0 tabulate data on source
of water supply only for those livinp quarters which report either a
piped water supply outside the livin~ quarters or no piped water
supply. While all livinr quarters with a piped water supply insine
do not necessarily obtain the water from a community supply, there
would tend to be a p;reater variety of sources from those either with
piped water outside or without piped water and the source of water in
these cases would also seem to be of greater concern.
If the number of collective livin~ quarters is large, it may be
useful to prepare similar tabulations by type of collective living
quarters.
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Illustration 1U4.

Li vinl': quarters by type, cross-classi t'ied by vater
supply system and source ot' water supply
Type ot' living quarters

~

Housing units
Geographical division !I
and availability ot'
piped vater and source
ot'vater

Not intended
tor habitation

Total

living
quarters

Total

Dwelling

Mobile
unit

CollecIlIIpro- 1-----.------4 tive
vised
Permaliving
unit
nent
Other
quarters

Not
stated

Total liring quarters
With piped vater
ina ide • • • •
••
Piped community-vide
system.
••
Catchment tank
Public well • • • • •
Private yell •
••
River, ~ring etc. •
With piped vater
outside but within
100 metres ot the
liring quarters • • •
Piped c08UDity-vide
system • • • • •
Catchlllent tank • • •
Public vell • • • • •
Private yell ••
River, spring etc.

For illustrative purposes, living quarters
are shown as the units ot' tabulation in this
outline. Similar tables could be prepared
using households or persona in living
quarters as the units ot tabulation (see
para. 3.125).

Without piped vater £1
Piped cOIIIDWlity-vide
system ~ • • • •
Catchlllent tank •• •
Public well • • • • •
Private yell • • • •
Rher, spring etc.
!lot stated

!I Geographical division according to the needs of the country 'concerned. See paras. 3.128-3.129.
In aany countries or areas this tabulation m~ be applicable only to living quarters in rural areas.
~ ~r a discussion concerning the t¥Pes ot' living quarters to be included see paras. 3.48-3.79.

£1 Including living quarters whose occupants use piped vater located beyond 100 metres tram the
living quarters.
M Reter. to living quarters vhose occupants obtain vater tram a piped' cOlIIDunity-vide system located
beyond 100 metres tram the living quarters.

H15. OccuTlied livin~\ Quarters by type, cross-classified by type of toilet
facilities (for early release)
~f

Tfuits

(~)

tabulation:
This illustration:

living quarters

Alternative units of- tabulation:
!:~ ving

quarters. incl uded:

households, persons

occupied Ii viner quarters (para. 3.41)

Households and persons included:
quarters (para. 3.115)

households and persons occupyinr Ii vine:

Classifications:

(i) total country;
(~) Geo("raphical division (paras. 3.123-3.129):
(ii) each major civil division:, (iiiJ each minor civil division) (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish bet'Teen urban and rural for (iL C~i) and
(iii)
(b) Type of livin~ quarters (paras. 3.48-3.79): conventional
c1.vrellin[,s: mobile housing units: improvised housin~ units ~ housin~ units
in permanent buildings not intended for human habitation: other premises not
intended for human habitation~ collective living quarters
(c) Toilet facilities (paras. 3.92-3.97): with toilet installation
( flush-toilet; n-;n:"flush toil~t):. without toilet installation of any type
Use of tabulations
FrN1 this tabulation data may be obtained on the number of livin/,,:
quarters by type VTith the number of occupants and the type of toilet
facilities available to them. The extent to which living quarters
(particularly those located in densely populated areas) are equipped
with satisfactory means of disposing of human waste is extremely
important from a health point of view.
The hTenty-ninth Horld Health Assembly stressed that i1 po table
community water supply and sanitary disposal of human and animal
excreta are basic services for the control of major communicable
diseases and. contribute to socio-econonic development and to the
improvement of the quality of life. [; 76/
The tabulation of toilet facilities shown provides the minimum
data required for an evaluation of livine; quarters accordinr, to the
facilities available. The informetion for dwellings is required for
the computation of indicators of housin~ and its environment discussed
in Social Ipdicators: Preliminary Guidelines ano III ustrative Series. 77/

76/ Twenty-ninth Horld Health Assembly, resolution hTHA29.47, Hay 1976.
77/ United Nations publication, Sales ~;ro. :S.78.XVII.8, paras. 5.50-5.55
and annex IV.
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Data on toilet facilities are also required for the formulation of housinS
pro{"rammes.
If the number of collective livinrr qnarters is larfe) it rr!ay be
useful to prerare similar tabulat.ions by type of collective I ivin,":
quarters. In fact, information concerning the availability of toilet
facilities in institutions, l']otels etc. is frequently collected in
housine, censuses. ~Iith respect to tJ.'ese units) hmrever) sepe-:ate
tabulations that vlould also shml the number of toilets in relation to
the number of occupants may be more useful than information that merely
indicates the availabilit~T of a toilet and the type of toilet. Similar
informat ion may be tabulated for housi n~ units occupied by more than a
certain number of households (more than two has been surgesteo).
In man~T countries the classification has been elaborated to provide
informatior. on the availability of particular types of toilets (other
than flush) that are prevalent and characteristic of the countr~1" concernen
and imply varying degrees of efficiency fro II' a sanitary point of view.
The tabulation may show whether the toile·c facilities are used
exclusively by the occupants of the living quarters or are shared with
the occupants of other livinr quarters. For livinr quarters reportec1.
as having no facilities ~ the tabulation may be extended to reflect
whether the occupants use a community toilet) ,,·hether they use the toilet
facilities of other living quarters or ",hether there are no facilities
available for their use.
The tabulation may be extended to show the methods of disposing of
human excreta (coIr.munity sewerage system; individual system such as a
septic tank or pit: other systems such as toilets draininp ~irectly into
lakes or rivers).
The geor,raphical classification is subject to modification accordin~
to the proposed use of the data. The proximity of a public sevlerae:e
system to the livinr quarters ,.,ill frequently be the factor that
determines whether or not the livinp" quarters can be equipped ,.,ith a
flush toilet. It will~ therefore, be of interest to city planners to
obtain information on the location of livine; quarters without flush
toilets both Hi thin ano. beyond the areas to which the public se,.,erare
system is extended~ this may require data for small areas. The
proportion of li vi n;:: quarters ,-lith flush toilet has quite different
implications in cities and towns frm'1. the proportion in rl.1!'al or
sparsely populated areas:, I"oreover, the tYT)e of arrangement considered
satisfactory in rural areas may not COTIle up to the standards established
by public health autl10rities for urban areas) and thus sOP'.e
differentiation of the ~ata by rural and urban may be necessary for their
correct interpretation.
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Illustration H15.

Occupied living quarters by type, cross-classified
by t~e of toilet facilities (for early release)

Type of living quarters b /
-------

--~.

Housing units

Total I
occuGeographical division a/ pied
and type of toilet
l1i ving
facility available in
quar-I
living quarters
ters
Total

I

I

Total occupied livine
quarters • • •
With toilet
/..:,

'IIS

Flush
Hon-flush
vIi thout toilet
Not stated ••

!I

i'

-T---

I1 elng
Dw,

---

Mobile
unit

lIrprovised , Permaunit
nent
Other

.- 1---

I

--

Not intended
for habitation

I

Collective
living
quarters

For illustrative purposes, occupied living
quarters are shown as the units of tabulation
in this outline. Similar tables should be
prepared using households and persons in
living quarters as the units of tabulation
(see para. 3.125).

~- _. =.L___L_l_._

Not
stat ed

I

This table may be compiled for: (i) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and
rural for (i), (ii) and (iii). See-paras. 3.128-3.129.

£I For a discussion concerning the types of
paras. 3.48-3.79.

livin~

-

quarters to be included see

-

H16. Occupied housin.,,: units by type. cross-classified by type of li,o;hting
(for early release)
Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

living quarters

Alternative unit of tabulation:
Living quarters included:
Persons included:

persons

occupied housing units (para. 3.52)

persons occupying housing units (para. 3.115)

Classifications:
(~) Geoc;ra}?hical_ di v~sion (paras. 3.128-3.129):
(i) total country~
each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinfuish betvreen urban and rural for (i), (ii) and
(~i)

(iii) )
(~) Type of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69):
conventional dwellinEs:
mobile housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent
buildinGs not intended for human habitation; other pre~ises not intended
for human habitation
(~)

Type of

li~hting

(para. 3.106):

electricity; gas; oil lamp; etc.

Use of tabulations
Countries in all regions attach considerable importance to the
source of energy used for lirhtin~. The Expert Committee on the Public
Health Aspects of Housing enumerated "sufficient natural and artificial
illumination ll as one of the factors contributing to a healthful
residential environment. 78/ This tabulation could provide planners
with a useful indication of areas where community li0hting needs to be
extended.
For housinn; units lit by electricity, additional information may
be tabulated to shml whether the electricity comes from a community
supply. generating plant or some other source (industrial plant,
mine, etc.).
The geographical classification may be modified in accordance with
the proposed use of the data.

78/ World Health Or~anization, Ex}?ert Committee on the Public Health
As}?ect; of Housing: First Report, sect. 2.2 (j).
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Illustration H16.

Occupied housin5~ units by type, cross-classified by
type of lightin!::;· (for early release)

----.-------.-------.---- --T-·---T·---·-··----· ---.

I

r

-Ty1)e--~f

·--···--r------

housin,7- un-~~~/ - -..- - - - - - - -

-'---rI -·---·-··I . ------r-·--I Not intended

l

Total,'
I for habitation
Geographical division ,,;
OCCUPied·,
Im:9 ro - j--and
l10usinp
Dtvel!Iobilel vised
Perma~~-=_~f lighti~!,_ _ _ _ _ _ unitS~_lling_jr ~i: __~_~i~_____n_~nt _._~ther
Total occupied housing units .
Type
of lightin7:
n
••
-

~lectrlcl ty

. . . . . .

I

Gas

.j::""

Oil laL1P . . . . . . . . . .

I'J
\0

I

(Other types of significance
in the country concerned)

!

I

__

I
":llust~atlve
For

I

houslng unl-cs
lof tabulation
similar table
using persons

I

~Ithe~u.nits

i

Hot

L~tate~__ _
,.

I
---I-----J---

I
I

,

-------1

l--

purposes~

.
occupl~d

I

are shown as the unl ts
in this outline. A
should be pre:9ared
in housing units as

of tabulation (see

par~_.:.125~ _____ .___

__

I .-l

I
I

I
i

I
I

!

_~J~t stat~~_.__~~_~~__. _._~. -.----J-------L---.--I-----L.-.---L-----a/ This table may be compiled for:
(i) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii)-each minor civil division; (iv) each-principal locality-.- Distinguish bet,·reen urban
an~rural for (i), (ii) and (iii).--See paras. 3.128-3.129.

£I For a discussion concerning the types of housing units to be included bee
paras. 3.54-3.69.

H17. Occupied housing units by type, cross-classified by availability and
type of cooking facilities (for early release)
Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

(~)

Alternative units of tabulation:

Living quarters

in<:l~ded:

living quarters
households, persons

occupied housing units (para. 3.52)

Persons and households included:
units (para. 3.115)

persons and households occupying housinc

Classifications:
---..

(~J total count!'y;
(~) Geop;r:.?-phical division (paras. 3.128-·3.129):
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish bet,·reen urban and rural for C~J, (ii) and
(iii )

(!?) TV'p_e of housi~_g._~~ (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dW'elline;s:
mobile housing units; im)rovised housinr; u..'"lits; housinc- units in permanent
buildings not intended for hunnn habitation; other premises not inteJ1ded for
human he.bi tat ion
(c) Availability .of k~~ch~~ or ot:ler spac~_~~.9- for cooking
(paras-:- 3.100-3.102): with kitchen; \vitb other s:"ace reserved for cookinr:~
\·rithout lcitchen or other space reserved for cooking
(d) Fuel used for cooking (para. 3.104): electricity, gas; wood; oil
(and/or other catego~{es-appr;.priate in the country concerned)
(~) Egu.ipmen~ used.for_c02kinr, (para. 3.103):
stove: hot pla.te; onen
fire (and/or other categories appropriate in the country concerned)

Use ~~;;;.;;--.-.-of tabulations
In ;nany countries the availability of a kitchen and the equipr:cnt
and type of fuel used for cooking are importe.nt aspects in considering
the adequacy of housing.
T!J.e classifications used in this tabulation for equinment and fuel
used :for cooking should be formulated to conform to the types of
equipment and types of fuel normally used in the countrJ concerned..
Data on fuel may refer to the fuel most frequently used and it may be
confined to the fuel used for preparinG the principal meals.
If information has been Bathered (as suggested in para. 3.105) on
the number of kitchens or kitchenettes or the number of stoves in
housing units occupied by more than a certain number of households and
for collective living quarters. such as hotels, boarding houses,
multihousehold living quarters, it .Tould be useful to tabl:uate this
information according to the tY:Je of living quarters and the number of
households.
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nlustration Bl7.

Occupied housing units by tYPe. cross-classified by
availability and tYPe ot cooking tacilities (tor
early release)

'l'1Pe ot housing unit
Total
occupied
housing
units

Geographical division al and
availability and type ot
cooking tacilities
Total occupied housing units

Impro-

Dwelling

Mobile
unit

Tised
unit

l1!

Rot intended
tor habitation
Permanent

Other

Rot
stated

..

Availability ot kitchen or
other space reserved tor
cooking:
With kitchen • • • • • • • • •
With other space reserved
tor cooking • • • • • • • •
Without kitchen or other
space reserved tor
cooking • • • • • • • • • •
Rot stated • • • • • • • • • •
Fuel used tor cooking:
Electricity
Gas • • • •

s-I

Por illustrative purposes. occupied housing
units are shown as the units ot tabulation
in this outline. Similar tables should be
prepared using households and persons in
housing units &8 the units ot tabulation
(see para. 3.125).

..... ....

Wood • • • • • • • • • • •

Rot stated • • • • • • • •
Equipment used tor cooking:

S-I

Stove • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hot plate • • • • • • • • • •
OpeD tire • • • • • • • • • •
Bot stated • • • • • • • • • •
~I '!'bis table may be compiled tor: (1) total. country; (ii) each maJor civil diTision; (iii) each
minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality. DistiDsuIBh between urban and rural tor
(ii)
and (iii). See paras. 3."126-3.129.
-

rot

l1!

Por a discussion concerning the tYPes ot housing units to be included see paras. 3.51l-3.69.

S-I Classitication ot fuel and equipment used tor cooking should correspond to the needs ot the
country concerned.

I
H18. Occupied housin~ units by type. cross-classified by availability of
bathing facilities
Units of tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

(b)

Alternative lmits of tabulation:

Living quarters included:

living quarters
households~

persons

occupied housing units (para. 3.52)

Households and persons included:
units (para. 3.115)

households and persons occupying housine

Classifications:
(~)

Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129):

(i) total country;

(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each

principal locality.

-

Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), T:[i) and

-

(iii)

(b) TyPe of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellinr-s;
mobile housing units; improvised housine units; housing units in permanent
buildings not intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for
human habitation

(£) Bathing facilities (paras. 3.98-3.99):
without fixed bath or shower

with fixed bath or shower;

Use of tabulations
The availability of bathing facilities in housing units is an
important factor in considering the adequacy of housing from a health
point of view. The Expert C~ttee on the Public Health Aspects of
Housing stressed the desirability that each household or family should
be provided with some means of body bathing. I2I
If additional information has been collected showing whether the
facilities are for the exclusive use of the occupants of the housine
unit and whether there is hot water for bathing purposes or cold water
only, this information may be included in the tabulation.
Information m8¥ also be collected which shm.rs whether the occupants
of housing units reported as having no fixed bath or shower share the
facilities of another housing unit, use a public facility or have no
access to bathing facilities. In such cases the tabulation may be
further expanded to include appropriate classifications for this
information.

79/ "lorld Health Organization, Expert Committee on the Public Health
Aspect; of Housing: First Report.
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If information has been gathered (as suggested in para. 3.99)
on the num.ber of fixed baths or showers available in housinc- units
oc~upied by more than a certain number of households and for collective
living quarters such as hotels. boardine houses and multihousehold
living quarters, it would be useful to tabulate this information
according tc the type of living quarters and number of occupants.
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Illuatration &l8.

Occupied houaing units 'bJ type, cross-claasitie4
'bJ aY8ilability ot batbing tacilities
Type ot housing unit

"!I

lot intencle4
Geosrapbical division !I IUld
availability ot bathing
tacilities

TOtal occupied houaing units
Availability ot tixed bath
or shOVer:

...·.....
Without . . . . · . . . . .
lot stated. . . · . . . . .
With • • •

Total
occupied
bouaing
units

tor habitation
Dvelling

Mobile
unit

Improvised
unit

Pel'lllaDent

Other

lot
stated

For illuatrati ve purposes, occupied
housing units are shown as the units
ot tabulation in this outline.
Similar tables could be prepared
using households or persons in housing
units as the units ot tabulation
(see para. 3.125).

!I 'l'bis table mq be caapiled tor: (i) total ·countl'7; (ill each maJor civil division;
(iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban IUld
rUr.l. tor (i), (ti) and (iii). Seeparas. 3.128-3.129.
"!I For a discussion concerning the types ot housing units to be included see paras. 3.5"-3.69.

H19. Households in housins units bY tYpe ot housing unit. cross-classitied by
tenure ot household and. tor tenant households, ownership ot housing unit
occupied (tor early release)
Units ot tabulation:
(~)

This illustration:

<'12'>

Alternative unit ot tabulation:

households

Households and persons included:
(para. 3.115)

persons

households and persons occupying housing units

Classitications:
(a) Geo ra hical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; iii each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality
(distinguish between urbiii' and rural tor (i), (ii) and (Iii»
(~) Type ot housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings; mobile
housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent buildings not
intended tor human habitation; other premises not intended tor human habitation

(~)

Tenure (paras. 3.116-3.118):

owner; tenant; subtenant; other torms ot

tenure

(s) Type ot ownership (paras. 3.84-3.86): government (e.g. central, local,
corporations etc.); private (households, private corporations etc.)
Use ot tabulations
This tabulation yields data showing the type ot tenure under which
households occupy their living space. The data are tabulated in terms ot
households rather than housing units in order to show more clearly the tenure
status ot households sharing housing units. The number ot owner-occupied
housing units can be obtained trom the tabulation using the corresponding
tigures tor owner households in each category; an approximation tor rented
units could be obtained by subtracting the number ot owner-occupied units
trom the total occupied housing units shown in tabulations H16, H17 or Hl8.
The extent to which households own or rent the accommodation that they
occupy is ot special signiticance tor housing programmes. Housing programmes
trequently include special provisions tor assistance to owner-occupants tor
the maintenance or improvement ot their housing units, and housing policy is
invariably concerned with rent levels and the population likely to be attected
by rent policy. The number ot households occupying their living quarters
as subtenants is indicative ot the seriousness ot the housing shortage, and
such households will be ot primary concern in tormulating housing programmes,
however, when the number ot subtenants is thought to be insigniticant it may
not be necessary to tabulate this intormation except, perhaps, for selected
areas.
type ot ownership ot the housing unit occupied is shown in this table
tor renting households. It is assumed that tew, if any, subtenant households

•
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would be occupying government owned housine. In some countries a separate
category may be tabulated for households that occupy their living quarters
free of cash rent.
A greater variation of tenure status seems to exist among the occupants
of certain types of housing units than vas hitherto supposed. For example,
whereas it vas once assumed that the inhabitants of squatter areas erected and
owned their own improvised shacks, it now appears that the economic demand for
this type of housing has manifested itself in the appearance of squatter
"entrepreneurs" who trade in squatter accommodation by buying, selling or
renting it as the opportunity arises. For this reason, the tabulation includes
all types of housing units rather than dwellings only.
Several vaiations of the classification of tenure have been found useful.
Tenure data are sometimes classified so as to distinguish the tenure under
which the living quarters are occupied from the tenure of the land upon which
they stand (for some countries such a classification may be of special
significance). Owner-occupants are shown in some cases according to whether
the housing unit is fully paid for or whether it is being paid for in
instalments or mortgaged; rental data are subclassified to show separate
information for accommodation rented unfurnished and accommodation rented
furnished.
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Illustration Bl9.

Households in housing UIlits by type ot housing UIlit
cro..-cl.usitied by tenure ot household and, tor
teaaat households, ovuership ot housing unit
occupied (tor ear~ release)

Type

ot hOUSing unit

~

Not intended
tor habitation
Geographical division

y

Total
househol4e

&Ild

tenure ot household
Total households • •

....

Tenure ot household
Owner-occupant •
Tenant • • • • •

...

Dvelling

Mobile
unit

Improvised
unit

Permanent

Oth.er

Not
stated

For iUuatrati ve purposes, households in
housing UIlits are shOVD aa the UIlits ot
tabUlation in this outline. A similar
table should be prepared using persons
in housing units as the unit ot tabulation
(see para. 3.125).

Govel'Dlllent ovued
housing unit.

. .. .
. . . . . . ..

Pri vate~ ovued
housing unit •
5ubten&llt

Other torm ot tenure •

..

Not stated • • • • • •

Y '!'his table mq be cc.piled tor: (1) total country; (ii) each major civil division;
(iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal. locality. Distinguish between urban and rural
tor (1), (!!.) and (iii). See para;:- 3.128-3.129.
~ For a discussion concerning the types ot housing unit to be included see paras.
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3.54-3.69.

H20. Households in housing units by tyPe of housing unit, cross-classified by
type of owner of the housiD6 unit, availability of piped water and
availability of toilet facilities in the housing unit
Unit of tabulation:
Households included:

households
households occupyinz housing units (para. 3.115)

p~assifications:

(a) GeoGraphical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal
locali ty. Distinguish between urban and rural for (i), tIi..) and (iii)

(J2) Type of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings; mobile
housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permament buildings not
intended for human habitation. other premises not intended for human habitation
(c) !lEe of ownerShip (paras. 3.84-3.86): government (e.g. central, local,
corporations, etc.); private (e. g. households, private corporations etc.)
(d) Water supp~v system (paras. 3.90-3.91): with piped water inside; with
piped water outside but within 100 metres of housing unit; without piped water
(e) Toilet facilities (paras. 3.92-3.97): with toilet installation (flush
toilet; non-flush toilet); without toilet installation of any type
Use of taculations
In this tabulation households are tabulated according to the type of
housing unit occupied, the principal facilities available in the housing unit
and the type of owner. The information on toilet and water supply is crossclassified in order to show the number of households by owner of the housing
unit according to whether the hOUSing unit has piped water and/or toilet
facilities or neither of the8e facilities.
OWnership of housing units lacking basic facilities would be of
particular interest and it would be useful for the purpose of housing
programmes to know whether these units are occupied by their owners or
occupied by tenants.
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Illustration H20.

Households in housing units
cross-classified by type of
unit. availability Of piped
Of toilet facilities in the

type ot housing unit,
owner of the housing
vater and availability
housing unit

by

Type of housing unit

~

Not intended
for
habitatiol.
Geographical diVision, !I
type of owner, and facilities
in the housing unit
Total households

Total
households

Dwelling

Mobile
unit

Improvised
unit

Permanent

Other

Not
stated

·······

Households in:
Government-owned housing
unit.

...······ ·

Water supply:
With piped water
inside.
Toilet facilities
With toilet
Flush
Non-flush
Without toilet
Not stated •
With piped water
outside but within
100 metres of unit •
(Classification of
toilet as above)
Without piped water £I .
(Classification of
toilet as above)
Not stated •
Privately owned housing unit
(Classification of water
and toilet as above)
Ownership not stated •

·······
··
· ····
· ···· ··
· · ·· ·
····
·····

·

······
···

!I This table ~ be compiled for: (,i) total country; (ll.) each major civil division;
(iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban
and rural tor (.!.), (ll.) and (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.
~ For a discussion concerning the types ot housing units to be included see paras. 3.54-3.69.
£I Including housing units whose occupants use a piped water supply located beyond 100 metres
from the housing unit.

-~

H21. Renting households in dwellines by rent paid, cross-classified by type of
owner of the dwelling, furnished or unfurnished and tenure of the household
Unit of tabulation:
Households included:

households
renting households (paras. 3.115-3.118)

Classifications:
(~)
division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; ~~~ each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between urb~and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii)

(b) Rent paid (paras. 3.119-3.121): a scale of rents established in
accordance with the range of rent normally paid and the currency in the country
concerned and an indication of whether the premises are rented furnished or
unfurnished

(£) TYpe of ownership (paras. 3.84-3.86):
corporations); private (e.g. households)
(d)

Tenure (paras. 3.116-3.118):

government (e.g. central, local,

tenant; subtenant

Use of tabulations
In this illustration, households are tabulated according to the rent
paid by the household and the type of owner of the dwelling occupied.
Households renting privately owned dwellings are further classified
according to whether the household is a main tenant or a subtenant and
whether the premises are rented furnished or unfurnished. These latter
classifications would not normally apply to government owned dwellings.
Data on type of ownership and rent paid furnish an opportunity to
review the part played by the public and private sectors in providing
housing for the population and the cost of such housing. This information
should be useful for the formulation of housing programmes and also in
connexion with the adoption of policies which involve rent control or rent
subsidies.
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Illustration H21.

Geographical division, !I
type ot ownership, tenure,
turnished or unfurnished

Renting households in dwellings by rent paid,
cross-classified by type of owner of the
dwelling, furnished or unfurnished, and tenure
of the household

Total
renting
households

Monthly rent paid by household
Scale ot rents

Total renting households
Government-owned
dwellings •••

·...

Privately-owned
dwellings • • • •

...
Tenant . . . . . . . .
Furnished • . . . . .
Unfurnished • · .
Subtenant •• . . . • •
Furnished
·...
UnfUrnished • · . . .
Tenure not stated • . .

!I This table may be compiled tor: <'!J total country; (ii) each major
civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (~) each principal locality.
DistiDsuish between urban and rural tor (i), (ii) and (iii).
See paras. 3.128-3.129.
-
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Unit of tabulation:
Households included:

households
renting households (paras. 3.115-3.118)

Classifications:
(a) Geo ra hical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country; (ii) each
maJor civil division; iii each minor civil division~ (iv) each principal -locality. Distinguish ~ween urban and rural for (i), ~) and (iii)
(b) Furnished or unfurnished housing units (para. 3.l20):
unfurnished

furnished;

(£) brEe of housins unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings; mobile
housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent buildings
not intended for human habitntion; other premises not intended for human
habitation
(d) Rent paid (paras. 3.119-3.121): a scale of rents established in
accordance with the range of rents normally paid and the currency in the country
concerned
(~)

Households per housing unit (paras. 3.111-3.114):

1, 2, 3+

Use of tabulations
In this tabulation, rent paid refers to the amount paid monthly by the
household for the space it occupies. The amount of rent paid is related to
the number of households occupying the housing unit and the type of housing
unit. However, it might also be related to the occupation or industry of the
heads of households, particularly where these characteristics provide a
significant indication of the income levels of large sectors of the
population. The tabulation may be further expanded to show whether the rent
includes the cost of utilities such as gas, electricity and heat where this
information has been collected.
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Illustration 822.

Ratins households, classified by whether apace occupied
is fundaheel or uaturniaheel &D4 IUIOUDt of rent paid
.azathl7 b7 the houaehold, croaa-claasified 117 tne of
bowfins unit &D4 n\Dber of households in the houains
unit (for .ar~ release)

Monthl7 rent paid b7 household
Qeosraphical division, !I
t;ne of housins unit ~ and
bowfehol4a per houains unit

Total
households

Space occupied furnished

Space occupied unfurniahed

Scale of renta

Scale of reta

Total households in:
Bouains un! ts • • • •

·..

Households vi th the
follovins muaber of
households per unit:

•

. . . . . ·..
.. · . .
•••••• . . . .
. . ....
..

1 •••

2 ••••••

3+

lot stated

DveWnss • • • • • •
(Classification of
households as above)

Mobile housing units. • •
(Classification of
households as above)
IJIprovised housiDS units
(Classification of
households as above)
lot intended for
habitation, peZ'III&Dat •
(Classification of
hoI18eholds as above)
lot intended for
habitation, other • • •
(Classification of
households as above)
'l'Jpe of housing Uftit !lOt
___
.t;;,;a:;;;,;t;,;;eel,;;;.....;.;...,;.._.;..,.:;•...;.,
• ...,;.;...,;.........._ _ _ _....._ ......_ _....&._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......._ _ _ .. ' - - - _ - " ' -_ _ __

!I '!'his table IIl8¥ be c~ileel for: (1) total country; (ii) each _Jor civil division; (iii) each
minor civil divisioni (!!.> each principal locality. DhtinsuiBb between urban and rural for (V, (ill
&D4 (iii). See paras. 3.128-3.129.
-y For a diacussion cODcemins the tnes of housins units to be included see paras. 3.54-3.69.
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H23. Rented 80/ housing units. classified by furnished or unfurnished and amount
of rent aid month
for the housi
housing unit and number of rooms
Unit of tabulation:

unit

cross-classified b

t

e of

living quarters

LivinG quarters included:

rented

§Q/

housing units (paras. 3.116-3.118)

Classifications:
(!.) Geo ra hical
(i) total country; (ii) each
major civil division; 111 each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguish between urban-and rural for (i), (ii) and (iii) .

(£)

~rnished

or unfurnished housing units (para. 3.120):

furnished;

unfurnished

(£) Type of housing unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings; mobile
housing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent buildings not
intended for human habitation; other premises not intended for human habitation
(d) Rent paid (paras. 3.119-3.121): a scale of rents established in
accordance with the range of rents normally paid and the currency in the country
concerned
(~)

Rooms per housing unit (pexas. 3.87-3.89):

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7+

Use of tabulations
In this tabulation, l'ent is the total amount paid for the housing unit.
The data would be obtained from the information on rent paid by households.
In cases where a housing unit is occupied by only a single household, the
amount of rent paid by the household and the rent paid for the housing unit
are the same. In cases where housing units are occupied by two or more
households, the rents paid by each of the households will need to be aggregated
in order to provide the total rent paid for the housing unit. It will be
necessary either to exclude from the tabulation housing units that are partly
rented and partly owner-occupied or to impute the rent for the ovmer-occupied
portion. Rented housing units are further classified into furnished and
unfurnished so as to distinguish rent paid exclusively for the space occupied
from that paid for space plus furnishings.
In this tabulation rent paid is related to the number of rooms in the
housing unit, since space is an important factor in determining the cost of
housing. It may be useful, however, to expand the tabulation so that it
includes not only the number of rooms in the housing unit but an indication
of the availability of certain basic facilities such as piped water and toilet
(see tabulation H24). If information has been collected sh01ring vThether or not
the rent is controlled, this could usefully be included in the tabulation.

80/ "Rented", in this case, means wholly rented and does not include housing
units-occupied by an owner who rents part of the unit to another household.
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Special attention is sometimes given to the identification of rented
single-room dwellings located in multidwelling buildings (these have been
termed "single-room letting" in the E-.ll'opean region). Uhere they repreeent
s significant proportion of the hcusing inventory and the housing services that
they provide are thought to be inadequate in relation to the needs of the
occupants, special tabulation of such units may be useful.
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Illustration 1l2·3.

Rented !I housing units, classitied b;y furnished and
unfurnished and amount ot rent paid IIIOntbl;y tor the
housing unit, cross-classitied b7 tne ot housing
unit and number ot rooms (tor earl7 release)
Monthl;y rent paid tor housing units

Geographical division, bl
type ot housing unit c/-and
rooms per housing unit
Total housing units • •

..

Total
housing
units

Furnished

Unturnished

Scale ot rents

Scale ot rent s

Housing units with the
following number of
rooms: • • • . •
1 • • • • • • • . . • • •
2 • • • • • • • • • • • •

3 • • • • • • • • • • • •

4 . • . • • • . • . . • •
5 • • • • • • • • • • • •

6 . . • • • • . • . . . .

1+ • • • • • . • . • • .
Not stated • • • • • • •

Dwellings with the
following number of
rooms • • • • • • •
(Classification of
rooms as above)
Mobile housing units with
the following number of
rooms •• . . . . . • .
(Classification of
rooms as above)
Improvised housing units
with the following
number of rooms • • • •
(Classification of
rooms as above)
Not intended for
habitation, permanent,
with the following
number of rooms· • • • •
(Classification of .
rooms as above)
Not intended for
habitatioil, other, with
the following number
of rooms • • • • • •
(Classification of
rooms as above)
Not stated

al "Rented" in this case means wboll;y rented and does not include housing units occupied
b7 an-owner who rents part of the unit to another household.
-y This table may be compiled tor: (1) total countr;y. (i.!.) each maJor civil division.
(ill) each minor civil divisipn. (i!.) each principal locality. Distinguish between urban and
rural tor (1), (ii) and (ill).
See paras. 3.128-3.129.
£I For a discussion concerning the types ot housing units to be included see
paras. 3.54-3.69.
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H24. Rented housing units, classitied by furnished or unfurnished and amount ot
rent paid monthlY tor the housing unit. cross-classitied by availability ot
piped water and toilet tacilities
Unit ot tabulation':

living quarters

Living quarters included:

rented

~

housing units (paras. 3.116-3.118)

£!...assitications:
(a) Geographical division (paras. 3.128-3.129): (i) total country;
(ii) each major civil division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each
principal locality. Distinguish between urban and rural tor (i), ITi) and (iii)
(b) Furnished or unfurnished housing units (para. 3.120):
unfurnished

furniShed;

(£) Type ot housins unit (paras. 3.54-3.69): conventional dwellings; mobile
h011sing units; improvised housing units; housing units in permanent buildings
not intended tor human habitation; other premises not intended tor human
habitation
(d) Rent paid (paras. 3.119-3.121): a scale ot rents established in
accordance with the range ot rents normally paid and the currency in the country"
concerned
(e) Water supply system (paras. 3.90-3.91): with piped water inside; with
piped water outside but within 100 metres ot the housing unit; without piped
water

(t) Toilet tacilities (paras. 3.92-3.~7): with toilet installation (tlush
toilet; non-tlush toilet); without toilet installation ot any type
Use ot tabulations
The comments concerning the amount ot rent paid outlined in connexion
with tabulation H23 are also applicable to this tabulation. The purpose ot
this tabulation is to relate the cost ot housing to the adequacy ot basic
services; in this case the availability ot piped water and toilet tacilities.

W "Rented", in this case, means wholly rented and does not include housing
units occupied by an owner who rents part ot the unit to another household.
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Illustration II24.

Rented a/ housing units, classiti.ed byturnishedor
unfurnished and amount of.· ri!ntPai4· mOnthly for the
housinr, unit, cross-classified by availability of
pi~ed water and toilet facilities
I

~onthlY rent paid for housinr, units

Geographical division, b/
- type
- of
housing unit, number of rooms per
housing unit c/ and availability
of piped water and toilet
facilities
Total housing units

Total
housing
units

I

Furnished

I

Scale of rents

Scale of rents

I

·······

Housing units with the
following facilities:
l-Ti th piped WEtter inside
~'!ith toilet d/
Flush
!lon-flush
·
lfi thout toilet
Not stated.•

· · ··
·
·
. · · · · · ·· ·· ·· ·
···· ···
······
········

I

Hith pi'Ped water outside
but within 100 metres
of unit
(Classification of toilet
as above)

.·········

·····
········
·· ·
· · · · ·· ·· · ··
·········

VTithout piped water
Hith toilet
l,Ti thout toilet
~Tot stated
!'lot stated

•

I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

•

I
I

I I
•

I

I

Dwellings with the followinF.
facilities:
(Classification of water
supply and toilet
facilities as above)
Mobile housing units with
the following facilities:
(Classification of water
supply and toilet facilities
as above)

Un turni shed

I

•

I

I
I
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Illustration H24 (continued)
-- .. _.
._--_.
.._--.
.•-._-- .. __ ...... --'_...._-_ ......
.......
.._-- -_.......
..
Geographical division, bl type 01'
Honthly rent paid for housing units
housing unit, munber of-rooms per
housing unit cl and availability
Total
Furnished
Unfurnished
of piped water and toilet
housing I--------+---~--.-facilities
units
Scale of rents
Scale of rents

.-- .....

_--_

__ _--

Ret intended for habitation,
permanent, with the
following facilities: ••
(Classification of water
supply and toilet
facilities as above)
Not intended for habitation,
other, with the following
facilities: • • • • • • •
(Classification of water
supply and toilet
facilities as above)
Not stated

..

..........

al "Rented" in this case means wholly rented and does not include housing
units-occupied by an owner who rents part of the unit to another household.
W This table may be compiled for: (1.) total country; (!!.) each maJor civil
division; (iii) each minor civil division; (iv) each principal locality.
Distinguishbetween urban and rural for (1.),l!!.) and (iii). See paras. 3.1283.129.

sf For a discussion 01' the types of housing unit to be included see
paras. 3.54-3.69.
dl In some cases the classification 01' toilet facilities m~ need to be
modified. For example, in some countries "flush" and "non-flush" may be applicable
only in urban areas and only for housing units with piped water inside.
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Annex I
TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE REGIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 1980
POPULATION CENSUSES BUT NOT BY A MAJORITY OF THE REGIONS

List A of the present publication (see para. 2.15) gives topics included as
"priority" in the majority of the regional recommendations for the 1980 population
censuses. List B (see para. 2.16) gives topics that, while not comprised in list A,
are included by the majority of regions when both "priority" and "other useful"
topics are taken into consideration. The list below comprises topics that are not
included in either list A or B but are mentioned in the recommendations of at least
one region. Together, the three lists include all of the topics that appear in
the regional recommendations for the 1980 population censuses.
List C
Geographical and migration characteristics
Location of place of work
Location of school, university etc.
Journey to work
Place of civil registration
Year or period of arrival in country to take up residence
Reason for migration
Metropolitan and similar areas
Household lor family! characteristics

!I

T,ype of institutional household or other communal establishment in
which a person lives
Whether or not living as an inmate of an institutional household or other
communal establishment
DemOgraphic and social characteristics
of marriage
Number of spouses
Physical disabilities

Form

a/ See foot-note 0/ in annex II.
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~ility

and mortality

All deaths in household wi thin the 12 months preceding the census
Paternal orphanhood
Survival of first husband
Economic characteristics
Socio-economic group
Dependency
Duration of unemployment
1,fain source of livelihood
TYPe of establishment
Number of persons employed by employer
Farm or non-farm residence
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AnnulI
TOPICS IJfCLUOED IJf THE REGIO"AL REeOMMENDATIOJfS FOR THE 1980 POPULATIOIf CEJfSUSES
AIm IJf THE GLOBAL RECOMM!IfDA'l'lOIfS FOR POPULATlO" CEftSUSES

The following table shovs. in the tirst column. the population topic. included in the ~lobal recommendation. tor population and housin" cen.use.
and. in the succeedin~ columns. the tonics included in each ot the regional recommendation. for the 1Q~O censuses.

Re~ional rec~ndations

"Priority" topics

Topic

Globel. ~
4atious (tists A
and B) !I
ECE

Geo«ral!hical
and lIIi~tion
characteristics
Place where
present at
tiM of
census ••
aa4/or
I

~

?"

Place ot usual
residence ••
Place of birth
Duration of
residence
Place ot preTious
residence
Place of residence
at a specitied
date in the past

'W

X

ESCAP 15./

X

and lor

IASI

M

XsI

and/or

Md/or

X

X

ECA

'!!

X

Mdlor

"Other useful" topics

ECWA

!.I

X

"umber
of
regions

II

EeE

'W

X

ESCAP ~

IASI

M

ECA

'!!

ECWA

!.I

"umber
of
regions

Total
Dumber ot
resions

I

5

Mdlor

X

X

X

X

,

X

X

X

X

X

b

X

1

5

X

xV

X

J./

X

3

X

1

L

X

•

L

5

5

X

X

X

xh/

X

X

5

5

X

hI

1

5

X

X

xV

xV

Total population

X

X

X

X

X

X

Locality • • • • •

X

X

X

X

X

X

0;

0;

X

X

X

X

X

0;

0;

'2

'2

Urban and rural
Location ot place
ot vork

X

X

X

Location ot school.
unh!rsity ptc.
Journey to vork
Place ot clril
registration .
Tear or period ot
arrhal in country
to take up
residlmce

X

X

X

1

1

X

1

1

1

1

1

X

1

'2

"Priority" topics

Topic

and B)

!I

It:l~

ISCAP

sf

lASI

fI

ECA

!I

"other

ECWA

Y

11IIII'ber
of
redODS

BCE~

ESCAPsf lASI Y

_ful."

!CA.!!

topics

ECWA

Y

lUllber
ot
regiOIl8

tbtal
mabel' of

redone

Geoaabiea1
ana II1ption
cbaneterietics
( c:oatilNeCl)

'-fbi'
at c ..... ·

1

1

1

1

XD!

5

5

x'JI

Il

X

......
UJaUt...a
eiIIIJMo
__ •

X

JIoaae1lo14
~IIancteriDicl

,
•

l'elatiou1lip to
hea4 or other
refereaee
MII'ber of
hoaaeho14

6r traili/ '61 •
fir

x

X!I

X~

xD/

C08Ip08ition

x

x2I

xpj

x'JI

IIouaebDl4

~'B

..

xD!

x'JI

x2I

2

5

X

1

1

X

1

1

~

of
institutional.
hoaaehDl4 or
other COIBmal
establisbDent in
which a lIft'SOD
li...

....

Whether or not
living as an
t.ate of an
institutional
bo_ehold or
other~

eetabliaJaent.
DeIIoe1!hic end
social cbaraeteristics

.....
.....

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Marital statue

X

X

X

X

X

X

Citbenship

X

X

X

X

Selt
Age

!!I

X

5

5
5
5
Il

5
5
II

ReliRion •••

X

X

1

X

X

Lan~e

X

X

1

X

Xt.!!

2

"

1

X

X

3

II

•••
.ationa! and/or
ethrlic group •

X·

X

X

X

3

3

Regional

re~oawendatiODe

"Other usetul" topice

"Priority" topic.
Global rec~ndationa (List. A
ad B) y
ECE~

Topic

ESCAPy lASI

Y

ECA

!l

ECWA

!I

JUlllber
of
redone

JUIlber

ECE"gj BSCAP

!I

IASI

!I

ECA

!l

!eVA

!I

redon.

Total
n_ber ot
repone

1

1

2

2

1

1

ot

DaomEhic
... eocial
characteri.tic.
(CODtinuecl)
Pol'll ot ..rriage

X

JWlber ot .pous..

X

Ph7aical
disabilities

.

\y)

X

X

P'ertilitl ad
.,rtalitl

,
•

Children born
alift • • •

X

X

Children 1iTill8 •

X

X

Age at ..rriap •

X

...

X

Lift birth. within
the 12 .oaths
~edins the
census • • • • •

X

Duration ot
..rriage

X

X

X

It

X

X

3

X

2

X

X

X

X

xy

Lift births in
households
within the
12 _ths
prececlia«
the census

X

X

1

Matemal
orplaaaboocl

X

X

1

All deaths in
households
within the
12.oaths
prececliq
the ceneus

Survival ot first
husband • • • •

It

3

3

'r

3

3

X

2

It

1

1

X

2

3

X

2

3

X

2

2

X

1

2

X

1

1

X

DHths ot intat.
bol'll wi thin the
12 _ths
precedin« the
census

Paternal
orphanhood

5

1

X

x!I

X

1

X

X
X

X
X

1

RegiOD&l reeOBlleDdations
"Priority" topics

"otber useful" topics

Global ree~4ations (Liata A
and B) !I

FD.'W

Educational
attai_t

X

X

X

X

X

X

Literacy

X

X

X

X

X

School
attendance

X

X

X

X

X

Educational
qualifications

X

Topic

ESCAP ~

IASI

Y

ECA

Y

ECWA

!.I

lIumber

lIUlllber

ot

ot

regions

regions

Total
nUlllber ot
regions

X

1

5

X

1

5

.

.

ECI'W

ESCAP~

IASI

Y

ECA

Y

ECWA

!.I

EducatiOD&l
cbaraeteriatica

..

5

.
.

5

X

X

X

X

EeonOldc
cbaracteristics

,
•

Aethity status

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Occupation

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Industry

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Status in
eIqI107JlleDt

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

Tbe worked

X

X

X

X

Income

X

X

X

X

Sector ot
emplO7JlleDt

X

X

1

x'lI

X

X

X

5

.

.

3

3

3

.

Soeio-eeo-tc
X

group • • •

1

1

Dependency

X

Duration ot
unemplCJ11M!nt

X

Main source ot
lhelibood

.

X
X

X

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Type ot

establiahment

X

lIUlllber ot persons
employed by
employer

X

1

1

Fara or non-tara
residence· ••

X

1

1

(Foot-notes on tolloving page)

~

Topics included in paras. 2.15-2.17 of the present publication.

p! Economic Commission for Europe, Recorrrrendations for the 1980 Censuses of
?opulation and Hpusing in th~_ECE Re~ion~ Statistical Standards and Studies, No. 31
(Unitec'! Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.II.E.6).
c/ Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, Asian and Pacific
Recommendations for the 1980 Population and Housin~ Censuses (ST/ESCAP/52).

2J Inter-American Statistical Institute, Pro~ram of the ~~ensus of
America (COTA-1980): Standards for the Population and Housing Censuses
(LASI document 7357a-3/16h8. 25). .
e/ Economic Commission for Africa, "Report of the \iorkinl3 Group on
recommendations for the 1980 Population and Housing Censuses in Africa"
(E/CN .14/cPII/47).
f/ Economic Commission for \{estern Asia, Expert Group Meeting on Census
Techniques, 12-16 December 1977, Final Report (E/ECHA/POP/l:TG.9/2).

f!J It is recommended that countries using the concept of Il pl ace where found
at time of census ;' should also collect information on "place of usual residence ll
for use in obtaining statistics on migration.
hi The I:priorityt: topic is ;;country of birth and/or citizenst.ip". The "other
useful: ; topic is ;lpl ace of birth of the native populati on II •

!I No preference is indicated for either the investigation of "place of
previous residence!: or "place of residence at a specified date in the past". It
is recommended, however, that countries not investigating the latter topic should
tabulate the data on IIplace of previous residence;! in combination with the data on
"duration of residence ll •

J.!

Preference is given to the :·.nvestigation of "place of residence at a
specified date in the past".
k) See para.. 2.75 of the present publication for the sense in which I1familyll
is used in the topic in the global recommendations.
1/ The topic is

I1

rel ationship to reference member cf private household".

m/ The topic is "relationship to head of household and/or relationship to
head of family;).

'[1) The topic is :'relationship to head of household l1 •

0/ Under the general headings of "household and family characteristics of
persons I; , !'characteristics of family nuclei;} and ~'characteristics of private
households", a considerable number of derived topics, both ·;priority!l and ;lother
useful\) are included. Hany of the topics are included, with some variations, as
tabulation components in the global recommendations and/or in one or more of the
reeional recommendations. The extensive explanations that would be required to
make clear the relationship between these ECE topics and the tabulations included
in the global and/or other regional recommendations are not possible in a
tabular presentation. The topics are, therefore, not shown on the present table.
They can be found in the source cited in foot-note b/ above.
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(Continued)

PI

The topic is "household and/or family composition fl •

gf The topic is "household composition".
r/ Included as an element of the topic "national and/or ethnic group.fI
s/ The topic is "date of marriage!! and refers to (i) first marriage and
Cii) Current marriage.
t/ Including information on whether or not births were registered.
u/ Not included as a separate topic but in the classification of rlstatus in
employment", the category 'iemployee" is subdivided by sector of employment.
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Annex III
TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE REGIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 1980
HOUSING CENSUSES BUT NOT BY A MAJORITY OF THE REGIONS
List D (see para. 3.15) comprises topics included as "basic" in at least
three ot the five sets of regional recommendations a/ for the 1980 housing
censuses. List E (see para. 3.15) refers to one topic included as "basic" or
"other useful" in at least three sets of the regional recommendations. List F,
below, comprises topics included in at least one set of the regional recommendations
but not included in lists D or E. Together, the three lists include all of the
topics that appear in the regional recommendations for the 1980 housing censuses.

LIST F
Building in which living quarters are located
Farm building or non-farm building
NUDiber of floors (storeys) in the building
NUDiber of dwellings in the building
Availability of elevator (lift)
state of repair
Living quarters
Bedrooms, number of
Temperature control
Location of living quarters in the building
Useful and/or living floor space
Outdoor space
Use of living quarters
Hot water
a/ Economic Commission for Europe, Recommendations for the 1980 Censuses of
Po
ation and Hous in in the ECE Re ion, Statistical standards and Studies, No. 31
United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.II.E.6); Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific, As ian and Pacific Recommendations for the 1 80 Po ulation
and Housi~ Censuses (ST/ESCAP 52 ; Inter-American statistical Institute, Program
of the 190 Census of America (COTA-1980); standards for the Population and
Housing Censuses (IASI document 7357a - 3/16/78-25); Economic Commission for
Africa, Re ort of the Worki
Grou on Recommendations for the 1980 Po ulation and
Rousing Censuses in Africa E/CN.1 CPR 7 ; Economic Commission for Western Asia,
Expert Group Meeting on Census Techniques, 12-16 December 1977, Final Report
(E/ECWA/POP/WG.9/2).
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Living quarters (continued)
Source ot tuel
Source ot energy tor heating
Type

ot sewage disposal. system

Piped gas
Telephone
Occupants ot living quarters - number and characteristics ot
Tenure ot land on which living quarters are located
Head ot household
Socio-economic group
Marital. status
Industry
status
National. and/or ethnic group
Income level
Length ot occupancy ot present household
Type ot household
Size ot household
Single or shared occupancy
Household appliances
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Annex IV
TOPICS INCLUDED IN THE REGIONAL RR:OMMElIDATIOHS FOR THE 1980 HOUSING CENSUSES A1'lD IN THE
GLOBAL ~ATIONS FOR HOUSING CENSUSES
The following table shows. in the tirst column. the housing topics included in the global reeol!lllelldations for population and housing censuses
and, in the following columns, the topics included in each of the regional reeCllllllendat.ions for the 1980 housing censuses.

Regional reeoJllllendations
"Priority" topics

Global
recOllllll!!Ildations
(lists D
and E) ~

ECE

Building.
type of • • •

X

X

Construction
material of
outer valls •

X

Year or
period of
construction

X

Topic

EJ

ESCAP

s./

IASI

Y

ECA

£.1

"other useful" topics

ECWA

Ii rJ

Number
of
regions

F.CE

lJ./

Humber
of
regions

Total
nl.lllber
of
regions

X

1

4

XjJ

2

5

ESCAP sf lAS I ~ ECA

!f

ECWA

!I i!l pi

Buildi!!! in which
livinS guarters
are located

,

X

X

X}}

X

X

!i

X

3

X

3

X!I

3

X 1.1

X!/

3

F'anIl building

or non-tam •

X

1

1

Number ot
floors
(storeys) ••

X

1

1

Number ot
dwellings in
building

X

1

1

Elevators
(lifts) • • •

X

1

1

1

1

..

State of
repair

. ..

- -

-

X
-

--

ADDex IV (coatiuued)

Re«ional rec:ommendations
"Priority topics"

GlobeJ.

"Other useful" topics

IrflCOllllll8l-

I

lfUlllber

Total
number

tioDS
(lists D
ad E) N

ECE

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Occupancy statUI!

X

X

X

X

X

X

4

ROOIII8. number 01

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

Lighting.
type ot

X

X

X

X

X

4

Topic

'W

ESCAP

s./

lASI

M

leA

!l

ECWA

!I tJ

I

Number

ot

regions

ECE

W ESCAP sJ

lASI

M

ECA

Y

ECWA!I

sf W

ot

ot

regions

regions

Livg guarters.
characteristics
ad tacllities ot
Location • • • •
Living quarters

type ot

·..

·..

Toilet

1

4
5

lpj

Xpj

5

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Water supply
system • • • •

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

5

Ownership.
type ot

X

X

X

X

3

3

Bathing
tac:111 ties • •

X

X

Cooldng
tac:ill ties • •

X

X

tac:111ties ••

•
~

-

X ~/

·..

X

!.I

xy

!.I

X

3

Xyy xy

4"!y

PositiCD ot
dwelling in
building • • •

Xy

....
'I_~~

X,#

2

4

1

1
1

X

.
.

4

1

Useful and/or
11vi ng tloor
space
Outdoor space

1

X

Use ot living
quarters • • •

Bedrooms.
number of

XyJ

X

y.
~-

-

f

X

2

2-

X

1

1
1

1
-

-~--------

_ _ IV (coDtiDud)

Rqioaal rec.aeDd&tioaa

"Priorit7" topic.

Glollal

"other uetlll" topic.

=~

NC

Total.

ti;;'

I1IIIber

(lin. D
Topic

aD4 I)

Y

JX:I ~

IBCAP sf lASI

Y

BCA !I ECVA

!.I II

ot

reslOll8

BCI ~ ESeAl' sf lASI

Y

BOA

!I

ECVA

!I II

~

BWlber
ot

Ilaber
ot

reslOll. resloll.

Liriu CllIU'teN.

~UC8
{coatlD1iei)

~i.. ot

JIDt . . . . . . . .

1

1

1

2

X

1

1

.,n. .

X

1

1

eu . . . . .

X

1

1

Telepbcae • • • • •

X

1

1

or...,.. atllN

,

X

XII

coatl'Ol

X

1

Sovce o f - s f

tor beati. . . . .
'l'Jpe ot ......

di8poeal

I

Piped.

OcCUllllllb ot liriD«
CI1IArten IIIIIIIIer aD4

chancte~iC8 of !y
CoIl,1upl f~
Duel. . . . . . .

X

x !!!!I

x

X

x
x

x

x

3

3

X

3

3

x

3

3
3

Ifee4 of bowIebol4

or ret_c.
penoa

Ace • • • • • • •
Seat • • • • • • •

Type

ot activit)'

Occupation

...

x
x
X

x ssJ

x

X

3

X

XssJ

X

X

3

3
-----

~~--

~-

. . . . IY (e.tiale4)

---

-.0DIIl. rea

GloW

~c

t10M
(Un. D
UI4 B) N

..

• .-10118
"ot;ber 1I8e1'al" topica

"PricritJ" topic.

.......
'l'otal

IIIIIIII.-

ICE W IIICAP

sf

USI

Y

IICA!I 1CVA!l

.J

of
nsiOll8

Jllllber

ICE W IIICAP

sf

USI

Y

of

IICA!I ICIfA
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!!/ Topics included in para. 3.15 of the present pUblication.

E.I Economic Commission for Europe, Recommendations for the 1980 Censuses
of Po lation and Housin in the ECE R ion, Statistical Standards and Studies,
No. 31 United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.II.E.6).
c/ Economic and Social. Commission for Asia and the Pacific, Asian and Pacific
Recommendations for the 1980 Population and Housing Censuses (ST/ESCAP/52).
d/ Inter-American Statistical. Institute, Pr ram of the 1 80 Census of America
(COTA=1980): Standards for the Population and Housing Census IASI doc1.Dl1ent
7357a-3/l6/78-25).
Censuses in Africa
f/ Economic Commission for l-Testern Asia, Expert Group Meeting on Census
Techniques, 12-16 December 1977, Final Report (E/ECWA/POP/WG.9/2).

s/ No recommendations made concerning demographic data to be related to
housing information.
'!!,/ No recommendations made for lIother useful" topics.

i/
J./
'!/

Construction material of walls, roof and floors.
Materials of which specific parts of the building are constructed.
Construction material. of roof or floors.

!/ Period of construction.
~/

Year of construction.

!!l

Type of vacancy.

0/ Rent and, for owner occupants, monthly payment for purchase of property.

p./
3/

Availability of electricity.

Included in the regional recommendations as "Occupany status (rentownersh ip ) II •
r / Bathrooms.

y
1/

Kitchen.
Type of cooking :ruel.

u/ Two regions reconmended the collection of data on the availability of a
kitchen.

yJ Cooking facilities other than kitchen.
~/

Kitchen and cooking equipment.

!./ '!his topic appears in the regional. recommendations as :IType of occupancy
(housing - industry - commerce)".

V

Main type of heating.

!o/ NUlJiber, type and size of household.
aa/ This section of the table indicates the topics referring to occupants which
were:related to housing topics in the regional recommendations.
bb/ In the regional. recommendations included as an element of the topic "Type
of hOuseholdll •
ce/ In the regional. recommendations included as an element of "Socio-economic
group" •
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